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Abstract 
This dissertation compares the responses of Italian Jewish and Catholic intellectuals to 

the process of secularization and modernization triggered by Italian national unification 

(1861-1870). Arguing that, in the case of Italy, the borders separating Jewish and 

Catholic communities have been more porous than generally thought, my research 

intends to destabilize simplistic historiographical oppositions based on a dichotomous 

anti-/philo-Semitic approach. In comparing Judaism and Catholicism vis à vis the new, 

modern, and secular nation-state, I offer a more complex picture of the relation between 

these two religions. In order to avoid presenting a one-sided account, my comparative 

approach brings together studies and perspectives from different fields. The first three 

chapters analyze a wide variety of sources, ranging from official speeches to journal 

articles, archival documents, and literature. I analyze the Commemoration of the Capture 

of Rome (1870) given by Roman mayor Ernesto Nathan in 1910 and Salvatore De 

Benedetti’s 1884 Opening Address at the University of Pisa on The Hebrew Bible as a 

source for Italian literature, as well as articles published in the Jewish journals Il Vessillo 

Israelitico and Il Corriere Israelitico, the Catholic journal La Civiltà Cattolica, and the 

anticlerical journal L’Asino. The last chapter focuses on the Jewish historical novel The 

Moncalvos, written by Enrico Castelnuovo in 1908, investigating the problematic appeal 

of secularism and Catholicism for a Jewish family settled in Rome. By drawing on this 

variety of sources, my dissertation both scrutinizes the interrelated role of Jewish, 

Catholic, and secular culture in Italian national identity and calls for a reconsideration of 
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the starting point of modern Jewish-Catholic dialogue, well before the events following 

the Shoah, the rise of the State of Israel, and the Second Vatican Council declaration 

Nostra Aetate.
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Introduction 
Jewish, Catholic, and secular intellectuals had a significant role in defining 

italianità during the Belle Époque, and their roles were more interrelated than has 

previously been recognized. Using a comparative approach, this dissertation identifies 

and analyzes exemplary speeches, articles, and a novel in which these connections appear 

quite clearly. My aim is to offer a reconstruction not only of a significant moment for 

Italian national history, but also of the beginning of modern dialogue between Jews and 

Catholics. While several scholars have explored these relationships in the Middle Ages 

and the early modern period, this study examines the implications of this interaction for 

the modern Italian state. 

In 1870, the Breach of Porta Pia in Rome symbolically inaugurated a new epoch 

marked, on one hand, by the necessity to build a new national identity, and, on the other, 

by the end of the temporal power of the Papacy. While the situation presented the Jewish 

communities of Italy with an unprecedented opportunity for emancipation and 

integration, it also posed the problem, for both Jews and Catholics, of having to rethink 

their identity as being a fundamentally secular one: to understand themselves as Italian, 

too, instead of (predominately) Jewish or Catholic. Secularization acted to the detriment 

of ancient privileges1 that protected, in different ways and to different degrees, Jewish 

and Catholic groups as religious communities. Secular rights and institutions provided 

values, careers, and socialization opportunities to Italian citizens that were alternatives to 

                                                
1 I use the term ‘privilege’ in its etymologic sense: a private law, from the Latin privatus 
and lex, designed for a particular person or group of people. 
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those provided by religious institutions. In this context, the idea of a religious identity 

became problematic. Yet it was precisely in this context that the leaders of both Jewish 

and Catholic communities had to conceive of new and original ways to contribute to civil 

society not merely as citizens, but as Jewish or Catholic citizens. Rabbis and priests, as 

well as Jewish and Catholic intellectuals, contributed to redefining the scope of Jewish 

and Catholic identities in the modern Italian nation state. Although their actions went 

against the grain, some of these individuals tried to negotiate an encounter between 

religion and secularism—an alternative to mere opposition, fostered by a separatist model 

in shaping relations between the state and religion. 

Through a comparative or dialogic approach, this dissertation seeks to give voice 

to these intellectuals and to the worldviews they expressed under the influence of national 

unity and secularism. Indeed, while conflicts—usually well-documented—between 

Judaism and Catholicism, and between religion and the State, were often prominent, the 

story of non-aligned voices who were often pioneers of innovative movements, such as 

the interfaith movement more broadly and the Jewish-Christian dialogue more 

particularly, deserves to be narrated as well, being the tip of the iceberg of these complex 

interactions. As Abigail Green notes in her “Nationalism and the ‘Jewish International,’” 

“a comparative approach can transform our understanding of the experience of a 

particular religious group” (537). In the same vein, Erin Wilson’s After Secularism 

suggests the adoption of a “both-and” theoretical model, which she calls the relational 

dialogist approach, to overcome “the either/or dualistic framework inherent within 

secularism” (18). Indeed, by adopting a comparative approach in the analysis of Jewish 
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and Catholic negotiations between secular and religious identities, I hope to complicate 

our understanding of the relations between Italian Jews and Catholics during this time 

period. 

 

Historiography 

My dissertation addresses the lack of historiographical research that takes a 

comparative approach and that examines the connections between Jewish and Catholic 

intellectuals. Jewish and Catholic cultures and communities in Italy have usually been 

considered opposing entities for a number of reasons—most importantly the secular 

power of the Papal State, the different organizations of these two communities, and the 

different interpretations of central texts. By using a comparative approach, this study 

aims to show that Italian Jews and Catholics are not bounded and compact groups, but 

multifarious cultures and communities that, at times, experience deep internal conflicts—

conflicts that could be deeper than the traditional opposition between Jews and Catholics 

as such. 

Prior studies have taken three different historiographical approaches, producing 

an increasing number of studies about Jews, Catholics, and secular ideas during the Belle 

Époque, frequently ignoring each other, or focusing predominately on conflicts. Secular 

Italian historiography tends to overlook religious and, particularly, theological questions.2 

In this approach, anticlericalism, contempt for secularization, and Anti-Semitism are key 

words both for the protagonists of historical events and for those that study those events, 
                                                
2 For a similar argument, see Smith 3-29. 
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ideas, and people from a historical perspective. Catholic scholars usually overcompensate 

for secular historiography, at the risk of being apologetic, or at least of being perceived as 

apologetic by scholars associated with different approaches. Scholars of Italian Judaism 

often struggle to distinguish themselves from the broader field of Jewish history. My 

dissertation aims to contribute to these studies by bringing together Jewish Studies, 

Catholic Studies, and non-confessional studies on the Risorgimento and the establishment 

of the secular nation, in order to reconstruct a more articulate and reliable historical 

picture of Italian historiography of the Belle Époque. 

As a result of the uneasy correlation of different historiographical approaches, 

particularly during the time period of interest, i.e. from the Breach of Porta Pia to its 

commemoration forty years later, Jewish and Catholic histories are either frequently 

opposed or narrated in such a way that they ignore each other in their own basic 

structures. While a few studies do offer a hint of a comparative approach in analyzing 

Italian Jewish and Catholic reactions to modernity, they do not do so explicitly.  

Cristina Bettin writes in Italian Jews from Emancipation to Integration: “the only 

way to analyze Jewish youths in Italy in their struggle with their Jewish national identity 

is in a comparative manner. This means examining the history, as a whole, not separate, 

but connected in a larger context” (157). In this case, the need for a comparative 

approach—not necessarily between Jewish and Catholic studies—is justified. Moreover, 

Bettin adopts a comparative approach to demonstrate the main argument of her book, i.e 

integration rather than assimilation of Italian Jews in the national identity. 

In her Fare gli ebrei italiani, Carlotta Ferrara degli Uberti acknowledges that for 
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Italian Judaism, ‘Catholicism and Catholic hierarchies were also a reference point and a 

potential model’ “cattolicesimo e gerarchie cattoliche furono anche un punto di 

riferimento e talora un potenziale modello” (my trans. 92). She also claims that in their 

attempts to shape a female model of virtue, ‘Jews and Catholics fought on this front, with 

the same weapons and the same arguments’ “Ebrei e cattolici combatterono, su questo 

fronte, con le stesse armi e con gli stessi argomenti” (100). While her research is focused 

on Jewish identity, and therefore the comparison to Catholicism is not scrutinized, it is 

still fair to say that on these bases, comparative research may advance. 

In Ebraismo e antisemitismo in Italia. Dal 1848 alla guerra dei sei giorni, Mario 

Toscano analyzes a fact-finding investigation of the conditions of religious education, 

compliance, and practices of the cult carried out by the Committee of Italian Jewish 

Communities in May 1917, emphasizing that: ‘the dominant component of Italian Jewry 

continued to be the inert, passive mass, which de-nationalized its own Jewishness in 

favor of Italian nationalization’ “la componente dominante continuava ad essere la 

‘massa’ inerte, passiva, che si ‘snazionalizzava’ ebraicamente per una nazionalizzazione 

italiana (154, my trans.). Although Toscano does not compare the inert “mass” of Italian 

Jewry to the inert “mass” of Italian Catholics, a similar process happened inside 

Catholicism. Therefore, this comparison seems to be reasonable if we focus our attention 

on the process of secularization more than on the process of emancipation or the 

integration of Italian Jews into the nation State.  

As far as the transposition of the Catholic imaginary in secular culture, in his 

Sublime Madre Nostra: La Nazione Italiana dal Risorgimento al Fascismo, Banti 
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commandingly stresses that while the Catholic imaginary is vital for the construction of 

the identity of the Risorgimento, it is not immune from biases toward the Catholic 

Church. For Banti, the powerful images of sacredness and martyrs3 and the devotion to 

Mary, both powerful and familiar, is utilized in the rhetoric of the Risorgimento to 

preserve their “religious” appeal, but in secular terms (a “religion of the State” of sorts) it 

is utilized in competition and opposition with the Catholic Church. In this fight to 

conquer the masses, the rhetoric of the Risorgimento is usually anticlerical. Banti 

identifies the full overlap of religious and national-patriotic discourse in 1848, the start of 

the Independent Wars in the regional States that will later form the Italian nation. From 

that moment, there was a para-religious political faith, autonomous from the control of 

Catholic hierarchy and influence (30). According to Banti, the mystic of martyrdom 

quickly emerged to foster a sense of the nation, reiterated by politicians and then 

supported by textbooks (62). These examples demonstrate how a few recent studies 

encourage a comparative approach in different ways, in search of narratives influenced 

by “the Other.” This dissertation examines several of these narratives, as described in 

more detail below. 

 

Narrative Chapter Outline 

This dissertation spans four chapters. The opening chapter, titled “Ernesto 

Nathan’s Speech: New Challenges Forty Years after the Breach of Porta Pia,” analyzes 

the international incident triggered by the Jewish and freemason mayor of Rome, Ernesto 
                                                
3 In Tertullian’s words, I would say the blood of martyrs is the seed of the Church. 
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Nathan, whose discourse delivered on September 20th, 1910 garnered international 

reactions solicited by Pope Pius X, resentful of Nathan’s contraposition of the new 

secular Rome against the Rome of the popes. The close analysis of this memorable 

speech represents a retrospective reading of the symbolic value of the Breach of Porta Pia 

and of its international echoes and will be our starting point in search of interrelated 

Jewish, secular, and Catholic worldviews and narratives. 

Moving from the clear oppositions evident in Nathan’s speech to more nuanced 

perspectives, the second chapter, “The Bible and Citizenship: Salvatore De Benedetti and 

Sebastiano Scaramuzza,” focuses on two attempts to reframe, instead of oppose, the 

Bible and faith with secular thought. I chose to examine in detail texts by De Benedetti 

and Scaramuzza as representative of the narratives that from a genuine religious 

perspective—Judaism and Catholicism, respectively—elaborated a way not only to 

coexist peacefully, but also to appreciate each other. These texts, admittedly, are not easy 

to compare. De Benedetti is a university professor with the honor of presenting the role of 

the Bible in Italian literature for the most important speech of the academic year at a 

prestigious university, while Scaramuzza is a high school teacher who expresses his 

personal and passionate view of Jewish-Catholic friendship in a Jewish journal interested 

in discussing such connections. Moreover, the Jewish community is proud of De 

Benedetti, as both active Jews and “emancipated Jews” (often those not really connected 

with a religious community) hold De Benedetti in high esteem. Scaramuzza, on the 

contrary, is a minority voice inside Catholicism. 
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Comparing news items and articles, the third chapter, “Mutual References in 

Jewish, Secular, and Catholic Press,” analyzes the use of the press to attack, clarify, 

support, and contrast ideas such as Nathan’s. News items offer a complex picture of local 

Jewish and Catholic relations. For instance, the Catholic La Civiltà Cattolica comments 

on the inauguration of the Great Synagogue in Rome in 1904. The obituaries in Il 

Corriere Israelitico and Il Vessillo Israelitico of Catholic priests appreciated in the Italian 

Jewish world give us another example of the interesting dynamics among Jews, 

Catholics, and secular environments in a unified Italy. Several articles published by the 

anticlerical journal L’Asino help to read Catholic, but also sometimes Jewish 

communities and intellectuals, through the lens of satire, as well as to detect 

uncomfortable topics such as Jewish-clerical political alliances. 

The fourth chapter, “A Fictional Jewish Family in Secular and Catholic Rome: 

The Moncalvos,” explores the fictional representation of the topics discussed in the 

previous chapters, including Jewish-clerical political alliances and exclusive Jewish-

Catholic connections, from the perspective of ordinary life. The Moncalvos, a novel 

written by the non-practicing Jew Enrico Castelnuovo in 1908, portrays the effect of 

Jewish integration into secular society and its exposure to, on the one hand, an 

intellectual integration that overcomes Jewish practice, and, on the other hand, the 

temptation to embrace the Catholic faith, more for the desire to fulfill the process of 

integration than for religious reasons. The novel, set in Rome and published two years 

before Nathan’s speech, offers a more nuanced perspective than Nathan’s. The 

conclusion focuses on Rome as an imagined community for Italian citizens, Italian 
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Catholics, and Italian Jews. Here, I return to the destiny of Rome that Nathan envisioned 

in his speech, but the more intricate interactions between Jewish, Catholic, and secular 

protagonists and ideas sketched in the dissertation reveal complex dynamics rather than 

clear oppositions.
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1. Ernesto Nathan’s Speech: New Challenges Forty 
Years after the Breach of Porta Pia 
September 20, 1910, Porta Pia, Rome. The gate in the walls originally built by the 

Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius to protect Rome from “the barbarians” is an 

architectural symbol of the Counter-Reformation and of the temporal power of the 

Church: Michelangelo Buonarroti rebuilt it for Pius IV during the years 1561-1564 to 

defend the capital of the Pontifical State. On September 20, 1870, however, the Aurelian 

Walls were no longer able to protect Rome from the military attack of Italian troops, the 

new “barbarians” according to Pius IX, the last pope to own the legacy of the Roman 

emperors. On that day, Italian ground forces led by general Raffaele Cadorna opened a 

breach next to Porta Pia. Rome was taken from the popes and annexed to the kingdom. 

The breach opened in Porta Pia became the symbol of the ultimate accomplishment of 

Italian unification: Rome, the eternal city, could finally crown the age-long dream of a 

united Italy, becoming the capital of the new kingdom the following year. 

In 1910, the Breach of Porta Pia thus becomes the obvious location for the forty-

year commemoration of the symbolic event of the annexation of Rome to the Italian 

kingdom. For Ernesto Nathan, the Jewish and freemason mayor of the capital city, it is 

also the perfect location for opening a new, symbolic breach in diplomatic relations with 

the Catholic Church.1 Despite the official circumstances, Nathan has not come to the 

breach to pay a rhetorical tribute to national unity. Rather, his intention is to recapture the 
                                                
1 In her monograph on Nathan Da Mazzini al Campidoglio: vita di Ernesto Nathan, 
Nadia Ciani devotes a few pages to Nathan’s speech, focusing particularly on the political 
context and quoting a few reactions from the press (253–57). 
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glorious heritage of the city from its previous monarch: from the “imperial” Roman 

Catholic Church led by the last Roman emperors, the popes. In a city in which, until now, 

all monuments—including theaters, palaces, and fountains—combine ancient Roman and 

papal names, architectural traces of the Roman Catholic appropriation of ancient Roman 

heritage are especially evident around Porta Pia from the 4th century CE to the 16th 

century counter-Reformation2 and beyond. For instance, approximately eighty yards 

Southeast of Porta Pia, the marble coat of arms of Pius IV recalls that, in 1561, this pope 

ordered the fortification of the Aurelian Walls, erected by the Roman Emperor Marcus 

Aurelius thirteen centuries earlier. 

Nathan will evoke the symbolic value of the breach for national unity, both for the 

Jews (most notably, the opening of the doors of the ghetto), and for Catholicism (the loss 

of the territorial State for the popes). However, the mayor’s true aim is to motivate the 

citizens of Rome and beyond not only to be proud of their past, but also to be 

protagonists of a transformation that requires a strong personal and communitarian 

commitment to moving toward the future. 

1.1 The Historical Premises of Nathan’s Speech: National 
Union, Jewish Emancipation, and the End of the Temporal 
Power of the Church 

As the symbol of national unification, Porta Pia is the perfect place for Nathan to 

deliver his speech. Let us then dwell a little longer on the symbolic value of this breach, 

so as to properly contextualize the rhetorical underpinnings of Nathan’s approach. 
                                                
2 With Hubert Jedin’s A History of the Council of Trent and others, we maintain the 
conceptual tension between the Counter-Reformation and the Catholic Reformation. 
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On a political level, since the end of the Roman Empire, Italy had been divided 

into several juridical entities that were either autonomous or in some way dependent on 

powers outside the geographical borders of the Peninsula. Despite this fragmentation, 

Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio, and the protagonists of the Italian Renaissance, including 

Niccolò Machiavelli and Francesco Guicciardini, had worked to the creation of a sense of 

a shared cultural identity. Such a sense of common identity was often predicated on the 

possibility of the rebirth—the Renaissance—of a Roman Italy in a modern European 

environment. Their literary masterpieces are still keystones in the world canon of 

literature and political science, but their words and arguments were not able to motivate 

the masses to overcome the separation among Italians, nor did they convince a single 

leader to politically unify the peninsula, as suggested, for instance, by Machiavelli’s The 

Prince. By 1797-1798, however, things started to change when Napoleon Bonaparte led 

the Italian Campaign of the French Revolutionary Wars. On the one hand, a number of 

regional republican States (which considered themselves sisters of the French Republic) 

were created under the control of France. One of them was the Roman Republic, which 

lasted from February 1798 to September 1799. At that time, Pope Pius VI, who had 

opposed the very principles of the French Revolution with his Quod aliquantum of 1791, 

and who was obviously resistant to the institution of a republic in his own State, was 

imprisoned and taken to Valence, France, dying there after a few months. In the 

meantime, intellectual activity in support of national unity intensified in Italy, as did a 

new literary production whose scope was to create, in Benedict Anderson’s term, the 

sentiment of a national “imagined community,” or, in Alberto Banti’s words, a “canon” 
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for the wars of Italian independence. Italy was on the path to resurgence: the 

Risorgimento. 

A new obstacle to this resurgence came with the defeat of Napoleon and the 

Congress of Vienna in 1815. In the Italian peninsula, the political assets that existed prior 

to the French Revolution were restored. Italy remained fragmented into regional states. 

For the Italian revolutionaries, the restoration of the Papal State, a monarchy ruled by 

prelates, was perceived as the Catholic Church’s opposition to the national unification 

movement. While the spirit of restoration imposed by the Congress of Vienna was able to 

restore old dynasties to power, it was not able to remove the memory of the glorious, 

though short, period of time in which Italian republics were inspired by the French 

model. Similarly, it was not able to extinguish the discussions among intellectuals in 

cafes and secret hidings. Among the many insurrectional movements was Young Italy, 

founded in Marseilles in 1831 by an unorthodox Catholic, Giuseppe Mazzini, partially 

inspired, like Alessandro Manzoni and Vincenzo Gioberti, by a providential 

understanding of religion that would bring Italy to a new Christianity and a new, 

republican society. 

Indeed, in 1848, riots broke out in all corners of the Italian peninsula, just as they 

had all over Europe—from Sicily to Lombardy-Venice. The process of unification had 

begun, culminating in Garibaldi’s Sicilian campaign and the institution of the first 

kingdom of Italy in 1861, with Carl Albert of the Piedmontese dynasty of the Savoy as its 

first king. Faced with the threat of republicanism, on February 8, 1848, Carl Albert 

decided to grant a constitution, the so-called Statuto Albertino. He understood that 
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defending absolutism would lead the dynasty of Savoy to its death. The Statuto Albertino 

was a concession of rights offered by the king, rather than the result of the will of free 

citizens. Despite these limitations, the Statuto Albertino was welcomed not only by the 

subjects of the Piedmont-Sardinia kingdom, but also by the whole Peninsula. 

Of particular importance here is that, following the Statuto Albertino, Carl Albert 

soon granted status to two historically non-Catholic groups: the Waldensians and the 

Jews. On February 17, 1848, the Waldensians received their Edict of Emancipation: they 

were now free to live in any part of the kingdom.3 The Jews had to wait until March 29 to 

be emancipated, and some Catholics, particularly the two Catholic brothers Carlo and 

Massimo d’Azeglio, were instrumental in reaching this goal. It was a Jew, Isacco Artom, 

secretary to Prime Minister Camillo Benso of Cavour at the time, who insisted on the 

necessity of emancipating the Jews in the Savoy kingdom. However, it was Carlo and 

Massimo Taparelli D’Azeglio, among others, who did the work of raising public 

awareness for the need of emancipation and who negotiated diplomacy. In 1848, 

Massimo D’Azeglio wrote a pamphlet pushing for the civil emancipation of the Jews, 

Della emancipazione civile degli israeliti (D’Azeglio). In the same year, King Carl Albert 

was obliged to grant Jewish emancipation, going against the wishes of the Catholic 

bishops of the kingdom, whom he had consulted. However, the emancipation of the 

Waldensians and Jews was not a full recognition of rights, because, according to the first 
                                                
3 Originating in the Middle Ages, they joined the Calvinist Reformed Alliance after the 
1532 Chanforad Synod. While they were tolerated in the kingdom of Piedmont-Sardinia, 
they were confined to three Valleys—Pellice, Chisone, and Germanasca—the only 
enclave in Italy where the Catholic religion was not an absolute majority and where until 
now the majority of the population is not Catholic. 
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article of the Statuto Albertino, “The only Religion of the State is the Catholic, Apostolic, 

Roman Religion. Other cults now in existence are tolerated in conformity to laws” ‘La 

Religione Cattolica, Apostolica e Romana, è la sola Religione dello Stato. Gli altri culti 

ora esistenti sono tollerati conformemente alle leggi’ (Falco 246). Despite the obvious 

secondhand status given to non-Catholic religions, this statement was a clear sign of 

progress compared to the past, and this progress was considered by many, in the Jewish 

and Waldensian communities, as sufficient enough to establish unwavering fidelity 

toward the Savoy. Beginning from their emancipation in 1848, Waldensians and Jews 

constantly remarked upon and demonstrated their gratitude and steadfastness to the king 

and to the State, and when the State of Piedmont became, still under the Savoy, the 

Italian Kingdom in 1861, gratitude and fidelity were transferred to the new State,.4 The 

Jews joined many moderates who, sacrificing republican values to the realpolitik of 

national unity, were starting to look at Victor Emanuel of Savoy, successor of Carl Albert 

as a model and possible leader, with both a fully organized army and an established state 

apparatus, capable of liberating Italy from the foreign powers that still occupied many 

parts of it. 

Any sense of gratitude Jewish communities might have had for the Italian State 

quickly translated into their reciprocal distrust for the Papal State, which had refused not 

only annexation to Italy, but also the extension of privileges and “tolerance” to its own 

religious minorities. In 1870, almost one century after the French revolution and a decade 

                                                
4 Only the Racial Laws of 1938 ultimately disrupted—or maybe only suspended for a few 
years—this feeling of attachment. 
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after the proclamation of the kingdom of Italy, the Jews of Rome were still living in a 

ghetto and were not considered citizens like the Catholic majority. 

Outside of the papal State, Jewish emancipation granted citizenship and created a 

new scenario for Jewish communities who were no longer responsible for individual Jews 

in front of the State. For the first time, every individual Jew was directly subject to 

secular law, without—in theory, at least—the mediation of the Jewish communities and 

its leaders. In this, Italy had followed other European nations in implementing the basic 

principle stated in February 1789 by the French deputy Clermont-Tonnerre in his famous 

discourse in the Parliament: “We must refuse everything to the Jews as a nation and 

accord everything to Jews as individuals” (Mendes-Flohr and Reinharz 325–326). In 

Italy, as in the rest of Europe, therefore, the Jews had to start thinking of their role in civil 

society as private citizens and not as a part of a Jewish community, thus relegating their 

Jewish identities to the private sphere. Of course, the reality was more complex, both on a 

juridical and on a practical level. However, the situation in which Jews found themselves 

in the new Italian State was an immense improvement compared with their previous 

condition. Hardly any sign of this improvement, however, could be found in Rome. 

This is why, having arrived in Rome before the spread of Christianity in the 

Roman Empire, and thus constituting some of the oldest Jewish communities of the 

diaspora, the Jewish community of Rome welcomed the Breach of Porta Pia in 1870 as if 

it were a liberation charged with biblical meaning. A number of poems, composed in 

particular by Giuseppe Revere, compared the liberation from the ghetto to the liberation 

in 539 BCE by the Persian king Cyrus the Great. The Hebrew Bible dedicates several 
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references to Cyrus (2 Chronicles, Ezra, Isaiah, and Daniel), suggesting that God had not 

forsaken his people or left them in the hands of the enemy. Quite a number of poems 

were written after 1870 to establish a parallel between the Breach of Porta Pia and the 

liberation of the Jews from the Babylonian yoke—thus implicitly equating the Papal State 

with a new Babylon (Dainotto 109). Cyrus, a non-Jew, had liberated the Jews living in 

exile, and had allowed them to return to Jerusalem. Victor Emmanuel II, a non-Jew as 

well, was now liberating Roman Jews from the exile of the ghetto. The difference, 

however, is that the Roman Jews were not returning to Jerusalem. They continued to live 

in Rome, often in the same ghetto, but were now entitled to full citizenship just like 

everyone else in the city and were grateful to the “new Cyrus.”  

In short, for the Roman Jews, the new Jerusalem was the new Rome—the one, 

that is, liberated from papal authority. In this new Rome, Jews could finally become 

protagonists in the life of the city, which would soon become the capital of the nation. By 

1910, the Jewish community of Rome would even produce the nation’s Prime Minister, 

Luigi Luzzatti, and the mayor for the capital city, Nathan. All of this would have been 

unthinkable before the Breach of Porta Pia, when Roman Catholic prelates were in charge 

of political and administrative power in the State of the Church and in the capital city, 

having political authority over Jews and Catholics alike. In short, if one had to think of a 

symbol for Jewish emancipation, and for the Roman Jews’ new role in the life of the city 

and of the nation, no better one could be found than in the Breach of Porta Pia. 

Porta Pia was a powerful symbol not only for the Jews, but also for Catholics, 

who at least until then considered the pope not just as a spiritual leader, but as a temporal 
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sovereign, too. Before the Breach of Porta Pia, this sovereignty applied to both Catholic 

and Jewish inhabitants of the territories under papal jurisdiction. The case of the young 

Jew Edgardo Mortara, who was estranged from his Jewish family in 1858 and educated 

in the house of catechumens in Rome because of his alleged baptism, was well known. 

Reconstructing his story in detail, David Kertzer’s The Kidnapping of Edgardo Mortara 

vividly reconstructs the disadvantageous conditions of the Jews under the popes. While 

the original title of the book emphasizes the violent and abusive act of kidnapping, the 

Italian translation, Prigioniero del papa Re (Prisoner of the Pope-King), emphasizes both 

the duration of a state of subjection, clearly referencing the conditions of all Jews under 

the popes, and the anachronism of a Pope-King who not only ruled the Catholic Church, 

but also the Pontifical State. Born eleven centuries before, the Pontifical State, supported 

by international consensus, was the last regional state in the peninsula to resist the 

process of unification. The breach was thus the symbol of a shock that the papal state was 

forced to register facing new, modern times. 

Before Porta Pia, the popes had lost their temporal power twice, but only for very 

short periods of time: first, during the aforementioned Roman Republic of 1798-1799, 

and then again during the Second Roman Republic in 1849. The two Roman republics 

might have been some kind of test for the new course, but they both ended quickly with 

the restoration of the papacy to its full privileges. 

 Pius IX, who had been welcomed as a “liberal” for some administrative decisions 

after his election in 1846 (including mitigating the conditions of Roman Jews), had taken 

up more rigid positions after he realized that the insurrections of 1848 were moving in a 
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radical direction. Since the 1860s, Victor Emanuel II, advised by Cavour, was determined 

to make of Rome the capital of the kingdom, while at the same time very cautiously 

trying to avoid diplomatic incidents that could have dire international repercussions. A 

frontal attack against the world leader of the Catholic faith was certainly not desirable for 

the Italian government. Still, a few days before the Breach of Porta Pia, Giovanni Lanza, 

the new Italian Prime Minister, met several times with Cardinal Antonelli, his counterpart 

in the State of the Church. He also tried to convince the pope to find a peaceful solution 

to the annexation of Rome. Beyond the anticlerical rhetoric that depicted the pope as a 

“traitor” of the Risorgimento, complex, albeit reserved, relationships between the Italian 

state and the Catholic Church were, in fact, already being activated in the attempt to 

avoid a conflict. Pius IX and his close collaborators, however, continued to be strenuous 

defenders of the temporal power of the pope, considered to be inseparable from spiritual 

power. We already know the rest of the story: what diplomacy could not accomplish was 

instead accomplished by the cannon fire of General Cadorna, which breached the wall 

near Porta Pia, and from there the Italian troops entered to take Rome from the pope and 

free the last Italian Jewish community. 

After Porta Pia, Pius IX, who, unlike Victor Emanuel II, was unable to project his 

temporal power under these new conditions, considered himself to be a prisoner inside 

the Vatican walls, the inner part of the capital of what once had been his kingdom. In 

truth, even after the Breach of Porta Pia, the Law of Guarantees, enacted by the 

Parliament in May 1871, granted special privileges to the Catholic Church. While this 

unilateral act gave the pope certain freedoms, including the inviolability of his person and 
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palaces and the rights to maintain diplomatic relationships, it also negated his temporal 

power and required, among other things, that the king must approve the Italian bishops—

chosen by the pope—through royal decrees. The pope did not accept this unilateral act, 

and after a few days he promulgated the encyclical Ubi Nos, claiming once more the 

inseparability of the temporal power of the pope from the spiritual one. The Law of 

Guarantees, in sum, did not solve the Roman Question, i.e. the difficult coexistence of the 

pope and of the king of the Italian kingdom in the same glorious city, as co-heirs, so to 

speak, of the power of the ancient imperial Rome. Only in 1929, under Benito 

Mussolini’s government, will the Lateran Pacts reconcile the relations between the Italian 

State—still a kingdom under the Savoy dynasty—and what remained of the pontifical 

regional State.5 

Porta Pia thus symbolized first and foremost a radical turn towards modernity: the 

modernity, that is to say, of the nation-state, in which each person is a citizen with equal 

rights independent of his or her religious faith. Porta Pia also represented the fulfillment 

of the national process of unification. In the hearts and minds of all Italians, in fact, the 

glorious capital of the Roman Empire had to be the capital of the new Italy as well—

                                                
5 With the Lateran Pacts, signed by Mussolini and the Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal 
Pietro Gasparri, and more specifically with the Lateran Treaty, the pope regained his 
temporal power, but his State was limited to the Vatican Palaces, the Basilica, the square 
of Saint Peter, and a few palaces in the city. While the Lateran Treaty is an international 
agreement between two States, the Concordat, the other key document of the Lateran 
Pacts, regulated common interests, such as the preservation of artistic patrimony and 
spiritual assistance in hospitals and prisons, between the Italian State and the Catholic 
Church inside the Italian border. In 1984, the Concordat was revised, no longer being 
updated for the Italian State that, from 1948, had become a Republic, or for the Catholic 
Church, renovated from two decades by the Ecumenical Council Vatican II. 
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instead of Turin (1861-1865) or Florence (1865-1871). Porta Pia realized the 

emancipation of the Jews as citizens—an event that they felt was a messianic occurrence. 

Finally, Porta Pia determined the end of the temporal power of the pope, or at least the 

beginning of the end. 

In truth, although charged with many symbolic meanings and long-term 

implications, the Breach of Porta Pia was far from a glorious military conquest. Military 

opposition on the part of the papal army had been minimal. The time was ripe to end 

decades of conflict and start enjoying the fruits of unity, primarily the juridical status of 

citizen for all inhabitants of the peninsula, regardless of religion and place of origin. 

Differences remained, but common citizenship facilitated a radical change. For Italian 

Jews, citizenship was progressively gained from 1848 to 1870, i.e. from the Statuto 

Albertino to the Breach of Porta Pia. For Waldensians, it meant the possibility, after 

1848, of settling anywhere in the Savoy kingdom just like any other Italian citizen, and 

then progressively in the Italian kingdom as the kingdom expanded its borders. 

Establishing their temples, they started a fresh process of evangelization as an alternative 

to Catholicism. To a certain extent, religious communities were being progressively 

incorporated into the State just as the different regions—with different dialects, 

languages, economies, and customs—had. 

However, now that there were no more regional States6 and Jewish ghettos in the 

Italian peninsula, and now that the pope was no longer the secular monarch of the State, 

                                                
6 The only exception being San Marino, the only sovereign enclave in the Italian 
Peninsula before the recognition by Lateran Treaty of the Vatican City State. 
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new challenges arose. A famous statement attributed to Massimo D’Azeglio, whom we 

have already mentioned regarding the emancipation of the Jews in the Piedmontese 

kingdom, summed up these challenges: “We have made Italy: Now we must make 

Italians.”7 How do you make “Italians” out of Catholics and Jews?8 This was no doubt a 

long and complicated process, still underway in 1910, when we find Nathan, in the 

symbolic setting of Porta Pia, ready to deliver a powerful speech with the intention of 

moving souls to resume the patriotic ardor of a Risorgimento not yet fully realized. 

1.2 Nathan’s Speech: An Appeal to Live as Citizens, 
Reframing Biblical and Ecclesial Language 

Forty years after the Breach of Porta Pia, the original enthusiasm for the new 

nation-state may have waned for the majority of Italians, but not for Nathan. He will take 

advantage of this institutional commemoration to revive the passion for a Risorgimento. 

Born in London in 1845 to a Jewish German-English stockbroker and a Jewish Italian 

mother, Nathan had been, from 1896 to 1906, and then again from 1917 to 1919, the 

Grand Master of the Grand Orient of Italy. He had also been mayor of Rome since 1907, 

ending his term in office in 1913.  

On September 20, 1910, he is ready to give his speech. His public role and the 

circumstance of the historic setting demand a commemoration of the breach, but he will 

move beyond a sterile commemoration in an attempt to inspire the souls of his fellow 

citizens and people outside Italy to something new. He does not want to be politically 
                                                
7 This attribution has been recently contested. For a history of this expression: Soldani 
and Turi’s Fare gli italiani: scuola e cultura nell’Italia contemporanea. 
8 In Fare gli ebrei italiani, Ferrara degli Uberti paraphrases the famous motto. 
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correct, either, or worry about exercising diplomatic caution, and so delivers a speech that 

is stinging.9 Indeed, this speech will have great international consequences, due primarily 

to the Pope’s reaction. Nathan will officially respond to this international backlash, 

further clarifying his reasoning even more explicitly. For now, however, let us focus our 

attention on the actual speech of September 20, 1910. 

Nathan’s speech establishes a parallel between the assembly of citizens gathered 

for the commemoration and the protagonists of the Risorgimento: 

In front of the will of the people; in front of the work of the great protagonists, the 
Apostle, the Warrior, the King, the Statesman; in front of the gallant army, the 
brave volunteers, citizens, those who worked, suffered, died, to the 
foreknowledge that sometimes enlightens men and assemblies, so it was decided 
by that illustrious assembly, and thus, in the maturity of the events, it happened! 
In confirmation of that solemn vow, we are here today. 
 
Dinanzi alla volontà del popolo, all’opera dei grandi fattori, l’Apostolo, il 
Guerriero, il Re, lo Statista, dinanzi al prode esercito, ai valorosi volontari, ai 
cittadini, quanti oprarono, soffrirono, morirono, per la prescienza che talvolta 
illumina uomini ed assemblee, così allora statuì quell’illustre consesso, e così, 
nella maturità degli eventi, fu! Conferma di quel voto solenne, noi siamo qui oggi 
(Nathan 5–6).10 
 

The Apostle, the Warrior, the King, the Statesman (i.e. Mazzini, Garibaldi, Victor 

Emmanuel II and Cavour); professional armies and volunteers; spontaneous as well as 

formal assembles: they are all parts of a glorious history, sealed in blood. That history, 

                                                
9 Nathan is always very practical and direct, which is probably one of the primary reasons 
why the Roman people like him, and even today, in the 21st century, true Roman citizens 
(“Romani de’ Roma”) remember Nathan as probably the best major they ever had. 
10 For reasons of convenience, all quotations of Nathan’s speech, including the papal 
rescript to Cardinal Respighi and Nathan’s reply for Roman newspapers, are taken by the 
text published by Centenari which also includes a short introduction by Nathan, dated 
November 15, 1910. 
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however, should not be kept in the past: continuing that history, confirming the same 

“solemn vow” that was sealed with blood is the reason why all are gathered on this day. 

“Today,” in fact, it is time to reinvigorate the spirit of the Risorgimento from a new 

perspective: that of citizens. 

In fact, the speech opens with that very word—“citizens”: 

Citizens, 

I do not speak in the name of Rome alone ... the whole province joins the city, in 
solidarity with it in the freedom of its proclamations and in the aspirations of the 
people, in the year ... when from all sides of Italy and from the outside, from the 
two hemispheres, countrymen and foreigners will come here on a pilgrimage to 
remember that day, in which, half a century ago, the Subalpine Parliament 
claimed Rome as the new capital of Italy, with a confident vision of the fate of the 
nation. 
 
Cittadini, non parlo in nome della sola Roma … è tutta la provincia che s’unisce 
alla città, solidale con essa nelle libere affermazioni, nelle popolari aspirazioni. … 
nell'anno quando da ogni lato d'Italia e da fuori, dai due emisferi, connazionali e 
stranieri si recheranno qui in pellegrinaggio per rammemorare il giorno, in cui, 
mezzo secolo fa, il Parlamento subalpino, nella certa visione dei destini nazionali, 
Roma rivendicò Capitale dell'Italia nuova (Nathan 5). 
 

Starting from that opening, the entire speech attempts to uncover the real meaning of 

citizenship, a notion, suggests Nathan, rooted not only in the Italian Risorgimento or in 

the heritage of the French revolution, but also in the very tradition of Rome, in its 

antiquity. Roman citizens then have a major responsibility to commit themselves to 

actively living their citizenship. In the mind of its mayor, Rome has a central importance 

that, from the proximity of the geographical border of the city, extends to the countryside, 

the entire nation, and the whole world.  

Rome has special importance in the minds of people who have fought to claim 
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their national unity and independence and live as free citizens. Although Nathan does not 

mention it explicitly, it is clear that the pilgrimage to which he refers is the Exhibition of 

Rome. In 1911, Turin, Rome, and Florence, the three capitals of the kingdom of Italy, 

hosted an international exhibition to commemorate the first fifty years of the Italian State. 

The event was well known to Nathan’s audience. The implicit allusion to the 1911 

Exhibition of Rome allows Nathan to claim the centrality of Rome for the world, and to 

also redefine the world pilgrimage in secular terms.11 

Beginning with the first sentence of his speech, Nathan then enters into 

competition with the Catholic Church by using the Church’s own vocabulary and 

imagery. The word “pilgrimage,” borrowed from the Catholic language, indicates the 

relationship of people and peoples with Rome. The same word appears six times in 

Nathan’s speech. Three times, it refers to the Exhibition of Rome; three times, in the 

central part of the speech, it refers to Vatican I, interrupted—and never officially 

closed—after the Breach of Porta Pia, when the Catholic bishops who had come from all 

over the world to proclaim, among other things, papal infallibility, were obliged to leave 

Rome, as it had become unsafe for them. 

I will devote more time to the role the Council plays in the speech later on, but for 

now it is enough to emphasize two points. First, it is clear that Nathan is deliberately 

using a religious term—“pilgrimage”—from a secular perspective. Second, a pilgrimage 

requires agency from people. Being a pilgrim requires a desire to undertake a difficult 

journey; it requires time, a spirit of self-denial, and sacrifice. Its rewards are the joy of 
                                                
11 Ciani also notes the connection between the two pilgrimages (255). 
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reaching the final destination and the possibility of being transformed at the end of the 

voyage. Here, however, Nathan is trying to orient the power of religious symbolic 

language and logic to secular goals: the goal of the pilgrimage to Rome is no longer to 

become a better Catholic, but rather, a better citizen. People from both hemispheres of the 

globe who come to Rome in pilgrimage no longer do so to enjoy Papal blessings, but 

rather, Nathan continues, to appreciate the arts, both ancient and new. However, even if 

Nathan has secularized the goal of the pilgrimage, its effect remains the same: the 

pilgrimage will change the pilgrim forever. 

While every pilgrimage implies personal and communitarian transformation, the 

specific pilgrimage to Rome had, since the year 1300, acquired a specific name. “Jubilee” 

was the word used by the Catholic Church to characterize the pilgrimage to Rome, as 

opposed to, for example, pilgrimage to Jerusalem. While Nathan does not use the word 

“jubilee” in his speech, it is used in articles published in 1911 by major journals such as 

La voce and Il regno in their critique of the event Nathan is referring to.12 

Pope Boniface VIII, borrowing the term from Leviticus 25:8-13, promulgated the 

first jubilee, offering special spiritual advantages for pilgrims coming to Rome in 1300. 

While in the Hebrew Bible Jubilee refers to a special year occurring every fifty years in 

which debts are remitted and slaves are liberated, Boniface VIII had appropriated the 

                                                
12 As noted by Emilio Gentile, “The controversy over the unification Jubilee aroused a 
great deal of interest in the issue of the ‘two Italies’” (8). Gentile quotes journals coming 
from very different perspectives, such as La voce and Il regno. They were similarly critic 
of a “Jubilee” that does not try to solve enormous disparities between the North and the 
South. The fact that Rome was the southern Italian city involved in the Exhibition is a 
sign of the open gap. 
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biblical term to reframe it in the context of a centralized Western Church. From the 

standpoint of Jewish liberation, the jubilee became a centripetal ideal that strengthened 

the role of the Roman papacy inside the Catholic Church. In a certain way, the Jewish 

Nathan, appropriating a concept that Catholicism had adopted from Judaism, is 

recovering both meanings of the word “jubilee”: the centripetal convergence to Rome, in 

Nathan’s speech, is, like in Judaism, a liberating force against the slavery of every form 

of domination; and, as in Catholicism, it pretends to be universal. 

Nathan has secularized the symbolic value of pilgrimage, applying it not to 

Catholicism, but, rather, to citizenship—precisely that which had to be liberated from 

Catholic and papal authority. There is at least one eminent literary antecedent in using the 

image of the pilgrimage to Rome or the Roman jubilee not to celebrate papal power in 

itself, but to challenge it: Inferno 18 in Dante’s Divine Comedy. The Canto introduces 

one of the fictional hells: Malebolge. Robert Durling notes the “special irony in the 

parallel between Hell and the Roman Jubilee,” as Dante reverses the representation of the 

Roman Jubilee: 

At the bottom were the sinners, naked; on this side 
of the midpoint they came with their faces toward 
us,on the other side they went with us, but with longer 
steps: 

As the Romans, the year of the Jubilee, because of 
the great throng, found a way to move people across 
the bridge, 

for one side they are all turned toward the 
Caste and are going toward Saint Peter, and on the 
other they are going toward the mountain. 

Here and there, along the dark rock, I saw horned 
demons with great whips, who were beating them 
from behind. (Dante Alighieri et al. Inferno. Canto 18:25-36. 275–77) 
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More significantly, in the third bolgia of Malebolge, described in the following Canto, 

Pope Boniface VIII himself is condemned for simony, the mortal sin of selling or buying 

church offices and sacraments.  

The ubiquitous references to Dante’s Divine Comedy in Italian culture and even 

more for Jewish intellectuals will be discussed in the second chapter, when I examine 

Jewish scholar Salvatore De Benedetti’s 1884 Inaugural Lecture at the University of Pisa 

about The Hebrew Bible as a Source for Italian Literature. We can observe, in the 

meantime, that Nathan’s reference to the Roman pilgrimage presents both commonalities 

and differences with Dante’s interpretation. Seven centuries after the Divine Comedy was 

written, Nathan, following Dante’s move, turns the pilgrimage to Rome against the pope 

that proclaims its relevance—Boniface VIII, for Dante, and Pius IX for Nathan. For both 

Nathan, who is referring to the specific pilgrimage bishops have to make in order to 

attend the Vatican Council, as well as for Dante, Rome is the center of the world and has 

a special mission for all people, but not in the self-celebratory way encouraged by the 

popes. However, for Dante, the pope has a very important role established by God, while 

for Nathan, six centuries later, this is no longer the case: the secularized pilgrimage will 

confirm the timeless destiny of the eternal city of Rome, but not of God. Using and 

appropriating Catholic imagery, Nathan is essentially conveying the idea of a necessary 

renewal of Rome’s universal centrality. In Nathan’s speech, the 1911 Exhibition of Rome 

will be a pilgrimage, a jubilee, and the symbol of Rome’s key role in the world. However, 

Nathan’s pilgrimage is now one of citizens to a Rome that is no longer the capital of 
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Catholicism, but the capital of civilization and freedom, destined by history to enlighten 

all people on earth: Rome, finally torn from papal decay thanks to the determination of 

her people, who rescued her and realized her unique historical destiny, i.e. to be the 

national kingdom of Savoy. 

After the use of the Christian-connoted world “pilgrimage,” Nathan presents a key 

point of his discourse by once again adopting the kernel of the Christian message—death, 

resurrection, and evangelization, i.e. the announcement of the good news of resurrection: 

Ancient Rome—as is evident from the monuments and inscriptions that still 
exist!—is the center and soul of a civilization that has changed the world. She is 
born, lives, and gloriously disappears, after having evangelized the nations 
regarding the truth entrusted to her. She rises as the center and soul of a second 
civilization. Medieval Rome evangelizes the truth that was in her bosom, brought 
from the East, and this second and glorious life [of Rome] shrivels and 
disappears. But unique in the annals of human history, Rome once again unties 
the funeral bandages that were wrapped around her. She comes out of the tomb. 
She is the center and soul of a new people that was broken, disjointed, and has 
now been reassembled to unity, resurrected as a great nation. Through the Breach 
of Porta Pia, she rises again, an apostle of civilization, to proclaim publicly the 
word of union among men, the union between the nations, for the progress of 
humanity.  
 
Roma antica - quale e quanta evidenza abbiamo nei monumenti, nelle iscrizioni 
tuttora esistenti! - è centro ed anima di una civiltà che trasformò il mondo; nasce, 
vive gloriosa e scompare, evangelizzata fra le genti la verità affidatale. Risorge 
centro ed anima di una seconda civiltà. Roma medioevale evangelizza la verità 
che ebbe in seno, dall’oriente portata, e la seconda vita gloriosa vien meno e 
scompare. Ma, unica nella storia degli annali umani, ancora una volta si scioglie 
dai funerei panni che l’avvolgevano, esce dal sepolcro e centro ed anima di un 
nuovo popolo, spezzato, disgiunto, e ricomposto ad unità, risorto a grande 
nazione, attraverso la Breccia di Porta Pia, assorge ancora una volta, apostolo di 
civiltà, per bandire il verbo dell’unione fra gli uomini, dell'unione fra le genti, per 
il progresso dell'umanità (Nathan 8). 
 

The verb “to evangelize,” occurring twice in two lines and then never again in the speech, 

is used precisely when Nathan refers to the subsequent lives of the eternal city. The first 
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time, he refers to ancient Rome, and the second time, to the medieval one. Although 

Nathan implicitly recalls the glorious first Rome, the imperial Rome, he is envisioning a 

second glorious Rome that does away with Papal authority. One could synthesize 

Nathan’s aim in these terms: the third Rome of post-unified Italy needs to re-signify the 

second Rome, the Rome of the pope, which is the antithesis to the first Rome, the Rome 

of the Empire. Only in this way can the third Rome be the real synthesis. Nathan is trying 

to transfer the appropriation of Roman heritage from the Roman Church to the new 

secular Rome, reframing the new values of citizenship and freedom through a language 

and an imagery partially inherited by the institution that, in turn, has inherited and 

reframed the language and the imagery of the Roman Empire.  

According to Nathan, the first Rome disappears after having evangelized peoples. 

In other words, the true heir of the ancient Roman spirit and tradition is not the Rome of 

the popes. Popes pretend to act as the emperors’ heirs, but they are not legitimate 

descendants. On the contrary, ancient Roman heritage owns to the nations that emerged 

after the fall of the empire. Indeed, “Medieval Rome evangelizes the truth that was in her 

bosom, brought from the East, and this second and glorious life [of Rome] shrivels and 

disappears” ( 8). Nathan is alluding to the continuity of the Roman spirit in the Eastern 

part of the Empire, which has received the good news from Rome and then returns this 

richness to medieval society, at that time considered a dark period of its history. But even 

this has to disappear, although not forever. 

The resurgence of a third Rome from the ashes of the glorious ancient Rome, 

despite its fatal decomposition under papal government, is a secularization of the concept 
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of resurrection. In his highly symbolic language, Nathan does not explicitly name the 

phoenix, the classic Christian symbol of the resurrection, but the image of the bird reborn 

from its ashes is between the lines in his reference to the resurgence of the third Rome. 

Just as the Roman Catholic Church, the second Rome, adopted and adapted the 

language of ancient Rome to replace Roman power, Nathan is adopting and adapting the 

language of the Church to transfer the heritage of the first and the second Rome to the 

third Rome, the one now celebrated at Porta Pia. With the edict of Milan promulgated by 

Constantine in 313 CE, Imperial Rome officially tolerated Christians, and, as a matter of 

fact, formed an alliance with the Church.13 The Constantine Turn brought the Church 

from a position of weakness to one of strength. Progressively, the Church became the 

depositary of the Roman language, law, and style of organization, as witnessed, for 

instance, by words taken from Latin such as “pontiff” and “dioceses,” but also from the 

translation of Rome from the center of the Roman Empire to the center of Western 

Catholicism.14 Nathan attempts to do the same, replacing Church language through its 

own rhetoric. 

                                                
13 Christianity became the official religion of the Empire in 480 with the edict of 
Thessalonica promulgated by Theodosius, but the real turn happened with Constantine. 
14 One of the five patriarchal dioceses together with Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioch and 
Constantinople, after the Great Schism of 1054, Rome considered itself to be the full 
depository of Catholicity. Similarly, but with a quite collegial spirit, Constantinople, the 
second Rome, considered itself the heir of the first one. Moscow, the third Rome, made 
the same claim later on, as the depositary of the Orthodox—and Roman—tradition after 
the displacement of the Orthodoxy in the Slavic country and the transformation and 
islamization of Constantinople-Istanbul and of all the nearby area. 
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At this point, it is even more apparent that Nathan’s speech is in clear competition 

with the pope in claiming the legitimacy of Roman heritage, but Nathan is doing so by 

utilizing the language and cultural background of the Bible. Nathan’s is a radically new 

version of the biblical story of Jacob and Esau, narrated in Genesis 25. The story of Jacob 

obtaining the recognition of the primogeniture has been used with many variations by 

Rabbinic Midrash and Kabbalah, as well as by Christians to represent a form of election 

against someone else: the Roman Empire, Christians, the Jews, and so forth.15 In 

Nathan’s case, Esau is the Medieval—and therefore Catholic—Rome that has to resign to 

the new Jacob, the third Italy symbolized by the Breach of Porta Pia, his primogeniture 

from the common father Isaac, i.e. ancient Rome.  

While referencing Christian imagery and vocabulary, the concept of memory that 

Nathan is trying to convey here is indeed rooted in the Jewish conception of memory, a 

concept tightly related with a choice that has to be made by each individual as well as by 

the community. In Nathan’s argument, as in the Passover Haggadah, individual and 

community, past and present, are inextricably joined. During the Seder of Passover, one 

of the four children takes the floor:  

The wicked child, what does he say? [He asks,] 
“What this service to you?” (Exodus 12:26). “To you – but not to me!” 
Since he dissociates himself from the group, he denies a basic principle [of faith]. 
You should also give him a blunt answer and say, “Because of this, God 
Did[things] for me, when I left Egypt” (Exodus 13:8): “for me – but not for 
you! If you had been there, you would not have been saved!’ (Sacks 19).  
 

                                                
15 See the forthcoming Malachi Hacohen’s Jacob and Esau Between Nation and Empire: 
A Jewish European History. 
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Memory is not a reminiscence of the past, but an individual choice to be part of a 

communitarian experience; otherwise, just as for the wicked children in the Haggadah, 

there is no hope of redemption, even if a person is physically present when liberation 

happens. Similarly, Nathan seems to maintain that citizens have to willingly be part of a 

redemptive process, one that started in Porta Pia, but needs to be renewed annually, just 

like the Passover narration and liturgy. Nathan’s secularized Jewish heritage celebrates 

the memory of the past in order to motivate oneself to deliberately choose to be part of a 

broader tradition that brings light and life. Just like the parent in the Haggadah, he is the 

elder that has the responsibility to educate a new generation, perpetuating the living 

memory of redemption, particularly when people come to Rome as pilgrims: 

Imagining the next pilgrimage, which will take place next year, the mind of an old 
who remembers the past, measures with its eye the smallness of the gap in front of 
it. In reverent remembrance of the past, this mind bends before the incalculable 
energy of the thought that, like compressed air, crossed this short space in order to 
expand throughout the city, changing its inner and outer appearance. 
 
La mente – quella di un vecchio memore – quando ricorre l’anno venturo, al 
pellegrinaggio vicino e misura con l’occhio la piccolezza della breccia a cui sta, 
riverente nel ricordo del passato, si china dinanzi all’energia incalcolabile del 
pensiero che, come l’aria compressa, varcò quel brevissimo spazio, per espandersi 
in tutta la città, mutarne l’abito interno ed esterno. (Nathan 6-7) 
 
Nathan does not celebrate the mere commemoration of the event that made 

possible the fulfillment of the dream of the Risorgimento—a unified Italy with Rome as 

the capital city. On the contrary, he is looking at the same event with a “biblical” 

conception of events as part of a larger design that calls for a passionate response. 

1.3 Nathan’s Attack on the Dogma of Infallibility 

Involving like Joshua and courageous against ruling power like the prophets of 
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ancient Israel, Nathan encourages his people, his fellow-citizens, to choose between free 

thought and complete submission of reason, represented by the dogma of papal 

infallibility. Nathan acts like Joshua, who in the last chapter of the book named after him 

asked the people of God to face their responsibilities, inviting them to make the decision 

to be protagonists of the journey before them. Similar to Joshua’s comrades, Roman 

citizens are given a choice. They are asked to abandon the gods of the past and find the 

courage to resolutely enter the new Promised Land—a unified Italy—that has been 

destined to them by history. Just as it was for Joshua’s comrades, the citizens of Rome 

have to decide to what kind of life they want to belong, and what kind of pilgrimage they 

want to experience: the slavery of the past, or the freedom of the future. With an implicit 

allusion to Joshua in Shechem, Nathan invites the people that he leads as mayor to make 

a clear choice. Joshua, in fact, had urged his people:  

[C]hoose for yourselves this day whom you will serve, whether the gods your 
ancestors served beyond the Euphrates, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose 
land you are living. But as for me and my household, we will serve the LORD. 
Then the people answered, ‘Far be it from us to forsake the LORD to serve other 
gods! (CBT. Joshua 24.14-6). 
 

Nathan, echoing Joshua, urges his people to abandon the false gods, choosing, instead, 

the open-mindedness of free thought: 

The pilgrimage I just recalled was about infallibility: that infallibility which, 
inherited from tradition, was transferred to daily life and, unfortunately, manifests 
itself today in the ignorance of the people. [These people], in front of the spread 
of an epidemic, hang votives to the Madonna and cut the throats of doctors; that 
infallibility urges the Pope to boycott legitimate aspirations of human research of 
civilization, the manifestations of thought; that infallibility moves [the Pope] to 
build new shutters to exclude the light of day!  
 
Il pellegrinaggio ora ricordato fu per l’infallibilità: quella infallibilità che ereditata 
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dalla tradizione, passata nei costumi, si manifesta purtroppo oggi nell’ignoranza 
popolare che dinanzi all’apparizione d’una epidemia, appende voti alla Madonna 
e scanna i sanitari; quella infallibilità che incita il Pontefice a boicottare le 
legittime aspirazioni umane, le ricerche della civiltà, le manifestazioni di 
pensiero, lo muove ad architettare nuovi scuri per escludere la luce del giorno! 
(Nathan 8) 
 
Infallibility, Nathan then suggests, is the climax of idolatry, pitted against the new 

light of progress, patriotic values, and national unification. The choice ought then to be 

clear: on the one hand is the obscurantist pilgrimage of reverence to the pope, and on the 

other is the glorious pilgrimage opened by the Breach of Porta Pia: 

Think back, O citizens, to Rome one year before the breach, in 1869. The faithful 
from all parts of the world came here in pilgrimage, called for a great affirmation 
of the reigning Catholicism. St. Peter Basilica, in its monumental majesty, 
gathered in its large womb representatives of dogma, in the Ecumenical Council 
... It was the last great affirmation unto the world of that Rome before the breach. 
It was the last pilgrimage to the Pope-King. Compare the event at the time, with 
what is now preparing. Measure the journey in forty years: a day in the life of the 
Eternal City.  
 
Ritornate, o cittadini, alla Roma di un anno prima della breccia: nel 1869. 
Convennero allora in pellegrinaggio i fedeli da tutte le parti del mondo, qui 
chiamati per una grande affermazione della cattolicità regnante. S. Pietro, nella 
monumentale sua maestosità, raccoglieva nell'ampio grembo i rappresentanti del 
dogma, in Ecumenico Concilio … Fu l’ultima grande affermazione dinanzi al 
mondo della Roma prima della breccia, era l’ultimo pellegrinaggio al Pontefice-
Re. … . Confrontate il fatto di allora con quello che ora si prepara, e misurate il 
cammino percorso in quarant’anni, un giorno nella vita della città eterna. (7) 
 

Here, Nathan is explicitly referring to the Vatican Council as a pilgrimage. Nathan says 

that this pilgrimage was “the last one to the Pope-King.” Instead of a communitarian 

action of free people, the Council was a general convocation of a Pope-King that needed 

affirmation of his infallibility. Nathan is saying that even bishops, leaders of the Catholic 

Church around the world, were almost reduced to puppets controlled by the Pope to 
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affirm the regal status of a king that the Italian State threatened to deprive of his temporal 

power. The contrast with the other pilgrimage, the International Exhibition of Rome, is 

evident. For the 1911 “pilgrimage,” there will be ‘Border crossings … outward 

expressions of life … manifestations of thought’ “Varchi delle frontiere … 

estrinsecazioni della vita … manifestazioni del pensiero” (8), while the Council, 

according to Nathan, was called to eliminate doubt and free examination, accepting, 

instead, blind obedience to a central authority. 

Infallibility, proclaimed by the First Vatican Council’s Pastoral constitution 

Pastor Aeternus (July 18, 1870), was limited to official proclamations ex cathedra for 

faith and customs, and it was controversial in its approval. Although it was conceived of 

for use in exceptional cases,16 the political importance of the proclamation of infallibility 

was enormous because it was a declaration of power in a moment when temporal power 

was clearly threatened by Italian unification. We have already seen that the Breach of 

Porta Pia caused the practical end of the Council and the official beginning of the 

defensive behavior of the “prisoner” pope. Italian nationalism, however, was not the only 

front challenging the pope’s vision. The approval of the Pastor Aeternus was more 

controversial than the pope himself could have imagined; within the hierarchy of the 

Church itself, a few bishops voted non placet, the formal expression for disagreement 

with the proclamation, and others took advantage of the political turmoil to leave the 

                                                
16 The prerogative of infallibility has been used only twice. The first time, it was used by 
Pius IX before his official proclamation during the Vatican Council in 1854 about the 
immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary. The second time it was used happened again 
for a Marian dogma, the assumption of Mary in Heaven, proclaimed by Pius XII in 1950. 
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Council before the proclamation of infallibility, implicitly expressing their dissent. 

The theologian that represented the opposition was Ignaz von Döllinger, professor 

of Ecclesiastic history in Munich, who was ultimately excommunicated by his bishop for 

strongly opposing infallibility.17 According to Nathan, Döllinger, an expert in Church 

history, was alone in his attempt to dissuade the Council Father to go along with this 

proclamation: ‘There was one who, strong in his knowledge of the history of the popes 

through the centuries, reacted to the blasphemy toward God and men, Döllinger’ “Vi fu 

chi, forte nella storia dei Pontefici attraverso i secoli, reagì alla bestemmia rivolta a Dio e 

agli uomini, Doellinger” (7). Saying that Döllinger was the only Catholic critical of the 

dogma of infallibility suggests that, for Nathan, the Catholic front was compact and 

insensitive to any progress toward modernization. That this was not the case emerges, as 

we will see, from the reply that Nathan will write four days later. Therefore, emphasizing 

that Döllinger was the only exception should be considered a rhetorical move to gain 

consensus from the audience. Nathan emphasizes not just that Döllinger is the only 

exception, but also that, by virtue of his study, Döllinger represents rational thought.  

Instead of rational thought, the principle of authority prevailed in the conciliar 

discussion of infallibility. Refusing Döllinger’s argumentation, which was rooted in 

historical research, the pope is continuing the bad habit of condemning heretics. The old 

strategy of counterpoising the principle of authority against a rational attempt to find new 

                                                
17 Döllinger was openly against the proclamation of infallibility. Eventually, though this 
was not his intention, he became the leader of a separated Church, the Old Catholic 
Church of the Utrecht Communion, where “old” means before the proclamation of the 
dogma of infallibility. 
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solutions for new times is used again, and not only to position the new Rome that is the 

homeland of the Italian State against the castled Rome of the pope, “prisoner” inside the 

Vatican. That opposition is also brought to the fore when the Catholic historian would 

open the Catholic Church to modern criteria. Moreover, the opposition between the 

second and the third Rome is extended to ethics:  

Compare the Rome of that time with the Rome of today in material and moral 
attitudes. Then tell me: should representatives gathered here not celebrate this 
memorable day? Is the breakup of a few stones not transformed into an altar of 
the Fatherland and of world civilization? 
 
Ponete a riscontro negli atteggiamenti materiali e morali la Roma di allora, con la 
Roma di oggi, e poi ditemi voi, se le rappresentanze qui convenute, non devono 
festeggiare quel giorno memorando, se il disfacimento di poche pietre non si 
trasformi in un altare della Patria e della civiltà mondiale? (7-8). 
 

The bricks that fell from the wall of Porta Pia became the stones to reconstruct the new 

civilization. Even now, the reference to an “altar of the Fatherland” (a rather common 

expression in post-Risorgimento Italy) clearly shows Nathan’s rhetorical strategy of 

appropriating religious concepts for secular uses. The Breach, even materially, provides 

the tools to reconstruct society from the foundation up, and this Roman foundation, in 

turn, becomes the altar “of world civilization” tout court. 

With the Breach of Porta Pia in the background—with that breach, symbolically, 

through which the Italian nation entered into Rome to dissolve the temporal power of the 

pope—Nathan’s speech goes on to compare Döllinger’s position to a “hole” tearing apart 

the dogma of papal authority entrenched in the notion of infallibility: 

Revoking in doubt [and] discussing the decrees of the Head of the Church for the 
hierarchy was the first step in submitting them to free analysis; was the small hole 
through which passed the oxygenated air of science and of civil progress. 
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However, by unanimous consent, the plaster of infallibility was superimposed on 
the old walls of the dogma. 
 
Revocare in dubbio, discutere i decreti del Capo della Chiesa per la gerarchia era 
il primo passo per sottometterli al libero esame; era il forellino attraverso cui 
passava l'aria ossigenata della scienza, del progresso civile. E però sulle vecchie 
mura del dogma si sovrappose l'intonaco dell'infallibilità per unanime consenso. 
(7) 
 

While Nathan seems to simplistically pit Döllinger against the whole Church that 

proclaims infallibility, in these words there is room for a different interpretation. Nathan 

says that from the hole of doubt “the oxygenated air of science and of civil progress” was 

passing through, just as, from the breach of Porta Pia civil progress entered Rome. The 

fact that the declaration of infallibility “was superimposed on the old walls of the 

dogma,” means that serious discussions were going on, as would happen for Catholic—

and Jewish—modernism in Nathan’s time. 

However, the novelty of the new world civilization starting from a small hole and 

appreciated by a Catholics such as Döllinger finds an obstacle in the pope’s will. Now 

Nathan’s accusation reaches its peak. Nathan accuses the pope, in fact, of having inverted 

biblical will through the dogma of infallibility proclaimed by the first Vatican Council 

just before the Breach of Porta Pia. He is very direct, asserting that Council fathers: 

came to endorse that the Pope, being in direct representation and succession of 
Jesus, as the Son, should inherit omniscient unlimited power over men, and 
subtract from any human judgment his decrees, by virtue of infallibility 
proclaimed, recognized, and accepted. It was the opposite of the Biblical 
revelation of the Son of God made man on earth; it was the Son of man who 
became God on earth! 
 
vennero per sancire che il Pontefice, in diretta rappresentanza e successione di 
Gesù, dovesse, come il Figlio, ereditare onnisciente illimitato potere sugli uomini, 
e da ogni giudizio umano i decreti suoi sottrarre, in virtù della infallibilità 
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proclamata, riconosciuta, accettata. Era l'inverso della rivelazione biblica del 
Figlio di Dio fattosi uomo in terra; era il figlio dell'uomo fattosi Dio in terra! (7) 
 

Interestingly enough, Nathan seems to accept that Jesus is the Son of God and that the 

New Testament is part of the Bible. Of course, this is not a declaration of faith, but the 

climax of a rhetorical speech that perfectly addresses the majority of Nathan’s audience, 

many of whom come from a Catholic background. Nathan’s intention is to impress his 

audience.  

It remains to be seen whether Nathan’s continuous translation of religious images 

into secular ones signifies an outright dismissal of religious values. It may not be entirely 

the case. It seems important, in fact, that for Nathan the dogmatic affirmation of 

infallibility opposes not only civil (and secular) progress, but first and foremost the—

Christian?—Bible itself. Civil progress goes beyond secularism, which could be as 

dogmatic as the religious system it hopes to get rid of. Nathan is looking forward to an 

open-minded perspective, not just to replace religion with a secular view. 

The search for an open-minded perspective can be seen with more clarity at the 

moment in which, arguing against the Rome of the popes, Nathan enters into the realm of 

meta-narration and asks rhetorically: ‘Why did I speak in this way?’ “Perché ho parlato 

così?” (9). It is at this point that Nathan’s speech goes beyond mere anti-clericalism and 

issues a passionate appeal to reframe the values of the Risorgimento for the new unified 

Italy. Despotism enacted by a “priestly class” is an always-replicable threat:  

If this lesson is forgotten, and by the transfer of control to one, another, or several 
classes, you were to lose sight of the community, the entire populace, the nation, 
and the homeland, and suffer the influence of individual interests, then that breach 
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would be opened to allow passage to the struggle of conflicting appetites, of 
conflicting class interests, not for the good of the homeland, but [for the good] of 
humanity. 
 
Se questo insegnamento si dovesse dimenticare e, nel predominio di una, di altra 
o di parecchie classi, si dovesse perdere di vista la collettività, il popolo tutto, la 
nazione, la patria, subire l’ascendente dei singoli interessi, allora quella breccia 
sarebbe stata aperta per lasciare il varco alla lotta di appetiti contrastanti, di 
confliggenti interessi di classe, non al bene della Patria, dell'umanità (10). 
 

Indeed, Nathan invites the audience to open their eyes and hearts to assume a moral stand 

for a journey not concluded but just (re-)opened by the Breach of Porta Pia. From the 

same narrow passageway, from the same opening, a renovated and glorious civilization 

may emerge. Alternatively, if nothing is done, that hole will be closed again, no matter 

which class is in power. 

In the end, revitalizing the spirit of the Risorgimento, Nathan’s speech in front of 

Porta Pia was a kind of manifesto for the new Rome and the new nation, ideally 

emancipated from the privileges of the popes. This emancipation from privileges would 

have been more difficult than Jewish emancipation from the Roman ghetto. Indeed, the 

logic of privileges is a kind of contagious virus, very difficult to extirpate. It is common 

logic, one that allows us to examine Catholic, Jewish, and secular thinkers with the same 

gaze. It is a logic shared by courageous personalities such as Nathan and other 

protagonists of our account, who modify their way of thinking in light of modernity. 

The process of secularization in Italy is taking its first steps, but the power of the 

Catholic Church is still strong and rooted in Italian minds and is feared by mainstream 

politics. In the end, politicians know how strong the presence of the Catholic Church is in 

the national landscape. The Church has adopted a strong and still quite efficient 
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hierarchic organization of dioceses and parishes that goes back to the territorial 

organization of ancient Rome, reviewed in light of the pastoral spirit of the Council of 

Trent (1545-1563). The anticlerical Cavour is a clear example of the need to negotiate 

with the Catholic Church and the Vatican in particular—a power still strong in Italy. 

Nathan is not arguing for a Free Church in a Free State, as Cavour pointed out decades 

before. He is not trying to relegate the Catholic Church to a confined space—the Leonine 

Walls that define the border of what will later be the Vatican City State—or to deny the 

presence of the Pope in the city after national unification. Instead, he is trying to push the 

masses to be critical of privileges. 

Not worried about predictable hostile reactions, Nathan celebrates national unity 

and the freedom of the Roman population from papal rule. This is, of course, 

unacceptable to the pope, who still feels like a king deprived of his kingdom, but it is not 

unacceptable for the majority of the citizens, not even for Catholics. However, Nathan’s 

words go well beyond a proud call for freedom. His words enter into the realm of 

theology and Church history, pushing for a general rethinking of religious institutions, 

their internal tensions, and their relationship to public power. Contestations to Nathan’s 

speech appear soon after, and he will clarify his point, confirming it in its essence, but 

with a certain amount of diplomacy and conceding to the enemy prisoner in the Vatican 

the honors of war. In analyzing these reactions, we can better understand what is at stake 

for Christian, Jewish, and secular relationships. 
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1.4 Reactions to Nathan’s Speech and Nathan Reply 

Reactions to Nathan’s speech, partially elicited by the Vatican, appeared for a 

number of years and reached the international stage. Pius X considered Nathan’s speech a 

direct attack on the Catholic Church and fostered a media attack against it, aiming to raise 

international support to defend the papal role and dignity. The first reaction was the 

publication of Nathan’s speech in L’Osservatore Romano. After that, the pope wrote a 

rescript (an administrative act granting a privilege or dispensation) to the Vicar General 

of Rome, Cardinal Respighi. 18 Pius X is even more critical of Nathan in contesting his 

adversary: 

A circumstance of exceptional gravity moves us today to use Our words to 
express the depths of our pain. Two days ago, a public official, in the exercise of 
his mandate, was not pleased to solemnly remember the anniversary of the day 
when the sacred rights of papal sovereignty were trampled. He raised his voice to 
cast scorn and outrage against the doctrines of the Catholic Faith against the Vicar 
of Christ on earth and the Church itself. … The faithful of the Catholic world will 
certainly not escape this new and painful conclusion. They too were offended and 
will join with Our dear children of Rome to raise their fervent prayers to the 
Almighty in order that He arises in defense of her divine Spouse, the Church. She 
is made so unworthy target to slander increasingly poisonous and increasingly 
violent attacks with impunity the boldness of her enemies. 
 
Una circostanza di eccezionale gravità Ci muove a rivolgere oggi la Nostra parola 
per manifestare il dolore profondo dell’animo Nostro. Da due giorni un pubblico 
funzionario nell’esercizio del suo mandato, non pago di ricordare solennemente la 
ricorrenza anniversaria del giorno in cui furono calpestati i sacri diritti della 
Sovranità pontificia, ha alzato la voce per lanciare contro le dottrine della Fede 
Cattolica, contro il Vicario di Cristo in terra e contro la Chiesa stessa lo scherno e 
l’oltraggio. … Questa nuova e dolorosa constatazione non isfuggirà certamente ai 

                                                
18 A short editorial note is premised to the rescript. The anonymous editor, probably the 
publisher Centenari, notes that this is a novelty in the tradition of the Catholic Church, 
motivated by political reasons: “Fatto nuovo negli annali del Pontificato, non meno 
strano quando motivi reconditi di politica non lo suggerissero, al discorso del Sindaco 
rispose il Pontefice Pio X col seguente rescritto indirizzato al Cardinal Vicario” (12). 
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fedeli tutti del mondo cattolico, offesi anche essi, i quali si uniranno con i Nostri 
cari figli di Roma per innalzare con fervore le loro preghiere e all’Altissimo, 
affinché sorga a difesa della sua Sposa divina, la Chiesa, fatta così indegnamente 
bersaglio a calunnie sempre più velenose e ad attacchi sempre più violenti della 
impune baldanza dei suoi nemici. (12-13). 
 

The rescript is clearly addressing wider worldwide support, against the enemy of his 

person, of the Catholic faith, and of the whole Catholic Church, to whom believers 

belong. Instead of the omnipotence of the infallible, the humanity and vulnerability of his 

sorrowful spirit emerges, as well as the fragility of the Church as a community, waiting 

for His savior. The Breach of Porta Pia, in the end, has humanized the earthly leader of—

at least a part of—the ecclesial body. Nathan is presented neither as a Jew nor as a 

freemason, but as an officer that is representing public power, a power still considered 

abusive, trampling papal sovereignty. However, the final apocalyptic tone is ambiguous. 

In line with the apocalyptic literature, history cannot be changed but by the intervention 

of God, an intervention that can only be sought through prayer. The Bridegroom will save 

the bride from all her enemies. 

While the rescripts ranged in tone from disappointment to apocalyptic, Vatican 

diplomacy used the bureaucratic channels granted by the Law of Guarantees. Cardinal 

Rafael Merry del Val, Vatican Secretary of State, used the rescript addressed to the 

pope’s Vicar for the dioceses of Rome to enhance a network of supporters that spanned 

from common people to diplomats. The strategy was successful in the sense that many 
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voices were raised worldwide in favor of Pius X. Reactions were polarized, either firmly 

against or firmly in favor of the mayor of Rome.19 

A few scholars have already analyzed the reaction to Nathan’s speech. Giovanni 

Miccoli’s “Chiesa cattolica, ‘questione ebraica’ e antisemitismo fra Ottocento e 

Novecento nella recente storiografia: linee di ricerca e problemi aperti” has framed the 

reaction to Nathan’s speech within the broader attempt of the Catholic Church to redefine 

its prestige after the loss of temporal power. Matteo Sanfilippo’s “Masse Briache Di 

Livore Anticlericale : La documentazione Vaticana sul 20 Settembre (1870-1922)” has 

conducted documentary research on the Catholic reaction to the event in the Vatican 

archives, particularly in the Secret Vatican Archive (ASV) up to 1922, i.e. the pontificate 

of Pius Benedict XV (1911-1922).20  

According to Sanfilippo, Catholic reactions to Nathan’s speech reveal both 

Vatican strategy and popular reaction. On the one hand, he insists on the need to frame 

this episode within the context of the diplomatic strategy of the Vatican started in 1870, 

focused on “making sure that the climax of the agitation corresponds to the date of 20 

September” ‘facendo in modo che l’acme dell’agitazione corrispondesse alla data del 20 

settembre’ (139). After forty years of Vatican contestation, Nathan’s speech is only the 

                                                
19 Among others, Ciani mentions without precise references, Nathan received a multitude 
of telegrams and letters of congratulation from republican, freemason, and anticlerical 
groups operating in Italy and abroad (256–57). 
20 When Sanfilippo wrote the article, the pontificate of Pius XI (1922-1939) was not open 
to consultation. The ruling pope decides when to open a new period of consultation of the 
documents saved in the Vatican archives, but the new period corresponds to a pontificate. 
In 2006, Benedict XVI decided to permit the consultation of documents up until the end 
of the papacy of Pius XI. 
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confirmation, not the beginning of, the Vatican counter-narrative. On the other hand, 

Sanfilippo maintains that the hostility toward Nathan was mainly political, not anti-

Semitic or anti-Masonic, and it was instrumental in gaining visibility for the Vatican 

perspective for decades to come. 

Nathan’s frankness allowed Vatican diplomacy to gain national and international 

attention and support to solve the Roman questions in terms different from the Law of 

Guarantees, even though the popular reaction was bitter, adopting anti-Semitic 

stereotypes. These results, however, were not pleasing to the Vatican diplomacy. 

Sanfilippo claims that: ‘In conclusion, the action of the nuncios cannot influence the 

decisions of European governments: most of the protests, however, start from the bottom 

and involve primarily, if not solely, the mass of believers’ “In conclusione l’azione dei 

nunzi non riesce a influenzare le decisioni dei governi europei: la maggior parte delle 

proteste parte invece dal basso e coinvolge soprattutto, se non solamente, la massa dei 

fedeli” (155). Moreover, Sanfilippo analyzes how Nathan’s case influenced the relations 

of power among different groups in North American Catholicism for many years, 

particularly in 1895, twenty-five years after the Breach of Porta Pia (146-148). 

While in the rescript neither Nathan nor the enemies of the Church were identified 

as Jews or Freemasons, either one or both of these connotations appeared in an article in 

L’Osservatore Romano written the day after Nathan’s speech, attacking “the Jew and 

freemason mayor” (“Cronaca di Roma”), using language quite different from the 

apocalyptic language used by the pope in his rescript. The same connotations appeared in 

many of the letters written in support of the pope. 
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The Secretary of State collected all the letters and telegrams received in support 

of the pope, now consultable in the Vatican Secret Archives. Sanfilippo’s article presents 

a rather systematic analysis of these documents, mainly underlining the sociopolitical 

dynamics motivating these reactions. Competitions among ethnic groups of Catholics in 

North America resulted in attacking Jews, Freemasons, and socialists: 

The ethnic minority groups are not able … to steal the spotlight from the Church 
in North America, as they would have liked to. On the other hand, they make the 
action of the intransigent wing of Catholicism more visible internationally. In 
fact, they do not just criticize Nathan for his offense to the pope, but elect Nathan 
as the main target of the struggle against the Jews, the Freemasons, and the 
Socialists. The issue is by no means new: many Catholics commonly accept the 
Judeo-Masonic conspiracy theory, supported by socialists and anarchists. Nathan, 
who is a Jew, a Mason, and considered sympathetic to socialism, has long been 
suspected of encouraging anti-Catholicism in the New World, especially in Latin 
America, where he attempted to establish an Italian colony in 1904. … And, when 
Nathan went to the United States in 1914, he was attacked with such violence as 
to force John Bonzano, the new apostolic delegate in Washington, to put a damper 
on Catholic agitation.  
 
I gruppi etnici minoritari non riescono … a conquistare la ribalta della Chiesa nel 
Nord America, come avrebbero voluto. In compenso rendono più visibile l’azione 
dell’ala intransigente del cattolicesimo internazionale. Essi infatti non si limitano 
a criticare Nathan per l’offesa al pontefice, ma lo eleggono a principale bersaglio 
della lotta contro gli ebrei, i massoni e i socialisti. Il tema non è affatto nuovo: la 
teoria del complotto giudo-massonico, appoggiato da socialisti e anarchici, è 
comunemente accettato da molti cattolici. Nathan, che è ebreo, massone e ritenuto 
di simpatie socialiste, è da tempo sospettato di stimolare l’anticattolicesimo nel 
Nuovo Mondo: soprattutto nell’America Latina, in cui tenta dal 1904 di fondare 
una colonia italiana. … E, quando quest’ultimo si reca negli Stati Uniti nel 1914, 
viene assalito con tale violenza da obbligare Giovanni Bonzano, nuovo delegato 
apostolico a Washington, a mettere la sordina all’agitazione cattolica. (155) 
 

Therefore, in this context, the Judeo-Masonic conspiracy theory appears instrumental in 

creating a sense of identity among Catholic ethnic minority groups, in competition with 

other Catholic groups. The common enemy, perfectly embodied by Nathan—the Jewish, 
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Freemason and Philo-Socialist mayor of Rome, caput mundi that detains an “imprisoned” 

and outraged pope—is the quintessential bonding agent of this dynamic of power and 

identity. 

Let us add only one archival reference, not reported by Sanfilippo, that reveals a 

different dimension of the anti-Nathan campaign: the reframing of the Vatican 

perspective of the necessity to regain the temporal power of the pope in the educational 

system of Catholic missionary sites. The Salesians of Montevideo, Uruguay, faithful to 

their specific charisma of youth education, utilized the anti-Nathan campaign as a 

leitmotif of Christian education in their Sunday bulletin for children. The bulletin was, of 

course, published in Spanish, but in the folder at the ASV there is also a letter in Italian 

written by Father Pittini, the Salesian responsible for the school at the missionary site, 

sent to the pope together with an album containing 20,000 signatures from children in 

Uruguay supporting the pope, outraged by Nathan’s speech. Pittini presents the periodical 

publication and the specific initiative: 

It is a bulletin of the catechism for children, printed in our Institute with a 
circulation of seven to eight thousand copies, and it was created as soon as the 
Encyclical by Your Lordship was published, on the teaching of catechism. Mr. 
Nathan, with his speech, has offered a perfect opportunity to implement the will 
of Don Bosco, attracting the hearts at the foot of the common Father. These 
twenty thousand signatures are the result of our initiative. 
 
È un foglietto catechistico per fanciulli, che si stampa nel nostro Istituto con una 
tiratura da sette ad otto mila copie, ed è sorto appena pubblicata la Enciclica della 
S.V. sull’insegnamento del catechismo. Il Signor Nathan col suo discorso ci 
offerse una bella occasione di attuare la volontà di Don Bosco, richiamando i 
cuori ai piedi del Padre comune ed eccole in queste venti mila firme il frutto della 
nostra iniziativa. (“Altre. Proteste” 107) 21 

                                                
21 Signed by Fr. Riccardo Pittini, SdB, Director of the Don Bosco College, Montevideo, 
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This act was considered so important that Merry del Val, on behalf of Pius X, wrote this 

letter of thanks: 

Secretary of State of His Holiness. 
N.49833. From the Vatican, March 31, 1911. 
Rev.mo D. Pittini 
The Holy Father could not fail to appreciate the beautiful event organized by the 
newspaper “El Amigo de la Niñez.” Twenty thousand children turned to their 
common Father with words of comfort from Uruguay. But actually, they represent 
all Catholic children in distant America who share their ideas and conviction. His 
Holiness embraces all with paternal benevolence. Invoking for each child and 
their families the best graces of the Lord, heartily bless them, together with you, 
reverend, and all who have encouraged and cooperated with you in such a great 
initiative. 
With feelings of sincere regard, I am pleased to reaffirm myself to you fondly in 
the Lord 
Card. MERRY DEL VAL. 
Rev. Fr. Riccardo Pittini Director of the College ‘Don Bosco’ Montevideo 
 
Segreteria di Stato di S. Santità. 
N.49833. Dal Vaticano, 31 marzo 1911. Rev.mo D. Pittini, 
Non poteva non riuscire gradita al S. Padre la bella manifestazione promossa dal 
periodico ‘El Amigo de la Niñez’. Sono ventimila fanciulli che dall’Uruguay 
rivolgono al comune loro Padre parole di conforto: sono anzi tutti i fanciulli 
cattolici della lontana America che si fanno da essi rappresentare, e ne dividono i 
pensieri e gli alletti. Sua Santità abbraccia tutti con paterna benevolenza, ed 
invocando per tutti e sulle rispettive loro famiglie le migliori grazie del Signore, li 
benedice di cuore insieme alla R. V. ed a quanti hanno con Lei promosso e 
cooperato a così bella iniziativa. 
Con i sensi di sincera stima, passo dopo ciò al piacere di raffermarmi di Lei 
aff.mo nel Signore 
Card. MERRY DEL VAL. 
Rev. Sac. Riccardo Pittini Direttore del Collegio ‘Don Bosco’ Montevideo. 
(“Notizie varie. Estero”) 

 
However, the exclusive emphasis on the positive values of this initiative is expected for 

this kind of courtesy messages. 

                                                                                                                                            
February 7, 1911. 
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In one of several issues of the bulletin in the folder at ASV, the reasons for the 

initiative are clarified to the young audience:  

Worldwide protest against the insults of Nathan. 
The protest that we will soon send to the Pope, signed with thousands of your 
signatures, is not, oh children, a solitary protest. Insults of the Mayor of Rome, 
Hebrew and Mason, have hurt not only Catholics, but also honest people around 
the world. And worldwide protests have rained against the profanity of the Jew. 
 
Protesta mundial contra los insultos de Nathan. 
La protesta che pronto mandaremos al Papa suscrita por millares de vuestras 
firmas no es, oh niños, una protesta solitaria. Los insultos del alcalde de Roma, 
hebreo y masón, han lastimado no sólo á los católicos, sino también á la gente 
honesta de todo el mundo. Y de todo el mundo han llovido protestas contra las 
groserías del hebreo. (“Altre. Proteste” 125) 

 
Labeled as a Jew and Freemason in the first sentence, Nathan is then called simply a 

Jew—in this case italicized in the last sentence—with clear anti-Semitic connotations. In 

sum, while the mayor of Rome is called Mr. Nathan in the official letter to the Vatican 

and is not referred to as a Jew or Freemason in Merry del Val’s letter of thanks, the 

propaganda moves in a different direction. Nathan is caricatured: “MISTER NATHAN. 

As you know, this is a two-legged creature. He is the mayor of Rome who insulted the 

Pope and against whom your 20,000 signatures act” ‘MISTER NATHAN. Como sabéis, 

este es un bicho de dos patas. Es el alcalde de Roma que insultó al Papa y contra quien 

van vuestras 20.000 firmas’ (128v) Propaganda, in this case for children, prefers harsh 

contrapositions, derogatory expression such as “a two-legged creature,” and the 

stereotypical image of the Jew is instrumental in achieving its demagogical goals. 

The 20,000 signatures of the Uruguayan children gained through the 

propagandistic activity of a Catholic Sunday bulletin is a perfect example of why 
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Nathan’s discourse was able to leave a clear trace. L’Osservatore Romano, in the article 

published on September 21, presents Nathan’s speech as an ‘excoriating piece of 

grammatically incorrect rhetoric’ “obbrobrioso brano di retorica sgrammaticata” 

(“Cronaca di Roma”). On the contrary, this analysis demonstrates that it was a rhetorical 

masterpiece, as well as an exemplar in its frankness. That said, it was precisely Nathan’s 

rhetoric that set the terms of the contraposition: the third Rome vs. the second one; 

Döllinger vs. the rest of the Church; the pope as a father loved by his sons, instead of a 

king feared by his subjects.  

1.5 Nathan’s Reply 

On September 24, only four days after his memorable speech, Nathan sent a 

formal clarification to be published by Roman newspapers, including L’Osservatore 

Romano, the Vatican newspaper. According to the short editorial introduction in Roma 

Papale e Roma Italiana, Nathan was obliged to write his defense due ‘to the unexpected, 

violent and unjustified attack’ “All’inatteso quanto violento ed ingiustificato attacco” 

(Nathan 14) the mayor had suffered after the delivery of his speech. In this clarification, 

Nathan remains constant with his ideas, but now adopts a more formal and pacifying 

style. 

Nathan begins by referring to the rescript sent by Pius X to Cardinal Respighi, the 

Cardinal Vicar, written to ‘stigmatize these my words in front of citizens of Italy and of 

the whole world’ “stigmatizzare le parole mie al cospetto della cittadinanza, dell'Italia, di 

tutto il mondo” (14). The concentric view of Rome, Italy, and the rest of the world is the 

same view that Nathan expressed regarding the 1911 Exhibition of Rome. Paradoxically, 
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it also corresponds to the ecclesiastic view of the pope as bishop of Rome, primate of 

Italy, and pontiff of all (Roman Catholic) Christianity.22 The explanation is required as a 

form of respect for the pope and civil society. 

In line with modern thought and the spirit of the Law of Guarantees enacted forty 

years before, Nathan does not use a derogatory tone against the pope. However, he 

demands that papal authority accepts the rules of democratic discourse and the 

accomplished Italian unification: 

He, from the Vatican, condemning the one who is in the Campidoglio, does not 
make more evident the subject of the speech, the contrast between the Rome of 
the past, and the current Rome? … The Supreme Pontiff, from the top of the 
Chair of Peter has a duty to tell the truth to the believers, as it appears to him. 
Similarly, the miniscule mayor of Rome has an equal right to his citizenship 
before the Breach of Porta Pia, which for him was the starting point of a new and 
auspicious political and civil era. This offends the ears of Who affirms ‘the rights 
of the Papal sovereignty were trampled’; but it is not the man or his words, it is 
the fact that offends, oppresses, worries, and exasperates. The fact that occurred in 
the past, the fact that advances fatally, with secure strides, showing that the 
dawning day of a new Italy enlightens the path for anxious and trembling 
travelers. The fact that drives people, recognized under the dictates of the law that 
governs the universe by the hand of progress: the fact that overshadows the Pope 
and the Mayor. 
 
Egli, dal Vaticano fulminando chi sta al Campidoglio, non rende più evidente il 
tema del discorso, il contrasto tra la Roma del passato e la Roma del presente? … 
Come il Sommo Pontefice, dall’alto della Cattedra di S. Pietro ha dovere di dire la 
verità quale a lui appare ai credenti, così il minuscolo sindaco di Roma dinanzi 
alla Breccia di Porta Pia, per lui iniziatrice di una nuova auspicata era politica e 
civile, ha uguale diritto innanzi alla sua cittadinanza. Offende le orecchie di Chi 
afferma ‘calpestati i suoi diritti della Sovranità Pontificia’; ma non è l’uomo, non 
sono le sue parole, è il fatto che offende, opprime, preoccupa, esaspera; il fatto 
avvenuto in passato, il fatto che avanza fatale, con passo più sicuro, a misura che 
l’albeggiante giorno della nuova Italia rischiara la strada degli ansiosi trepidi 

                                                
22 Roman Catholic is deliberately put in parentheses to stress the self-understanding of 
the Roman Catholic Church as the true and only Church, ubi Petrus, ibi ecclesia, granted 
before Vatican II. 
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viandanti; il fatto che guida le genti, iscritto fra i dettati della legge che governa 
l’universo dalla mano del progresso: fatto che sovrasta a Pontefice e Sindaco. (14-
15) 
 

While the speech at Porta Pia is primarily addressed to the masses, Nathan’s reply is 

addressed to intellectuals as well as to the pope and his entourage. On the one hand, it 

encourages a polite but clear secular stand in affirming, defending, and developing a 

critical and emancipated mentality. On the other hand, this reply is addressed to the pope 

and his entourage, clarifying that civil authority is not a lesser authority by virtue of his 

office. For that time period, considering himself to be the pope’s equal would be 

pretentious. Nathan actually accepts the status quo of the coexistence of different powers 

in Rome, ruling from different Roman hills, the Vatican and the Campidoglio, both 

subject to a higher authority, the progress that entered Rome through the small opening of 

the Breach of Porta Pia. 

Notwithstanding his disagreement of the way the pope has acted inside and 

outside the Church, Nathan is trying to redefine a role for the pope in the new city and 

nation. Firstly, he expresses disagreement: 

I am not the author or inventor of the ban to exile from schools and seminaries all 
the press; I am not the one who imagines solemnly condemning the Christian 
Democrats, the modernists, the Sillonisti, and those moving frantically, searching 
for a faith that reconciles intellect and heart, tradition and evolution, knowledge 
and religion; … I’m not the one who disregards the beliefs of others, inalienable 
rights of the individual conscience. 
 
Non sono io autore od inventore del bando per esiliare dalle scuole e dai seminari 
tutta la stampa periodica; non io ad immaginare condanne solenni alla democrazia 
cristiana, ai modernisti, ai Sillonisti, a quanti muovono affannosamente alla 
ricerca di una fede che concili intelletto e cuore, tradizione ed evoluzione, sapere 
e religione; … non io a mancare di rispetto alle altrui credenze, diritti 
imprescindibili dell’individuale coscienza. (15) 
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Of particular interest is the reference to freedom of religion, rooted not in respect of 

different religious groups, such as Judaism or Protestantism, but on individual 

conscience, an idea that, at that time, contrasted with both Catholic and Jewish 

authorities, intent on keeping their own religious community intact. Even in the realm of 

religion, Nathan is forward-looking and intent on leading his fellow citizens towards new 

horizons of progress. In the end, Nathan’s speech, given in 1910 to commemorate an 

event occurring in 1870, perfectly encapsulates the time period covered by this study and, 

further, introduces us to the common challenges for Italian Jews and Catholics during the 

Belle Époque, which will be analyzed in the next chapters.
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2. Bible and Citizenship: De Benedetti and 
Scaramuzza 
Nathan’s speech at the Breach of Porta Pia shows us what was at stake in deciding 

between different paradigms towards modernity and secularization in a unified State in 

which religions are not easily confined to the private sphere. While Nathan’s speech was 

quite Manichean (partly to suit his rhetorical needs) and identified papal Rome as 

obscurantist and the third Rome built on the ideas of the Risorgimento as a light for every 

nation on earth, other narratives, such as the two documents analyzed in detail in this 

chapter, display traces of crisscrossing hermeneutics. 

Through a close analysis of two nuanced narratives, this chapter aims to 

document hermeneutics of encounters among Jews and Catholics, both challenged by 

modernity and secularization. The first part of this chapter analyzes De Benedetti’s 

Inaugural Lecture at the University of Pisa titled L’Antico Testamento e la letteratura 

italiana (The Hebrew Bible as source for Italian literature). Moving from a Jewish to a 

Catholic author, the second part of the chapter examines Scaramuzza’s article “Pro 

Fratribus Judaeis” (For the Jewish Brothers) and his pamphlet Considerazioni sul meeting 

cattolico tenuto a Londra il giorno 9 dicembre 1870. Lettera (Considerations on the 

Catholic meeting held in London on December 9, 1870. Letter). Choosing one major 

Jewish voice that positively interacts with the Catholic tradition and one minor Catholic 

voice that argues for Jewish-Catholic fraternity in the second half of the 19th century may 

appear arbitrary. It could appear as an intentional overlooking of anti-Semitic behavior 

expressed by Italian Catholics. Of course De Benedetti’s and Scaramuzza’s accounts 
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must be placed in a more diverse and conflictual framework. My point, however, is that a 

conflictual framework should not relegate different perspectives as irrelevant exceptions 

that confirm the mainstream account, but should be viewed, rather, as entry points to 

complicate the established historiographical account. Moreover, even though De 

Benedetti and Scaramuzza do not speak on behalf of any Jewish or Catholic community, 

this is not a limit but a further element that enriches and complicates the mainstream 

historiographical framework. De Benedetti and Scaramuzza are two private citizens, 

educators paid by the public system of education. Both of them envision a pluralistic way 

to connect the religious value system to which they belong with other religious systems 

and the lay mentality of the nation state. Therefore, focusing on their narratives is not an 

effort to minimize reciprocal indifference, conflicts, and anti-Semitism, or the value of 

more usual historiographical approaches. Rather, the goal is to offer alternative 

narratives, able to reconstruct an overlooked variety of positions, otherwise flattened. 

With these assumptions in mind, we move into the first narrative of this chapter, set in 

Pisa, Tuscany, fifteen years after the Breach of Porta Pia: De Benedetti’s speech. 

2.1 The Hebrew Bible as Source for Italian Literature: 
Salvatore De Benedetti’s 1884 Opening Address at the 
University of Pisa 

In 1884, less than fifteen years after the annexation of Rome, Salvatore De 

Benedetti (Novara, 1818-91) 1 had the honor of giving the inaugural address for the new 

academic year at the University of Pisa where he had been teaching Hebrew since 1862. 
                                                
1 De Benedetti’s correspondence and manuscripts, ranging from 1862 to 1892, are held 
by the Library of the University of Pisa. 
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De Benedetti started his cultural formation in a college for young Jewish students in 

Vercelli, and then participated in the 1848 Tuscany insurrections. Even though he was 

later hired by the University of Pisa as an expert in Oriental languages, particularly 

Hebrew, he also expanded his research into the field of Italian literature, as his inaugural 

lecture illustrates. Had he been a Roman Jew, De Benedetti probably would not have 

attained such a prestigious academic position. The Tuscan environment in which he grew 

up had possibly even more to do with his concern for fostering dialogue. In fact, whereas 

Roman Jews felt that the 1870 annexation of Rome to the Italian State was liberation 

from captivity, Tuscany had been a rather different environment for Jewish people 

because of a different history of religious minorities that started with the Medici 

government in the late sixteenth century. Put simply, all over Tuscany and in particular in 

Livorno, 2 Jews enjoyed much better treatment than in the rest of Italy. 

                                                
2 In Livorno, originally the port of Pisa, Jewish life was even better, thanks to the Livorno 
Constitutions, the so-called Livornine. Them granted a limited but still remarkable 
amount of freedom to Jews living in the city. Jews were allowed to have regular contact 
with the non-Jewish population, which ultimately contributed to Jewish integration into 
civil society. Livorno obtained the first Livornina in 1591, and its privileges remained in 
effect until 1796, when Napoleon’s army occupied Livorno and abrogated them. 
Livornine, the juridical tool invented by the Medici government, actually outlined the 
differences between Jewish identity (and some other ethnic groups, named nations) and 
the ‘Christian’ Medici identity. Although equal rights were not granted, a number of 
privileges were still allowed, more than in the rest of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany and in 
other Italian regional States. The Livornine gave, among other privileges, tax exemptions 
and protections against possible violence. The constitution also permitted the 
construction of synagogues, the holding of regular services, and the preservation of 
Hebrew books and Jewish artifacts. In short, Livorno was a privileged place for a Jew to 
live, and the political actions of the Medici produced a sense of gratitude and allegiance 
to the government within the Jewish community. Massari, the Jewish representatives, 
were even responsible for granting citizenship and exiling other co-religionists. 
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With his experience in Piedmont and Tuscany, and his role as a professor at a 

prestigious university in the newborn Kingdom of Italy, De Benedetti effectively 

addressed a diverse audience in his inaugural lecture, but above all, his speech was meant 

to reach those colleagues and students who were presumably ignorant of Judaism or 

biased against it. De Benedetti’s inaugural speech is a paradigmatic example of the 

complexity of the Jewish cultural position in the secular state, outcome of the 

Risorgimento, in which the Catholic Church continues to have a consistent role. 

De Benedetti’s address has to be contextualized in the successful attempt of 

Jewish intellectuals to rethink Jewish presence in national culture, a further step after 

emancipation. According to Gadi Luzzatto Voghera, this process implied a rediscovering 

of traditional Jewish sources and history as a reply to non-Jewish multifaceted stimuli.3  

Reconstructing the relevance of the Jewish-Italian historiography, particularly in 

the years following the Breach of Porta Pia, Luzzatto Voghera argues that ‘the idea of a 

Jewish nation was generally expelled from history’ “l’idea di nazione ebraica veniva 

espulsa dalla storia” (1235). Assimilated Jews were more interested in proving their 

common commitment to the construction of the modern world than in maintaining the 
                                                                                                                                            
According to Francesca Trivellato, “Livorno was an exceptionally tolerant environment 
and, at the same time, a typical Counterreformation Italian town.” (72). 
3 “…si vedrà nell’analisi delle nuove strade battute dalla cultura ebraica del secolo XIX 
come questo ritorno dell’ebraismo a un esame delle proprie fonti tradizionali e della 
propria storia, costituisse in definitiva un tentativo di risposta forte alle multiformi 
sollecitazioni che provenivano dal campo non ebraico. Una riaffermazione dei valori 
fondativi della propria identità e diversità, e nel medesimo tempo un tentativo di venire 
incontro alle esigenze di ‘rigenerazione’ e di integrazione culturale che venivano poste 
quale condizione preliminare per una definitiva concessione dei pieni diritti civili” (1214-
15). Luzzatto Voghera names De Benedetti among Jewish Piedmontese prominent 
personalities (1231). 
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specificity of their Jewish roots. In fact, a strong reference to religious and traditional 

roots could be seen as an obstacle to modern civil goals. De Benedetti, instead, shares a 

deep appreciation for both modernity and the liberal state. His search for biblical 

references in Italian literature reveals his pride in his Jewishness and offers several 

strategic openings for allowing non-Jews to appreciate the role of Jewish people in the 

wider story of the Italian nation. 

At the beginning of his address, De Benedetti declares that he will remain loyal to 

his specific field, the study of ancient Hebrew, while also attempting to reach a wider 

audience of non-specialists by adopting a clear language. To be consistent with this 

double aim, he states that he will deliberately draw from a common body of knowledge 

rather than include jargon from his field: ‘So that if, on the one hand, I should not take 

myself outside the circle of my teachings, to avoid the risk of doing work in vain, I 

should also, on the other hand, consider those different teachings, which none of my 

illustrious hearers find alien or strange.’ “Che se da un lato io non dovevo portarmi fuori 

dalla cerchia de’ miei insegnamenti, per non correre il rischio di fare opera vana, dovevo 

pure trattare di quelli tal parte, alla quale niuno degl’incliti uditori miei, fosse del tutto 

straniero, o indifferente” (De Benedetti, L’Antico Testamento, 3). In this way, he 

indirectly casts some light on Jewish culture, presented as ‘a not inglorious family of the 

ancient world.’ “una non ingloriosa famiglia dell’antico mondo, la giudaica” (3-4). De 

Benedetti claims that the Jewish ‘family’ is supported by the unanimous consensus of 

civilized populations, who called the collection of their foundational books the Bible, the 

book par excellence (4). 
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The Bible’s centrality in Italian literature allows De Benedetti to present an inter-

religious perspective using the metaphor of a tree. The Bible, deriving from the Jewish 

family, is also the source of the three Abrahamic religions, which developed in three 

different, but deeply interconnected, moments in history: ‘Who can forget, or not 

recognize, that from the Bible came the three forms of civilization, religion and human 

family; first Jewish, then Christian and Muslim, branches of the same trunk?’ “Chi può 

dimenticare, o non riconoscere come di là uscirono le tre forme di civiltà, religione e 

famiglia umana, prima la giudaica, poscia la cristiana e la mussulmana, rami dell’uno e 

medesimo tronco?” (4). Instead of affirming an exclusivist sense of Jewish pride for the 

Hebrew Bible, in contrast with the supersessionism presumed in his mainly Catholic 

audience,4 this metaphor allows De Benedetti to recognize Jewish civilization as part and 

parcel of the unified nation. Jewish civilization, religion, and people have at least the 

same importance as Christianity and Islam, if not more, being the most ancient and the 

one in which the Bible has its origin.  

Recovering a space for the Hebrew Bible does not result in the need to adopt a 

new terminology. De Benedetti uses the Christian abbreviation “A.T.” (Old Testament: 

OT) to refer to the Bible, both in the title and on page 5. His reasoning seems to be 

                                                
4 Only Nostra Aetate has officially rejected supersessionism, the Christian theological 
view rooted in a Patristic reading of the Christian Bible, according to which God’s 
alliance with the Jews has been fulfilled and replaced by the new alliance with the 
Church. The 1964 declaration of Vatican II on the relationship of the Church with non-
Christian religions, referring to Romans 11:28-29, argues that the covenant with the 
Jewish people has not been replaced by the new covenant, because God “ does not repent 
of the gifts He makes or of the calls He issues” (Second Vatican Council, Nostra Aetate 
4). 
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consistent with his general aim explained above: he is making a point not about the Bible 

of the Jews, but about the same Books that come from the Jews and constitute, together 

with the New Testament, a main source of inspiration for Italian literature, a common 

heritage for Jews, Christians, and secular people. 

Although he uses the expression OT, De Benedetti concentrates on the Hebrew 

Bible. Indeed, he excludes from his lecture not only the New Testament—which almost 

all his listeners would have associated with the word “Bible”—but also, at least in theory, 

the Deuterocanonical/Apocryphal:5 ‘And in the treatment of such matters it is appropriate 

that I narrow down, and when I refer to the Bible, I refer to the OT, which for the 

originality of its message, for the quality of its source, by itself, represents a very special 

work; I’m referring to those books of which the original Hebrew or Chaldean has been 

preserved.’ “E nella trattazione di siffatta materia importa ancora che io mi restringa 

vieppiù, e per la Bibbia intenda l’A. T., che per la indole sua primitica, pel suo carattere 

natio, esercita opera tutta speciale esso solo; intenda quei libri di cui fu serbato il testo 

originale ebraico o caldeo” (5) As a matter of fact, De Benedetti interacts with a wider 

audience and avoids a clear contraposition with Christians, particularly Catholics, by 

using a Christian expression, Old Testament, while at the same time redefining the limits 

and meaning of that expression. 

                                                
5 Those books and parts/addition were written by diaspora Jews outside the Holy Land 
and in Greek. Part of the Septuagint, the early second century Greek translation produced 
in Alexandria, these books have been included almost exclusively by the Catholic Church 
(not by Evangelical and Reformed Churches) in their biblical canon. They are usually 
called “Deuterocanonical” by the Catholic Church and “Apocryphal” by Protestant and 
Reformed Churches, with an apparent judgment of value. 
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After he defines the limits of his analysis of the OT as a source for Italian 

literature, De Benedetti elaborates on his approach to the texts. His approach, he says, is 

aesthetic and literary, rather than theological: ‘Wanting, therefore, to consider this 

collection of works in comparison with any other literature, we must also put aside their 

theological and revealed character and bend them to be understood by humble human 

words, considering them an aesthetic and literary monument highlighting their merits.’ 

“Volendo considerare dunque codesta collezione di opere in paragone con qualunque 

altra letteratura, bisogna pure lasciare da parte il loro carattere teologico e rivelato, 

piegarle, anche rilevandone i pregi, alla umiltà delle parole umane, considerarle 

monumento estetico e letterario” (5). Here, De Benedetti suggests his aim is neither to 

reduce the Bible to the status of an aesthetic or literary object—thereby negating a 

religious and moral reading—nor to make the Jewish Bible a totalizing source for 

religious, cultural, and moral norms. In other words, De Benedetti is challenging both 

secularist and religious readers—Jewish, as well as Christian—inviting all readers to 

meet on a common ground, thereby allowing further readings that are specific to different 

creeds, approaches, and personal choices, which was a rather modern perspective at that 

time. 

De Benedetti’s analysis then focuses on a reconstruction of biblical inspiration in 

Italian literature, particularly poetry, and its effect on national identity. He writes: 

“However, speaking historically of the work that the Bible has accomplished in the 

world, of the developments that have unfolded from it, of the fighting that it has 

sustained, is such an undertaking… that as a whole it was not even attempted. Of this 
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history, only a few episodes could be written, a poem of only a few resounding songs; 

and who knows in what remote future this extensive book will be ultimately closed?’ 

“Ma parlare istoricamente dell’opera che la Bibbia ha compiuto nel mondo, delle 

evoluzioni in che si dispiegò, dei combattimenti che sostenne, è tale impresa … che nella 

sua interezza non fu peranco neppure tentata. È storia della quale si scrissero episodi, 

poema di cui risonarono canti solamente; e chi sa a qual rimoto avvenire è serbato il 

chiudere quel vasto libro?” (5). The Bible as a source of inspiration in Italian literature, 

De Benedetti goes on to say, has direct repercussions in shaping national identity. De 

Benedetti is not only talking to people united by a common nation, but he also 

underscores that this nation is “Italia nostra.” Even though the pluralis maiestatis was 

commonly used at the time, the plural suggests that Jews are also to be included in ‘our 

Italy,’ signifying that they are a people who are part of a nation, as individuals, as well as 

a specific group in the common motherland. The cultural and political implications are 

inextricable. 

Before addressing the relationship between the Bible and Italian literature, De 

Benedetti devotes a number of pages to a general presentation of the Bible as a piece of 

literature: ‘We say, therefore, that the OT, considered as a whole, even omitting certain 

problems of chronology, although not large in size, also has such a variety of genres so as 

to constitute a literature, and if we adhere to a more rigorous definition, it is an incipient 

literature.’ “Diciamo adunque che l’A. T. considerato nell’insieme, lasciate pure le 

particolari quistioni cronologiche, per quanto non ampio di mole, offre pure tale varietà 

di generi da costituire una letteratura, e se vogliamo attenerci a maggior rigore di 
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definizione, una incipiente letteratura” (5-6). As an incipient literary form, the Hebrew 

Bible is contextualized in the wider process of human evolution, conceived of according 

to the coeval positivist conceptions of progress. 

Reading the Bible from a primarily literary perspective was not a typical approach, 
particularly from the perspective of the Catholic Church. In De Benedetti’s time, the 
Catholic Church was barely open to exploring new approaches to the Bible. It was only 
with the Second Vatican Council’s 1965 dogmatic constitution Dei Verbum that the 
Catholic Church officially recognized, rephrasing St. Augustine, that “since God speaks 
in Sacred Scripture through men in human fashion … the interpreter must investigate 
what meaning the sacred writer intended to express and actually expressed in particular 
circumstances by using contemporary literary forms in accordance with the situation of 
his own time and culture” (Second Vatican Council, Dei Verbum 2). 
 
While Leo XIII’s 1893 encyclical Provvidentisimus Deus authorized new approaches to 

the Bible, mainly developed by Protestant scholars, it did so tentatively. However, while 

De Benedetti’s appreciation of the Bible as a source for Italian literature is an opportunity 

to demonstrate an interfaith understanding in the unified state, Leo XIII’s commitment to 

widening the field of biblical studies does not entail a renouncement of religious and 

political privileges, particularly in Rome, as he had already remarked in his 1882 

encyclical Etsi Nos: 

And Rome, the most majestic city of the Christian world, has become an open 
field to all enemies of the Church, and it is desecrated by reprehensible 
innovations, with schools and temples for the service of heresy. Actually, it seems 
that, in this year, [Rome] intends to welcome the representatives and leaders of 
the sect most hostile to the Catholic religion, who are intending to gather here in 
Congress. It’s pretty obvious the reason that prompted them to choose this place: 
they want with impudent insult to vent their hatred toward the Church, and attack 
the Papacy from close range with menacing messages of war, challenging him in 
his own home. … In truth, it seems incredible that these people, who profess to be 
extremely devoted to the Italian family, want this [war] because the Italian family, 
if the Catholic faith would fade away, would necessarily be deprived of a source 
of supreme advantage. … Many, with their disgrace and infamy, are saying that 
the Church is hostile and detrimental to the prosperity and progress of the state, 
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and believe that the Roman Pontiff is contrary to the happiness and greatness of 
the Italian name. But their accusations and absurd calumnies are solemnly 
contradicted by the memories of past times … Venerable Brothers, operate 
according to your ability, so that the youth, educated to sacred things, not only 
have a rich array of natural sciences, but will also be well-trained in those 
disciplines that are relevant to the critical study and exegesis of the Holy Bible.  
 
E Roma, la più augusta città del mondo cristiano, è divenuta campo aperto a tutti i 
nemici della Chiesa, e si vede profanata da riprovevoli novità, con scuole e templi 
al servizio dell’eresia. Anzi, pare che addirittura in questo stesso anno sia 
destinata ad accogliere i rappresentanti e i capi della setta più ostile alla religione 
cattolica, i quali vanno appunto pensando di radunarsi qui in congresso. È 
abbastanza palese il motivo che li ha spinti a scegliere questo luogo: vogliono con 
un’ingiuria sfrontata sfogare l’odio che portano alla Chiesa, e lanciare da vicino 
funesti segnali di guerra al Papato, sfidandolo nella sua stessa sede. … In verità, 
sembra incredibile che costoro, che si professano devotissimi alla famiglia 
italiana, vogliano questo poiché la famiglia italiana, se si spegnesse la fede 
cattolica, resterebbe necessariamente privata di una fonte di vantaggi supremi. … 
Molti, con loro disonore ed infamia, vanno dicendo che la Chiesa è avversa e 
nuoce alla prosperità o ai progressi dello Stato, e ritengono che il Romano 
Pontefice sia contrario alla felicità e alla grandezza del nome italiano. Ma le 
accuse e le assurde calunnie di costoro vengono solennemente smentite dalle 
memorie dei tempi passati. ... operate, Venerabili Fratelli, secondo le Vostre 
possibilità affinché la gioventù educata alle cose sacre non solo abbia un ricco 
corredo di scienze naturali, ma sia altresì ottimamente ammaestrata in quelle 
discipline che hanno attinenza con gli studi critici ed esegetici della sacra Bibbia. 

 
In this passage of the encyclical, political events and biblical interpretation are 

interconnected. Indeed, the pope’s discomfort with post-unification events and actors 

prompts his request to the bishops’ recipients of Etsi Nos—the Venerable Brothers—to 

intensify critical and exegetic study of the Bible. The invitation to explore new exegetic 

methods seems to be directly related to demonstrating the cultural commitment of the 

Catholic Church, in light of the spread of non-Catholic groups in Italy in general and in 

Rome in particular. The main target is freemasonry, “the sect most hostile to the Catholic 

religion,” for whom devotion to the nation state is considered instrumental to an attack on 
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the Catholic Church. While Jews are not directly named, they can be easily associated to 

freemasonry, as seen in the longstanding accusations the Jew and freemason Nathan 

suffered. 

Whereas Leo XIII mainly encourages Italian Catholic bishops to facilitate the 

academic training of priests in biblical studies for apostolic reasons, De Benedetti invites 

his lay and non-confessional audience to access literary reading of the Scriptures in order 

to access freely literary understanding of the Scriptures, including literary genres. In his 

accessible and non-confessional presentation of the Hebrew Bible, De Benedetti 

associates books and sections of the Bible with these different literary genres. Rather than 

using Hebrew titles and subdivisions for the biblical books, he refers to the titles 

established by the Septuagint. In that way, he meets the needs of his audience, mostly 

unfamiliar with the Jewish names of the biblical books. After briefly mentioning the main 

biblical genres—chronicle, history, moral, philosophical, and prose—to establish a link 

with Italian literature, his discourse focuses on poetry, which is also present in the 

historical biblical books: 

And for that matter in almost all historical books, occasionally songs, or the parts 
of very ancient songs are used to embellish and reinforce the story. Major and 
Minor Prophets provide us with examples of lyric, elegiac, and normative—if we 
don’t want to say epic and didactic—poetry. … The well-known Psalms provide 
us with highly religious and liturgical poetry, historical and warlike poetry, and 
poetry that is descriptive and sometimes expressive of intimate affects. The 
Lamentations are a sublimely elegiac poem, the book of Ruth is idyll in prose. 
 
E del resto in quasi tutti i libri storici, di quando in quando canti, o brani di canti 
antichissimi sono alla narrazione ornamento e conferma. Esempi di poesia lirica, 
elegiaca, normativa, se non vogliamo dire epica e didattica … ci offrono i Profeti 
Maggiori e Minori; di alta lirica religiosa anzi liturgica, quindi istorica e 
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guerresca, descrittiva e talora interprete di affetti intimi, i notissimi Salmi. Sono 
poema sublimamente elegiaco le Lamentazioni, Idillio in prosa il libro di Rut. (6) 

 

For De Benedetti, the Song of Songs and the book of Job are of special interest, 

‘unique both for form and content’ “per la forma come per la materia singolari” (7). 

Regarding the Song of Songs, all efforts to confine it to reductive allegoric terms have 

been unable to limit its poetic value: ‘The Song of Songs, short erotic, perhaps dramatic 

poems, to which all the struggle of the long line of pious and mystical commentators 

never came to take away its own and literal meaning: the painting of love, which is 

ingenuous and ardent. It burns in the young heart of a man and woman, where the very 

delight of the spirit does not relieve pain.’ “il Cantico dei Cantici, poemetto erotico, forse 

drammatico, al quale tutto il faticare della schiera de’ pii e mistici commentatori non 

pervenne a togliere il significato proprio e litterale: la dipintura ingenua e ardente 

dell’amore, quale arde nel cor giovanile dell’uomo e della donna, dove tanto non è il 

diletto dello spirito e de’ sensi che non dia luogo al dolore” (7). The other singular 

biblical book is Job, ‘a poetic dialogue, almost dramatic, preceded and followed by 

prosaic narrative … where we discuss the origins of moral evil, that is, the undeserved 

misfortunes that plague the righteous, in more places boldly accusing the Creator’ “un 

dialogo poetico e quasi drammatico preceduto e seguito da narrazione prosaica … dove si 

discute l’origine del male morale, ossia delle immeritate sventure che tormentano i giusti, 

accusandone in più luoghi arditamente il Creatore” (7). In short, a clear and synthetic 

introduction to Biblical literary genres allows De Benedetti to argue in favor of the 
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biblical legacy in Italian literature, a legacy he will pair with another one that is more 

familiar to his audience: Greek and Latin literature. 

Indeed, after a general introduction to the Hebrew Bible, its main genres, and a 

particular mention of the Song of Songs and the book of Job, De Benedetti brings 

together biblical and classical references. He cites from Vincenzo Gioberti’s Del primato 

civile e morale degli italiani (On the Moral and Civil Primacy of the Italians), in order to 

define the main characteristics of biblical style, and proposes a relationship between the 

two roots of Italian literature, the Bible and classical Greek works: 

The sacred writers, he says, belong to the Orient because of the audacity of their 
images, the sublimity of their thoughts and images, but can be distinguished by 
the simplicity of their manners, the sobriety of their embellishments, the precision 
and composure of their concepts; and because with all the boldness of their 
metaphors, they have not even the shadow of the excessive abundance of kindness 
that occurs so often in other literatures of Asia, and, in this part of the globe, made 
our writers degenerate because of their pompous elegance; then, in such respect, 
the biblical style wonderfully suits Homer’s, and inspirations originated from 
these two sources, one human and one divine, converge and perfectly agree in the 
unity of Italian genius. 
 
I sacri scrittori, dic’egli, appartengono all’Oriente per l’audacia delle figure, la 
sublimità dei pensieri e delle immagini, ma se ne distinguono per la semplicità dei 
modi, la sobrietà degli ornamenti, la precisione e l’aggiustatezza dei concetti, e 
perché con tutta l’arditezza dei loro traslati, non hanno pur l’ombra di quella 
soverchia abbondanza di gentilezza che occorre così spesso nelle altre letterature 
dell’Asia, e fece denominare da questa parte del globo l’enfiata facondia dei 
nostri degeneri, laonde pel tal rispetto lo stile biblico si confà a meraviglia col fare 
omerico, e le ispirazioni originate da queste due fonti, l’una umana e l’altra 
divina, confluiscono e si accordano perfettamente nell’unità dell’ingegno italico. 
(8) 

 

Concordance between classical and biblical studies is the root and the key to 

understanding the value of Italian literature: ‘And from this harmony of classical and 
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biblical studies came the principles of Italian literature, such powerful successes.’ “E da 

questa concordia degli studi classici e de’ biblici vennero i principi della letteratura 

italiana e riuscirono così possenti” (9). 

References to patristic style in an attempt to resituate the classical tradition 

provides an implicit model for how to shape national identity: ‘Since the Fathers of the 

Church, pagan and mythological ideas were welcomed as more or less clear symbols that 

the Christian dogmas were surrounded and overshadowed. This very convenient system 

of interpretation, which turned, so to speak, the weapons of the enemy in defense of 

Christianity, was widely used.’ “sino dagli antichi padri della Chiesa le idee pagane e 

mitologiche erano accolte come simboli più o meno chiari in cui i dommi cristiani erano 

avvolti e adombrati. E codesto sistema d’interpretazione assai comodo, che volgeva, a 

così dire, le armi dei nemici del Cristianesimo a difesa, fu largamente adoperato” (9). Is 

De Benedetti using the weapon of the Catholic ‘enemy’ to defend a different 

interpretation of the Bible, or is he building a dialogic common ground to enhance a 

common comprehension between different religions and social groups? Probably both. 

While De Benedetti’s reference to the priest Gioberti to define the main 

characteristics of biblical style is remarkable for both political and interfaith reasons, it is 

limiting from the standpoint of literary criticism. He relies on a Catholic thinker, well 

known during the Italian Risorgimento for the project of the national reunification of 

Italy under the secular power of the pope. Gioberti was also the president of the Chamber 

of Deputies (May-December 1848) and then First Minister (December 1848-February 

1849) of the Kingdom of Savoy. In his Pro Judaeis, Valerio De Cesaris dedicates several 
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pages to Gioberti’s stand on Jewish emancipation, which could explain De Benedetti’s 

appreciation for this influential Catholic priest and thinker. According to De Cesaris, the 

originality of Gioberti’s perspective regarding the Jews is that ‘Jews are children 

wandering, not at all divided, and therefore should be treated with “that exquisite and 

generous charity” which is the Gospel precept’ “gli ebrei sono figli erranti, niente affatto 

divisi, e quindi vanno trattati con ‘quella squisita e generosa carità’ che è precetto 

evangelico” (94). While this could be considered a progressive position for a Catholic at 

that time, Gioberti seems to be more ambiguous in his motivation than De Cesaris, who 

approaches his analysis from a philo-Semitic perspective, wants to admit. As noted by De 

Cesaris, in Gioberti’s Del rinnovamento civile d’Italia, the principle of freedom of 

conscience in tolerating non-Catholics is motivated by the hope of bringing lost sheep 

back to the fold (92-93). This hope, in Gioberti’s understanding, presumes free choice as 

granted by the principle of freedom of conscience, and not coercion; but that does mean 

that pluralism is a value in the same terms we usually intend today.  

For De Benedetti, quoting Gioberti may be interpreted as praise for his 

contribution in the emancipation of the Jews, but it may also be understood as an attempt 

to incorporate the Catholic Church into a positive account of the new Italian State from a 

Jewish point of view. Indeed, De Benedetti’s strategy seems to have a double meaning. 

On the one hand, De Benedetti continues to remark on the connection between an 

authentic study of the Bible and effective political action. On the other hand, despite 

stigmatizing papal concerns about the new State, he is building common ground between 

Jews and Catholics through the Bible. Rather than attempting to locate a confined space 
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to preserve an isolated Jewish or biblical identity, De Benedetti insists on building a 

collective memory in which different groups and traditions are called to share a common 

history. Adopting Gioberti’s perspective on the literary aspects of the Bible, De Benedetti 

restricts biblical style in a way that is actually contradicted by the extreme variety 

coexisting in the Hebrew Bible. This seems to be the major limitation of De Benedetti’s 

analysis. As a matter of fact, the simplicity of language and the precision and austerity of 

well defined concepts, as described by Gioberti and echoed by De Benedetti, could be 

useful in comparing the Hebrew Bible as literature to the classics—the style of Homer 

(8). However, if used as the exclusive criteria to determine whether a literary work is 

biblically related or not, this notion of simplicity is flawed. 

According to De Benedetti, the foundational period of Italian literature has been 

‘fecundated’ by biblical sources, much as the Patristic period in Church history has been 

shaped by the Bible: ‘Then the literature of the early centuries, when it began to separate 

from the Latin mother and live its own life, drew on biblical sources, more than at any 

other time. There was then fervent religious feeling, and, of course, this pushed the minds 

and fantasies of those biblical traditions on which Christianity was founded.’ “Quindi la 

letteratura nostra dei primi secoli, allorché incominciava a separarsi dalla madre latina e a 

vivere la propria vita, più allora che in alcun tempo mai, attingeva alle sorgenti bibliche. 

Fervido era allora il sentimento religioso, e spingeva naturalmente gl’intelletti e le 

fantasie verso quelle tradizioni bibliche su cui il cristianesimo era fondato” (L’Antico 

Testamento 8-9). Thus, a true religiosity nourished by the Scripture has been one of the 

more powerful sources of inspiration for Italian literature. 
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In line with the values of the Risorgimento, De Benedetti identifies a commitment 

to freedom of thought in the birth of Italian literature. Among others, he names authors 

such as Arrighetto da Settimello, Albertano Giudice da Brescia, Bartolomeo da 

Concordio, and collections such as the Fiorita d’Italia of Guido from Pisa and the 

Novellino. The Novellino, according to De Benedetti, demonstrates ‘how in those times 

the freedom of thought, together with much pious fervor, was far greater than one tends 

to believe.’ “come a que’ tempi accanto a molto fervore di pietà la libertà di pensiero 

fosse maggiore assai che non si crederebbe” (10). The reference to a glorious past for 

freedom of thought could be interpreted as an implicit critique of the current time. This 

could refer to religious fervor (which had negative repercussions for the Jews and the 

heretics), the Church of his time, or secular culture, which often negates religious 

fervor—in this case meaning an authentic, biblically inspired religiosity. Perhaps, 

through his rhetorical ability to address a diverse audience, De Benedetti could be 

criticizing all three.  

Freedom of thought is not necessarily the opposite of piety, as Francis of Assisi 

argues. De Benedetti considers the sentiment of piety—perhaps different from the fervor 

of piety—to be the root of Franciscan spirituality. He praises Francis highly: ‘A young 

man, passionate to the point of delirium, Francis of Assisi, driven by an almost 

spontaneous inspiration… drew thousands of followers and founded that order of the 

Franciscans that exercised great authority in that century.’ “Un giovane, appassionato 

così sino al delirio, Francesco d’Assisi, spinto da ispirazione quasi spontanea … si trasse 

dietro seguaci a migliaia e fondò quell’ordine de’ Francescani che esercitò nel secolo 
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grandissima autorità” (11). De Benedetti does not focus on the link between Francis and 

Christ. Rather, he claims that the Canticle of the Creatures is biblically inspired:  

A unique composition of his that remains is the Canticle to the Sun, or to the 
Brother Sun, as he called it in his own words; song in prose or meter unknown, 
such as biblical poetry, which is an imitation of the Canticle of the three children 
in the furnace, a fragment of the third chapter of Daniel, of which the original is 
missing; an imitation, in turn, of Psalm 148. 
 
Unica composizione di lui che ci sia rimasta è quella del Cantico al Sole, al Frate 
Sole, com’egli con linguaggio suo proprio diceva, cantico in prosa, o di metro 
ignoto, come le poesie bibliche, il quale è imitazione del Cantico de’ tre fanciulli 
nella fornace, frammento del III° Capitolo di Daniele, di cui manca l’originale, 
imitazione questo stesso del Salmo CIIL. (11) 
 

De Benedetti considers the inspiring source of the Canticle of the Creatures a biblical 

text: the Canticle of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego in the third chapter of Daniel. 

Whether or not he is aware that he is referring to an Apocryphal passage, De Benedetti 

identifies a biblical foundation for one of the first texts of the Italian literary canon.6 

After a reference to Jacopone, a disciple of St. Francis well known for his poetic 

spiritual canticles, De Benedetti’s speech recalls Domenico Cavalca’s familiarity with the 

Bible and his alleged attribution of the Vulgate’s translation. He notes: ‘And indeed he is 

attributed by many as the author of the Vulgate’s full translation, remarkable for its 

richness of language and effective simplicity of style.’ “Ed a lui anzi da molti viene 

attribuita quella versione di tutta intiera la Volgata, notabile per ricchezza di lingua e 

semplicità efficace di stile.” (12) Although De Benedetti focuses on the Hebrew Bible, he 

does not stigmatize Deuterocanonical/Apocryphal texts. De Benedetti ends his 

                                                
6 The third chapter of the book of Daniel is usually considered a Deuterocanonical/ 
Apocryphal addition, as reported in the Greek Septuagint and in the Latin Vulgate. 
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consideration of the first authors of Italian language and literature by remarking that they 

‘followed in the footsteps of the Bible’ “seguirono le orme della Bibbia” (12) and then 

concentrates his attention on Dante. 

Dante is without a doubt the absolute star of De Benedetti’s inaugural speech, and 

it is important that we understand why. At the climax of his inaugural speech, he directly 

speaks about Dante with praise and intimacy: ‘But the time has come ... I talk to you of 

our great Dante Alighieri with devout reverence, such as I would do with the prophets, 

the honor of our nation and also the light of the other [nations], none of which, ancient or 

modern, has a poet of major, or equal quality “Ma egli è tempo che ... io mi rivolga con 

reverenza pia, come farei a’ profeti, a te o grandissimo Dante Allighieri [sic!], onore della 

nostra nazione e lume anche delle altre, niuna delle quali antica o moderna vanta il 

maggiore, se pure chi ti pareggi” (12). De Benedetti gives Dante the dignity a prophet 

deserves. He speaks in such a way that, in addition to exalting Italy’s place among other 

nations regarding its cultural exceptionalism, almost borders on idolatry when he claims 

that Dante was divine: ‘Indeed, all civilized people, by emulating us who breathe the 

same air breathed by the divine poet, lovingly meditating on his works, life, and that 

wonderful poem that even in these aspects is similar to the Bible, multiply many versions, 

commentaries, interpretations, and illustrations [of Dante’s masterpiece], and, every new 

century brings its contribution’ “Invero tutte le genti civili emulando noi che spiriamo 

l’aere che quel divino spirò, meditando amorosamente le opere di lui, la vita e quel 

prodigioso poema, simigliante anche in questo alla Bibbia, quante versioni, commenti, 

interpretazioni e illustrazioni vi moltiplicano, e ogni secolo vi reca il suo contributo” 
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(12). De Benedetti is therefore offering two different explanations for his complete 

devotion to the Comedy: the inspirational value for civilized populations and a bold 

comparison with the Bible. Before analyzing both aspects and in order to understand why 

De Benedetti is so eager to praise a (Christian) poet, it is important to remember Dante’s 

symbolic value for Italian Jews since the Late Middle Ages, to the point of having 

Hebrew translations and adaptations of the Comedy. 

As Salvatore Sabbadini will note in 1923 in Di una traduzione ebraica della 

Divina Commedia (On a Hebrew translation of The Divine Comedy), more than one 

Hebrew version of the Comedy was published at different points in time. According to 

Sabbadini, Jewish and Christian cultural systems were in contact even in troubled times, 

but particularly during the end of the thirteenth century and the beginning of the 

fourteenth century. Sabbadini reports that Jewish and Christian intellectuals formed close 

relationships, particularly in Rome (3). Moreover, Sabbadini explains that at least three 

Jewish authors wrote imitations of Dante’s Comedy: Mosè da Rieti (1388-1452) in the 

second part of his Piccolo santuario (Mikdasch megnat); Mosè Zacuto, the author of the 

c. 1645 Fondamento del mondo (Iesod Gnolàm), in his Castigo dei reprobi (Toftè 

Gnaruch); and Giacobbe Olmo di Ferrara (1690-1757) in his dramatic poem Il Paradiso 

(Eden Gnaruch). Sabbadini considers them imitations, even if it would be more correct to 

say they are works inspired by Dante’s masterpiece:  

All three imitations differ greatly from the Divine Comedy and to each other in 
accordance to the character of the times in which they were written and the 
personal qualities of the poets. By analyzing all three, however, it is clear that 
Dante's Divine Comedy also exerted a powerful influence on Jewish literary 
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production. The Comedy, according to Karpeles, already had Jewish translators in 
the past. 
 
Tutte e tre le imitazioni presentano grandi differenze dalla Divina Commedia e 
l’una dall’altra conforme all’indole dei tempi in cui furono scritte e alla qualità 
personali dei poeti. Da tutt’e tre però risulta chiaro l’influsso potente esercitato 
anche sulla produzione poetica ebraica dalla Commedia dantesca, la quale, 
secondo il Karpeles, avrebbe trovato traduttori ebraici già in passato. (6) 
 

Sabbadini offers this information as a prelude to the only Hebrew translation of the 

Comedy, which was written by Jewish editor Angelo Fortunato Formiggini in the same 

period. According to Sabbadini, Formiggini’s translation is not a masterpiece, but it is 

still remarkable for its novelty:  

So even if the figure of Dr. Formiggini is regarded as modest in science, certainly 
not to be forgotten for the sake of good studies, the tireless work, for the audacity 
of the undertaking of which we speak, which he worked on when he was no 
longer young. From this, he earned a prize: his publication of Dante’s Inferno is 
not just the only Jewish translation, but also the only edition of Dante’s poem 
[edited] in Trieste. 
 
Se pure dunque la figura del dott. Formiggini va considerata come modesta nel 
campo della scienza, certo non va dimenticata per l’amore dei buoni studi, per 
l’attività infaticata, per l’ardire dell’impresa della quale parliamo, cui si accinse 
non più giovine. E un premio gliene è venuto: la sua pubblicazione dell’Inferno 
dantesco non è soltanto l’unica traduzione ebraica, ma anche l’unica edizione 
triestina del poema di Dante. (7) 
 

Sabbadini discovered Formiggini’s unpublished translation of Dante’s Purgatorio and 

Paradiso, and he tried to finish the translation: ‘I added punctuation, mostly missing, to 

the first eleven cantos of Purgatorio, with the intention of slowly continuing the work’ 

“aggiunsi la punteggiatura, in gran parte mancante, ai primi undici canti del Purgatorio, 

col proposito di proseguire adagio il lavoro” (11). 
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Although many people inside the Italian Jewish community welcomed 

Formiggini’s translation, more orthodox Jews, who were concerned about the Christian 

message that underlies Dante’s masterpiece, opposed it. Formiggini writes: 

He certainly did not expect that in the midst of the great public response of praise 
and congratulations, that came especially from two Jewish magazines that were 
exponents of the public Jewish opinion in Italy, Dr. Philippson in Germany and 
Professor Dellatorre [sic!] in Italy would express censorship because, in their 
view, the Christian ideas of Dante’s poem should not be divulged by the language 
of the Bible and the Jewish religion. 
 
Non si aspettava egli certamente che in mezzo alla vasta eco di lodi e 
congratulazioni vivissime cui parteciparono in prima linea i due periodici 
esponenti dell’opinione pubblica israelitica d’Italia, il dott. Philippson in 
Germania e il prof. Della Torre in Italia gli esprimessero censura, perché, secondo 
loro, le idée cristiane del poema dantesco non dovevano essere divulgate mediante 
la lingua della Bibbia e della religione ebraica. (9)7  
 

Paradoxically, however, as Sabbadini notes, one of Formiggini’s opponents, Lelio Della 

Torre (1805-1871), translated one small portion of the Comedy, the episode of Conte 

Ugolino narrated by Dante in Inferno 32-33 (11). Because Formiggini writes for Eastern 

Jews who cannot read the Italian language (13), he interprets and adds with freedom: 

‘Sometimes there are additions even outside of brackets, perhaps reminiscent of biblical 

passages that the translator had become familiar with, and in which some words came 

right after others that he was accustomed to translate … In general, the biblical echoes are 

very numerous’ “Ampliamenti anche fuori di parentesi si hanno talvolta forse per i 

ricordi di frasi bibliche che al traduttore erano divenute famigliari e nelle quali alcune 

                                                
7 The Jewish magazines are L’Educatore Israelita of Vercelli and Il Corriere Israelitico 
of Trieste. 
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parole succedevano ad altre che di necessità usava traducendo … In generale le 

reminiscenze bibliche sono assai numerose” (13-14). 

Therefore, from the Late Middle Ages to De Benedetti’s time and even beyond, as 

the analysis of Sabbadini and Foriggini shows, Dante’s Comedy attracted Jewish attention 

for its literary value, but not without some hesitation due to the Christian ideas conveyed 

by a Christian-inspired poem. The attachment to this masterpiece of Italian literature 

allows Italian Jews to feel and witness an indisputable involvement in national history. 

For Italian Jews, Dante is a seal of italianità and a common ground to share with their 

fellow compatriots, as well as a laboratory to freely discuss political and religious 

authorities in light of their trustworthiness, exactly as the biblical prophet would have 

done. Thus, Italian Jews at this time were usually enthusiasts of Dante and his work.  

De Benedetti conveys this strict connection between national history and poetry 

that, in a certain sense, resembles the Bible, endorsing the appellation of divine, given 

tribute by Italian people well before the existence of an Italian State. Indeed: ‘His poem, 

which for modesty he gave the title of Comedy, Italians corrected with the epithet of 

divine’ “il suo poema cui per modestia diè il titolo di Commedia, che gl’italiani 

corressero coll’epiteto di divina” (13). Therefore, it is from the Italian people, not from 

the author himself or from any constituted authority, that the text is recognized as divine. 

The right of peoples to self-determination—which eventually has built a unified nation—

and the sensus fidelium—the ultimate reference for every dogmatic definition in the 
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Catholic Church—converge in this acknowledgment.8 However, the convergence 

between the right of peoples and the sensus fidelium, symbolized by Dante’s poem, is not 

realized through a Catholic nationalism, as it may have been in Gioberti’s venue, but in a 

pluralistic project in which Jewish contributions are like a distant spark in a burning 

fire—a powerful image that will appear later on in the speech.  

It is important to emphasize the fact that De Benedetti joined the Jewish chorus of 

Dante enthusiasts even before his inaugural speech. Twelve years before this address, in 

the Storia di Rabbi Giosuè, De Benedetti notes that the Talmudic legend has been called 

an old Divine Comedy by Steinschneider: ‘Now in the legend we have translated here, 

and that in deference to his theme was called by the illustrious man an ancient Divine 

Comedy, the rabbi represents himself both as a hero and author of the travel in the regions 

of prize and punishment’ “Or nella Leggenda che qui offriamo tradotta, e che per rispetto 

al suo tema fu chiamata dall’illustre un’antica Divina Commedia, il Rabbino ci si offre 

come eroe ad un tempo ed autore del viaggio nelle regioni del premio e del castigo” (1, 

n.1). Moreover, the Comedy is quoted in a footnote to a comment on Exod. 24.7:  

[S]uch was the fervent zeal of those devotees to make them talk before the 
hearing, as if they said: 

So pleasing to me your command that obeying, 
had it already taken place, is slow. 
Inferno 2.79-80 (Translation from Alighieri and Durling 45) 

 
[T]ant’era lo zelo infervorato di que’ devoti, da farli parlare prima dello eseguire 
che dello udire, quasi dicessero: 

Tanto m’aggrada il tuo comandamento. 
                                                
8 Even papal infallibility ex cathedra—proclaimed by Pastor Aeternus (Vatican I) that 
will be reframed in a more communal ecclesiology from Lumen Gentium 25 (Vatican 
II)— is presented as an explication of the sensus fidelium. 
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Che l’ubbidir, se già fosse, m’è tardi. 
Inferno, II, vers. 79-80.” (Storia di Rabbi Giosuè 10, n.2) 
 

Finally, De Benedetti uses Purgatorio 33 in the short work annexed to the Storia 

di Rabbi Giosuè, the Ordine del Paradiso, to explicate what gematria is: ‘The gematria is 

a way of evaluating a word as if it were an arithmetic digit… by adding the value of the 

consonants that compose it, taken also as a figure, as does Dante for Dux, five ten five, 

Purgatorio 33, vers. 43, and sometimes a word to replace another of the same value, 

computed for such a manner’ “La gematria è un modo di valutare una parola quale cifra 

aritmetica (come qui) sommando il valore delle consonanti che la compongono, prese del 

pari come cifra, come fa Dante di Dux, cinquecento dieci e cinque, Purgatorio 33, vers. 

43, e talora di sostituire ad una parola un’altra del valore medesimo, computato per 

siffatta guisa” (10, n.2). 

If the Storia di Rabbi Giosuè (Story of Rabbi Joshua) alludes to De Benedetti’s 

love for Dante, it is in the inaugural address that he fully manifests it. He does so by 

looking for sources of the Comedy in the Hebrew Bible—interestingly, giving less 

prominence to the New Testament and even to the Paradiso, in which Christological and 

Trinitarian references are more evident than in the previous two canticas. First, De 

Benedetti clarifies why Dante is similar to Israel’s prophets:  

But for more important reasons, we can define Dante as a biblical writer. He was 
so not because of the images he borrowed from those books and revived 
effectively through his own style, and not for similarities and analogies in 
structure, but for more substantial reasons. First of all, he resembled the prophets 
in the goal of his Commedia, which aimed for the benefit and salvation of his 
people for centuries, and which he reached. That work was not only literary, 
seeking the perfection of art. He wanted to correct the vices of his time and exalt 
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virtue, and he wished for civil and political conditions in which good moral would 
triumph (13-14). 

Ma per ben più alte ragioni noi possiamo dire Dante scrittore biblico. Egli fu tale 
non tanto per le immagini che riportò da quei libri e rinnovò efficacemente col 
proprio stile, né per simiglianze e analogie di forma, ma per altri argomenti ben 
più sostanziali. E innanzi a tutto egli somigliò ai profeti nello intento della sua 
Commedia, intento che mirò a beneficio e a salvezza del suo popolo pei secoli e 
vi giunse. Quell’opera non fu solo letteraria, che cercasse la perfezione dell’arte. 
Egli volle la correzione de’ vizi del suo secolo, l’esaltazione della virtù, volle tal 
condizione politica e civile in cui il bene morale trionfasse. (L’Antico, 13-14) 

 
Once again, the Bible and political discourse are joined. This time, however, the allusion 

to a moral good triumphing in the civic world of politics is applicable not only to a 

unified Italy, but also to the universal welfare that justice and politics can offer in 

accordance with biblical law. 

In relation to Christianity and the New Testament, De Benedetti comments on the 

difference between them: ‘But finally, the chariot that represents the Chair of Peter and 

the symbolic characters that surround him are concepts drawn from Christianity and the 

New Testament’ “ma finalmente il carro che rappresenta la Cattedra di Pietro e i 

personaggi simbolici che lo circondano sono concetti tratti dal Cristianesimo e dal Novo 

Testamento” (21). It seems that De Benedetti distinguishes here between Christianity and 

the New Testament: the former seems to refer to dogmas, traditions, and Church life, and 

the latter to the literary text. As I have already observed, De Benedetti pays less attention 

to Dante’s Paradiso, whose theology is less connected to the Hebrew Bible: ‘In 

Paradiso, where, rather than historical examples, mostly taken from more modern times, 

theological science reigns, Our [Dante] draws less from the Old Testament.’ “Nel 
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Paradiso, dove impera piuttosto la scienza teologica, che non gli esempi storici, e questi 

tratti da tempi più moderni, il Nostro attinge meno all’Antico Testamento” (21). 

De Benedetti analyzes references to both visions and figures translated from the 

Hebrew Bible in the Comedy. In conceptualizing Dante’s allegory, De Benedetti reveals 

his rational approach. He explains that Dante’s “delightful mountain” in Inferno 1:77 

refers to reason, rather than to biblical, mystical, ascetic, or moral meanings: ‘Frightened 

by wild beasts, he sees that Virgil is to be his leader, who encourages him to ascend the 

delectable mountain (to reach the empire of reason over himself and his people)’ 

“Spaventato dalle fiere, egli vede quel Virgilio che sarà suo duce, il quale l’incoraggia a 

salire il dilettoso monte (a conseguire l’impero della ragione sopra sé e i suoi).”9 

However, in other cases, De Benedetti identifies precise biblical references for a number 

of passages. For instance, he links one of the animals Dante meets in the beginning of 

Inferno, the lonza, with Isaiah’s vision, even though critics have suggested other 

interpretations (22).10 After a number of references to visions and allegories rooted in the 

Hebrew Bible, De Benedetti focuses on figures from the Hebrew Bible that Dante places 

                                                
9 In this regard, the observation of the Orientalist Jesuit Cesare De Cara in Notizia dei 
lavori pubblicati in Italia in questi ultimi decennii is useful. He maintains that De 
Benedetti, while passionate in his writing, is a rationalist Jew on religion: ‘De Benedetti 
writes with warmth and strength of feeling and is cultured and polite in his speech, and 
belongs to rational Judaism in religious matters’ “Il De Benedetti scrive con calore e 
forza di sentimento è colto e purgato nella favella e appartiene all’ebraismo razionalista 
in materia di religione” (99). 
10 The association with Isaiah is not new. See, for example, Francesco Perez’s La 
Beatrice svelata: “Uguali imagini per modo inverso gli presentava Isaia: “ … il LUPO 
starà coll’agnello e la LONZA col capretto, e il LIONE starà col vitello e la pecora.” 
(326). Durling, differently, translates lonza as a leopard (Alighieri 29). 
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in Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso: ‘But more immediately than in visions and 

allegories, biblical study is made manifest in the examples and historical figures of the 

Divine Comedy’ “Ma più immediatamente che nelle visioni e nelle allegorie, lo studio 

biblico negli esempi e nei personaggi storici della Divina Commedia si fa manifesto” 

(23). 

After his detailed analysis of the Hebrew Bible as a source of the contents of the 

Comedy, De Benedetti focuses on Biblical influences on the Comedy’s style. The Hebrew 

language is considered more straightforward and stronger than the other Semitic 

languages, and this style is assumed to be a source of inspiration in the Comedy: ‘But the 

outspoken and strong qualities of Hebrew, which differs from the other Semitic 

languages and has the virtues and not the defects of them, are also entered in the poetry of 

Dante, and they have enriched and elevated it’ “Ma i modi schietti e forti dell’Ebraico, il 

quale differisce dalle altre lingue semitiche e ne ha i pregi e non i difetti, sono pure entrati 

nella poesia dantesca e l’hanno arricchita ed elevata” (25). Even though De Benedetti has 

a conception of the story as a progressive development, Jewish culture, rooted in the 

Hebrew Bible, remains an important origin for him. It is the source not only for Italian 

language and culture, but also for the growing unified Italy. 

Moving from Dante, who is the focus of at least half of the speech, De Benedetti, 

following the canon of Italian literature, continues on to discuss whether the other two 

Florentine crowns of Medieval Italian literature, Francesco Petrarca and Giovanni 

Boccaccio, were inspired by the Hebrew Bible. He notes that Petrarca is rooted not only 

in classical Latin literature, but also in the reading of the Psalms: ‘In one of his epistles, 
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however, he calls David his poet. And, in Canzoniere, images of the Psalms can be found 

here and there’ “In una delle sue epistole pur egli chiama tuttavia Davidde il suo poeta. E 

nel Canzoniere stesso le immagini de’ Salmi qua e là si riscontrano” (28). Other biblical 

figures, such as Job, are also an integral part of the Canzoniere. 

Boccaccio is presented as Petrarca’s friend, but not as inspired by the Bible. De 

Benedetti’s assumption of the essential uniformity of biblical style leads him to exclude 

Boccaccio from the group of biblically-inspired authors, since his style is not simple and 

his concepts are not austere:  

Of those first great writers who, by universal consensus are placed at the apex of 
our literature, only the first two were inspired by the Scriptures. We are not saying 
that [The Decameron] created Italian prose, but it did make it advance greatly, 
though not without inserting defects … However, we don’t see science or biblical 
influence in either Boccaccio’s poems or in the content or the structure of the 
Decameron. 
 
Dei primi grandi che dal consenso universale, vengono posti in cima alla nostra 
letteratura, soli i due primi sentirono la ispirazione della Scrittura. E certo né nella 
materia né la forma del Decamerone che non diremo creò, ma di tanto fece 
avanzare la prosa italiana, non senza innestarle difetti … segni d’influsso biblico 
noi non veggiamo, né più nei poemi del Boccaccio. (29) 
 

His inability to see Boccaccio’s biblical sources, both in the Decameron and in his 

poetry, reveals the limits of De Benedetti’s approach. In this regard, De Benedetti’s 

analysis is no more innovative than that of his contemporaries. Therefore, while 

incomparable with Dante, Petrarca passes De Benedetti’s biblical ‘test,’ while Boccaccio 

fails it. 

Why does De Benedetti unequivocally state that Boccaccio was not inspired by 

the Bible, even though the Decameron is both full of biblical references and equal to 
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Dante’s Comedy in its polemical conversation with Catholic and secular authorities? De 

Benedetti, in this regard, is quite rigid in applying formal critical criteria to both the Bible 

and Italian literature. De Benedetti does not considers Boccaccio as a Christian author 

that writes with a secular sensibility or rewrites Christianity in secular terms. 

After the discussion about other authors of Italian literature, De Benedetti 

addresses a more theoretical discussion” the relation between Bible and literature. He 

argues that the only way to imitate the Bible is to grasp its simplicity: ‘the Bible can be 

imitated only in its greater simplicity’ “la Bibbia non può imitarsi se non dal lato della 

sua maggiore semplicità” (32), because biblical concepts are straightforward (29). 

Unfortunately, De Benedetti minimizes the variety of the Bible, particularly of the 

Hebrew Bible—a variety that De Benedetti seemed to appreciate in his initial reference to 

books such as the Song of Songs and Job, together with historical, prophetic, and wisdom 

books. On the one hand, he affirms the linguistic superiority of the Bible; on the other 

hand, he accepts the academic scholarly convention of the time, minimizing the Bible’s 

originality and variety.  

The changed historical conditions contributed to the decline of the biblical 

influence in favor of the classical one in Italian literature. Indeed, ‘classical art was, 

alone, dominant’ “L’arte classica rimase sola dominatrice” (29), while the biblical root 

was neglected. The Reformation tried to introduce the Bible not only as a book of faith, 

but also as a cultural book. However, due to the strength of the Italian Counter-

Reformation, De Benedetti maintains that the Reformation was not able to disseminate a 

version of the Bible faithful to the original, which resulted in the Bible having no real 
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influence on Italian literature: ‘The Protestant Reformation … well surpassed the borders 

of our Italy. But terrified by persecution, having supported more torment, it escaped or it 

remained concealed, and could not, as it did elsewhere, spread literal versions of the 

Bible, and lead its effects in literature’ “La Riforma protestante … superò pure i confini 

d’Italia nostra. Ma atterrita dalle persecuzioni, dopo avere sostenuto più martirj, fuggì o 

se ne stette celata, né potè, come altrove, diffondere versioni litterali della Bibbia, e 

portarne nella letteratura gli effetti” (30-31).11 De Benedetti depicts the Reformation 

almost as a living being that, while able to cross the border, could not inspire literature 

due to persecution. On the one hand, he is criticizing persecution led by the point of view 

of the Catholic Church, while on the other hand, he is referring to Italy, at that time a 

unified State, as “our Italy.” However, in conceiving of the possibility that the 

Reformation remained concealed, perhaps he is implicitly referring to intellectuals such 

as Juan de Valdes, Bernardine Ochino, and Peter Martyr Vermigli, who, though 

representative of an attempt to inoculate the spirit of the Reformation within Catholicism, 

were limited in their abilty to influence a narrow circle of Italian intellectuals in the XVI 

century, without involving the mass of believers in the Reformation movement.  

 In any case, his implicit critique of the Catholic Church is pretty clear. De 

Benedetti does not mention the Catholic Church, the Counter Reformation, or the 

Catholic Reformation, but the effects of persecution visible in literature a few decades 

                                                
11 De Benedetti’s link between the failed Reformation in Italy and Italian literature, in 
nuce anticipates Gramsci’s considerations of the non-popularity of popular literature in 
Italy and the related discussion of the opportunity to provoke a religious reformation in 
Italy to obtain this goal (Notebooks, Q. 21 [17], §4). 
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after the Council of Trent. After the ‘pompous vacuity of the seventeenth century’ 

“Ampolle e vacuità del Seicento” (31), a period alien to biblical references, De Benedetti 

lists a number of minor authors inspired by the Bible, including playwrights such as 

Alfonso Varano. Particularly in the sacred dramas, he finds a clear biblical influence. He 

cites Vittorio Alfieri’s Saul, Sivio Pellico’s Ester d’Engaddi, and Felice Bellotti’s Jefte as 

further examples. 

Moving to his century, De Benedetti accentuates his patriotic approach. He starts 

with Giuseppe Verdi’s Nabucco, particularly the scene in which the choir of Jewish 

prisoners sing, reminiscent of Psalm 137, the Psalm of captivity. Since lyric mediation of 

Nabucco contributed to the creation of a national spirit, all Italian people are in debt to 

Jewish poetry: ‘Who did not feel shocked by that same note: O my homeland so beautiful 

and lost? Yes, that note was one of the sparks that ignited the flame that burned 

throughout Italy against the oppressors; so even in this, we are indebted to the poetry of 

the Jews’ “Chi non si sentiva scuotere da quella medesima nota: O mia patria sì bella e 

perduta? Sì quella nota fu una delle faville cui secondò la fiamma onde arse tutta Italia 

contro gli oppressori; sicché anche di questo alla poesia degli Ebrei andiamo debitori” 

(34-35). From the Jewish people, therefore, emerged one spark that, together with others, 

motivated the Italian people to strike against its oppressors—a spark that we already 

encountered in Dante. In the conjunction “also,” “anche,” there is a world of reasons why 

the Italian people are in debt to the poetry of the Jews. Here, it is clear that De Benedetti 

is moving from a more irenic definition of the Old Testament to an emphasis on how 

Jewish people have enriched Italian culture not as strangers, but as forerunners of a 
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nation rooted in freedom from slavery. The Italian people, hearing De Benedetti’s speech, 

should realize how important the Jews have been to the Italian nation with their fight for 

freedom and their poetry, which has inspired both the process of national unification and 

literature.  

Moving to neoclassicism and romanticism, De Benedetti mentions Vincenzo 

Monti and Alessandro Manzoni and comments on their admiration for and imitation of 

Jewish poetry—‘they deeply felt the beauty of Hebrew poetry, and portrayed it’ 

“sentirono profondamente la bellezza della poesia ebraica e la ritrassero” (35). Giacomo 

Leopardi is also cited for the Genesis-inspired Inno ai Patriarchi (Hymn to Patriarchs), 

but De Benedetti considers the desperation of the cantor to be a disturbance of biblical 

serenity: ‘serenity of biblical style is troubled by the despair of the unhappy cantor, 

whose thought was martyrdom’ “la serenità dello stile biblico è turbata dalla disperazione 

dell’infelice cantore, al quale il pensiero era martirio” (36). De Benedetti assumes that the 

Hebrew Bible stylistically is quite homogenous, even when focusing only on Psalms, 

where a variety of human feelings are represented. De Benedetti ends the series with a 

discussion of Manzoni, but not without mentioning Dante once again: ‘In Dante and 

Manzoni, the influence of biblical poetry is more manifest than ever’ “In Dante e nel 

Manzoni l’influsso della poesia biblica è più che mai manifesto” (37). De Benedetti 

exalts Manzoni’s Hymns because they embody biblical simplicity, but he omits every 

reference to The Betrothed, already so crucial in the Italian literary canon, probably 

because of its unambiguously Christian roots. The poetry of the hymns, instead, while 

marking Mazoni’s conversion to Christian practice, is more easily comparable to the 
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poetry of the Hebrew Bible than the theological concepts underlying his well-known 

novel. 

De Benedetti concludes his speech by addressing young people that spend their 

energy studying literary texts: ‘freely study the poetry of the Bible and particularly of the 

Old Testament. Meditate on these pages, without worry, raise your thoughts to that ideal, 

and compare it to classical art. We are certain that the cult of the ideal will be worth 

brightening the soul, to reinvigorate it, not only in relation to quarrels over art, but also in 

the storms of doubt and passions’ “studiate liberamente la poesia della Bibbia e in 

particolare dell’Antico Testamento. Meditate quelle pagine, senza preoccupazioni, levate 

il pensiero a quell’ideale, e a quello dell’arte classica comparatelo. Noi siamo certi che il 

culto di quell’ideale varrà a rasserenarvi l’animo, a rinvigorirlo, non solo rispetto alle 

quistioni dell’arte, ma anche nelle procelle dei dubbi e delle passioni” (38). These final 

words, both charged with passion and oriented towards a rational ideal, offer the last 

concept that De Benedetti leaves open to interpretation. What does he mean by “freely 

study the poetry of the Bible, particularly the Old Testament”? Is this freedom pitted 

against ecclesiastical restrictions controlling both meaning and readings of the Bible? Or 

is it pitted against a secular tendency to assign cultural value to the literary classics, but 

not to the Bible? Or, ultimately, is it a reference to the common assumption, in both 

Catholic and secular groups, that the Bible does not have autonomous value as a literary 

text outside of its function of moral and religious guidance? Instead of clearly taking a 

position on these issues, De Benedetti leaves us with a question and with a dialogic 
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account that stresses the value of the Hebrew Bible as a source for Italian literature and 

culture, as well as a cultural tool to shape the minds and hearts of the young generation. 

This non-confessional approach to the Hebrew Bible is perfectly aligned with the 

integration of Jewish intellectuals into national culture. Fourteen years after the Breach of 

Porta Pia, the event that marked the end of papal dominion in Rome and the fulfillment of 

national Jewish emancipation, the Catholic Church was not ready, at least officially, to 

interact positively with secular culture. A Jewish professor, instead, was the right person 

to focus on biblical influences on Italian literature. In this way, De Benedetti serves the 

cause of Jewish integration into the Italian liberal State while simultaneously proving the 

extent to which Italian literature is in debt to Jewish culture, for the Bible, and for the 

ability to read it as a source for national culture, and not in a parochial way. Therefore, 

De Benedetti’s inaugural lecture also contributed to creating better conditions for the 

recently emancipated Jews, to be considered not debtors to Italy and its people, but 

precious cultural resource for the whole nation. 

De Benedetti’s approach in the inaugural speech is more secular than the 

approach he adopted twelve years earlier in a different context: in his 1872 translation of 

the Talmudic legend of the Storia di Rabbi Giosuè figliolo di Levi (Story of Rabbi Joshua 

son of Levi), De Benedetti had, in fact, addressed a non-Jewish audience with a similar 

intention of presenting them with both information and praise of the otherwise mostly 

unknown Jewish culture. In that translation, however, he adopts the Jewish convention to 

not name God, explaining his rationale in a footnote: ‘The Holy One (blessed He!) … this 

is the formula that the Rabbis used to name God, and they write it with the initials of each 
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word, as we will do here further on.’ “Il Santo (benedetto lui!) … questa è la formola che 

i Rabbini usano per nominare Iddio, e la scrivono colle iniziali delle parole, come qui si 

farà più innanzi” (2 n.2). However, for the 1884 opening address, no Jewish convention, 

nor any orthodox habit, is adopted or explained. In Il terzo centenario di Galileo, De 

Benedetti’s open-minded perspective is not disturbed by the Christian prayer of the Te 

Deum, recited in commemoration of the three hundred years since Galileo’s birth. That 

Te Deum, he maintains, will be accepted by God: ‘Among the many Te Deum sung in 

Italy—often sung by even mercenary or foolish voices, and sometimes, unfortunately, for 

wicked and even vile reasons—when was a Te Deum ever sung that was more worthy to 

come from the heart of religious and civilized men, and to raise, welcome, to heaven? 

“Fra i tanti Te Deum cantati in Italia, spesso pure da voci compre o stolte, e per cagioni 

talora pur troppo ignobili e anco scellerate, quando mai uno se ne cantò più degno di 

uscire dal cuore d’uomini religiosi e civili e di salire al cielo gradito?” (31). Furthermore, 

in the 1874 La Leggenda ebraica de’ dieci martiri (The Legend of the Ten Jewish 

Martyrs) De Benedetti combines Jewish and Christian allegorical views of the Bible, 

specifically in the interpretation of the Song of the Songs: ‘Now, the Jewish allegorical 

interpreters, in the usual way that does not differ from that of Christians, see an allusion 

to the great meetings of the Sanhedrin.’ “Ora gli interpreti allegorici ebrei, al solito modo 

che non differisce da quello de’ Cristiani, ci veggono un’allusione alle adunanze del gran 

Sinedrio” (21, n.2). Therefore, although different in style, aim, and time period, these 

other works attest to De Benedetti’s ability to weave a web of conceptual connections in 
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which the Jewish experience becomes a powerful interpretative key to both literary texts 

and Italian society. 

In sum, two decades after Italian unification, De Benedetti’s Inaugural Lecture at 

the University of Pisa about The Hebrew Bible as a Source for Italian Literature gives a 

literary and cultural account of the role played by biblical texts in the shaping of national 

identity, avoiding a direct connection with any specific religious denomination. On the 

other hand, the very fact that a few decades after Jewish emancipation an Italian Jew had 

attained such a prestigious academic position and had been asked to speak about the role 

of the Bible in Italian literature was not a coincidence. In a historical moment in which 

Catholics are still nominally the majority of the population, secularism is increasing, and 

while the Vatican tries to oppose it, De Benedetti’s lecture helps us to understand the 

specificity of a nation in which a dialogue between the sacred, institutional religions, and 

secular culture has always played a significant role. In that new political and cultural 

environment, praised by Nathan a few years earlier, De Benedetti’s opening address 

offers a nuanced explanation of how Jewish culture and its main source, the Hebrew 

Bible, is foundational for Italian culture and national identity. In this way, De Benedetti 

wisely opens a space for dialogue by meditating on the Jewish tradition, secular and 

national movements, and the new generation’s expectations for cultural enrichment. 

Moreover, the use of the expression “Old Testament” instead of “Hebrew Bible,” the 

emphasis on Dante as a prophet, and the reference to Gioberti as his only secondary 

source are elements that can potentially resonate with open-minded Catholics, equally 

committed to shaping a new cultural profile that articulates faith and culture in the new 
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socio-political and juridical environment produced by national unity. Scaramuzza is one 

of these Catholics. 

2.2 Sebastiano Scaramuzza: Pro Fratribus Judaeis (1885) 

While the new challenge of building a post-unification cultural identity that 

integrates Jewish and Italian national identity only appears between the lines in De 

Benedetti’s work, Scaramuzza’s work more forcefully and explicitly argues for the 

challenge of integrating post-unification Catholic, Jewish, and national identities, in 

opposition to Nathan’s contrapositions. Scaramuzza’s voice represents neither the 

hierarchical stand of the Catholic Church, nor a common way of thinking among 

Catholics. Rather, he is a pioneer of a long process that will take almost a century to 

become hegemonic in the Catholic Church, officially ratified by Vatican II—a process 

that considers modernity and secularization, with its cultural, political, and religious 

transformations, as a fertile terrain to live a Christian life in dialogue with others, instead 

of as enemies to combat, in order to preserve a Constantine vision of Christian society or 

Christianity.12 

                                                
12 Christendom and Christianity are two different concepts. I adopt Giuseppe Ruggieri’s 
narrow definition of Christendom, defining it as the community of believers in Christ, 
even though this definition is susceptible to critique. Christianity, according to Ruggieri, 
is “a connective tissue ... that is neither simply identical to the Church, conceived of as an 
institution of salvation (with its rituals, its symbols, its creed, its specific institutions), nor 
identical to the State ... it is a real force field that changes balances, and 
requires adjustments” (Ruggieri 10-11, my trans.). Western Christianity, in other words, 
is the logical consequence of Constantine’s turn in the 4th century, implying continuity 
between civil and religious planes. The relationship between Christendom and the Other 
is synthesized in the evangelical discourse of the mountain: “You have heard that it was 
said, Love your neighbor and hate your enemy. But I tell you, love your enemies and pray 
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 In a historical moment in which the Catholic Church, particularly in Italy, was in 

harsh opposition against the newly born Italian State, and the Italian State was officially 

Catholic but forcefully anticlerical in practice, Scaramuzza bridges the diverse 

perspectives of both parties through dialogue. He was a practicing Catholic (Spessot 

174), but he opposed the temporal power of the pope. He was a fervent Italian patriot, but 

he was a native of Grado, a town that will remain under Austrian control during his 

lifetime, to be united to Italy only at the end of WWI. Geographical belonging was 

probably part of the reason why Scaramuzza consistently diverges from the official 

Catholic position on the temporal power of the Church. 

 Scaramuzza was an interesting borderline figure, but one that has not received 

enough historiographical attention. This is likely for two reasons. First, he emphasized 

connections instead of conflict. Second, although he was in contact with several 

protagonists of the Italian cultural landscape, he was not one of them. For thirty-four 

years he was a high school philosophy teacher. In his spare time he wrote patriotic 

treatises and pamphlets, particularly focused on the cultural shift that he was convinced 

the Catholic Church needed to make: consider the loss of the power of the popes as a 

grace, instead of a disgrace, and focus on the good news of the gospel. 

                                                                                                                                            
for those who persecute you” (CBT. Matthew 5.43-44). While, for Christendom, the 
Other cannot be hated or ignored, Christianity arrives to theorize the Legitimate Defense 
and Just War, considering the Other an enemy. Being an official religion, post-
Constantine Christianity assumes a defensive function to the civil plane. As Ruggieri 
maintains, this function is “a guarantee of peace and security from external enemies, and 
tranquility inside in regards to who is different, and to inhomogeneous individuals and 
groups. … It therefore seems that the need to configure some categories of men as 
enemies should be attributed to the civil function that Christianity takes in regimes of 
Christianity” Ruggieri 14-15). 
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Scaramuzza is an interesting borderline figure, but he has thus far not enjoyed 

enough historiographical attention. The Istituto per la storia del Risorgimento italiano, 

the national public research institution devoted to the study of the Risorgimento, has 

committed to a biography, not yet published.13 Apart from the reiterated attention of 

Flaminio Servi (chief rabbi of Casale Monferrato) in his Il Vessillo Israelitico, in which 

the article “Pro Fratribus Judaeis” had been published, there are but a few marginal 

references to Scaramuzza’s work in secondary sources. In a note in his Società e 

ideologie nel Veneto Rurale (1866-1898), Silvio Lanaro presents Scaramuzza as the 

prototype of a pedantic high school teacher with modest local notoriety. Indeed, in 1861, 

the same year of the birth of Italian kingdom, Scaramuzza wrote La volontà d'Italia ed il 

re-pontefice al tribunale della ragione. Polemica di un cattolico veneto dedicata al 

popolo d'Italia (Italian Will and the Pope-King to the Tribunal of Reason. Dispute of a 

Catholic from Veneto Dedicated to Italian People), questioning, from a Catholic point of 

view, the official Catholic refusal to welcome the unifed nation state. However, while 

Scaramuzza is certainly not a nationally influential intellectual, his writings contributed 

to giving voice to a Catholic minority. He is, at the same time, open to a genuine dialogue 

with the Jewish world and critical of the temporal power of the popes.  

                                                
13 This information is provided by Bruno Scaramuzza, a researcher of the local history of 
Grado and descendant of Sebastiano, in his commemorative speech of Scaramuzza in his 
home town on August 4, 2013. Bruno Scaramuzza said that three years earlier, the 
Institute commissioned Alessandra Scaramuzza, another descendant of Sebastiano and 
co-organizer of the commemoration with Bruno, to prepare the new biography 
(“Commenorazione” 14’:40’’). At the moment of consultation, the biography has not 
been published yet. 
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The biography published in 1955 by Francesco Spessot in Studi goriziani is still 

the main source of information on Scaramuzza’s life and works. Spessot presents his 

biography as a much needed work, ‘in order to remove from underserved oblivion the 

noble character of Scaramuzza, philosopher, patriot, and poet’ “ha lo scopo di togliere 

dall’immeritato oblio la nobile figura dello Scaramuzza, filosofo, patriota e poeta” (173). 

From Spessot’s biography we know that Scaramuzza was a teacher of philosophy in 

several Italian Liceo, the most prestigious high school in Italy, reserved for the young 

generation of the most affluent families and future cadres of the State’s bureaucracy. He 

started his career in Catania, Sicily, in November 1862 and, after a few relocations, spent 

the greatest part of his career at the Sinigaglia Liceo in Vicenza, where he taught until 

1896. He was in contact with notable thinkers, such as Carlo Michelstaedter. Spessot 

refers to Scaramuzza’s major work, Italicae res (in Austria): divagamenti nell’oscura vita 

letteraria di uno studioso e nomade gradense (Italian Matters [In Austria]. Digressions 

into the Dark Life of a Scholar and Literary Nomad from Grado). This almost 800-page 

volume published in Vicenza in 1895 reveals Scaramuzza’s attachment to a complex 

national identity, and his non-systematic writing style, emphasized by the key title word 

“digression.”  

For the scope of my research, Scaramuzza’s article in Il Vessillo Israelitico is the 

most representative of his contributions, as it casts lights on the relation of Jews and 

Catholics in the secular state. The article reveals how there were attempts inside 

Catholicism to assert a living faith that included passion for the national cause, sympathy 

for the Jews, and a desire to overcome the temporal power of the pope, which was no 
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longer suitable for modern times. These ideas will appear in Scaramuzza’s pamphlet 

commented in the next part of this chapter, demonstrating the strict connection, in 

Scaramuzza’s thought, between a renewed conception of the relationships between 

Catholics and Jews, and a renewed conception of the relation between Catholicism and a 

secular state. Through his broader stance on a Catholicism in dialogue with and in 

admiration of Judaism and, at the same time, freed from the constraints of the temporal 

power of the popes, we will be able to complicate historical perceptions of Judaism, 

Catholicism, and secularism. 

In March 1885, Scaramuzza’s article “Pro Fratribus Judaeis” appeared in the Jewish 

journal Il Vessillo Israelitico and was translated into different languages, according to a 

short note published in the same journal two months later (“Ultime notizie”) 

Scaramuzza’s article—for its exigency, title, and content, but certainly not for its 

pompous style, which was common at that time—seems to have been written in our time. 

It testifies broader positive exchanges between Jews and Catholics: not just Scaramuzza 

and Servi, but also Scaramuzza and his departed Jewish colleague Gioacchino Luzzatto, 

the abbot Bernardi, and Servi, praised by Scaramuzza twenty years earlier, as 

Scaramuzza mentions in his letter.  

Luzzatto and Scaramuzza were teachers in the same high school. In the February 

1885 issue of Il Vessillo Israelitico, Servi writes from Vicenza the obituary of the Jewish 

teacher Luzzatto. The obituary says next to nothing about Luzzatto himself—quite 

strange for a Jewish journal—but emphasizes instead Scaramuzza’s praise of the 

deceased, pronounced on his grave, which was situated, interestingly enough, in the area 
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of the cemetery designed for non-Catholics. In Servi’s obituary, the name of Catholic 

Scaramuzza opens the door for brotherhood between the two faiths, because Scaramuzza 

was eager to extol the virtues not only of a departed Jewish colleague, but also of the 

Jewish people more generally: 

On his grave, Sebastiano Scaramuzza, professor of philosophy at the R.[oyal] 
Liceo, gave one of those speeches that are, for ideas and beautiful style, marked 
by all the senses of love, and by high and noble concepts. The name Scaramuzza 
is worth knowing because it implies brotherhood, honor. We do not go into the 
subject of the common areas for the tombs [in cemeteries, for different religions, 
ed.]; this would not be the place. We shake our hands at Scaramuzza, who 
frequently praises the Jewish people in public. We are happy to meet with him 
again. In the Giornale dei fanciulli [Journal of the Children, ed.] published in 
Turin (page 321) 20 years ago, he flattered me abundantly, along with the Comm. 
Ab. Bernardi. In that journal he showed, with quite short stories, how Jews must 
be loved. Certainly he would not have imagined that Servi, his collaborator, was a 
minister of the religion of Moses, which he kept in high regard, with good reason. 
Such noble souls cannot find anything other than sympathy and admiration on 
their way. 
 
Sulla sua tomba un Sebastiano Scaramuzza nome che val sapere, fratellanza, 
onore – docente di filosofia in quel R. Liceo, pronunciava uno di quei discorsi per 
idee e per istile stupendo, improntato tutto ai sensi di amore, ad alti e nobili 
concetti. Non entriamo sul merito della comunanza dei sepolcri; che questo non 
sarebbe il luogo. Noi stringiamo la mano allo Scaramuzza, che della gente 
d’Israello fa tanti pubblici elogi e siamo lieti trovarci ancora con lui che or fanno 
20 anni nel Giornale dei fanciulli che usciva a Torino (pag 321) ci nominava con 
elogio troppo lusinghiero insieme al Comm. Ab. Bernardi. In quel giornale 
appunto egli dava una prova in graziosi raccontini come si debbono amare gli 
ebrei e certo non si sarebbe immaginato che il Servi suo collaboratore fosse un 
ministro di quella religione mosaica ch’egli tiene in tanto pregio e ben a ragione. 
Anime così nobili non posson trovare nella via che percorrono che simpatia e 
ammirazione. (“Notizie diverse”) 
 

The fact that Scaramuzza not only praised his departed colleague but also extended his 

praise to the Jewish people, suggests for Servi that daily positive interactions between 

Jews and Catholics are possible in the reality of the new Italy. Here are two professors, 
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belonging to two different religious communities, yet both committed to the common 

goal of educating future leaders at the Liceo. 

Scaramuzza’s article refers also to the relationship between Bernardi and Servi. 

Bernardi was an educationalist Catholic priest and a follower of Ferrante Aporti, another 

priest and well-known educationalist and founder of the first Italian public kindergarten. 

Servi declares he was a collaborator of Bernardi. The collaboration between the abbot 

and the rabbi in educational matters for the nation State is further evidence of common 

work between open-minded religious leaders, well before the complete unification of 

Italy. In February 1885, Servi evokes Scaramuzza’s praise to Bernardi and Servi, writers 

of the short stories for children published twenty years earlier in the Giornale dei 

fanciulli. The journal was published in Turin, at that time the capital of the kingdom of 

Italy. In reference to the positive relationship between Bernardi and Servi, Scaramuzza 

uses the metaphor of two greenhouses whose respective flowers can be joined in a 

delicate garland: 

Then I, who wrote in Marche, didn’t know that You, abiding in Piedmont, were a 
minister of the religion of Moses, but even if I had known, my praise would have 
been the same, for the certainty that the flowers from two greenhouses, from two 
gardens, can be joined together in a delicate garland; for I was certain that two 
beautiful souls could well form a single group in my “act of justice,” in my 
“equity judgment,” and shape it with the satisfaction of the righteous God and the 
approval of my fellow coreligious followers of Christ who said Estote perfecti 
sicut Pater vester coelestis [Be ye therefore perfect, even as your heavenly Father, 
ed.] … (The Gospel) 
 
Allora io, che scriveva nelle Marche, ignoravo che Ella, dimorante in Piemonte, 
fosse un ministro della religione di Mosè: ma se lo avessi saputo, quella mia lode 
sarebbe stata qual fu, per la certezza che i fiori eletti di due serre, di due giardini, 
possono trovarsi assieme in una ghirlanda gentile – per la certezza mia che le due 
anime belle ben potevano formare un gruppo solo nel mio “atto di giustizia” nel 
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mio “giudizio di equità” e formarlo con l’aggradimento del giusto Iddio e 
l’approvazione de’ miei correligionari seguitatori di Cristo che disse: Estote 
perfecti sicut Pater vester coelestis... (Vang.). (“Pro Fratribus” 91) 

 
The Catholic abbot and the Jewish rabbi have been nourished in different greenhouses and 

gardens, but their friendly collaboration is similar to a delicate garland. In their biblical love, 

they witness G—d’s perfect plan. This metaphor is a forward-looking anticipation of 

interfaith dialogues, aiming to create a common platform to reach a common goal, fostering a 

divinely inspired communion in diversity, the effect of which is a common fragrance in a 

common garland accepted by G—d and appreciated by the Italian citizens. Indeed, at that 

time, i.e. twenty years earlier, Scaramuzza was not aware that Servi was a rabbi. 

However, Scaramuzza declares that even if he had been aware of that, his praise would 

not have been altered. While twenty years earlier, the abbot and the rabbi united over 

their common educational work for children, in 1885 they are united over their religious 

brotherhood, both an act of justice and of religious perfection, motivated by a plurality of 

reasons. 

First, for Scaramuzza, being a Christian is not a limit to adhering “to the generous 

thought of a Jew, Paul,” (93) that summed up all his wisdom in the wisdom of charity. 

Explicitly referring to the first letter to the Corinthians, Scaramuzza draws a compelling 

conclusion: “Why from this kingdom of love, which has no limits, will I rule out the 

Israelites, kin of the Apostle of Charity, inventing for them, as creator of hatred, a 

border?” ‘E perché da questo regno di amore, che non ha limiti, escluderò io gl’israeliti, i 

consanguinei dell'Apostolo della carità, inventando, artefice di odio, per essi un confine?’ 
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(93). Moreover, he identifies and criticizes a double standard in judging similar behavior 

in Christians and in Jews, as well as in the unfairness of generalizations:  

Why will I impose the name of holy solidarity among Christians, and the name of 
nefarious vice among the Jews to that concord and bond of brotherhood, which 
also gives strength to the weak? And ... why will I wickedly attribute the defects 
of some Israelites to all Jews, while not admiting that the vices of some Christians 
can honestly be attributed to all Christian people? 
 

E perché a quella concordia, a quel vincolo di fratellanza, che dà forza anche i 
deboli, io imporrò il nome di solidarietà santa nei cristiani, e il nome di vizio 
nefando negli Ebrei? … E perché i difetti di alcuni Israeliti attribuirò iniquamente 
a tutto il Giudaismo, mentre i vizii di alcuni cristiani non intendo possano venire 
onestamente attribuiti a tutta la gente cristiana? (93). 

  
In other words, Christians must learn to stop using simplistic and misleading arguments 

that are logically, civically, and theologically inadequate. With a polemic style that is not 

motivated by animosity but by a prophetic spirit, Scaramuzza acknowledges Christian 

tendency to oversimplify, but implicitly invites Jews to avoid the same risk.  

Second, Scaramuzza utilizes German, Hebrew, and Greek quotations to enhance 

his claims, comfortably moving from philosophy to theology, and from the Tanakh to the 

New Testament. Joining a Biblical reference—the first two words of the Bible, reported 

in transliterated Hebrew and in Latin (Bereshit barah, in principio creavit)—and a 

philosophical reference from Plato’s Crito—‘We are creatures of a single fiat [so be it], 

fed to a single divine cradle’ (92)—Scaramuzza presents religions as branching out of 

one original and natural religion and as part of the same family. 

Third, Scaramuzza remembers an event in his youth in which he was very 

polemical against a Lutheran pastor. Scaramuzza attacked the Lutheran pastor, who was 
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considered an enemy of the Jews, and called him a Christian tiger.14 Is Scaramuzza’s 

critique addressed to Protestants, or is it addressed not to a particular Christian 

denomination, but to an instrumental use of theology to attack Judaism? He writes: “You, 

most learned theologian, are giving me proof that sometimes theology is the most 

dangerous enemy of religion. You wrongly assert, theologically, that God wanted 

evangelical anti-Judaism, namely the oppression of the Jews by the Christians” ‘Voi, 

dottissimo teologo, date a me la prova che alle volte la teologia è la più pericolosa nemica 

della religione. Voi a torto accusate, teologicamente, Iddio di volere l’evangelico 

antigiudaismo, ossia l’oppressione degli ebrei per parte dei cristiani’ (91). Scaramuzza 

acknowledges that an incorrect use of theology easily leads to the claim that anti-Judaism 

is what the Christian God wants.  

With clear arguments and burning passion, Scaramuzza is anticipating key 

questions of post-WWII theology in these sentences, from Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s 

inadequacy of theology in front of a religion of the arcane, to the interfaith dialogue 

between Jews and Christians, animated by the theological assumption that God’s 

vocation is forever, overcoming supersessionism. 

Scaramuzza, anticipating much later theological pronouncements, is already, in 

1885, very sympathetic to the Jews and still fully committed to the Christian faith. He 

reads in the current plurality of religions a providential fact on both psychological and 

historical levels. Without providing specific quotations, he recalls François Fénélon and 
                                                
14 “… io difesi il popolo d’Israele infino dalla mia adolescenza scolastica, scrivendo, 
liceista, alcuni versi contro un Pastore protestante, avversario degli israeliti, atroce, e 
definito da me: tigre cristiana” (91). 
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Friedrich Schiller as champions of religious pluralism but, identifying the Jews as 

progenitors of the Christian religion, he moves forward in terms of Jewish-Catholic 

relations.  

Scaramuzza ends his forward-looking letter by declaring that his ideas, expressed 

decades before to a Protestant pastor, are fully valid and even more important in his own 

time. One could argue that his memory was informed by a more contemporary and 

optimistic vision of progress, one able to integrate religions into the unified state. 

However, his compelling letter attests to the fact that, decades before Italian unity, some 

Catholics were able to elaborate and express dialogic views about their relationship to 

Judaism, a relationship that challenges enmity and oversimplification. 

The episode Scaramuzza quotes testifies to a genuine Catholic ability to 

appreciate the Jewish culture and religion, and it is the new political, social, cultural, and 

juridical environment produced by national unity that allows potentially joint relations. 

The condition for this dialogue is the end of the temporal power of the popes and a 

cultural redefinition of the role of the Catholic Church in a State expression of the 

Risorgimento. The redefinition of Catholic identity behind temporal power and the space 

for incipient interreligious dialogues are different sides of the same coin, as Scaramuzza 

convincingly argues. Similarly, from a Jewish perspective, Servi’s attempt to argue 

Jewish integration into national life and the start of Catholic opening to Italian Jews are 

two aspects of the same journey that Italian Jews are called to make in the State that has 

emancipated them.  
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Ultimately, this case study challenges the predominant historiography of conflict 

and Catholic anti-Semitism, though not in a revisionist or simplistic philo-Semitic way. 

Rather, in shedding light on courageous attempts to act against the grain, this analysis 

documents a persistent—though at that time not hegemonic—narrative, a story of 

minorities in dialogue, a story that deserves to be narrated. First and foremost, it is a story 

that demonstrates not a reasonable accommodation to the nation State, but the power of a 

creative synthesis between modernity and religious pluralism. Indeed, the mutual 

understanding between these Jews and Catholics—Bernardi, Luzzatto, Scaramuzza, and 

Servi—is a pioneering model to address contemporary religious pluralism, one that 

maintains diversity and emphasizes not only the benefit of coexistence, but also the need 

to recognize each other as brothers. In doing so, a garland will be woven that, emanating 

the scent of different flowers, will glorify the One True God that makes Jews and 

Christians brothers. 

Scaramuzza’s article is not presented as an exception in the editorial notes that 

accompany its publications. On the contrary, Servi, introduces Scaramuzza’s letter as one 

among many advocating brotherhood among Italian Jews and non-Jews, and positions it 

as an example for other nations, particularly Germany, Russia, and Romania, where 

religious intolerance was still alive and well: “In Italy, thank God, we have such noble 

examples of fraternity that bring honor to our friends of other faiths, of which there are 

many. Germany, Russia and Romania—where religious intolerance is still ongoing—

should look at themselves in the mirror.” ‘In Italia la Dio mercé, si hanno tali nobili 

esempii di fratellanza che fanno onore agli amici nostri d’altra fede, e sono molti. Si 
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specchi ad essi la Germania, la Russia e la Rumenia ove ancora l'intolleranza religiosa 

non ha finito il suo tempo’ (90). Servi uses the expressions “fraternity” and “our friends 

of other faiths” to refer to Catholics like Scaramuzza. 

Servi’s optimism could have been influenced by his ideology. His emphasis on 

showing positive encounters among Jews and Catholics is part of the Vessillo’s editorial 

policy, and was criticized by the other Italian Jewish journal with national circulation, Il 

Corriere Israelitico of Trieste, more inclined to focus on Catholic attacks against the 

Jewish minority and the general misunderstanding of their own culture and religion in the 

Italian new State. The Corriere Israelitico often accused Il Vessillo Israelitico of being 

irenic instead of clearly defending Jewish identity, which they believed was threatened to 

be assimilated into national culture. Despite such an indulgency for optimism, Il Vessillo 

Israelitico is a treasure of information on Jewish-Catholic interchanges, presented as 

proof of the integration of the Jews into Italian culture and emphasizing integration with 

the Catholic majority for programmatic reasons. 

Although not widespread as Il Vessillo Israelitico would suggest in its generous 

interpretation, Scaramuzza’s letter and several occurrences of mutual understanding and 

appreciation between Jews and Catholics proves the consistency of these mutual 

exchanges. It seems accurate to say that genuine Jewish-Catholic encounters in Post-

Unification Italy during the liberal age are not usually mentioned in research and are not 

part of common sense mainly because they may destabilize the hegemonic and quite 

Manichean contrapositions between opposite camps—both during that time period as 

well as in more contemporary historiographies.  
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Scaramuzza was the perfect person to envision a new season for Jewish-Catholic 

relations, as his letter published in Il Vessillo Israelitico illustrates. While he firmly 

believed that Jewish-Catholic understanding could result in a garland composed of 

flowers from two seemingly disconnected greenhouses and gardens, abandoning the 

dullness of the past, he also firmly believed in the necessity of his church, the Catholic 

Church, to abandon the recrimination for temporal power, joining fellow citizens in the 

garland of Italian citizenship. While Scaramuzza did not use the metaphor of the garland 

in respect to Italian citizenship, it perfectly fits with his forward-looking conception of a 

Catholicism freed from the burden of temporal power and partaker of the national 

common good. Scaramuzza’s letter to Il Vessillo Israelitico is interesting for our narrative 

not only due to his view of Judaism, but also due to his view of the Catholic Church 

within the context of unification, emphasized in the following pamphlet. 

2.3 Scaramuzza: Beyond the Temporal Power of the 
Church 

Scaramuzza addresses a pamphlet to the archbishop of Westminster, Henri 

Edward Manning.15 While Scaramuzza’s letter is a forward-looking text for Jewish-

Christian relations, the pamphlet addressed to Manning testifies to a coherent attempt to 

connect Catholicism and liberalism, with the same open mindedness that characterized 

the letter analyzed above. This coherence was contested by clerical journals, which of 

course were not at all willing to allow a misaligned position inside Catholicism to be 

                                                
15 Converted to Roman Catholicism from the Church of England in 1851, the former 
Archdeacon of Chichester, erroneously addressed as a cardinal by Scaramuzza, was a 
strong defender of the infallibility of the pope. 
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made public, particularly a position in clear contrast with Vatican propaganda against the 

so-called usurper State. While the seventy-page pamphlet published by Scaramuzza 

deserves an in-depth analysis, we limit our considerations here to a few points: its 

emphasis in advancing a lay and liberal agency inside Catholicism, and its specific 

reference to non-Catholics, Jews, and biblical references.  

Scaramuzza published his pamphlet in Vicenza on Christmas Eve, 1870, as a 

response to the Catholic meeting held by archbishop Manning in London on December 9, 

1870. In turn, the London initiative supported Pius IX’s recrimination of temporal power, 

as stated in the encyclical Respicientes, promulgated by Pius IX on November 1, 1870, 

soon after the Breach of Porta Pia. Signing his pamphlet on Christmas Eve, Scaramuzza 

is implicitly affirming his agency inside the Catholic Church: popes and bishops, who 

usually promulgate their official documents in Christian solemnities and feasts, are not 

the only ones entitled to represent Catholic thought. With the same respectful but firm 

resolution of Dante—not just the Dante that condemns Boniface VIII and other popes, 

but also the Letter to Italian Cardinals written in 1314—Scaramuzza constructs a lay and 

liberal space in Catholicism against the privilege of clericalism: 

But You are a Cardinal and I’m not only Christian, but Catholic; yes (I make this 
sincere and not hypocritical statement despite those who assume the absurd power 
to do and undo the Catholics, as if God and conscience did not exist except with 
their permission...) yes, Lord, I am a Catholic ... you should all depart from an 
arena where the hat of cardinal, an archbishop’s miter, and an Apostle of Jesus 
should have never appeared. He did not say (I will quote the truly Italian and truly 
Catholic Poet, cited by you at the Meeting in London) he did not say … to his first 
disciples [convent, ed.] go and preach to the world idle tales, but he gave them a 
true foundation. (3-4) 
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Ma Voi siete un Cardinale e sono non pure cristiano, ma cattolico; sì (piaccia o no 
questa schietta e non ipocrita affermazione a coloro che si arrogano l’assurda 
facoltà di fare e di disfare i cattolici, come se Dio e coscienza non esistessero che 
con loro permesso...) sì, o Signore, sono cattolico … ritiratevi da un’arena nella 
quale non avrebbe dovuto comparire mai un cappello di Cardinale, una mitra di 
Arcivescovo, un Apostolo di quel Gesù che non disse (citerò il Poeta 
italianissimo, e pur cattolicissimo, citato da Voi al Meeting di Londra) che non 
disse … al suo primo convento: andate e predicate al mondo ciance, ma diede 
loro verace fondamento. (Considerazioni 3-4) 
 

The Breach of Porta Pia is not just a political event; it is also a breach in internal relations 

of power inside the Catholic Church: God and conscience are not under the control of the 

Catholic clergy. The new era inaugurated in Italy by the Breach of Porta Pia is not only 

the end of the pope-king, many times quoted in Scaramuzza’s pamphlet, but is also the 

starting point for a rediscovered lay agency legitimated by Dante and by the new political 

scenario. In this new agency, Christ’s words and legacy are invoked and ecclesiastic 

privileges are reduced, even if not eliminated, in favor of new actors, incuding liberal 

Catholics, proud to be both liberal and Catholic. 

Together with the emphasis of a redefinition of religious identity in a new 

political scenario that (partially) delegitimates clerical power in the public sphere and in 

the way religious people define themselves, two other elements relevant for our narrative 

emerge in Scaramuzza’s pamphlet: references to the Jewish people and a language that 

reflects Jewish sensibility. The following passage, the only one in which the Jews are 

named—twice in the span of a few lines—includes both references: 

When the national instinct leaves its borders, we witnessed the horrors of 
Sanculottism, Nero’s persecution, and religious persecution. When the religious 
instinct exceeds its limits, we face the massacres of Jews and heretics, made in the 
name of religion; we face the pyres by the Holy Office, the regicides for the love 
of Jesus, the Gunpowder Plot, and the nights of St. Bartholomew; we face the 
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temporal domain maintained with life sentences and with the forks of the Pope, 
with the guns of the French, and with crowds of adventurers formed of idle and 
evil fanatics, coming from twenty countries.—If the religious instincts advance, O 
Lord, until they reach the point of demanding the political and civil killing of 
Italians, it means that these instincts have become horrible instincts. The 
Cardinals and Bishops in the spirit of the Gospel have the sacred duty to be the 
first to try everything in their power to correct them. In the case that the Catholic 
populations, led astray by their religious instinct, wish to massacre the Jews who 
live in our cities, who, who, if not you, Bishops, would be the first to be 
responsible for preaching against these aberrations?  
Quando l’istinto nazionale esce da’ suoi confini, abbiamo gli orrori del 
sanculottismo, delle persecuzioni neroniane e dei culti, e quando esce da’ suoi 
limiti l’istinto religioso, abbiamo i massacri di ebrei e di eretici fatti in nome della 
religione, abbiamo i roghi del Santo Uffizio, la congiura delle polveri, i regicidii 
per amore di Gesù, le notti di S. Bartolomeo, abbiamo il Dominio temporale 
mantenuto con gli ergastoli e con le forche del Papa, coi cannoni dei Francesi, e 
con le accozzaglie di avventurieri formate da oziosi, dei tristi e dei fanatici di 
venti popoli. – Se gli istinti religiosi avanzano, o Signore, fino a pretendere 
l’uccisione politica e civile degli Italiani, sono istinti diventati orribili; e i 
Cardinali e i Vescovi secondo lo spirito del Vangelo hanno il sacrosanto dovere di 
essere i primi a tentare ogni via per correggerli. Qualora le popolazioni cattoliche 
nel loro istinto religioso traviato volessero far massacro degli ebrei che vivono 
nelle nostre città, a chi, a chi, se non ai Vescovi si spetterebbe il dovere di essere i 
primi a predicare contro queste aberrazioni? (29-30) 
 

Summarizing all kinds of attacks against non-aligned people perpetrated by Romans, 

French revolutionaries, and the Church, Scaramuzza indicates what a bishop, instead of 

partaking in this aberrant chain, has to do: moved by the spirit of the Gospel, he has to 

preach against specific aberrations, fruit of the exasperations of either nationalist or 

religious instinct. In underlining what a bishop should do, Scaramuzza, as a lay person, 

establishes himself as a link in the same chain in which Dante Alighieri, as a writer, and 

Catherine of Siena, as a mystic, have contributed to the life of the Church, thanks to their 

critique of Catholic authority. 
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While Jews are not explicitly mentioned again in the pamphlet, three other 

connections with the Jews are present: references to the broader category of non-

Catholics, the centrality of Jerusalem, and references to the Hebrew Bible. “Non-

Catholics” is the technical term used to indicate those who practice the other allowed 

religions in the country, which basically refers to Jews and Waldensians:  

Lord, history will tell you how the credulity of fools was shamefully abused ... 
The pastorals of the Bishops supporting the supreme pontiff as a prisoner... is a 
terrible piece of evidence—and, in the schools of their religion ministers, non-
Catholics will have a new chapter to comment, scornfully, on the Ultramontane 
Episcopate. 
 
La storia, o o [sic!] Signore, dirà come si abusava indegnamente della credulità 
dei gonzi …. Le pastorali dei Vescovi pro captivitate Summi Pontificis … sono un 
terribile monumento—e gli acattolici nelle scuole dei loro ministri di religione 
avranno un nuovo capitolo da commentare a scorno dell’Episcopato 
ultramontano. (40) 
 

This passage demonstrates that Scaramuzza is already thinking in terms of religious 

pluralism, in which what a tiny minority of non-Catholics thinks matters. Instead of 

endorsing the logic that allowed religions as exceptions for specific people, Scaramuzza 

is adopting a different logic, suited for a pluralist society. In a pluralist society, there is 

space for contact between people who have been educated differently, which will result 

in public discussion, assuming that everyone influences society-at-large. In this pluralistic 

perspective advanced by Scaramuzza, the Catholic Church has a different purpose than to 

simply safeguard its own privileges, considered a prerequisite to pursuing its mission. In 

Scaramuzza’s account, the Catholic Church, starting from the bishops, should avoid 

attacks and misunderstandings influenced by untenable political reasoning i.e., the 
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insistence on the temporal power of the popes, and should instead focus on its own 

mission: to witness the Gospel, in line with Christ’s example attested by Scriptures.  

The centrality of Jerusalem is the second element that makes Scaramuzza’s 

approach similar to the Jewish mentality, even if for him, as well as for Roman and 

Italian Jews, Rome is also important. He wrote: ‘If there is a city that can be said to be 

the capital of Christianity, it is Jerusalem’ “Se vi è una città che possa dirsi Capitale del 

cristianesimo, ella è Gerusalemme” (65). Does Christianity need a capital? From 

Scaramuzza’s words, this is not clear. Although he positions himself as a serious 

Catholic, a visible center of Catholicism—either Rome or Jerusalem—is not 

indispensable. However, if there is a center in Christianity, it has to be Jerusalem, for 

biblical and historical reasons. For the patriot Scaramuzza, as well as for his fellow 

Jewish comrades that fought for Italian unification, gaining Rome as its own capital city 

and later on trying to shape national identity around patriotic ideals, was decisive. 

However, Jerusalem, not Rome, is the only imaginable religious capital city—in case a 

religious capital city is needed. 

The way in which Scaramuzza quotes the Bible, particularly the Hebrew Bible, is 

the third element of interest in our discussion. Two examples clearly show a similarity to 

the Jewish approach to the Bible—uncommon for Catholics. He refers to Genesis using 

the Hebrew name Bereshit (18), such as he will do later on in the letter for the Vessillo 

that we have already examined. Moreover, he defines the true God as the God of 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in opposition to the God of the “true Catholics,” (30) where 
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“true Catholics” refer to the conservative Catholics that pretend to be true Catholics, in 

opposition to the liberal Catholics such as Scaramuzza: 

The barbarian God of true Catholics, not the God of Abraham but of Manning, not 
the God of Isaac but of Dupanloup, not the God of Jacob but of Patrizy and 
Deangelis, this cruel ultramontane God wants for his Vatican altar human victims. 
The victims are we Romans, we Italians. 
 
Il barbaro Dio dei veri cattolici, il Dio non di Abramo ma di Manning, non 
d’Isacco ma di Dupanloup, non di Giacobbe ma di Patrizy e di Deangelis, questo 
crudele Iddio ultramontano vuole per il suo altare di Vaticano delle vittime 
umane, e le vittime siamo noi Romani, noi Italiani (30). 
 
With subtle irony, Scaramuzza refers to the so-called true Catholics that, as a 

matter of fact, betrayed the true God—the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—returning 

to the idolatry of scarifying human victims, which in this case are Romans and Italians. 

Religious and political dimensions overlap but in a very different way in the rhetoric of 

the international defenders of the secular power of the pope and in the rhetoric of 

Scaramuzza. As a teacher and activist born in Grado but living in Vicenza, he proudly 

includes himself among Romans and Italians, as well as among the Catholics, despite 

what the true Catholics thinks about defining being a Catholic. Ultimately, it is the legacy 

of the Jewish God, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob that determines the sincerity of 

Christian experience, including the Catholic one. 

Indeed, after Scaramuzza’s claims of being a Catholic and, from this standpoint, 

claiming a kind of Catholicism joined with liberal ideals, he is strongly attacked by the 

so-called true Catholics. In Vicenza, the city in which Scaramuzza taught, the 

typographer Giuseppe Staider published in July 1871 a collection of critical comments of 

the Catholic press against Scaramuzza’s pamphlets, particularly the letter to Manning. As 
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stated in the following critique of Scaramuzza’s letter, at least initially, the best way to 

react was to remain silent in order to avoid a virulent contagion of dangerous ideas. The 

local Catholic journal Foglietto di Vicenza expresses this convincement through a 

metaphor: a sad meteor that suddenly disappears. Indeed, in an answer to a letter of an 

alleged reader, the editorial board of the magazine revealed that a discussion on the 

opportunity to attack Scaramuzza’s pamphlet was initially declined to avoid its message 

to avoid its further spread off: 

Giving thanks to Mr. D.C. for a just and commendable warning, here is our 
response. The editorial board of Foglietto, as soon as they became aware of that 
deplorable letter, which with good reason has deeply saddened the Catholic 
readers, decided to insert an article accompanying it in our Magazine, and to this 
end called for the pen of a most-learned person. But ultimately it was decided that 
there were so many errors, inaccuracies, and paralogisms in that pamphlet that, 
for the Foglietto Vicenza, the space was too tight to fight them appropriately 
because there was not enough room for a reasoned refutation, and even less room 
for the controversy that would follow. Therefore, it was advised that this sad 
meteor should be left to disappear in that same abyss where innumerable writings 
of the many enemies of the Church had crashed beyond repair for the past 
eighteen centuries, while the Church remained always the purest and most shining 
sun of divine Faith. We, however, in order to fulfill the desire of many fervent 
Catholics, should at least protest ... we nevertheless hope that Mr. Prof. S. S., who 
prides himself of being a Catholic, by better consulting the sacred books, the 
doctrine of the Church, this Areopagus of humanity divinely inspired, and its 
wonderful history, would easily be convinced that a man who persists in these 
errors is not able to call himself a Catholic, and he will subject his personal 
judgment, that is also fallible, to the infallible judgment of the Church and its 
supreme pontiff, unchanging center of this unity, to which Jesus Christ promised 
eternal life. THE EDITORIAL BOARD  
 
Rendendo grazie al Sig. D.C. per giusto e lodevole avvertimento, ecco cosa gli 
rispondiamo. La Direzione del Foglietto, appena avuta conoscenza di quella 
deplorabile lettera, la quale ben a ragione ha profondamente rattristato i cattolici 
lettori, divisò d’inserire intorno ad essa un articolo nel nostro Periodico ed a tale 
scopo invoca la penna di dottissima persona. Però da ultimo questa ebbe a 
significarle, tanti essere in quell’Opuscolo gli errori, le inesattezze, ed i 
paralogismi che a combatterli convenientemente il Foglietto vicentino 
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presenterebbe un campo troppo ristretto, poiché non vi sarebbe spazio bastante 
per una ragionata confutazione, e meno ancora per la polemica che ne 
conseguirebbe. Consigliò quindi a lasciare che questa triste meteora s’estinguesse 
in quell’abisso dove si precipitarono irreparabilmente per oltre diciotto secoli 
gl’innumerevoli scritti di tanti nemici della Chiesa, rimanendo sempre più pura, e 
più fulgido il sole divino della Fede. Noi tuttavia, anche per adempiere il 
desiderio di molti altri ferventi cattolici, dobbiamo almeno protestare … vogliamo 
nondimeno sperare che il Sig. Prof. S. S. che vantasi cattolico, meglio 
consultando i sacri Libri, la dottrina della Chiesa, questo Areopago dell’umanità 
divinamente ispirato, e la sua mirabile storia, agevolmente si convincerà, non 
potersi chiamare cattolico colui che persistesse in quegli errori, e saprà 
assoggettare il suo giudizio individuale, anco in lui fallibile, al giudizio infallibile 
della Chiesa e del suo supremo Pontefice, centro immutabile di quella unità, cui 
Gesù Cristo promise eterna durata. LA DIREZIONE (Osservazioni 4-5) 
 

The logic of the editorial board is impermeable to Scaramuzza’s attempt to listen to the 

“signs of the times” and act in turn.16 Being a Catholic, according to the stereotypical 

position of the true Catholics expressed in local journals, is basically an act of 

conformation to an infallible judgment: “he will subject his personal judgment, that is 

also fallible, to the infallible judgment of the Church and its supreme pontiff, unchanging 

center of this unity.” The sacred books, Church doctrine, and Church history are 

presented as monolithically convergent in an immutable doctrine, sealed by the pope, 

and, in turn, allegedly granted by Jesus Christ. Scaramuzza, instead, invokes a 

philosophical, rather than dogmatic logic and, at the same time, the value of personal 

witness among liberal comrades, as emerges in the following passage: 

Many times, I found myself on the passage of the Sacrament in France, as well as 
in Bavaria and in Austria, and I always acted befitting to my belief. But I noticed 
that oftentimes, as I uncovered my head and bent my knee, behind me were 
Protestants or unbelievers or frivolous men, who mocked both the Sacrament and 
my reverence. Sometimes they were my colleagues who wanted to heal my 

                                                
16 While this expression “signs of the times” is appropriate for the new era in Catholicism 
inaugurated by John XXIII and Vatican II, it is exactly what Scaramuzza does. 
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prejudices with their laughter. Without demanding that they be burnt at the stake, 
I acted according to my will; and my character did not bite anyone, but neither did 
I back down a single step from my conscience. 
 
Io mi trovai molte volte sul passaggio del Sacramento tanto in Francia che in 
Baviera e in Austria, e feci sempre quell’atto che si addice alla mia credenza: però 
notai parecchie fiate che, mentre io mi scopriva il capo e piegava il ginocchio, 
dietro di me stavano protestanti o miscredenti o leggieri uomini, che si beffavano 
e del Sacramento e della mia riverenza – qualche volta erano i miei condiscepoli 
che intendevano di guarire colle loro risate i miei pregiudizii. Io, senza invocare 
per essi il rogo, facevo la mia volontà; e il mio carattere non diede morsicate a 
nessuno, ma nemmeno indietreggiò di un punto solo dalla mia coscienza. 
(Considerazioni 44-45) 
 

The primacy of conscience, instead of the principle of authority, leads 

Scaramuzza in his Catholicism that has neither fear of authority nor shame for people’s 

judgment. The primacy of conscience is a sign that calls for a creative way to conceive of 

faith and religion, claiming to remain, in Scaramuzza’s personal case, inside Catholicism. 

Against the radicalization of dogmatism on the one hand, and indifference or irreverence 

on the other, Scaramuzza does not attack or stigmatize anyone, but at the same time does 

not renounce sharing his ideas and practicing his faith, in both private and public life, 

witnessing an original way to synthetize liberal ideas and action, religious faith and 

practice, and Jewish-Christian understanding and esteem, possible in Post-Unification 

Italy.  
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3. Mutual References in the Jewish, Secular, and 
Catholic Press 
In the last chapter, I analyzed selected works by two intellectuals hired by the 

public education system, Jewish professor De Benedetti and Catholic teacher 

Scaramuzza, to demonstrate the complex and often overlooked interaction among secular 

and religious identities. These interactions were shown to have had an impact on both the 

private and public life of individuals, as well as the internal life of religious institutions. 

In this chapter, an analysis of press articles will show how Italian Judaism and 

Catholicism were both challenged from inside and outside of their communities during 

the Belle Époque, becoming an incipient laboratory for mutual understanding, and a 

neglected incubator of pluralism. 

The nation-state created a new, and somewhat hostile, context in which both 

Judaism and Catholicism had to live. The nation-state provided citizenship to the Jews, 

but did not completely eradicate anti-Semitic biases, despite the important achievements 

in terms of integration as indicated, for instance, in De Benedetti’s speech. At the same 

time, the nation-state was able to put an end to the state of the Church, but could not 

prevent anticlericalism. Despite the presence of Catholics such as Scaramuzza 

contributing to secular discourse, anticlericalism was very often part of the secular 

narrative, pitting religious power against the power of the state. 

Anticlericalism was not only an attack on the dynamics of power inside the 

Catholic Church, but also often an attempt to crush Catholic religious identity altogether. 

It was primarily a reaction to the influence and interference of the Catholic Church in 
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matters of public interest claimed by the nation-state as its own concern, particularly 

public instruction and marriage, two crucial aspects for both Catholicism and Judaism. 

The Casati Law, promulgated in 1859 in the kingdom of Sardinia but, as with many other 

laws, extended to the Italian kingdom, established the competence of the State in public 

instruction, and the first Civil Code of the Kingdom, promulgated in 1865, introduced 

civil marriage, a challenge for both Catholicism and Judaism. 

Italian Judaism and Catholicism were challenged from within, too, by new trends 

of modernity, perceived as a threat to communitarian identity by many religious leaders 

of both communities, and as an opportunity to reshape obsolete behaviors and 

worldviews for two different categories of members. On the one hand, many emancipated 

Jews and liberal Catholics still considered themselves either Jewish or Catholic and were 

considered as such by others. As a matter of fact, these individuals were weakly 

connected to living religious communities outside of specific rites or key practices that 

marked personal growth (e.g., bar mitzvah or Christian sacraments of initiation). On the 

other hand, a few intellectuals were willing to reconcile modernization with tradition and 

secularism with religion. Eventually, challenges from inside and outside Jewish and 

Catholic communities contributed to reshaping the religious and civil identities of 

individual members, their communities, and the nation at large. 

The three parts of this chapter will analyze the Jewish, anticlerical, and Catholic 

press. Since the aim of this chapter is to offer examples that support the validity of an 

intellectual micro-history that privileges unusual narratives, demonstrating unexpected 
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exchanges among Italian Jews and Catholics, an exhaustive review of these journals is 

beyond the scope of this chapter. 

The first part of this chapter includes an analysis of different articles and news 

items from the Jewish journals Il Vessillo Israelitico and Il Corriere Israelitico, roughly 

covering the same time period of De Benedetti’s speech and Scaramuzza’s article. Both 

journals show a certain degree of appreciation of Catholicism by the Jewish community, 

to be embedded in a more conflictual milieu. The selection of press articles intentionally 

emphasizes Jewish efforts to dialogue with Catholicism in an attempt to establish, at 

minimum, a peaceful conviviality. The articles selected do not portray the mainstream 

perspective of the Catholic Church on Judaism and the Jews, a perspective analyzed by 

many other studies, but, rather, traces and hints of a willed cooperation that should 

encourage further research. 

While the first part highlights Jewish opening to the confrontation with the 

majority culture and religion, the second part of this chapter will analyze articles from the 

anticlerical satirical journal L’Asino. This part will examine how Catholicism, and 

partially Judaism were portrayed from a satirical perspective. Is it possible to compare 

anti-Semitism and anticlericalism, particularly in a country in which, with few 

exceptions, citizens were at least formally Catholic? How do we compare the 

discrimination of a tiny minority, in the case of anti-Semitism, to a still influential power 

within the nation, at least in shaping people’s values and customs, in the case of 

anticlericalism? Of course, the comparison is unbalanced in terms of power. However, a 

comparison is possible in terms of strategies adopted by the leaders of the offended 
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parties, namely Italian Jewry and Catholicism; many important unexplored similarities 

can be identified and compared. For Catholicism, the comparison is even more complex 

because of the unresolved Roman Question,1 but the leaders of both religious institutions 

were generally concerned about religiosity being confined to the private sphere by the 

nation-state—a confinement that risked a progressive distancing of believers from their 

faith and tradition. 

The third part of this chapter will examine the Catholic press, focusing on 

comments made about the inauguration speech of the Great Synagogue of Rome 

published in the Jesuit journal La Civiltà Cattolica.2 In contrast with other articles of the 

same journal characterized by anti-Semitic or anti-Jewish notes, this article will show a 

certain degree of Catholic appreciation for the local Jewish community of the capital. In 

the third Rome so praised by Nathan, Jews are not only free from Catholic power, but 

they are also considered as neighbors by the very same group who controlled them a few 

decades earlier. 

3.1 Catholic neighbors in Jewish Journals 

The Jewish press3 was instrumental in putting the different local Jewish communities, 

otherwise isolated one from another, in conversation, creating, in Benedict Anderson’s 
                                                
1 As noted in the first chapter, from 1871 to 1929, i.e. from the unilateral Law of 
Guarantees, to the bilateral Concordat signed under Fascism, there was a sort of gray 
zone regarding papal and Vatican rights in Rome, from diplomatic relations to a 
recrimination for real estate, particularly regarding St. Peter and the Apostolic palaces. 
2 La Civiltà Cattolica, still published, is the oldest active Italian journal. 
3 On the occasion of 150 years of Italian unity, the Jewish Contemporary Documentation 
Center of Milan organized an exhibition on the role of the more than 200 Jewish journals 
published from the start of Italian unity and slightly before. 
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terms, a sort of imagined community.4 It established a sense of national belonging for 

Italian Jews in a nation that still associated religion almost exclusively with Catholicism. 

While the Jewish was obviously an environment of segregation, living in a Jewish 

community did allow Jews to build their Jewish identities and practice their faith in a 

protected environment. Those living outside the ghetto often became disconnected from 

their Jewish identities and were less and less interested in Jewish life. Jewish journals 

attempted to contain and counteract this process of Jewish secularization.”5 

The customs and way of life of different Jewish communities scattered around the 

national territory were of particular concern for the Jewish press. The first official survey 

on Jewish lives, commissioned by the Committee of Italian Jewish Communities,6 dates 

back to 1917—the year of the Balfour Declaration—but it is useful to identify trends that 

started well before, coherently with the liberal conception of ‘equality without diversity’ 

“eguaglianza senza diversità,” a liberal conception endorsed by many Italian Jews since 

                                                
4 “[T]he convergence of capitalism and print technology on the fatal diversity of human 
language created the possibility of new form of imagined community, which in its basic 
morphology set the stage for the modern nation” (Imagined Communities 46). 
5 As in other European countries, emancipation facilitates the lost of Jewish identity, 
more than the reshaping of it in a secular environment. 
6 The confederation of Italian Jewish communities was officially established in 1911, 
after the wish expressed in the first national congress, held in Milan in 1909. The survey 
of 1917 is the key Zionist document that was signed by the UK Foreign Secretary Arthur 
James Balfour to Walter Rothschild, and through him to the Zionist movement, that 
established a national home for the Jewish people in Palestine. WWI and the progressive 
realization of the Zionist dream are part of a different era, but the coeval Italian survey, 
the first done in Italy, reports behaviors that are rooted in decades of integration in the 
national sociality. 
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their emancipation. 7 

As Toscano noted in his comment on the 1917 survey, a process of 

“dejudaization” was already underway: 

The inert, passive ‘mass,’ which de-nationalized itself from being Jewish in order 
to nationalize itself as Italians, continued to be the dominant component. The 
‘mass’ was juxtaposed with the young Zionists and with the poor religious 
supporters of an abandonment of Judaism rarely necessary on a social level. A 
superficially traditional Judaism was preserved, a residual civilization, a vague 
sentimentalism rather than an active feeling, animated by a cultural laziness rather 
than by an assimilationist dynamic. 
 
Giustapposta ai giovani sionisti, ai poveri religiosi, ai sostenitori di un abbandono 
dell’ebraismo raramente necessario sul piano sociale, la componente dominante 
continuava ad essere la ‘massa’ inerte, passiva, che si ‘snazionalizzava’ 
ebraicamente per una nazionalizzazione italiana. e [sic!] manteneva un ebraismo 
superficialmente tradizionale, civiltà residuale, vago sentimentalismo più che 
sentimento operante, animato da una pigrizia culturale più che da una dinamica 
assimilazionista. (154) 
 

According to Toscano, Jewish membership was usually quite passive, often limited to the 

practice of circumcision (142). Toscano does not compare this behavior with similar 

patterns in Catholicism, in which baptism, for instance, was customarily practiced but 

with little consequence in everyday life. Thus, a sort of cultural laziness was common 

among the Catholic masses, who were not involved in the process of acculturation of 

Christian faith in a changed world. 

In order to revive Jewish identity and shape a public Jewish identity, even in those 

                                                
7 Toscano synthetizes in the expression “uguaglianza senza diversità” (29) the typical 
vision of liberal culture, the same culture that sponsored Jewish emancipation. ‘Equality 
without diversity’ is ‘a useful formula to express the affirmation of a condition of 
equality among all citizens, which was matched by the absence of a recognition of the 
value of minority cultures “una formula utile ad esprimere l’affermazione di una 
condizione egualitariatra tutti I cittadini, cui faceva riscontro l’assenza di un 
riconoscimento del valore delle culture minoritarie” (29). 
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parts of the Italian kingdom where Jewish communities were not present, several Jewish 

journals were published and supported. Born during the process of emancipation in pre-

Unitarian regional states, a few of these journals sustained themselves for many years. La 

Rivista israelitica of Parma had a short life (1845-47), while L’educatore israelita, 

founded in Vercelli in 1853, continued its activity in nearby Casale Monferrato from 

1874 to 1915 (changing its name in Il Vessillo Israelitico) representing, together with Il 

Corriere israelitico, the semi-official voice of the tiny but symbolic Jewish minority in 

Italian culture. Il Vessillo Israelitico, led by rabbi Flaminio Servi, is a very precious 

source of information. The title’s shift in 1874 from Educatore Israelitico, the Jewish 

Educator, denotes a new goal for the Jewish periodical. It wanted to be both a banner—

vessillo—for the entire nation, and a leading periodical for Italian Jewish people and 

communities. The title, in other words, points directly to an attempt to dialogue with both 

Catholics and anti-clericals.  

The attention to news regarding non-Jews was in fact constant in Il Vessillo 

Israelitico. For a number of years, every issue had a column called “Testimonials of non-

Jews in favor of the Jews.” These columns usually consisted of short reports of positive 

interactions with Catholics or declarations by Catholic priests or bishops in favor of Jews. 

Such testimonials obviously acquired an exemplary status on the pages of Il Vessillo: 

they suggested the right way for Catholics and Jews to live together in a climate of 

reciprocal respect, even if everyday life was more problematic in many places. 

The existence of this column is one of the signs that a main goal of Il Vessillo 

Israelitico was to prove the full integration of the Jews in the new nation. It was for this 
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very reason that Il Vessillo Israelitico was frequently contested by Il Corriere Israelitico, 

a publication more focused on the revitalization of a Jewish identity perceived as 

threatened by assimilation and conversion to the mainstream national religion.  

The strategy of reconciliation adopted by Il Vessillo appears in all its clarity in an 

obituary, published in March 1875, written on the occasion of the death of Giovanni 

Semeria. Semeria was a well-known priest close to Catholic Modernism, while at the 

same time in contact with many eminent Vatican authorities. The obituary appreciates 

different aspects of Semeria’s life and work:  

Several papers have already praised this excellent individual who died at the age 
of 86 in Turin, on March 1. In addition to his merits as a philanthropist and as a 
citizen, you must add his merits as a man of letters. According to the Fossanese e, 
he studied intensely and deeply the philosophy of religion, and left valuable 
writings in verse and prose. 
 
Di questo egregio che si spense a Torino il 1º Marzo d’anni 86 hanno già tessuto 
elogio diversi giornali. Oltre ai meriti suoi come filantropo e come cittadino si 
debbono aggiungere quelli di letterato. Studiò molto e profondamente (dice il 
Fossanese) sulla filosofia delle religioni e lasciò pregiati scritti in verso ed in 
prosa. (“Necrologia- SEMARIA [sic!] SACERDOTE”) 
 

Even if no explicit reference to Semeria’s philo-Semitism8 is made, at least two positive 

aspects emerge. First, Il Vessillo has no concern in joining other journals in praising a 

distinguished priest, but underlines his distinction as a well-educated man. Second, it 

emphasizes the study of the philosophy of religions, which, in the plural declination of 

the term, implicitly incorporates Judaism. If being an Italian scholar (such as a scholar of 

religion like Father Semeria) meant to take into account Judaism as well, it was even 

more important, from the perspective of Il Vessillo, to think of pedagogy at a moment 
                                                
8 On Semeria’s philo-Semitism see De Cesaris, Pro Judaeis 176-79. 
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when the modern nation-state gleaned the possibility of a national educational system. In 

educational contexts, in fact, new opportunities for encounters between Jews and 

Catholics became not only possible but also desirable, as illustrated by the following 

example, also reported by Il Vessillo. 

In 1891, a rabbi was invited to teach pedagogy in a boarding school of Catholic 

sisters:  

Here is a case that occurred recently in Trieste, where the Notre Dame de Sion 
boarding school is located and where students are taught exclusively by nuns. 
Three of the senior students wanted to fulfill the French language qualifying 
examination, and, for this purpose, they had to be trained in education 
(pedagogy). Cav. Prof. V. Castiglioni, highly appreciated by all, was identified as 
a specialist in this area and was entrusted with the education of the three 
candidates. They passed the examination easily. Who would have thought thirty 
years ago that an Israelite—a distinguished rabbi, in fact—had to go every day to 
a boarding school run by nuns to instruct pupils in the very area of education? 
Instead of “Oh the times!, Oh the customs!” I think we should exclaim as the 
great Galileo did: “And yet it moves!” This occurrence certainly honors not only 
the tolerance of the Sisters of Zion, but also the reputation of an outstanding 
educator rightly owned by Prof. Cav. Castiglioni. 
 
Esiste quivi un Educandato di Nôtre Dame de Sion le cui allieve sono istruite 
esclusivamente dalle suore. Tre delle educande superiori volevano assolvere gli 
esami di abilitazione nell’insegnamento della lingua francese ed a tal uopo 
dovevano essere istruite nell’educazione (Pedagogia). Quale specialista per questa 
partita da tutti apprezzato altamente il Cav. Prof. V. Castiglioni al quale venne 
infatti affidata l’istruzione delle tre candidate che superarono egregiamente la 
prova degli esami. Chi l’avrebbe creduto trent’anni fa, che un israelita, anzi un 
egregio Rabbino, avesse a recarsi ogni giorno in un educandato di suore a istruirvi 
le allieve appunto nell’educazione? Invece che: “Oh tempora, oh mores!” Io credo 
che si debba esclamare col grande Galileo: “Eppur si muove!” Il fatto onora 
certamente la tolleranza delle suore di Sion non meno che la fama d’insigne 
pedagogista giustamente goduta dal Prof. Cav. Castiglioni. (L. 257) 
 

The need for pedagogical training required by the national system of education facilitates 

encounters between a few Jewish and Catholic intellectuals, who share the same job 
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opportunities and challenges to educate the young generations in public schools. These 

opportunities had presented themselves a few decades before the writing of the article, as 

Scaramuzza noted. However, the examination required by the secular state facilitated 

something that was unthinkable thirty years earlier: the daily frequentation of a rabbi in a 

Catholic school and a religious institute of sisters. Vittorio Castiglioni (Trieste 1840-

Rome1911), at that time a rabbi in his own town and later in life a chief rabbi in Rome, 

was also a pedagogue and, for this reason, was contacted by the open-minded sisters. 

The congregation of Catholic sisters is not typical, as the uncommon reference to 

Zion suggests. The French congregation of Our Lady of Zion was founded in Paris in 

1843 by Alphonse-Marie Ratisbonne with special attention to the Jews. It was similar to 

the male congregation of religious priests and brothers founded by Ratisbonne, a Jew 

who had converted to Catholicism. While in our time, in the new spirit of Nostra Aetate, 

the two congregations, founded by Ratisbonne, are active in interfaith relations, at that 

time it is commonly assumed that they were interested in converting the Jews, following 

the example of their founder, a Jew who converted to Catholicism. This episode, which 

deserves more attention, could prove that even in the beginning, at least in certain cases, 

establishing good relationships between Christians and Jews was already a goal, and not 

necessarily a strategy for conversion.9 The article did not mention the specificity of the 

                                                
9 A few years later, two associations worked in that direction. In 1917, the Comitato 
fiorentino ‘Pro Ebrei oppressi’ (Florentine Committee for Oppressed Jew) emerged in 
Florence, an association that involved non-Jews support of Jews. Senator Guido Mazzoni 
(whose almost 50,0000 pamphlets and other texts constitute one of the main collections 
in the Rubenstein Rare Book Library at Duke University), a non-Jew, was the President. 
Another association, Amici d’Israele (Friends of Israel) operated between 1926 and 1928 
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congregation in Trieste in 1883,10 but, were its goal solely to embrace Jewish people in 

the Catholic Church, they would have probably not allowed a rabbi to teach inside their 

school. While the catalyst behind this event was not directly related to improving 

interfaith relations, it shows how the secular state created new opportunities for interfaith 

encounters that will have long-term effects on the mentality and teaching of the Catholic 

students educated by a rabbi. 

Going back to the excerpt from Il Vessillo, it is interesting the use of the Latin 

expression Oh tempora, oh mores! While Cicero used it in his speeches against Verres 

and against Catiline to complain about the corruption of customs in the new times, here it 

is used instead to register a positive change in the Catholic Church, finally open to 

appreciating Jewish expertise. The same expression, with the same meaning, recurs in 

Gustavo Sacerdote’s article in Il Vessillo Israelitico regarding his discovery of Hebrew 

manuscripts in the house of neophytes in Rome: ‘Hebrew manuscripts in the pious House 

of Neophytes in Rome’ “Manoscritti ebraici nella pia casa dei neofiti di Roma.” In that 

article, Sacerdote narrates that, after a bit of negotiation, he was able to recover Hebrew 

manuscripts owned but allegedly not recorded by the library of the House of Neophytes. 

                                                                                                                                            
in Rome and asked for the elimination of the expression “perfidious Jews” in the 
celebration of Good Friday. As remarked by Lea Sestieri (203), this group had incredible 
success worldwide, as 19 cardinals, 279 bishops, and 3000 priests became members until 
the Vatican decided to dissolve the organization. Amici d’Israele has the original sin of 
having been founded by a converted Jewish woman and then, at least in part, oriented to 
Jewish conversion. However, inside this association were people interested in an 
authentic dialogue with the Jews, which was probably the reason why the Vatican closed 
the association. 
10 A short description of the presence of the congregation of the Sisters od Zion in Trieste 
is provided by the website of the Catholic dioceses of Trieste. 
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Even in this case, Catholic institutions have been affected by changed times. Whereas 

just a few years earlier Jews were encouraged to reject Judaism and convert to 

Catholicism, now Jews—at least the Jewish intellectual elite—were appreciated for their 

cultural contributions to the nation. Jews were not pushed to reject their faith, nor were 

newly discovered Hebrew books hidden or eliminated from Catholic libraries. 

News items are able to report events of mutual understanding or even real 

appreciation and friendship, as noted from the above educational effort of a rabbi in a 

Catholic school in Trieste and as shown below in a conversation between the Catholic 

bishop and the rabbi of Casale Monferrato, reported by Servi: 

The concord among ministers of various religions is a certain pledge of harmony 
among citizens. Even if you want to veil the religious sentiment, even among the 
so-called strong spirits, it exists latent in the depths of the soul. People always 
raise their eyes to God and to faith ministers asking for inspiration. 
However, even faith ministers are men, and unfortunately, not all think in the 
same way. Blessed are those who can be inspired by the love that the eternal book 
of God has instilled in all creatures! Blessed be those chosen souls who 
understand their mission on this earth! The new Bishop of Casale, Monsignor 
Barone, seemed to me one of those chosen souls. Since the May issue, on pages 
164-165, we have talked about him with favor. Being as good and as frank as he 
is, he, I assume he would allow me to report on a conversation I had with him on 
Saturday 3rd. … ‘We are all brothers—he added. Rather, sons more than brothers, 
being Christians no more than the descendants and believers of Jesus, a 
circumcised Jew, born of Mary of the lineage of David’ … As for the different 
faith, I said that we must respect each other, because faith is intimate and not 
imposed. He said: 'Sure. Faith comes from above, and force cannot impose it. 
There are good and bad [people] in all religions. Indeed, I have a lot of respect for 
the Jews …’ Enthusiastic for his own goodness and his fraternal welcome, I left 
the good minister, certain than our relationship would always increasingly 
develop, from this column I send him my fraternal greetings and good wishes for 
a long and prosperous life.  
 
La concordia tra i ministri delle varie religioni è certo arra di concordia fra i 
cittadini, poiché per quanto il sentimento religioso si voglia anche tra gli spiriti 
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così detti forti, velare, pure in fondo dell’anima esiste latente ed il popolo alza 
sempre gli occhi a Dio e ai ministri di fede chiede l’ispirazione. 
Ma anche i ministri di religione sono uomini e no tutti pur troppo la pensano in un 
modo. Beati quelli che sanno inspirarsi a quell’amore che l’eterno libro di Dio ha 
inculcato a tutte le creature! Benedette quelle anime elette che comprendono la 
loro missione su questa terra! E una di tali anime elette mi parve il nuovo 
Vescovo di Casale, Monsignor Barone, di cui avevamo fin dal numero di maggio 
(pagina 164-165) parlato con favore. Egli mi permetterà – buono e franco com’è – 
riferire un colloquio che ebbi con lui il sabato 3 corrente. … “siamo tutti fratelli – 
soggiunse – anzi più che fratelli figli, i cristiani non essendo altro che i 
discendenti e i credenti di Gesù ebreo circonciso, nato di Maria della stirpe di 
Davide” … Quanto alla fede diversa io dissi che a vicenda dobbiamo rispettarla, 
perché la fede e cosa intima, e non s’impone, ed egli: “Certo. La fede viene 
dall’alto, né la forza può imporla. Vi sono buoni e cattivi in tutte le religioni, anzi 
io ho molta stima degli Ebrei…” Lasciai il buon ministro proprio entusiasmato 
della sua bontà, della sua fraterna accoglienza, e certo chela nostra relazione possa 
vieppiù sempre cementarsi, gli mando da queste colonne il mio fraterno saluto e 
gli augurii di lunga e prospera vita. (“Vescovo e Rabbino”) 
 

According to the article, the new bishop of Casale Monferrato is good and frank and 

seems to be an elect spirit. While goodness and frankness11 create the conditions for a 

genuine dialogue, the leader of the Catholic dioceses in which the Jewish journal is edited 

and printed has already passed more than one test—Servi had spoken positively of him 

since the May issue. In reading between the lines, an awareness of the uneasy relations 

between Jews and Catholics emerges here, although the difficulties do not seem to have 

been produced so much by the irreconcilability of two religion systems, but to the human 

limitation of the ministers of each religion and to the fact that they do not think in the 

same way. Were they to understand their mission in terms of the love that comes from 

G—d, they would then live in concord with ministers of other religions, and religious 

                                                
11 Frankness, parresia in Greek, is a core characteristic of a genuine Christian, recurring 
fourteen times in the New Testament, seven times in Acts and five times in Pauline letters 
and twice in the letter to the Hebrews. 
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concord would in turn produce civil concord. Even if it is a side effect, a genuine 

dialogical spirit is presented as the key for civil conviviality, not as the reduction of 

religion to private custom with no social influence, or as the imposition of one religion on 

another against the freedom of conscience. 

Flamini’s article titled ‘The Freedom of Conscience proclaimed by Leo XIII’ “La 

libertà di coscienza proclamata da Leone XIII” addresses precisely this key topic: 

And yet it moves!—Those who argue that the papacy is always identical to itself, 
an enemy of all freedom of action of thought, can find in the recent papal 
encyclical evidence to the contrary. The law of progress has somehow penetrated 
the Vatican. After the words of Leo XIII, ecclesiastical authorities could no 
longer, with impunity, kidnap children like they did with Mortara and Coen and 
compulsory baptize them. Those kidnappings really stirred the civilized world 
during the pontificate of Pius IX. Here are the wise words of the Pope: “Likewise 
the Church absolutely wants that no one is forced to embrace the Catholic faith 
because as St. Augustine wisely warns (Tract. xxvi on John, no. 2) ‘man cannot 
believe but in his free will.’”12 To tell the truth, the mild-tempered Pius IX would 
not have given his consent to those cruel acts contrary to the dogmas of the 
Church, if those around him had not compelled him [to do so]. The present Pope 
thinks with his mind. While condemning the actions of his predecessor, he gives 
this “keyword” to the Catholic universe: you cannot believe but through free will. 
All fanatical apostles of proselytism, all those who work to bring recruits forced 
to faith keep this in mind. We take note of the word of the Sovereign Pontiff of 
Catholicism and repeat the famous saying: And yet it moves!  
 
Eppur si muove! – Coloro che sostengono che il papato esser sempre uguale a sè 
stesso nemico di ogni libertà di azione di pensiero hanno nella recente enciclica 
papale una prova in contrario. La legge del progresso è in qualche modo penetrata 
in Vaticano. Dopo le parole di Leone XIII non si potrebbero più dalle autorità 
ecclesiastiche commettere impunemente i rapimenti dei fanciulli Mortara e Coen 
battezzati a viva forza. Quei rapimenti tanto agitarono il mondo civile sotto il 
Pontificato di Pio IX. Ecco le saggie parole dell’attuale Pontefice: “Così pure 
vuole assolutamente la Chiesa che nessuno sia tratto per forza ad abbracciare la 

                                                
12 The article reports in note the bibliographical reference: ‘Encyclical Immortale Dei 
miserentis. November 1, 1885. Trans. Del Paese no. 47 Supplement. – Perugia, Print. 
Santucci’ “Dall’Enciclica Immortale Dei miserentis 1 novembre 1885. Traduz. Del Paese 
num. 47 supplemento. – Perugia, Tip. Santucci.” 
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fede cattolica poiché come saviamente avverte S. Agostino (Tract. XXVI in Ioan 
n. 2) ‘l’uomo non può credere se non di spontanea volontà’” (1). A dir vero, Pio 
IX, d’indole mite anziché no, non avrebbe certo dato il suo assenso a quegli atti 
crudeli contrari ai dommi della Chiesa se non vi fosse stato astretto da chi lo 
circondava. Il Papa attuale pensa con la propria mente. Mentre condanna l’operato 
del suo predecessore, manda la parola d’ordine all'universo cattolico: non si può 
credere se non di spontanea volontà. Tutti i fanatici apostoli del proselitismo lo 
tengano bene a mente, tutti coloro che si adoperano a far reclute forzate alla fede. 
Noi prendiamo nota della parola del Sommo Gerarca del Cattolicismo e ripetiamo 
il celebre motto: Eppur si muove! (“La libertà”) 
 

Similarly to the article written in 1891 by Castiglione, the expression “And yet it moves!” 

is utilized to describe an internal renovation of the Catholic Church. In this case, 

however, there is a deeper analysis of Catholic doctrine and history, with an explicit 

reference to the most conflictual controversies between Catholics and Jews: Edgardo 

Mortara and Giuseppe Coen.  

The kidnapping of Mortara in Bologna in 1858, quite recently discussed by 

Kertzer in his bestselling book, became an international diplomatic case. The case of 

Coen, a eleven-year-old Jew persuaded to enter the House of Neophytes in Rome through 

deceptive measure in 1864, is less well-known but equally problematic for interfaith 

relations. What really matters here is the balanced position taken by the author of the 

article: while these interfaith conflicts are mentioned, they are also contextualized, in the 

new historical scenario created by the end of the temporal power of the popes, as 

examples of events that will not happen anymore. The Catholic Church, and Leo XIII in 

particular, are no longer opponents, but rather collaborators in a common march toward 

progress. The new pope “thinks with his mind” and invites Catholics around the world to 

embrace a mature faith that requires a clear agency. In doing so, the pope evokes 
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Augustine. Therefore, the pope is recovering a long ecclesial tradition, different from the 

dogmatic excesses of fanatics inside Catholicism. Even Pius IX is partially justified by 

the author, who charges the responsibility of what happened to Mortara and Coen to his 

counselors inside the Vatican. In light of the new direction of the Catholic Church made 

possible in the secular state, there is space inside Italian Judaism to forgive Catholic 

abuses and, perhaps, work together toward common goals.  

Founded in 1862 in Trieste and active until 1915, Il Corriere Israelitico is the 

other key source to reconstruct Italian Jewish history from Italian unity to WWI. Founded 

and directed by Riccardo Curiel, it was later directed by Dante Lattes, one of the most 

influential Italian rabbis of that time. While the Piedmontese Il Vessillo Israelitico was 

more inclined to echo national rhetoric, Il Corriere Israelitico was more connected to 

trans-national European Jewry, in line with the cosmopolitan vocation of Trieste. As with 

the rest of the Habsburg Monarchy, the Jews of Trieste in 1782 benefited from the Edict 

of Tolerance issued by Joseph II, a provision following the Patent of Tolerance that 

granted religious freedom to Lutherans, Calvinists, and Greek Orthodox in the empire. 

Moreover, historical coexistence of different religious communities in Trieste offered a 

different perspective on the new challenges faced by the Italian Jewry. 

News items released in the column “Notiziario” reported on interactions between 

Jews and Christians. Sometimes, however, these interactions were presented as 

dangerous. For example, in 1907, Il Corriere complained about French Jewish Reformed 

communities inviting Christian speakers to their meetings: 
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And this attitude of a part of French Judaism is extremely dangerous for the 
existence and the respect of our ideas, proved by the fact that the liberal group has 
called for the help of non-Jewish preachers and lecturers. For example, the former 
Father Hyacinth Loyson and the Protestant Pastor Wagner have spoken at some 
meetings held by the partisans of the reform movement. 
 
E che quest’attitudine d’una parte del Giudaismo francese sia veramente 
pericolosa per l’esistenza e per il rispetto delle idee nostre, lo prova il fatto che 
cotesto gruppo liberale ha invocato l’aiuto di predicatori e conferenzieri non 
ebrei. Per esempio l’ex padre Giacinto Loyson e il Pastore protestante Wagner 
han parlato in alcune assemblee tenute dai partigiani del movimento riformatore. 
(Notiziario – Francia). 
 

An internal movement of reformation worried the Jewish establishment no less than the 

Catholic one. Reformers such as Roman Catholic priest and Discalced Carmelite of 

modernist ideas Hyachint Loyson (1827-1912) and the French Reformed pastor Charles 

Wagner (1852-1918), who preached Christian love with no dogma, were considered 

dangerous theological troublemakers. 

Despite a Jewish defensive behavior against the penetration of liberal ideas in 

religion, comparable in a certain sense to that of the Catholic hierarchy, many news items 

concerning interfaith relations can still be read in a positive light, such as the 1911 

obituary of Pietro Perreau (1827-1911), a Catholic priest, Orientalist, and former librarian 

of the royal library of Parma: 

We Jews have the sacred duty to send a greeting, a sad memory, a flower of 
gratitude to the blessed memory of this Professor, illustrious Orientalist, meek and 
good priest. He was truly philo-Semitic, a great scholar of our Bible. He published 
very important historical, literary and scientific studies in Jewish journals. … 
important studies for young people who are preparing for a rabbinic career or 
devoting themselves to sacred studies. … May his memory be blessed and may 
Heaven grant him that bliss reserved for the pious of other religions. 
 
Noi israeliti abbiamo il sacrosanto dovere di inviare un saluto, un mesto ricordo, 
un fiore di gratitudine alla venerata memoria di questo Prof. di questo illustre 
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orientalista, di questo mite e buon sacerdote, il quale fu un vero filosemita, un 
grande studioso della nostra Bibbia; egli pubblicò nelle Riviste Israelitiche 
importantissimi studi storici, letterari e scientifici. … studi importanti per i 
giovani che si danno alla carriera rabb. E agli studi sacri. … Sia la sua memoria 
benedetta e possa il cielo accordargli quella beatitudine riservata ai pii delle altre 
religioni. (Cammeo). 
 

The obituary, written by the rabbi of Modena Giuseppe Cammeo, highly praises Perreau 

for his achievements both as a scholar and as a priest. Cammeo notes that Perreau wrote 

in Jewish journals and that his studies are very important for the education of rabbis, 

which is the maximum ambition for a Catholic Orientalist, a sign of an unexpected 

reciprocal understanding. Perreau, also awarded the honor of Chevalier and Official by 

the Italian government, is the perfect example of the ideal integration between Catholic, 

Jewish, and national ideals and heritage, even if he remains an exception. 

Stating that the Jews had a mutual understanding with Catholics presumes a 

certain kind of reciprocity. Il Corriere Israelitico reporting on the 20th Catholic meeting 

in Modena, recognizes two “souls” in Catholicism: one shouting against the Jews and the 

other seeking dialogue. One, we could say, is in search of an enemy, and the other 

striving to overcome enmity: 

Down with the Jews and down with no one at the Catholic conference: two souls 
of Catholicism of that period—some would say of Catholicism in every time 
period, but it would be too easy a generalization and not very scientific. However, 
while the first soul, down with the Jews, was investigated carefully, the other, 
down with no one, the challenge to the challenge, has not been much analyzed. 
[This is the case] Not so much for reasons of diplomatic expediency, where 
boundaries fade often for convenience and in limited areas of reception halls or 
cultural salons, but also from the actively engaged grassroots. My work and that 
of others who share the same perspective is devoted to these lesser known voices, 
to these trees growing day by day, rather than the forests that burn in a few hours, 
to the breath (ruah) requiring ears to hear, than to the sound of a falling tree. 
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Abbasso gli ebrei e abbasso nessuno al convegno cattolico: due anime del 
cattolicesimo di quel periodo – qualcuno potrebbe dire di sempre, ma sarebbe una 
generalizzazione troppo facile e poco scientifica – del cattolicesimo. Ma mentre la 
prima anima, l’abbasso gli ebrei è stata indagata con attenzione, l’altra, abbasso 
nessuno, la contestazione, alla contestazione non tanto per motivi di convenienza 
diplomatica, in cui i confini sfumano spesso per convenienza e nei limitati ambiti 
dei saloni di rappresentanza o dei salotti culturali, ma anche della base 
attivamente impegnata. A queste voci meno conosciute, a questi alberi che 
crescono giorno dopo giorno rispetto alle foreste che in poche ore bruciano, al 
soffio (ruah) che richiede orecchie per sentire, rispetto al rombo di un albero che 
cade è devoto il mio lavoro e quello di altri che condividono la medesima 
prospettiva. (“Corrispondenza particolare”) 
 

Already by 1910, Catholicism appears here in all its complexity—a complexity to which 

the author of the article for Il Corriere alludes through the metaphor of the forest growing 

day by day—whereas distracted observers perceive only the single tree that falls and 

makes noise. 

If Christianity is a complex object for the writers of Il Corriere to address, their 

approach to it is also complex, as the following two articles demonstrate. In an article 

written by the rabbi Dr. Uscher Brettholz in 1907, there is an unexpected open-

mindedness and modern approach to religious pluralism and mutual understanding rooted 

in a reciprocal knowledge of religious texts. Writing after the publication of the New 

Syllabus—the decree Lamentabili Sane Exitu issued by the Holy See on July 3, 1907—

Brettholz emphasizes the need for a modern rabbi to know the gospels and Christian 

literature: 

Now for my part I am of the opinion that Judaism does not have to deal with the 
internal matter of another religion, even an old and venerable one… On the other 
hand, I am convinced that a modern Rabbi must have a secure and deep 
knowledge of the Gospels and of the literature of the church, similar to the 
knowledge of the Bible... therefore, I think that this same knowledge of the facts, 
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and this same seriousness, should be expected from a Christian who happens to 
write about Judaism. 
 
Ora io per me son d’opinione che il Giudaismo non debba occuparsi delle 
questioni interne di un’altra religione sia pur essa antica e venerata … sono d’altra 
parte convinto che un Rabbino moderno deve avere una sicura e profonda 
conoscenza degli Evangeli e della letteratura della chiesa, allo stesso modo che 
l’ha della Bibbia … la stessa cognizione di causa, la stessa serietà io penso che si 
potrà pretendere dunque da un cristiano che scriva per caso sul Giudaismo. (103) 
 

Brettholz claims that a modern rabbi ought to study religions other than his own, which, 

in Italy, means above all a study of Catholicism. Such study ought to move well beyond 

apologetic intent, and reach instead full knowledge of the Gospels and of Church 

literature starting with the Bible. That the aim of this knowledge is not apologetic is 

proved by the expectation that the same seriousness will be adopted by the other party, 

which, in this case, refers to Catholics writing about Judaism. At the same time, Brettholz 

maintains that a modern rabbi should not deal with the internal questions of other 

religions, with the hope that the same attention will be given to Judaism by other 

religions. Modernity, even in this case, open the doors to attempts of religious pluralism. 

Another article, in the column of the Zionistic Movement of Il Corriere 

Israelitico, however, moves in the opposite direction. Signing the article as “a young 

Jew,” an anonymous author from Trieste considers Luzzatti, Italian Prime Minister from 

March 31, 1910, to March 29, 1911, as a classic example of the risk of assimilation:  

... The Jews of Italy have an easy life, are equal in law to all other citizens of the 
“wonderful kingdom” ... for the simple reason that ... they are Jews in the loosest 
sense of the word. A classic example: Luigi Luzzatti, praised also by the Jewish 
press. What is still Jewish in Luigi Luzzatti? His cleverness (of course ... but it is 
not his merit!), His nose ... (Mother Nature has made him so ...), circumcision (it 
is not his fault ... but perhaps he would have done without ...). A dear friend told 
me: by the way, what can you expect from him? Perhaps that from his position he 
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showed favoritism toward the Jews? No! We will avoid it; we would only like 
him not to be ashamed to be born a Jew and that, for the wonderful quotes that 
decorate his eloquent and powerful speech, he sometimes made use of the Bible, 
instead of bringing the Gospel to the seven heavens. We would like him to search 
in Jewish wisdom for what he thinks others own. We would like that in elevating 
himself he had the generous courage to elevate his siblings. We would like that he 
had the modesty to declare “How much I have of goodness and wisdom, I owe it 
to my God (it is known that he considers himself a committed theist) and my God 
is the God of the Jews!” … Are we perhaps naïve? … 
 
Gli Ebrei d’Italia stanno molto bene, sono pari di diritto a tutti gli altri cittadini 
del “bello regno”… per la semplice ragione che… sono ebrei il meno possibile. 
Un esempio classico: Luigi Luzzatti, di cui anche i periodici dell’Ebraismo 
strombazzano le lodi. Che cosa ha ormai d’ebraico Luigi Luzzatti? L’ingegno, 
(per forza… ma non per merito suo!) il naso… (madre natura glielo ha fatto 
così…) la circoncisione (non ci ha… colpa lui; ma forse n’avrebbe fatto a 
meno…). Mi diceva un egregio amico: D’altra parte che cosa si pretenderebbe da 
lui? Forse che nella posizione in cui si trova mostrasse del favoritismo verso gli 
Ebrei? Oh! no, ce ne guarderemmo bene; noi vorremmo soltanto che egli non si 
vergognasse di essere nato Ebreo, che per le magnifiche citazioni che infiorano 
suoi eloquenti e poderosi discorsi si servisse qualche volta della Bibbia, anziché 
portare ai sette cieli il Vangelo; noi vorremmo che egli stesso ricercasse nella 
sapienza ebraica quanto v’è che può sembrargli d’altri; noi vorremmo che 
elevando sé stesso avesse il generoso coraggio di elevare i suoi fratelli. Noi 
vorremmo che egli avesse la grande modestia di dichiarare “Quanto io ho di bontà 
e di sapienza lo debbo al mio Dio (è noto ch’egli si tiene come un convinto teista) 
e il mio Dio è il Dio degli Ebrei!”... Noi siamo forse degli ingenui?... 
(“Movimento Sionistico – Leggendo”)  
 

The young anonymous author is sarcastic in his condemnation of Luzzatti. Anti-Semitic 

biases, such as the Jewish nose, are instrumental in attacks against the Jewish politician, 

who seems interested only in forgetting his Jewish identity, but also in quoting the 

Gospel a little too sympathetically. While the author appreciates the special attention with 

which Luzzatti treats the Jews, he laments that this comes at the price of Luzzatti 

persistently quoting the Bible, while never acknowledging his Jewish birth and education 

as the source of his wisdom. Indeed, Luzzatti mistakes for Christian what is Jewish 
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wisdom, and the young Jew fears that this means that Luzzatti is ashamed of being a Jew. 

Pride of one’s Jewishness may sound naïve in the new State, the young author concedes, 

and yet this pride—particularly vis à vis Christians—should be prioritized by Luzzatti as 

well as by other assimilated—or integrated—Italian Jews. Any reference to Christianity 

in public speeches and life is therefore considered a detriment to Jewish identity, to be 

shaped and maintained so as to resist the risk of assimilation.  

Assimilation reaches the peak of political commingling with clerical-moderates, 

something highly contested in the following news items from Il Corriere Israelitico, 

titled “Clerical Jews in Milan”: 

And here we are again: for local electoral competition in Milan, the alliance of 
several [Jewish, ed.] groups with clericals has been renewed. The clerical-
moderate party that, according to the word of Mr. Greppi, has been able to renew 
and improve the close alliance with Catholic associations, involved some Jewish 
candidates. Among fourteen fiery clericals, the names of Coen Dino e Massarani 
Tullio are striking notable. What are these Jews doing with their natural enemies? 
How can they justify this hybrid alliance except for material interest or 
recklessness? In any party there are Jews. In the Democratic party: Ugo Finzi, 
Giulio Foligno, Cesare Goldmann, Ermanno Jarach, Angelo Piazza, and Saul 
Piazza; In the Socialist party: Sarfatti and Claudio Treves. 
Now we perfectly understand that the Democrats and the Socialists find 
supporters in the minds of the Jews. However, despite any logical tricks, we are 
not able to understand and we will never understand neither clerical Jews, nor 
clericals going to beg the help of the Jews. The contradiction is dreadful and it 
reproduces in Italy the sad phenomenon of those Austrian capitalists and those fat 
bourgeois or small merchants in Austria that vote for the anti-Semitic of Vienna 
or give thousands of crowns for a monument to Lueger. A monument to Lueger 
with Jewish money? Oh, macabre heroism of the degeneration of Israel! Would 
not it be the case to become anti-Semitic? 
 
E ci siamo di nuovo: si è rinnovata l’alleanza di alcuni Gruppi milanesi coi 
clericali per la lotta amministrativa. Il partito clerico-moderato che, secondo la 
parola dell’on Greppi, ha saputo rinnovare e rendere più stretta l’alleanza colle 
associazioni cattoliche, ha portato dunque alcuni candidati ebrei, fra cui saltano 
agli occhi i nomi di Coen Dino e Massarani Tullio in mezzo a quattordici clericali 
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tra i più ardenti. Che cosa fanno cotesti ebrei coi loro naturali nemici? Come 
possono giustificare questa ibrida alleanza se non con argomenti di interesse 
materiale o di incoscienza? Del resto, per consolazione, gli Ebrei si trovano in 
ogni partito. Nel Democratico: Finzi Ugo, Foligno Giulio, Goldmann Cesare, 
Jarach Ermanno, Piazza Angelo, Piazza Saul; – nel Socialista: Sarfatti, Treves 
Claudio. Ora noi comprendiamo benissimo i democratici ed i socialisti che 
trovano sostenitori nelle coscienze giudaiche: ma non sappiamo capire né 
capiremo mai, per quanti giochi di prestigio si facciano cola logica, i clericali 
ebrei, né i clericali che vanno a mendicare l’aiuto degl’israeliti. 
La contraddizione è spaventevole e riproduce in Italia il fenomeno triste di quei 
capitalisti e di quei grassi borghesi o piccoli mercanti dell’Austria che danno il 
voto agli antisemiti viennesi o regalano migliaia di Corone per un monumento a 
Lueger. Un monumento a Lueger coi denari giudei? Oh l’eroismo macabro della 
degenerazione d’Israele! Non ci sarebbe da diventare antisemiti? (“Notiziario – 
Italia – Gli Ebrei clericali”) 
 

Italian Jews involved in politics cover a wide spectrum of political parties, ranging not 

only from the Democratic to the Socialist Party, but also including local alliances with 

clerical-moderates, something unthinkable for the unknown author of the news item, 

possibly the editor Dante Lattes. The reason is clearly stated: clericals should be 

considered Jews’ natural enemies, and thus Jews should have nothing to do with them, let 

alone establish political alliances. A binary defensive logic emerges in this attitude. 

According to the author, Jews who associate with clericals are either moved by material 

interests or are unconscious of what they are actually doing. In other words, either they 

are betraying their Jewish identity for personal interest and gain, or they have lost the 

memory of the Catholic oppression of the Jews. They should learn not just from pre-

emancipation history, but also from what has happened in Vienna, culturally closer to 

Trieste than to the rest of Italy, where the news is written. Here, Karl Lueger (1844-

1910), the mayor of Vienna from 1897 to his death, was the founder of the Christian 

Socialist Party. His anti-Semitism was in the public eye—from his slogan that “The Jews 
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are to blame” to his repeated allusions to Jews as authors of deicide. What alliance can 

ever be possible between Jews and the likes of Lueger! The ironic conclusion to the news 

item—Would it not be the case to become anti-Semitic?—alludes precisely to Lueger’s 

case and calls for Jewish responsibility in modern-day society to be consistent with 

Jewish identity in order to combat anti-Semitic reaction. This conclusion is an invitation 

to be realistic and a reminder that irony and satire are often more effective than straight 

demonstration.  

3.2 Catholics and Jews in the Satirical and Anticlerical 
Journal L’Asino 

The satirical and anticlerical journal L’Asino offers an outsider perspective on 

both the Catholic Church, the main polemical target of the journal, and on Italian Jewry, 

sometime compared to or contrasted with Catholicism. Anticlericalism and anti-Semitism 

are partially interrelated and are based on the same binary logic opposed in the article 

published in Il Corriere Israelitico about the Catholic conference: “down with the Jews,” 

instead of “down with no one” (“Corrispondenza particolare”). This kind of logic needs 

to identify enemies, i.e., either Jewish or Catholic religious traditions and hierarchies, 

viewed as the main obstacle to establishing a coherently secular and modern society. 

Both anticlericalism and anti-Semitism, in the modern meaning, are sons of the same era. 

While anti-Judaism and anti-Semitism accompany Jewish history, the term anti-Semitism 

was coined in 1879 by the German anti-Semite Wilhelm Marr, who also founded the 

League of Anti-Semites. Anti-clericalism is a son of the same period, being in one way or 

another related to the riots for independence and the establishment of secular 
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governments in many European countries. In these countries, dominant churches were 

competitors with emerging ideologies, primarily for their connections with the centers of 

power and their influence on the masses. 

In Italy, particularly in the former territories of the Papal State, anticlericalism had 

to be, paradoxically, more moderate and harsher at the same time. On the one hand, it had 

to be more moderate to succeed in order to avoid diplomatic incidents and to avoid 

upsetting the masses, that mainly identified as Catholic. Indeed, as we know already, a 

diplomatic mediation was attempted just before the Breach of Porta Pia, and from 1871 

the Law of the Guarantees provided a platform to deal with the Catholic Church and 

common interests in the unified State. This occurred despite official Vatican opposition 

to a law that was not bilateral—something that was, by the way, not possible at that time, 

when the Italian State would not be legitimized by the Vatican. Moreover, a bitter 

anticlericalism would have discouraged the masses from joining national militancy, 

particularly in light of the clear risk of excommunication from the Catholic Church.  

On the other hand, anticlericalism in Italy had to be harsher to successfully 

counteract the powerful and deep influence of the Catholic Church, as well as to 

confiscate buildings, property, and convents which would have been the headquarters of 

public offices, schools, and barracks, as well as potential sources of income for the state. 

This is the result of “Leggi Eversive” (Subversive Laws) already promulgated in the 

Piedmontese Kingdom: the Siccardi Laws in 1850 and the Rattazzi Law in 1855. This set 

of laws with the Royal Decrees and Laws were extended to the unified kingdom from 
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1866 to 1873, when the expropriation of church properties, including churches and 

convents, took place even in Rome.13 

The satirical journal L’Asino (The Donkey) founded in Rome in 1892, promoted 

radical forms of secularization until 1915 by fighting all traces of religious views in the 

modern State, and by making the Catholic Church the main object of its bitter anticlerical 

cartoons. Edited by the journalist Guido Podrecca with caricatures by Gabriele Galantara, 

this weekly magazine had an unusually high circulation of 100,000 copies. 

Anticlericalism was not central in the first period, 1892-1901, but it became crucial from 

1901 to 1914, when WWI interventionist propaganda became the main focus of this 

satirical journal. The immorality, ignorance, and greed of the Catholic clergy were 

constantly ridiculed. While the journal was full of effective cartoons with short satirical 

comments, a few short articles sometimes elaborated on key theoretical points, such as 

the reasoning behind anticlericalism. 

Acknowledging the value of this publication in reconstructing a particular Italian 

cultural moment, a substantial anthology of texts and images from L’Asino were 

published in 1970, with an introduction by historian Giorgio Candeloro. Candeloro’s 

introduction, titled “I temi, le battaglie e gli smarrimenti di una rivista popolare” (The 

Topics, the Battles and the Mislaying of a Popular Magazine) reconstructs, at times, the 

not clearly aligned political identity of the popular journal, which mainly advanced 

socialist causes through satire. In reviewing that period of national history, Candeloro 
                                                
13 For a systematic presentation of this complex issue, see Francesco Margiotta Broglio, 
“Legislazione italiana e vita della Chiesa (1861-1878)” in Chiesa e religiosità in Italia 
dopo l'Unità (1861-1878). 
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attempts to identify the reasons for the anticlerical shift in 1901, three years before the 

entrance of Catholics in politics, not possible earlier because of the non-expedit.14 Among 

other motivations for the exacerbation of the anticlerical campaign after 1901, Candeloro 

pinpoints the need to find strategies to reduce, overcome, and replace the control of the 

masses by the Catholic hierarchy, which clearly emerged during the battle against 

divorce, perhaps the bitterest moment of contrast between the Catholic Church and 

secularists. The Catholic Church won the battle, demonstrating its popular influence. As 

noted by Candeloro, there were two ways to contrast this deep influence: 

The ease with which the Church then won the battle against divorce is indicative 
of the great influence that the clergy exerted on the mentality of very broad 
sectors of the masses and the fear that such influence instilled in the secular 
parties, even socialists. The problem of spreading among the masses a “way of 
living in this world”—as Labriola15 said—presented itself to them in such a way 
that it was free from “dependency by the ecclesiastic hierarchy.” It was necessary 
to step up that action of “intellectual and moral reform” of which we spoke 
before. However, in order to do that, there were two possible courses of action. 
The first one, already in progress for several years, was the patient work of 
educating the workers and peasants. It was understood as an aspect of the struggle 
for their emancipation. It was conducted in close connection with the activities of 
political and economic organizations and with the development of class struggle, 
avoiding as much as possible the head-on collision with the clergy and with 
Catholics on the ground of moral and religious principles. The second one was to 
launch a violent offensive against priests in the areas where they were or seem to 
be stronger: the customs, the moral life, and religious sentiment. 
 

                                                
14 The non-expedit prohibited Italian Catholics to participate in national elections as a 
form of protest against the “usurper” state. Already in 1861 a Catholic priest from Turin, 
Giacomo Margotti, launched from his journal L’Armonia the admonition: neither electors 
nor voters. Progressively, Vatican institutions, Pius IX and then Leo XIII formalized the 
non expedit, transforming it from an authoritative suggestion to an explicit prohibition, as 
clarified by the Holy Office in 1886. 
15 Antonio Labriola (Cassino 1843 - Rome 1904) was one of the most creative Italian 
interpreter and divulgator of Karl Marx’s thought. 
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La facilità con cui la Chiesa vinse allora la battaglia contro il divorzio è indicativa 
della grande influenza che il clero esercitava sulla mentalità di larghissimi settori 
delle masse popolari e del timore che tale influenza incuteva ai partiti laici ed 
anche ai socialisti. Si presentava quindi a questi ultimi il problema di diffondere 
tra le masse un “modo di vivere in questo mondo” – come diceva Labriola – che 
fosse libero da ogni “dipendenza dalla gerarchia” ecclesiastica; era necessario 
cioè intensificare quell’azione di “riforma intellettuale e morale”, di cui prima si è 
parlato. Ma per fare questo si presentavano due possibili linee d’azione: la prima 
era quella, già in corso da diversi anni, della paziente opera di educazione degli 
operai e dei contadini, intesa come un aspetto della lotta per la loro 
emancipazione, condotta cioè in stretta connessione con l’attività di 
organizzazione politica ed economica e con lo sviluppo della lotta di classe, ma in 
modo da evitare quanto più possibile lo scontro frontale col clero e coi cattolici 
sul terreno dei princípi morali e religiosi; la seconda consisteva nello sferrare 
un’offensiva violenta contro i preti proprio nel campo in cui questi erano o 
sembravano essere più forti, quello del costume, della vita morale e del 
sentimento religioso. (xii-xiii) 
 

These two different anticlerical strategies, i.e. the education of the masses to build class 

awareness in order to avoid a frontal attack on popular religiosity, and the harsh attack on 

priests to create a distance between popular masses and Catholic institutions, are clearly 

different in theory, but have been adopted many times interchangeably. Candeloro notes 

that while the Socialist Party was undecided between the two strategies, L’Asino adopted 

the second: 

Basically, at that time, the Socialist Party did not make a clear choice between 
these two lines of action, because, as a whole, [the party] kept a wavering and 
uncertain attitude with different undertones that changed depending on the 
currents and times. However, it can be said that Filippo Turati consistently 
supported the first choice. The second one had been chosen in 1901 by L’Asino 
and carried forward in subsequent years with increasing, virulent, and implacable 
polemics. The clerical propaganda depicted the Socialists as enemies of morality 
and family, as apostles of subversion and violence. L’Asino replied by outlining 
the image of the lustful, jealous, greedy, corrupt and corrupting priest, always 
ready to take advantage of both the ignorance and the superstition of the poor and 
at the same time the fear and bad conscience of the rich in order to satisfy his 
lustful desires, accumulate money, and increase the material power of the Church. 
With an incessant hammering of cartoons, caricatures, satire, complaints, of easy 
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and often superficial popular articles, Galantara and Podrecca managed to spread 
this image widely in broad sectors of the masses. 
 
In pratica il partito socialista non fece allora una scelta precisa tra queste due linee 
d’azione, poiché nel suo insieme tenne un atteggiamento ondeggiante e incerto 
con varie sfumature a seconda delle correnti e dei momenti. Comunque si può 
affermare che la prima fu scelta sostenuta con molta coerenza da Filippo Turati. 
La seconda invece era stata scelta fin dal 1901 dall’Asino e portata avanti negli 
anni successivi con una polemica sempre più aspra, virulenta e implacabile. Alla 
propaganda clericale, che dipingeva i socialisti come nemici della morale e della 
famiglia, apostoli di sovversione e di violenza, L’Asino rispose delineando 
l’immagine del prete lussurioso, geloso, avido, corrotto e corruttore, sempre 
pronto a sfruttare l’ignoranza e la superstizione dei poveri e al tempo stesso la 
paura e la cattiva coscienza dei ricchi per soddisfare le sue brame libidinose, 
accumulare denaro e accrescere la potenza materiale della Chiesa. Con un 
martellamento incessante di vignette, di caricature, di satire, di denunce, di facili e 
spesso superficiali articoli divulgativi, Galantara e Podrecca riuscirono a 
diffondere largamente questa immagine in vasti settori delle masse popolari. (xiii) 
 

Even if Candeloro’s assessment that L’Asino adopted the strategy of the frontal attach is 

largely convincing, it is the case that sometimes L’Asino adopted the first strategy, the 

education of the masses, for instance in an article written by Podrecca in 1904: 

All of this—that L’Asino will document on the occasion of the centennial of 
Guerrazzi, in the belief that they are making the highest tribute to the author ... of 
L’Asino, and to his secular thought—does not prove, as the anticlerical sectarians 
may think, that being Catholic surely corresponds to being a delinquent. Instead, 
it demonstrates, in practice, the absolute ineffectiveness of any moral doctrine, 
including deism, on human customs. People act according to the living conditions 
in which they find themselves, and depending on the state of civilization in which 
they were born. 
 
Tutto questo – che nell’occasione del centenario del Guerrazzi L’Asino 
documenterà, nella convinzione di rendere il più alto omaggio all’autore… 
dell’Asino, ed al suo pensiero laico – non prova, come potrebbero pensare i 
settarii dell’anticlericalismo, che cattolico corrisponda di necessità a delinquente, 
ma dimostra sperimentalmente l’assoluta inefficacia di qualsiasi dottrina morale, 
compreso il deismo, sui costumi degli uomini, i quali agiscono a seconda delle 
condizioni di esistenza che ad essi vengon fatte, ed a seconda dello stato di civiltà 
che trovano nascendo sulla terra. (Podrecca and Galantara 123) 
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Indeed, in the commemoration of the centennial of the birth of Francesco Domenico 

Guerrazzi16 ‘that branded with infamy the papacy of the modern age’ “che bollò 

d’infamia il papato dell’evo moderno” (123), Podrecca makes a double statement. First, 

Podrecca downplays the efficacy of any moral doctrine, which implies the impossibility 

for individual human beings to decide what is good—a claim that would seem to be 

unacceptable for any believer in God. Second, distancing himself from the harshest 

anticlericalism, Podrecca avoids the absolute stigmatization of Catholics, i.e. identifying 

Catholics with delinquents in any case. In this article, Podrecca seems to express the need 

to present a nuanced position and distinguish himself from the mainstream approach of 

the journal, perhaps in dissonance with the harsh anticlericalism of Galantara’s 

caricatures. 

Italian intellectuals were even more disturbed by the extreme positions adopted by 

L’Asino. Candeloro reports Giuseppe Prezzolini’s17 and Benedetto Croce’s18 concern 

with the anticlerical thrust of L’Asino. Through La Voce, Prezzolini expressed his 

concern for the success that L’Asino had on the masses, a success La Voce never attained, 

unable to reach even a small circle of readers. Croce, interested in a philosophical and 

moral reformation, was also not comfortable with the approach of L’Asino: 
                                                
16 Francesco Domenico Guerrazzi (Livorno 1804 – Cecina 1873) was a patriot, a 
mathematician, and a novelist. 
17 Prezzolini (Perugia 1882-Lugano 1982) founded and directed the journal La Voce, an 
open arena for intellectuals of a different cultural orientation, generally speaking in 
opposition with late positivism. 
18 Croce (Pescasseroli 1866-Napoli 1952) was nicknamed the lay pope of Italian culture 
by Antonio Gramsci for the preeminent role that he assumed for many decades in Italian 
culture.  
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Croce was gratified by an intellectual and moral reform made by the philosophy 
of an educated élite who judged religion as being necessary for the masses. 
Prezzolini stated that an anticlerical campaign was necessary for democracy in a 
Catholic country like Italy. He also determined that it could not take place at a 
cultural level higher than that of L’Asino.  
 
[M]entre Croce si appagava di una riforma intellettuale e morale operata dalla 
filosofia di un’élite di uomini colti e giudicava la religione necessaria per le 
masse, Prezzolini affermava che una campagna anticlericale era necessaria per la 
democrazia in un paese cattolico come l’Italia e giudicava inoltre che essa non 
potesse svolgersi ad un livello culturale più elevato di quello dell’Asino. 
(Candeloro xv) 
 

Therefore, while Croce did not at all appreciate the means adopted by L’Asino to reach its 

anticlerical aim, Prezzolini was able to appreciate its value as a tool to engage the popular 

masses: in trench warfare, oversimplification and machiavellianism—the goal justifies 

the means—is often required to attain a goal. 

L’Asino’s anticlericalism questioned not just the Church, but also, at times, the 

very existence of God. In 1902, an unsigned article was written in reply to a pastoral 

letter for Lent taking a stance against L’Asino by the cardinal archbishop of Bologna. The 

article quoted from the cardinal’s letter, including one point related to the source of 

political power:  

‘Is it not from God that comes the power of rulers (even the usurpers of the Holy 
Roman Empire?), the legitimate domain of masters and the rich?’ Oh, proletarians 
from Bologna, here the reason for the existence God is unveiled: it is the divine 
sanction of the right to property with the usual exploitation of workers. And, after 
this theory, here are the practical instructions: ‘Keep your eyes open, oh beloved 
children, and do not be surprised by troublemakers who roam around you.’ Reject 
impure newspapers that spread the deadly (Socialist) infection.’ Refrain from 
participating in conferences and meetings of a subversive nature.’ Do not 
subscribe to leagues or unions inspired by class hatred, etc.’  
 
‘Non è forse da Dio che emana la potestà ne’ governanti (anche gli usurpatori del 
S. Romano Impero?) il legittimo dominio delle cose ne’ padroni, nei ricchi?’ Ecco 
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dunque svelato – o proletarî bolognesi – il perché dell’esistenza di Dio: esso è la 
sanzione divina del diritto di proprietà con gli annessi e connessi sfruttamenti dei 
lavoratori. E, dopo la teoria, le istruzioni pratiche: ‘State dunque sull’avviso, o 
figli amatissimi, né vi fate sorprendere dai sobillatori che s’aggirano a voi 
d’intorno.’ Respingete i giornali immondi che van propagando il funesto contagio 
(socialista).’ ‘Astenetevi dal prender parte a congressi e riunione d’indole 
sovversiva.’ ‘Non iscrivetevi a leghe od unioni ispirate all’odio di classe, ecc.’ 
(Candeloro 82). 
 

The old theory of political power coming from God is not considered a legacy of 

previous eras, but the key to justify workers oppression. From a rhetorical standpoint, the 

addition of parenthetical comments and explanation added to selected quotations is 

interesting, strengthening the harsh critique without avoiding humor, such as in the 

allusion to the usurpers of the Holy Roman Empire. Podrecca and Galantara know 

exactly how powerful the Catholic Church is in influencing the masses but they are also 

aware of how even more powerful Catholic intellectuals and politicians can be. 

Among the Catholic intellectuals L’Asino attacked most directly and harshly was 

writer and politician Antonio Fogazzaro (Vicenza 1842-1911). Fogazzaro was not 

targeted only by L’Asino. In one of his most famous novels, The Saint (1906), Fogazzaro 

had elaborated a lay model of sanctity too close to modernist ideas, which resulted in his 

book being included in the Index of prohibited books. Moreover, he was personally close 

to the leaders of Catholic modernism. While, as a lay person, Fogazzaro was not obliged 

to profess the anti-modernist oath required of Catholic priests since 1910, his position 

was certainly not appreciated by those in the Catholic hierarchies. In analyzing Nathan’s 

speech at Porta Pia, we noted that the suffocation of Catholic modernism by the Catholic 

hierarchy was considered to be a sign of the persistency of Catholic obscurantism. While 
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Nathan praised the modernist attempt to renew the Catholic Church, L’Asino is critical of 

the modernist experience, which simply distracts people from the only fight needed: the 

socialist one. 

Catholic modernism becomes then one of the preferred targets for the journal. A 

1906 article written by Guido Podrecca argues that Fogazzaro is unsuitable to work for 

the national Ministry of Education because, his modernism notwithstanding, he is still 

ultimately faithful to the pope. The specific matter at stake is the possibility that 

Fogazzaro, as Minister of Education, would reshape national curricula, in particular the 

program of philosophy for the Liceo to satisfy the pope more than the real needs of the 

country: 

Let’s discuss the question of the philosophy curricula in Liceo. How will the Hon. 
Fogazzaro behave? With a skeptical or indifferent pope, he will allow the 
teaching of the positivist philosophy; with a pugnacious pope, he will push for 
philosophical and spiritual teachings. Because this is what happened: Fogazzaro 
declared, denying his own writings, to always have the Pope’s opinion a priori... 
he voluntarily renounced using his brain for himself—and, more importantly, for 
others. 
 
Poniamo domani la questione dei programmi di filosofia nel liceo. Come si 
comporterà l’on. Fogazzaro? Con un papa scettico o indifferente, egli consentirà 
la filosofia positivista; con un papa battagliero egli vorrà che l’insegnamento 
filosofico sia spiritualista. Perché questo è il fatto: Fogazzaro ha dichiarato – 
rinnegando i propri scritti – di essere sempre, a priori dell’opinione del papa … ha 
rinunziato spontaneamente ad usare per sé – e tanto più per altri – del proprio 
cervello. (162) 
 

A moderate appreciation for the open positions expressed by Fogazzaro in his writings, 

including his novels, as well as his personal openness, if not militancy, towards positive 

philosophy, are thwarted by his declaration to follow a priori papal opinion, instead of 

thinking with his own judgment. While offering a nuanced position for L’Asino, the 
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article still allows no room for accepting an a priori declaration that could be more 

formal than substantial, not alien from a complex reality such as the Catholic Church. 

However, in 1911, after Fogazzaro’s death, there is more room for appreciation in 

Podrecca’s and Galantara’s journal: 

Antonio Fogazzaro was a soul smelling of the sacristy, but he was always able to 
rise against those sacristies he knew well. He was often able to soar through fine 
and witty satire with the utopist restoration of faith in the arms of science, love, 
and motherland. He was, in many ways different from us, but because of the ideal 
and human background of many of his works, he is considered by us less distant 
from what is believed despite the fact that we didn’t spare him our witticism. In 
spite of his shortcomings, he was the greatest novelist of the third Christian and 
Catholic Italy. Yet, the Church disowned him. The Index condemned him. Pius X 
disqualified him and refused to receive him at the Vatican. This, in our opinion, is 
the nicest title of honor that the memory of the writer from Vicenza will carry 
permanently. 
 
Spirito odorante di sagrestia, ma che contro le sagrestie, a lui ben note, seppe 
spesso levarsi – con la satira fine ed arguta, con l’utopia di una restaurazione della 
fede in braccio alla scienza, all’amore, alla patria – Antonio Fogazzaro, il quale 
per tanti aspetti è lontano dalle nostre vie, per il fondo ideale e umano di molte 
sue figurazioni è da noi sentito invece meno discosto di quanto si creda, 
nonostante che noi non gli abbiamo mai risparmiato i nostri frizzi. Fu, ad onta 
delle sue deficienze, il massimo romanziere cristiano e cattolico della terza Italia. 
Eppure la Chiesa lo ripudiò. L’Indice lo condannò. Pio X lo squalificò e non volle 
riceverlo in Vaticano. Questo, a parer nostro, è il più simpatico titolo d’onore che 
la memoria del letterato vicentino recherà seco permanentemente. (232). 
 

The article portrays Fogazzaro as the greatest Christian and Catholic novelist of the third 

Italy. Does this mean that for the anticlerical journal there is space for Christianity and 

Catholicism in the third Italy, the Italy imagined by Nathan a few months prior, the same 

nation that the anticlerical journal wanted free from all clerical influences? The final note 

praises Fogazzaro as a mind independent from (and non grata to) the Vatican, and thus 

admits implicitly—a rare case for L’Asino—a more complex and variegated reality of 
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Catholicism than what the journal’s typical anticlericalism was usually ready to allow. 

The obituary of Fogazzaro, implicitly suggesting that modernism is a movement 

of reformation for Catholicism and for Italy at large, remains, however, a rare piece for 

L’Asino. A more typical refrain is the idea that any renovation of national life can only 

come from Socialism, and that the modernist attempt inside the Catholic Church can 

deliver only the illusion of change. Representative of this idea is the article “Dopo il 

Sillabo” (After the Syllabus) written in 1907 by the socialist Ivanoe Bonomi, who 

considers the publication of the Syllabus as a point of no return for any Catholic attempt 

to bridge modernity. According to him, ‘From now on, there can no longer be a kind of 

bridge between the absolute of the faith and the scientific method, the conservative role 

of the Church, and the deeply renovating action of socialism.’ “D’ora innanzi non vi può 

essere più una specie di ponte fra l’assoluto della fede e il metodo della scienza, fra la 

funzione conservatrice della Chiesa e l’azione profondamente rinnovatrice del 

socialismo” (Bonomi 172). Forty-three years after Pius IX’s Syllabus, Pius X’s 

condemnation of Catholic modernism tries to consolidate an image of the Catholic 

Church with clear borders, defying any attempt to move these borders in order to enter 

into dialogue not just with modernism, but with new approaches and logic. 

In the broader context of the journal, this lost possibility does not seem to be a 

problem. On the contrary, the condemnation of modernism helps demonstrate the 

conservative nature of the church and define two parties at war, a scenario that is clear at 

the end of Bonomi’s article:  
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On the one hand, the entire Sum of St. Augustine, on the other hand, all modern 
science with Laplace, Darwin, Newton, and Lamarck. On the one hand, the entire 
tradition of the past centuries, on the other hand, all the hopes of the future. And 
between one side and the other, there are no longer the pallid figures of the 
doubters, there is no foggy languor of Fogazzaro’s The Saint, invoking between 
one and the other side impossible truces and conciliations, But there is the deep 
abyss where falling is the fate of a fighter that allows the other to pass victorious. 
And it will be us who pass. 
 
Da una parte tutta la Somma di S. Agostino, dall’altra tutta la scienza moderna 
con Laplace, con Darwin, con Newton, con Lamarck. Da una parte tutta la 
tradizione dei secoli passati, dall’altra tutte le speranze dell’avvenire. E fra un 
campo e l’altro, non più le pallide figure dei dubbiosi, i languori vaporosi del 
Santo di Fogazzaro, invocanti fra l’una e l’altra schiera le tregue e le conciliazioni 
impossibili, ma l’abisso profondo dove è destino che un combattente precipiti per 
permettere all’altro di passare vittorioso. E saremo noi che passeremo. (172) 
 

In addition to the attribution of the Summa to Augustine instead of Aquinas, a sign of 

widespread and crass ignorance of Christian culture, in a certain sense these few words 

reveal the reason for the bitter anticlericalism of L’Asino. Modernism, and Fogazzaro’s 

work within it, however, represent an attempt to create a bridge, considered illusory by 

the journal and slowing down the process of building the awareness needed for the 

working class to react against both liberalism and clericalism. Indeed, open-minded 

Catholics such as Fogazzaro and the bishop of Cremona, Bonomelli, are attacked by the 

journal many times. Bonomelli is criticized for two reasons. First, because the Catholic 

association he created received governmental funds in support of Italians abroad (136-

137). Second, because he tries to create a bridge between liberal and Catholic 

worldviews. While modernism, with its many faces, was not a well-defined project to be 

imposed, but often a genuine attempt to create bridges between religious culture and 

modern thought, L’Asino reduced it to a homogeneous obstacle on the path to socialist 
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liberation. 

Italian Jews interested more in political than in cultural encounters with Catholics 

are satirized by L’Asino: 

The Pope and the Jews. Dedicated to the Jewish-clerical deputies. 
There are Italian Jews—particularly deputies—who bow down to clericalism. Yet 
history is there that teaches them! ... Pope Paul IV issued two [papal] bulls against 
them ... Pope St. Pius V went farther than Paul IV: not only did he confirm the 
bull of that pope, but he added slander... thus he made them so odious that they 
were expelled from all the cities, with the exception of Rome and Ancona. ... The 
Jews in Rome, until just before 1870, were locked in their ghetto as beasts or 
convicts. ... If that clericalism admired by the Jews should return, they will return 
to being persecuted. Suffice it to say that, even today, in our evolved and civilized 
era, the Jew is despised and extorted by Catholic Christians, who formed the anti-
Semitic League. The Dreyfus case is instructive. But this is what happens: in front 
of the movement of the proletariat and of free thought, every reactionary forgets 
his faith (which serves as a simple facade) to join with the other champions of the 
exploitation, and descend, armed with all the gods of the universe, against the 
advancement of social justice! 
 
Il papa e gli ebrei. Dedicato agli onorevoli ebrei-clericali. 
Ci sono in Italia degli ebrei – specie deputati – che s’inchinano davanti al 
clericalismo. Eppure la storia è là che li ammaestra! … Papa Paolo IV pubblicò 
due bolle contro di loro … Papa S. Pio V andò più innanzi di Paolo IV: non solo 
confermò la bolla di quel papa, ma vi aggiunse la calunnia … e così li rese in tale 
modo odiosi che furono scacciati da tutte le città, ad eccezione di Roma ed 
Ancona. … Gli ebrei a Roma, fino a poco prima del 1870, erano chiusi nel loro 
ghetto come belve o galeotti. … Se quel clericalismo, di cui gli ebrei si dichiarano 
ammiratori, dovesse tornare, essi tornerebbero ad essere perseguitati. Basti dire 
che, anche oggi, nella nostra epoca evoluta e civile, l’ebreo viene spregiato e 
concusso per ogni dire, dai cristiani cattolici, che hanno costituito la lega 
antisemita. Dreyfus insegni. Ma gli è che, di fronte al movimento del proletariato 
e del libero pensiero, ogni reazionario dimentica la sua fede (che serve di 
semplice apparenza) per unirsi con gli altri paladini dello sfruttamento, e 
scendere, armati di tutte le divinità dell’universo, contro la giustizia sociale che 
avanza! (190). 
 

We already know that for Il Corriere Israelitico the issue of the Jewish-clerical deputies 

was highly problematic. In both cases, the assumption is that Jews and Catholics should 
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be enemies. While in the article written for Il Corriere Israelitico what it is at stake is the 

preservation of Jewish identity against the temptation of assimilation, L’Asino presents 

historical proof in order to demonstrate the consistency of Catholic attacks on the Jews 

during the century up to the contemporary Dreyfus affair in order to show that Catholics, 

beginning with the popes, are “champions of exploitation.” From this perspective, clerical 

Jews are simply reactionaries that, invoking one god or another, fight “against the 

advancement of social justice.” The contraposition here is between “the proletariat and 

free thought” on one hand, and all the “champions of the exploitation” on the other. In 

this scenario, religion, either Catholic or Jewish, is but a tool of exploitation: the 

anticlerical attack by L’Asino also reaches the Jews if they are integrated into bourgeois 

society. 

The issue published on October 9, 1910 refers to Ernesto Nathan’s speech fifty 

years after Porta Pia, analyzed in the first chapter of this dissertation. While Pius X, 

through the Secretary of State, cardinal Rafael Merry del Val (1865-1930), triggered a 

massive chain of messages of solidarity to his person and his role challenged by Nathan’s 

speech, L’Asino raised Nathan’s accusation to Pius X to a new level. The article, titled 

“Reo” (guilty), is a play on words, on the assonance between “reo” and “re” (king). 

Calling Pius X simply by his name, Mr. Giuseppe Sarto, the article explains in detail 

why, in the third Rome evoked by Nathan, Pius X is guilty—reo—instead of being a 

king. This article does not mention Judaism per se, but it makes a general statement about 

religious faiths: ‘Faiths sincerely professed and religions deserve respect, if they comfort 

and elevate the spirit among the pain and mysteries of life. However, dirty and iniquitous 
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clericalism—to which you would like Italy and its people subjugated—deserves a harsh 

battle’ “Se le fedi sinceramente professate, se le religioni che tentano un conforto ed una 

elevazione tra i dolori ed i misteri dell’esistenza meritano rispetto, al clericalismo lercio 

ed iniquo – a cui voi vorreste asserviti l’Italia ed i popoli – spetta aspra battaglia senza 

quartiere.” It is not clear if Catholic modernism, or a modern way to live Catholicism, as 

well as Judaism, perhaps in its modernist venue, are included in the group of faiths and 

religions that deserve respect. What is clear in this approach is the interest of secularism 

in limiting the role of religions. Religions can survive if they care about spiritual life 

only, without ever engaging in political discussions and interests related to the public 

sphere. As emphasized in the threefold cartoon of 1909, secularism is a process not fully 

achieved at that point in Italy, but L’Asino is quite optimistic in its prediction that religion 

will progressively be replaced by education, hospitals, and other achievements of real 

progress. 

In the same October 9, 1910 issue, the controversy between Pius X and Nathan is 

depicted through an imaginary dialogue between other two political characters, a Catholic 

high prelate and a secular Jew: Vatican Secretary of State Merry del Val and Prime 

Minister Luzzatti. They are nicknamed Merry and Gigione, respectively: ‘Merry: 

Excellence! Nathan must be removed! Gigione: Um! It’s a bad test! If he had 17,000 

votes, he would get 34,000 votes!’ “Merry: Eccellenza! Nathan deve essere destituito! 

Gigione: Uhm! E’ una brutta prova! Se ha avuto 17.000 voti, me lo rimanderebbero con 

34.000!” Even in this case, eminent representatives of both Catholicism and Judaism are 

brought together in a harsh critique: religion is only a mask to attain power.  
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Luzzatti is attacked many other times by L’Asino, even with references to his 

sympathy for Catholicism. In the same issue of L’Asino, in which Luzzatti is depicted 

with Merry del Val, a triptych ironically compares the miracle of Moses, Jesus, and 

Gigione Luzzatti. Moses and Christ are instrumental to the political satire and fooled as 

well: 

Miracle of Moses  
It is said that Moses with his sonorous rod,  
Brought out from a cliff  
The water pure and abundant:  
But where’s the miracle:  
He was a dowser:  
Truly, it is a phenomenon,  
Not at all mind-blowing!  
Why, instead of water, 
Didn’t he bring off wine? 
 
Miracle of Christ  
With just five loaves  
And five fish, it is known  
That Christ gave to dine  
A huge devotee crowd.  
Neither are strange things,  
Gentlemen who disbelieve ...  
The loaves were tall stories,  
And the amazing fishes  
(What a subtle miracle!)  
Were April Fools 
 
Miracle of Gigione 
The chronicle of saints 
With ages that will be 
the boast of Saint Gigione 
Will say to posterity: 
“In a single pasture Gigione 
Led the Liberals 
In sweet communion 
With clerical flock. 
And he fed them (portentous!) 
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Just with chatter and wind!” 
 
Lino Popo  

 
Miracolo di Mosè 
Si narra che Mosè, con la verga sonante, 
da una rupe usci fè 
L’acqua pura e abbondante: 
ma il miracol dov’è: 
Egli era un rabdomante: 
è un fenomeno affè, 
per nulla strabiliante! 
Perché dell’acqua invece 
Il vino uscir non fece? 
 
Miracolo di Cristo 
Con cinque pani appena 
E cinque pesci, è noto  
Che Cristo die’ da cena 
A immenso stuol devoto. 
Né sono cose strane, 
signori miscredenti… 
I pani eran panzane, 
e i pesci sorprendenti 
(che miracol sottile) 
eran pesci d’aprile. 
 
Miracolo di Gigione 
La cronaca dei santi  
Coll’Evo che verrà  
Di San Gigione i vanti 
Ai posteri dirà: 
“A un sol pasco Gigione 
condusse i liberal  
in dolce comunione 
col gregge clerical. 
E li pascea (portento!) 
Solo di ciarle e vento!” 

 
Lino Popo  
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The “gentlemen who disbelieve” understand that neither Moses nor Jesus performed a 

miracle. In this account, Judaism and Catholicism, as well as the Jewish-clerical alliance 

enacted by Luzzatti’s “miracle,” are just “chatter and wind.” Even if this expression 

resembles the biblical book of Qohelet, which considers chatter and wind as the search 

for wisdom, L’Asino is not inviting Jews and Catholics to reach a renewed wisdom. 

People should reach a renewed wisdom by opening their eyes in front of false miracles. 

Indeed, the “poetic” text ends with the signature Lino Popo. It is an anagram of ordinary 

people—popolino—but it could also be an equally ironic reference to Linus, one of the 

first popes: ordinary people have to replace the power of religious leaders such as popes 

and political leaders that utilize religion for their own interests in order to realize social 

change. In this sense, anticlericalism and anti-Semitism could be equally useful to 

achieve real social change—in the perspective maintained by L’Asino. 

The critique of the “sweet communion” among liberals and clericals that includes 

Jews such as “Gigione” Luzzatti, reminds the article in Il Corriere Israelitico (XLIX 

Trieste, 28 febbraio 1911, N.ro 10, pp. 191-92) already analyzed (“Movimento Sionistico 

– Leggendo”). 

Both journals satirize Luzzatti’s sympathy for clericals and the use of references 

from the Gospel in his speeches. The article in Il Corriere Israelitico focuses on the 

rhetorical expedient utilized by Luzzatti in his speeches, while the article in L’Asino 

paraphrases the miracle of the multiplication of the loaves of bread and of the fishes. The 

young Jew author of the article in Il Corriere Israelitico barely hopes that Luzzatti will 
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recover his Jewish identity and discover Catholics as his natural enemies, while L’Asino 

keeps Jewish and Catholic texts on the same level. 

3.3 Jewish Neighbors in Catholic Journals 

In reaction to the secular attack against temporal power conducted through the 

press, the Catholic Church organized its defense.19 Similar to the Jewish press, which 

aimed to both shape Jewish identity and showcase Judaism to non-Jewish society, the 

Catholic press answered the call to nourish Catholic identity and represent Catholic 

beliefs in a state whose unification required the cessation of the temporal power of the 

Church, particularly in Rome and nearby areas. Moreover, after the emancipation of the 

Jews and the end of the temporal power of the Catholic Church, both Jews and Catholics 

were increasingly likely to forsake their inherited religion and follow a secular way of 

life. To that end, both Jewish and Catholic institutions were obliged to rethink their 

connection with their base, and the press was a useful instrument to encourage that, 

renewing motivation inside coreligionists and offering public answers outside religious 

borders. While a multitude of local magazines served as intra-ecclesial instruments of 

communication, La Civiltà Cattolica had a wide range of readers had and a semiofficial 

role in representing the Vatican. 

                                                
19 As noted by Gramsci, “It is no longer the Church that determines the battlefield and 
weapons; it has instead to accept the terrain imposed on it by the adversaries’ arsenal (the 
mass political organization). The Church, in other words, is on the defensive, has lost its 
autonomy of movement and initiative and is no longer a world ideological force, but 
merely a subaltern (2011: Q20§2, Boothman 1995, Further 34). 
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Published since 1850, the Jesuit journal La Civiltà Cattolica was conceived as a 

way to support the Catholic Church in a moment of bitter contestation of its temporal 

power. Originating in Naples, it was soon transferred in Rome to assume its role as the 

semi-official journal of the Vatican, a propagandistic tool to consolidate Catholicism and 

to echo Vatican claims across society. In the preface to the 1850-1903 indexes of the 

journal, Giuseppe Del Chiaro, the editorial secretary of the journal, explains the aims of 

La Civiltà Cattolica: 

The work compiled in this index … had its origins in the upheavals 
that desolated Italy during 1848-1849. Many thought that among the appropriate 
means to restore Society, shaken to its foundations, was to have a periodical 
publication designed to combat prevalent false doctrines and to spread the true 
ones: and doing this to the greatest extent possible. 
 
L’opera della quale si è compilato quest’Indice …. Ebbe l’origine dagli 
sconvolgimenti che desolarono l’Italia negli anni 1848-49. Molti pensarono che 
tra i mezzi idonei a restaurare la Società, scossa fino nelle fondamenta, avrebbe 
dovuto avere precipuo luogo una stampa periodica, intesa a combattere le false 
dottrine prevalenti ed a spargere le vere: e ciò con la maggiore ampiezza che si 
fosse potuto (iii). 
 

Fifty years after the events of 1848-1849, Del Chiaro explained Catholic resistance to 

accepting a new model of society, but, at the same time, also clarified his awareness of 

the need to find new means to resist it. The “greatest extent possible” may refer to the 

ambition of La Civiltà Cattolica to reach national circulation, but it could also refer to the 

alleged broad mindedness of the journal, aimed to be a modern way to enter the 

challenging arena of public confrontation. 

Critics have generally considered La Civiltà Cattolica to be clearly and actively 

involved in anti-Semitic propaganda. Dahl Lebovich’s “The Role of the Roman Catholic 
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Church in the Formation of Modern Anti-Semitism: La Civiltà Cattolica, 1850-1879” 

argues that the journal “contributed actively to the modernization of anti-Semitism” 

(193). He aims to demonstrate “how an ecclesiastic structure internalized various non-

Christian ideologies, creating a complex anti-Jewish discourse” (181). Ruggero Taradel 

and Barbara Raggi’s La segregazione amichevole presents two solutions for the Jewish 

questions: the Nazis’ radical solution and the more moderate solution proposed by the 

Catholic Church (153), the “friendly segregation” that gives the book its title. 

Through his article “Antigiudaismo o antisemitismo? Le accuse contro la Chiesa e 

la ‘Civiltà Cattolica,’” Jesuit Giovanni Sale promptly replies in La Civiltà Cattolica to the 

anti-Semitic accusation presented in Taradel and Raggi’s book. He recovers the 

distinction between anti-Judaism and anti-Semitism. Sale concludes his article by 

simultaneously acknowledging and asking forgiveness for the anti-Judaism professed by 

many Catholics, and complaining that many historians have exaggerated the role of the 

Catholic Church in fostering anti-Semitism. In this way, Sale recasts the well-known 

restrictive interpretation of errors committed in the past by members of the Church, rather 

than from the Church itself. 

While the common approach of La Civiltà Cattolica in that period ranges from 

anti-Semitism to a lack of interest in Jewish life, it is—similar to Jewish journals—

through news items that a less ideological and almost friendly approach to the religious 

other becomes accessible. Indeed, news items may be considered a key tool in 

reconstructing complex relations between Jews and Catholics, as they are less charged 

with ideology than articles intended to present an authoritative point of view on the topic. 
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The inauguration of the Great Synagogue of Rome in 1904, reported in La Civiltà 

Cattolica, is a perfect example of the validity of this approach. 

This news item is interesting mainly for the description of ceremonies and for the 

appreciation for the financial fairness and the promptness with which the temple was 

built within a period of three and a half years. Ceremonies started with the visit of King 

Victor Emanuel III,20 an event that was considered a high honor: 

Before the synagogue was inaugurated and consecrated according to the Jewish 
rite, it had the honor of being visited by the King, on the morning of July 2nd. The 
King was received with great celebration by the Israelite university [the Jewish 
community, ed.], architects, and other artists who had taken part in the 
construction and decoration. 
 
Prima che la sinagoga fosse inaugurata e consacrata secondo il rito ebraico, ebbe 
l'onore nella mattina del 2 luglio di essere visitata dal Re, il quale fu ricevuto con 
gran festa dall’Università israelita, dagli architetti e da altri artisti che avevano 
preso parte alla costruzione e decorazione. (“Cronaca contemporanea” 492) 
 

Of course, the visit of the king is an honor. However, the fact that La Civiltà Cattolica 

considers it an honor and gives no negative comments confirms the practical acceptance 

of a de facto situation, even if, until the 1929 Concordat, the Italian sovereigns will be 

officially considered usurpers of the temporal power of the popes. The honor of the visit 

is repaid by the Jewish community with a mention at the end of the inaugural celebration: 

‘Finally, after another speech of the chief rabbi, and after a recitation of a blessing to the 

king and the people, the ceremony closed with the singing of the Alleluia’ “Finalmente 

                                                
20 In 1938, the same king will issue the Racist Laws, betraying the proverbial Jewish 
faithfulness to the Savoia kings, who offered them emancipation, from the Albertine 
Statute of 1948 to the liberation from papal dominion in 1870. 
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dopo un altro discorso del rabbino maggiore e dopo essere stata recitata una formola di 

benedizione al Re e al popolo, col canto dell'alleluia si chiuse la ceremonia” (493). 

The Jesuit21 who described the ceremony in detail was apparently well aware of 

Jewish rituals. Moreover, he (or someone else on his behalf) must have been present at 

the ceremony to be able to report the event in such detail, a further element that, if 

proved, would demonstrate a certain level of cordiality or at least the free participation of 

Catholics in public Jewish events. Indeed, the author notes many details, including the 

psalms sung and the correspondence with Catholic numeration:22 

A chorus of sopranos, tenors and baritones consisting of about forty voices 
intoned Psalm 95, which corresponds to our Psalm 94, Venite exultemus Domino 
[Come, let us rejoice in the Lord, ed.], accompanied by the organ. Meanwhile, the 
chief Rabbi, prof. Castiglioni, left the sacristy with other rabbis all covered with 
long dark robes and with high black hexagonal hats on their heads. He intoned 
Psalm 15—said the Inauguration—which corresponds to our Psalm 14, Domine 
quis habitabit in tabernaculo tuo [Lord, who dwell in your tent, ed.]. He lit the 
Perpetual lamp, i.e., the silver lamp that must burn before the Holy Ark. This is 
the solemn moment of the ceremony. After the song, the rabbis returned to the 
sacristy whence they soon went out again, bringing in procession the holy books 
or scrolls of the Law, which were then deposited in the Holy Ark.—Finally, the 
festive Hallelujah sounded, sung by the rabbis and the people, arranged in music 
by the maestro Saya. 
 
Un coro di soprani, tenori e baritoni composto di circa quaranta voci intonò il 
salmo 95, che corrisponde al nostro salmo 94, Venite exultemus Domino, 
accompagnato dall’organo. Frattanto uscì dalla sagrestia il rabbino maggiore, 
prof. Castiglioni, con altri rabbini coperti tutti con lunghi manti scuri e con un alto 
berretto nero esagonale in testa, ed intonò il salmo 15 detto dell’Inaugurazione, 
che corrisponde al nostro salmo 14, Domine quis habitabit in tabernaculo tuo, ed 

                                                
21 According to Pius IX’s Statutes still in force, since the beginning of the journal only 
Jesuits can write in La Civiltà Cattolica. 
22 While the enumeration of Psalms in Protestant Bibles usually follows the Masoretic 
Text, authoritative for the Jewish tradition, Catholic Bibles usually follow the numeration 
established by the Greek translation of the LXX, adopted by the Latin Vulgata. 
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accese il lume perpetuo ossia la lampada d’argento che deve ardere davanti 
all'Arca santa. E questo il momento solenne della cerimonia. Finito il canto i 
rabbini si ritirarono nella sagrestia donde riuscirono ben presto, portando in 
processione i libri sacri o rotoli della legge che furono poi deposti nell’Arca santa. 
– Risonò infine il festivo Alleluia cantato dai rabbini e dal popolo e messo in 
musica dal maestro Saya. (492) 
 

This description is not a mere reportage, but a mystagogy, an explication of the 

celebrated rite, implicitly compared with Catholic rites familiar to the author and to the 

readers. Praying with Psalms is also crucial for Catholics, and the indication of Latin 

numbers and titles—the first words of the text such as in the original Hebrew version—

contributes to create a familiarity in prayer that portrays Jews as a living community 

praying the same biblical God, not as an alleged community no longer accepted by God, 

as the anti-Semitic perspective usually implies. Other elements, such as solemn chants, 

liturgical garments, the lights in front of the Holy Ark—comparable with the reverence to 

the Holy Sacrament in Catholic churches—or familiar words such as “sacristy” or 

“procession,” contribute to creating respect and communality, instead of judgment and 

distance. These same elements, including mention of the organ, are hotly debated in 

many articles in the Jewish journals, being elements imported by local traditions, which 

in Italy mainly means Catholic.23 The chief rabbi is professor Vittorio Castiglioni, the 

same rabbi that, in 1891, attended the boarding school and religious house of the Sisters 

of Our Lady of Zion in his native Trieste. 

                                                
23 Further analysis should compare the borrowing of Jewish rites and adaptations from 
Christian neighbors. While for Northern European Jews, religious neighbors are usually 
Protestant and Reformed Christian institutions, in Italy the referent is mainly 
Catholicism, since the very few Protestant communities that existed were equally tiny 
and in the beginning of their free development in the country. 
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The description of the liturgical part of the inauguration is followed by a speech 

given by Angelo Sereni, the president of the Jewish community of Rome: 

The lawyer Sereni, president of the Israelite university [the Jewish community, 
ed.], delivered a speech in which he, among other things, very wrongly 
complained of the miserable condition of the Jews under the papal government. 
As Roma Vera demonstrated in an article, it is only in the papal state that the Jews 
could enjoy a peace and security that they never enjoyed in other countries and 
nations, on account of the many edicts and privileges granted by the popes in their 
favor. If there were sometimes cases of harassment, it does not constitute a 
general rule. They were caused by the popular insolence, which could not repress 
a certain adversity and antipathy for these people. 
 
L’avv. Sereni presidente dell’università israelitica pronunziò un discorso, in cui, 
tra le altre cose che disse, molto a torto si lamentò della misera condizione degli 
ebrei sotto il governo papale; perchè, come dimostrò in un articolo la Vera Roma, 
nel solo stato pontificio gli Ebrei poterono godere una pace e sicurezza che non 
goderono mai in altri paesi e nazioni, a cagione dei molti editti e privilegi 
concessi dai Papi in loro favore. Se talora vi furono casi di molestia, ciò non 
forma regola generale, e si dovettero all’insolenza popolare che non potea 
reprimere una certa avversione e antipatia che avea per questo popolo. (492-93) 
 

In this passage, concern over Sereni’s critique emerges regarding the poor conditions of 

the Jews under the Papal State. The contestation to Sereni’s concern has been read24 as 

the key point of the article, as proof of an anti-Semitic behavior in the Jesuit journal more 

particularly and in the Catholic Church more broadly, overlooking the complexity of 

Jewish-Catholic relations, particularly in Rome. However, even if this passage has been 

read as proof of the anti-Semitic behavior of La Civiltà Cattolica, it could be considered 

incidental in the wider context. First, the news item is presented together with other 

notable events in Rome. It is part of contemporary news, published in the subsection on 

                                                
24 Luigi Urettini recently wrote a short article on the website Italialaica.it about the 
article of La Civiltà Cattolica, considering it as an example of anti-Semitism, as stated in 
the same title: “Antisemitismo cattolico: l’inaugurazione della sinagoga di Roma.” 
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Roman news: ‘We cannot pass over in silence the inauguration of the new synagogue of 

the Jews because this people, in one way or another, almost always had a role in the 

history of Rome’ “Non possiamo passare sotto silenzio l’inaugurazione della nuova 

sinagoga degli Ebrei, giacché questo popolo o in un modo o nell'altro ha avuto quasi 

sempre la sua parte nella storia di Roma” (491). In one way or another it is, of course, a 

Jesuit way to say everything and nothing: it could be interpreted as a positive 

acknowledgement of the significant role of the Jewish community in the history of Rome, 

as well as a phenomenon that cannot be ignored without expressing judgment about it. 

Second, the mystagogical description of the ceremony precedes this note. Third, the 

reference to the article published on Roma Vera (True Rome) is limited to facts, without 

entering into any ideological discussion.  

The Catholic journal, on the one hand, refers to a special, privileged condition of 

the Jews under papal dominion, while, on the other hand, attributes aversion and 

antipathy to popular behaviors. Regarding the Jewish condition under the power of the 

popes, the Catholic journal emphasizes the Catholic perspective, ignoring the Jewish one. 

This unilateral perspective, however, introduces the complex topic of privileges, which 

were granted to the Jewish community. In other words, beyond the obvious unbalanced 

conditions of the Jews under the papal state, the real issue is the logic behind privileges, 

instead of rights, different laws, and unequal treatment. If, in relation to the popes as 

rulers, privilege is the key word—in its etymological meaning of private law, not in the 

sense of better conditions—aversion and antipathy are presented as common behaviors 

among non-Jewish people. If these behaviors should invite to reflect on the responsibility 
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of hierarchy in religious education, it is also true that more than one time in Church 

history bishops acted to defend the Jews living inside the borders of their dioceses, 

against people’s aversion and antipathy. Therefore, Sereni’s concern about the pre-

emancipation era is more than justified, even if the views the article proposes regarding 

privileges and people’s responsibility have a certain consistency. 

The news item ends by expressing appreciation for financial fairness 

demonstrated in the project, a further element to argue for a quite positive consideration 

of the Jewish community of Rome: 

It should be noted that the costs of the new synagogue did not exceed the 700,000 
liras collected by donations. Therefore, in his inaugural speech, the lawyer Sereni 
bestowed praise on architects, contractors, and other artists for the care they 
showed in order not to surpass that amount. One sees, then, that the Jews have 
been able to manage well the money collected. If instead it had been a 
governmental job, it would have been a shame for such a great structure not to 
cost at least one million or more! 
 
È da notarsi che le spese della nuova sinagoga, non hanno superato le lire 700.000 
che erano state raccolte per spontanee oblazioni. Perciò nel suo discorso 
inaugurale l’avv. Sereni tributò meritati elogi agli architetti, all’appaltatore e agli 
altri artisti per la cura che addimostrarono affinchè non fosse sorpassata una tal 
somma stabilita nel preventivo. Si vede adunque che gli Ebrei hanno saputo bene 
amministrare il danaro raccolto. Se invece si fosse trattato di un lavoro 
governativo, sarebbe stata vergogna per un edifizio sì grande non sorpassare 
almeno il milione! (493) 
 

An anti-Semitic aim would have claimed that the Jews were bankers or usurers. In this 

case, instead, the emphasis is on effective administration. Jews are praised, while the 

government—the one that has replaced the power of the Catholic Church in public 

administration and is still officially considered a usurper—is the object of critique. A 
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critique that, as the one towards Sereni’s complaint, is milder than it could appear: after 

all, even in this case borders are porous. 
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4. A Fictional Jewish Family in Secular and Catholic 
Rome: The Moncalvos 
Moving from factual knowledge reported by the Jewish, secular, and Catholic 

press, our journey in search of porous borders among Jewish, secular, and Catholic 

identities continues on the path of literature, focusing on a novel that represents the same 

historical and cultural tensions. 

The only novel written during the Belle Époque by an Italian Jew (though the 

author was not practicing) about Jews,1 Enrico Castelnuovo’s The Moncalvos2 offers a 

somewhat different representation of the assimilated/integrated Italian Jewry than the one 

we have been chronicling thus far. By portraying the hopes and challenges, the successes 

and failures of an imaginary well-off Jewish family settled in the capital of the Italian 

nation state, Castelnuovo’s fiction seems able to give us, paradoxically, a more realistic 

portrait of the Italian Jewry than the one offered, for instance, by Il Vessillo Israelitico 

and Il Corriere Israelitico. While the newspapers, framed by a pedagogic intention, took 

pains to portray the traits of what the “right” Jewish identity was supposed to be like, 

Castelnuovo’s work of imagination shows us instead the real contradictions—including a 

Jewish fascination with secularism and Catholic-clericalism—of the Italian Jewry’s real-

life experience in the new State. Through Castelnuovo’s novel, we can penetrate the 

mentality of a time period—forty years after the Breach of Porta Pia, when the heroism of 
                                                
1 Thus offering a very different fictional representation of the Jews, in comparison with 
Antonio Bresciani’s L’Ebreo di Verona or Carolina Invernizio’s L’orfana del ghetto, 
novels in which Jewish protagonists in the end decide to convert to Catholicism. 
2 The 1989 edition of I Moncalvo, published in Italian by Lucarini, is the only one that 
presents a critical preface, written by Giuliano Manacorda. The more recent versions are 
reprints of the 1908 original edition. 
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the Risorgimento has become bureaucratic compromise—from the particular point of 

view of a non-practicing Jew that reconstructs the fictional (but realistic) daily life of a 

generation and a culture that is his own. This generation and culture is progressively 

losing any positive value, including that of Judaism itself. In this unflinching portrait of 

the risks of assimilation stands the main merit of this novel, which, although not a classic, 

is a quality piece of literature worth considering here. 

The Moncalvos begins with Giorgio Moncalvo, a Jew, returning home to Rome 

(not Jerusalem) after a long period abroad. The Moncalvos moved to Rome many years 

prior to the start of the story from an undisclosed locality in Northern Italy in which 

maintaining Jewish orthodoxy was easier than in a metropolis. In Rome, it is easy to 

forget Jewish practices and faith to the point that some members of the family, attracted 

by the privileged social status of the very conservative and secluded Catholic aristocracy, 

begin to convert to Catholicism to crown their desire for glory.  

For different reasons, two branches of the Moncalvo family had already settled in 

Rome years before the narrated events. Gabrio Moncalvo is a businessman and banker 

who arrived in Rome after years spent in the Ottoman Empire, where he built his fortune. 

Gabrio and his brother Giacomo are described through the memories of Clara, their sister, 

who remembers them as children. Gabrio is ‘Stocky, with brown hair and a dark 

complexion, a profile that is distinctly Semitic; talkative, daring, rebellious to family and 

in school, and also eager to excel and ready to make up for his inability to apply himself 

with the readiness of his intelligence’ “Tarchiato, bruno di capelli e di carnagione, di 

profilo spiccatamente semitico; loquace, ardito, ribelle alla famiglia e alla scuola, e pur 
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smanioso di primeggiare e atto a supplir con la prontezza dell’ingegno alla deficienza 

dell’applicazione” (129). He lives in Palazzo Gandi with Mariannina, his flawed only 

daughter,3 and his ambitious wife Rachele. Rachele is interested in cultivating 

relationships with secluded circles of Roman nobility, so as to facilitate the marriage of 

Mariannina with don Cesarino Oroboni, one of their sickly impoverished offspring. 

Gabrio’s money and the mediation of the knight of Malta, count Ugolini-Ruschi, with 

whom Rachele maintains a love affair, and of mons. Paolo de Luchi, continuously praised 

by Rachele, will be instrumental in facilitating the marriage, despite the concern of don 

Cesarino’s mother, the countess Olimpia Oroboni. 

Giacomo Moncalvo is instead a mathematician who lives in Rome and works as a 

professor at the university, a reward for his innovative research after many years spent as 

an unknown school-teacher in the Veneto region. He is ‘pale, blond, tall, thin, with fine 

and delicate features, shy, patient, often taciturn, always studious’ “pallido, biondo, alto, 

sottile, di lineamenti fini e delicati, timido, paziente, spesso taciturno, sempre studioso” 

(129). A widower, he lives with his only son Giorgio, who has just returned from his 

academic training in Germany and is on his way to becoming a supposedly brilliant 

scholar, too. 

Both branches have completed the assimilation process in the nation state, 

                                                
3 According to Manacorda ‘she is the continuation and culmination of paternal 
opportunism and maternal ambition experienced as a passive but now convinced legacy 
that pushes her to marry without love and convert without faith.’ “essa è la continuazione 
e il coronamento dell’opportunismo paterno e dell’ambizione materna vissuti come una 
passiva ma ormai convinta eredità che la spinge a sposarsi senza amore e a convertirsi 
senza fede” (11). 
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forgetting the lived experience of Jewish life.  

The story is quite predictable and the plot linear, with a retrospective sequence 

covering the last two chapters of the novel. Returning to Rome after quite a long time 

spent abroad, particularly in Berlin, Giorgio meets by chance his cousin Mariannina. A 

reciprocal interest seems to arise. Attracted to Mariannina, Giacomo forgets his research 

as well as the special friendship with Frida, the sickly only daughter of professor 

Raucher, his research mentor in Berlin. While Giorgio wants to follow his passion, his 

father and his aunt Clara, the sister of Gabrio and Giacomo, discourage him from being 

led by his passion, clearly not requited by the self-centered Mariannina. Aunt Clara is the 

only person in the Moncalvo family who maintains a quite authentic connection with the 

Jewish tradition and the Jewish community, as will appear in the description of her 

funeral, transformed into a spectacular event by Gabrio, clearly against her wishes. The 

other character that tries to establish contact with the Moncalvos’ Jewish roots is Dr. 

Löwe. Through his Zionistic activism, Dr. Löwe wants not only to offer financial and 

possibly official support to Zionism, but he also wants to shake Gabrio Moncalvo’s 

bourgeois lifestyle, adding to the novel a historical reference to a different way to live 

Jewry, particularly in Eastern Europe. Opportunistic but cautious, Gabrio will support 

Zionism by paying money as a sign of deference to the banker baron Rothschild, a great 

supporter of the Zionist movement, but avoids any public support that could annoy his 

new clerical allies. 

Gabrio’s interest in developing powerful alliances with clericals and Rachele’s 

desire to be fully admitted to Roman high society will lead them to follow Mariannina in 
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her conversion to Catholicism. To be more precise, this further conversion is clearly 

alluded to at the end of the novel in the reflective sequence, but never narrated explicitly. 

After a discussion with Giorgio about the choices made by the other branch of the 

Moncalvo family and the sadness of Professor Raucher caused by the death of Frida, 

Giorgio realizes the unhappy condition of all the family members: ‘Such was the fate of 

the Moncalvos, perhaps envied by the world. Who had the glory, the wealth, the coat of 

arms, but not happiness’ “Tale la sorte dei Moncalvo, invidiati forse dal mondo. Chi 

aveva la gloria, chi la ricchezza, chi il blasone; la felicità non l’aveva nessuno” (210). 

The common destiny of unhappiness in the face of success unifies the seemingly diverse 

paths of the two branches of the Moncalvo family. 

It is not a coincidence that the novel highlights the so-called “cadet branch” of the 

Moncalvo family for the two last chapters of the novel. After the spectacular funeral 

organized by Gabrio, the description of Mariannina’s solemn baptism and marriage in the 

Papal Archbasilica of St. John Lateran followed by the simple rite in the city hall, and the 

sumptuous refreshments provided at Gabrio’s house, Giacomo’s thinking emerges — 

and, through this somewhat autobiographical character, Castelnuovo’s own worldview. 

Much like Castelnuovo, in fact, Giacomo Moncalvo pursues a philosophical skepticism 

about religion matched by tolerance for other people’s religious choices and for a lifelong 

dedication to research, instead of the lust for money and worldliness pursued with some 

variations by Gabrio, Rachele, and Mariannina. Castelnuovo reserves for his alter ego the 

last thought expressed in the novel. He implicitly invites the reader to follow Giacomo, 

moving from particular to general: 
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But from these private considerations, Giacomo Moncalvo moved further to more 
general and maybe even sadder considerations. This moral decay, which some of 
the Moncalvos were miserably demonstrating, was not at all an isolated 
phenomenon. Almost everywhere there was a lack of backbone, a shipwreck of 
beliefs, a cynical disregard of the heroic virtues of renunciation and sacrifice, a 
wild ride towards ephemeral honors and improvised wealth ... What does it matter 
that science extends its dominion over nature every day, who cares that every day 
the boundaries of knowledge become larger, if the man does not grow in goodness 
and dignity, but becomes smaller in a bigger world? 
 
Ma da queste considerazioni d’indole privata Giacomo Moncalvo si sollevava ad 
altre più generali e forse ancora più tristi. Non era, no, un fenomeno isolato questo 
sfacelo morale onde una parte dei Moncalvo dava così misero spettacolo. Quasi 
da per tutto un abbassamento dei caratteri, un naufragio delle convinzioni, un 
cinico disprezzo delle virtù eroiche della rinuncia e del sacrificio, una corsa 
sfrenata verso gli effimeri onori e le improvvisate ricchezze… Che importa che la 
scienza estenda ogni giorno il suo dominio sulla natura, che importa che ogni 
giorno i confini del sapere si allarghino, se l’uomo non cresce in bontà e in 
dignità, ma diventa più piccolo in un mondo più grande? (210) 
 

In this final consideration, the eldest surviving Moncalvo seems to recover Biblical 

wisdom, perhaps a secularized outcome of it, confirming Castelnuovo’s intention to 

reflect on historical transformations. The ethical consistency that has always 

characterized Giacomo’s life is fulfilled and overcome in his renewed forma mentis, 

disheartened, but at the same time calling for growth in goodness and dignity of each 

person. Giacomo’s approach remains a bourgeois one, but the borders of his thought are 

made porous and extended to a world facing significant historical changes. 

4.1 Critical Reception of the Novel 

The reception of The Moncalvos has been limited and particularly problematic in 

Jewish circles. Since the novel has not yet been translated, it has not been much 

commented on outside Italy. From an international Jewish perspective, the main attention 

seems to be the risk of assimilation. For instance, according to the Virtual Jewish Library: 
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After Italian unification (1870), Jewish authors began writing novels, then an 
undeveloped genre in Italy. Enrico Castelnuovo introduced an element of social 
concern in addition to the usual preoccupation with the romantic and decadent. In 
his novel I Moncalvo (1908), he depicts a Jewish family that has grown rich and, 
as some members of the family are absorbed into the upper class, the problems 
resulting from their abandonment of Jewish principles. (Sermoneta) 
 

In this account, the abandonment of Jewish principles in assimilated well-off families is 

what is at stake. Moreover, this description seems to indicate that only some members of 

the family are assimilated, while as a matter of fact the Moncalvos, even if in different 

ways, are all involved in the process of assimilation/integration, with the significant 

difference that only some of them will convert to Catholicism. 

Already in 1909, assimilation/integration is the main issue from a Jewish 

perspective. In line with the editorial perspective of Il Corriere Israelitico, i.e. the 

critique of assimilation, Dante Lattes criticizes The Moncalvos.4 However, as noted by 

Ferrara degli Uberti, the novel is in a certain sense praised by the editor of the Jewish 

journal, since it is utilized to portray precisely what a Jew should not do. According to 

Ferrara degli Uberti, the comment of Dante Lattes ‘praised the novel as being a faithful 

representation of the worst tendencies of the contemporary Jewish condition and, 

therefore, a sharp warning to future generations’ “elogiatore del romanzo in quanto 

rappresentazione fedele delle peggiori tendenze della condizione ebraica contemporanea 

e quindi monito alle nuove generazioni era tagliente” (80). Lattes adopts an ambivalent 

position. He wants to reward a novel written by a non-practicing Jew about Italian Jewry, 

but at the same time he needs to offer the correct interpretation of it. The warning for 

                                                
4 Dante Lattes. “‘I Moncalvo’. Romanzo di Enrico Castelnuovo.” In Il Corriere 
Israelitico 47, 10, 1909, p. 293. 
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future Jewish generations reveals the complexity of the novel from a Jewish perspective. 

Differently from many other Italian Jews, Castelnuovo has not lived the behavior 

described by Toscano as typical of the Italian Jewish “masses”:  

[The] compromise, a typical feature of Italian Jewish life, escaped the respect of 
many distinctive, identifying, and qualifying rituals signs, but then reaffirmed in 
practice its own Jewish identity, maybe ‘generic’ and often passive, exemplified 
by respect for the practice of circumcision. 
 
[Il] compromesso come elemento tipico delle vita ebraica italiana, la quale 
sfuggiva al rispetto di molti segni rituali distintivi, qualificanti e identificanti, ma 
ribadiva poi la propria identificazione ebraica di fatto, magari “generica” e 
frequentemente passiva, esemplificata dal rispetto per la pratica della 
circoncisione (Ebraismo 142) 
 

Indeed, as a non-practicing Jew, Castelnuovo, as well as his literary alter ego, is not one 

of the many assimilated/integrated Jews who has maintained a superficial connection 

with the Jewish community, practicing Jewish religion with an obsequious behavior to 

external formality. Despite his status—or perhaps because of it—Castelnuovo has 

thoughtfully depicted the ambiguities of his generation, offering us a genuine perspective 

behind the boundaries of clearly separated identities. The lukewarm ties of almost all the 

members of the Moncalvos with the Jewish community and, more generally, with Jewish 

mentality, was embarrassing and certainly not an exemplar for other Jews. It was also not 

useful in presenting a well-defined profile of the Jews to non-Jews.  

In his entry of the Dizionario biografico degli italiani (Biographic Dictionary of 

Italian People) Benito Recchilongo notes: 

Since the ideal oppositions result schematically in oppositions of characters, their 
behavior is almost always predictable and obvious. Moralism so easily falls into 
an oratory of feelings that is even more annoying for its generic and facile 
language. The good-natured humor of the minor characters does not go beyond 
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the taste of caricature. C[astelnuovo] never exceeds these and other artistic limits. 
In novels, they become even more eye-catching for the amplification of the 
situations. However, it is in the pages of some novels that are to be found 
interesting documents of the customs and ideological attitudes of Italian society of 
the late nineteenth century, of which C[astelnuovo] recorded many significant 
changes with the sense of observation of a journalist. 
 
Poiché le contrapposizioni ideali si traducono schematicamente in 
contrapposizioni di personaggi, il loro comportamento risulta quasi sempre 
prevedibile e scontato; così il moralismo cade facilmente in un’oratoria dei 
sentimenti che appare ancor più fastidiosa per il suo linguaggio generico e 
corrivo; mentre il bonario umorismo dei personaggi minori non va al di là del 
gusto della macchietta. Questi ed altri limiti artistici non sono mai superati dal C.; 
anzi nei romanzi diventano anche più vistosi per l’amplificazione delle situazioni; 
tuttavia proprio nelle pagine di alcuni romanzi vanno ricercati interessanti 
documenti del costume e degli atteggiamenti ideologici della società italiana della 
fine dell’Ottocento, di cui il C. registrava, col senso di osservazione di un 
giornalista, molti mutamenti significativi.  
 

While Recchilongo is very critical about the literary value of the novel, he does 

emphasize Castelnuovo’s ability, as a journalist, to represent not just society, but also its 

transformation. 

In his preface to The Moncalvos, Manacorda is more generous about the literary 

value of the novel, and he is particularly interested in problematizing the relationship 

between literature and historiography: 

Is it correct the position that [a number of critics] attribute to literature, and in 
particular to fiction—that literature has not just an artistic value, but a 
historiographical value, too? ... Maybe only a few other writers in Italy had this 
subaltern (but not without a specific validity) historiographical function, as Enrico 
Castelnuovo did. 
 
È giusta la tesi che attribuisce alla letteratura, e alla narrativa in particolare, 
oltreché un valore artistico anche un valore storiografico? … Forse pochi altri 
scrittori in Italia svolsero questa funzione di storiografia subalterna ma non priva 
di una sua specifica validità, quanto Enrico Castelnuovo. (9) 
 
In his positive response to the question, Manacorda looks at the contribution of 
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the novel to Jewish historiography, which he considers as being the specificity of this 

novel, otherwise one of many other works of bourgeois literature: 

What frees the novel from the cliché of so much bourgeois literature is its location 
within a Jewish family. First, it does not appear very often in other contemporary 
novels. Second, it is properly inscribed not only in a nominal situation but also in 
the reality of a European conflict between the European or global conflict, 
between the persistence of a far-from-solved anti-Semitism and the appearance of 
an already ideologically aggressive Zionism. The value of historiography that we 
recognized in the work of Castelnuovo finds here its most precise justification. 
 
Quello che sottrae il romanzo al cliché di tanta letteratura borghese è la sua 
collocazione all’interno di un nucleo familiare israelita che, in primo luogo, non 
appare assolutamente frequente in altri romanzi contemporanei e, in secondo 
luogo, viene correttamente inscritto non in una situazione puramente nominale ma 
nella realtà di un conflitto europeo o mondiale tra il permanere di un 
antisemitismo tutt’altro che smaltito e l’apparire di un sionismo già 
ideologicamente aggressivo. Quel valore storiografico che riconoscevamo 
all’opera di Castelnuovo trova qui la sua più precisa giustificazione. (11) 
 

While it is easy to agree with Manacorda’s considerations of the centrality of the 

historiographical value of the novel, it seems reductive to emphasize only anti-Semitism 

and racism as the two main topics in which Castelnuovo’s novel should present 

historiographical value, particularly for Jewish studies. Of course these topics, 

mainstream in traditional Jewish historiography, are present in the novel, but they are not 

particularly central in the novel. 

While Manacorda refers to Jewish history from mainly a literary angle, 

Cavaglion’s book review, published in the monthly Jewish journal La Rassegna mensile 

di Israel,5 further deepens the contextualization from both a literary and a Jewish 

                                                
5 Founded in 1925 in Rome by Dante Lattes and Alfonso Pacifici, it was suspended in 
1938 as a consequence of the Racial Laws, but it was published again in 1948, this time 
edited directly by the Union of Italian Jewish Communities. 
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perspective. Regarding the literary scenario, Cavaglion defines The Moncalvos as ‘a 

Jewish family saga, Malavoglia of the Jewish people in Rome under King Umberto … 

The Betrothed of 19th–20th century Judaism’ “la saga della famiglia Moncalvo, 

Malavoglia degli israeliti, nella Roma Umbertina … Promessi Sposi dell’ebraismo otto-

novecentesco” (172). The explicitly provocative comparison with both Giovanni Verga’s 

Malavoglia (1881) and Alessandro Manzoni’s The Betrothed (1827 first edition-1842 

final edition), i.e. masterpieces of Italian veristic and historical novels, respectively, 

invites the readers to consider I Moncalvo as one of the best efforts of Italian Jewish 

literature to compete with non-Jewish literary works. Of course, Cavaglion suggests 

reading these comments within the scope they were intended. While Cavaglion admits 

that The Moncalvos is not a masterpiece, he still provokes the reader with a multiplicity 

of allusions that include not just Verga and Manzoni, but also Alberto Moravia, another 

author of Italian literature with a Jewish legacy and Gabriele D’Annunzio. 

Cavaglion works on Moravia’s definition of Manzoni’s masterpiece as a true 

expression of Catholic realism: ‘if The Betrothed is the novel of “Catholic realism,” the 

Moncalvos are in some aspects the expression of a sort of “Jewish realism”’ “se i 

Promessi sposi sono il romanzo del ‘realismo cattolico,’ questi Moncalvo sono per certi 

aspetti l’espressione di una sorta di ‘realismo ebraico’” (16-17). All these literary 

references evoked by Cavaglion are instrumental in reading Castelnuovo’s work in 

particular and Italian Jewish intellectual production in the wider European culture more 

generally, trying to avoid two extremes: considering Italian Jewish writing as either 

“special” and as isolated from the wider literary context, or forgetting to consider them 
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within the scope of their literary world. 

In sum, the critical reception of The Moncalvos is consistent in underlining its 

historiographical contribution, particularly in reconstructing Jewish assimilation/ 

integration from an internal perspective. The following analysis of the novel, structured 

in several topical sections, will emphasize the literary representation of porous 

connections among Jewish, Catholic, and secular perspectives. As we will see, the 

protagonists of this novel are not only Jews, but also Catholics and secularists nostalgic 

for the Risorgimento and they represent the complexity of these interactions. Ambition 

and research of privileges plays a central role in the novel, but Italian society is also 

shown to reveal and cover its potential contradiction, particularly in Rome, a city that 

holds fascination for many in the novel and beyond. 

4.2 International Context & Foreign Languages 

Though The Moncalvos has not yet been translated into any other language, it 

makes use of a variety of languages within it. Through this tactic, Castelnuovo 

demonstrates his erudition in an attempt to be acknowledged as part of literary 

modernism. At the same time, he shows how integrated Italian Jews are able to establish 

consistent international exchange—particularly those Jews in the capital city of a nation 

state not particularly open to widespread international exchange.  

While it is impressive that Castelnuovo uses several words and sentences in 

different languages in the novel as a whole (always printed in italics or reported as a 

quote), each language is used for a particular purpose. English is utilized both for short 

conversations and for embodying ideas related to contemporary times and business. The 
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first person who speaks in English is Mariannina. She enters the scene in the first chapter 

of the novel (titled “A Villa Borghese”) speaking—or better yet, crying out—in English 

at the climax of Giorgio’s nostalgia for Germany and admiration for Italy and Rome in 

particular, as portrayed in a scene at Villa Borghese: 

Giorgio Moncalvo strolled the Villa for around a couple hours. ... But precisely 
when he, slowing his pace, was looking at the monument to Goethe—to his left, 
above a soft mound of earth, whitish green in between the crisp whiteness of the 
marble—his attention was distracted by the clatter of horses. The ride [was] 
composed of three women and a man ... The three women, in their long very 
elegant Amazonian dresses, were young and beautiful. Their companion, who 
seemed to be closer to fifty than forty years, looked elegant and aristocratic. 
Moncalvo drew back onto the roadside to let the group—which advanced at a 
good trot—to pass. But, to his astonishment, one of the riders, and precisely who 
had seemed the most beautiful and the youngest, made a gesture of joyful 
recognition and pulled away from her friends, crying out: 
—Go on; I’ll soon be with you. 
Then the same voice said to him, in perfect Italian: 
—Giorgio ... don’t we know each other? … don’t we greet each other? 
The beautiful unknown woman leaned on the saddle and, holding his hand gloved, 
she added with a slight hint of impatience: 
—Mariannina, come on ... Was it so difficult? … 
—Why this sorry madam ? … But what does it mean you are so changed, 
madam? … Why do you call me madam? 
He blushed, stammered, wracking his brain in vain in order to put two words 
together, humiliated at the thought of the miserable impression he made with this 
cousin whom he had not met for seven years; But she continued to smile at him 
encouragingly and benevolently, content with the admiration that she felt she had 
inspired in him. 
 
Giorgio Moncalvo girellava per la Villa da circa un paio d’ore. … Ma proprio 
mentr’egli, rallentando il passo, guardava alla sua sinistra, sopra un tenue rialzo di 
terra, il monumento a Goethe, biancheggiante fra il verde nel nitido candore dei 
marmi, la sua attenzione fu distratta da uno scalpitar di cavalli. La cavalcata [era] 
composta di tre donne e di un uomo … Le tre donne, elegantissime nei lunghi 
vestiti d’amazzoni, erano giovani e belle; il loro compagno, che mostrava d’esser 
più vicino ai cinquanta che ai quarant’anni, aveva aspetto signorile ed 
aristocratico. 
Moncalvo s’era tirato sul ciglio della strada per lasciar passare il gruppo che 
s’avanzava al buon trotto; ma qual fu la sua meraviglia quando una delle 
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cavallerizze, e precisamente quella che gli era parsa la più bella e la più giovane, 
fece un gesto festoso di riconoscimento e si staccò dagli amici gridando forte: 
– Go on; I‘ll soon be with you. 
Indi la stessa voce, rivolta a lui, continuò in perfetto italiano: 
– O Giorgio… non si conosce?... non si saluta? 
La bella incognita si chinò sulla sella e, tenendo la manina inguantata, soggiunse 
con un lieve accenno d’impazienza: 
– La Mariannina, via… Tanto ci vuole?...  
– Ma che scusi?... Ma che cosa significa quell’è tanto mutata?... O che mi daresti 
del lei! 
Egli arrossiva, balbettava, stillandosi invano il cervello per mettere insieme due 
parole, umiliato al pensiero della misera figura che egli faceva con questa cugina 
non riveduta da sett’anni; ella però seguitava a sorridergli incoraggiante, 
benevola, paga dell’ammirazione ch’ella sentiva d’avergli ispirata. (24-25) 
 

In this passage, two kinds of beauty and two different worldviews are countered. The 

classic beauty, combining the green of the park with the white of the marble statue of 

Goethe, contrasts with the vital and dynamic beauty of the women dressed in Amazonian 

dresses. Similarly, leisure time used for enjoying the natural rhythm (“Giorgio Moncalvo 

strolled the Villa for about a couple of hours”) is overtaken by a flexible but resolute 

time, “Go on; I‘ll soon be with you.” English is more suitable to convey a vitality that 

Giorgio does not know but is still fascinated by, as well as to discipline time, not to 

acquire an elitist concentration in research, but to establish agency, dynamism, and 

power. Used to communicating in German for the last seven years, Giorgio is initially 

convinced that the youngest and most beautiful of the three women is English, since we 

read that she, or rather, the same voice, continued to speak “in perfect Italian.” 

Mariannina is no less attracted by high society than her mother, and English 

words are a mark of that kind of fascination. For Rachele, high society is a justification 

for conjugal infidelity, as we learn from the narrator on the occasion of the official 
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meeting of Mariannina and Rachele with don Cesarino and the princess Olimpia in the 

Oroboni castle: ‘Someone insinuated that in her youth even the austere princess Olimpia 

had her weaknesses… And Rachele was quite willing to believe it, finding an excuse for 

her recent flirts, concluding that in the high life all people do the same’ “Perfino 

dell’austera principessa Olimpia si voleva far credere che in gioventù avesse avuto le sue 

debolezze… E la Rachele era dispostissima a crederlo, trovandoci una scusa alle sue 

scappatelle recenti, concludendo che nella high life tutti fanno lo stesso…” (98-99). 

Rachele is not able to speak English, but an English expression justifies any behavior and 

avoids any remorse. 

Mariannina has the same interest as her mother to enter high society, but she can 

do it more effectively because she is able to speak English, as proved by the meeting with 

Giorgio at Villa Borghese. Mariannina is a very close friend of Miss Lizzie May, the 

daughter of an American billionaire living in Rome, probably one of the other two 

women horse riding with Mariannina at Villa Borghese. Miss May is “very sorry indeed” 

(126) in hearing that Aunt Clara was very sick, the reason why Mariannina was not able 

to accept her invitation to drink tea at the Grand Hôtel. Later on, Miss May will send the 

biggest and richest garland for Aunt Clara’s funeral. Preparations for the sad event 

provide the opportunity for Mariannina, dressed in black, to introduce Miss May to 

Giorgio: 

Now let me introduce you to my friend,—added Mariannina.—Professor Giorgio 
Moncalvo, my cousin; Miss Lizzie May ... This professor is a little bit of a bear, 
but he can be mollified ... Address him in English, my dear. He can speak very 
well. 
—Oh, indeed? Said Miss May. And she exchanged a few words with the young 
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professor... 
 
Ora ti presento alla mia amica, – soggiunse la Mariannina. – Il professore Giorgio 
Moncalvo, mio cugino; miss Lizzie May… È un po’ orso questo professore, ma si 
ammansa… Address him in English, my dear. He can speak very well.  
– O indeed? Disse Miss May. E scambiò poche parole col giovane professore… 
(137) 
 

Thus, even Giorgio is able to communicate not just in German, but in English, too—and 

“very well,” according to Mariannina’s words, even if the reader cannot read any words 

pronounced by Giorgio, neither in this scene, nor anywhere else in the novel. Instead, 

Miss May, in the few lines in which we hear her voice, alternates between English and 

Italian, frequently using Italian to translate the English (138). Eventually, at the wedding 

reception, Miss May’s only comment will be “How interesting!” (188), turning off the 

faint spotlight on a caricature, portrayed only as being exaggeratedly well-off. 

English is also the language of finance, at least for specific words always reported 

in italics, intercalated by Gabrio’s peers in their conversations: “Among the businessmen 

the conversation took on a technical character. ... And if you can create a trust...—said 

the Baron Bernheim’ “Tra gli uomini d’affari la conversazione prendeva un carattere 

tecnico. … Se poi si fa il trust… – disse il barone Bernheim” (159). Businessmen switch 

to English, meaning that they are able to perfectly communicate in that language, 

precluding the majority of other people from understanding their business. 

If English helps several of the Moncalvos establish relations with the rich living 

in Rome, French words and sentences demonstrate the Moncalvos’ integration, culture, 

and richness. Mariannina speaks English with her friends but adopts a French expression 

to underline the alleged new status of her branch of the Moncalvos: 
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Giorgio Moncalvo, who was chatting with his cousin, in a window recess, could 
not repress a movement of wonder. … Mariannina guessed his thoughts. 
—Oh, my father no longer has the ideas he once had … There is nothing wrong 
with change when you change for the better. Au présent, nous sommes des gens 
rangés. [At present, we are ranked people, ed.]. 
 
Giorgio Moncalvo, che chiacchierava con sua cugina, nel vano di una finestra, 
non poté reprimere un moto di meraviglia. … La Mariannina indovinò il suo 
pensiero. 
– Oh, il babbo non ha mica più le idee che aveva una volta… Non c’è niente di 
male a cambiare quando si cambia in meglio. Au présent, nous sommes des gens 
rangés. (28).  
 

Mariannina considers change, in this case a change of political ideas from anticlericalism 

to clericalism, a positive fact if connected with improvement. “Au présent” a change is 

required, since her family, in her understanding, acquired a high rank, originated by 

Gabrio’s financial success and probably also by the equally ambitious agency of Rachele 

and Mariannina in creating a network of high-ranking relations. 

Even Aunt Clara knows at least some famous phrases in French: ‘The custodian 

gave other explanations, showing a skull pierced by a bullet.—What a pity!—Mrs. Clara 

whispered, clasping her hands. And he remembered the infamous phrase: Les Chassepots 

ont fait merveilles’ “La custode dava altre spiegazioni, mostrava un cranio forato da una 

palla. – Che pietà! – sussurrò la signora Clara giungendo le mani. E ricordò la frase 

tristemente celebre: Les Chassepots ont fait merveilles” (74). “The Chassepots rifles have 

done wonders” is the message sent by telegram by General de Fally to Napoleon III on 

November 3, 1867 to report the victory of Mentana against Garibadinian armies, whose 

aim was to conquer Rome. In this case, the most reserved character of The Moncalvos, 

the trait d’union between the two branches of the family, reveals her knowledge of 
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history, using an anecdote of the Italian union and also revealing a certain erudition to be 

able to remember and correctly apply a famous French sentence. 

Gabrio knows French very well and utilizes it to maintain international epistolary 

contacts, to make a good impression on other people and family members, and to justify 

his positions. The reader knows that ‘Moncalvo dictated a short letter in French to his 

secretary’ “Moncalvo dettò in francese una letterina al segretario” (63), which, by the 

way, is presented to the reader in Italian. While Rachele looks to English words to justify 

her infidelity, her husband utilizes French words for the same reason: ‘It is curious; until 

a few years ago I would not have doubted Rachele for all the gold in the world … as she 

would have had no reason to doubt me … Now, on the wane, this mutual faith is gone. 

Les Dieux s’en vont [The Gods have gone, ed.]’ “È curioso; fino a pochi anni fa non avrei 

dubitato della Rachele per tutto l’oro del mondo… com’ella non avrebbe avuto ragione di 

dubitare di me… Ora, sul tramonto, questa fede reciproca non c’è più… Les Dieux s’en 

vont” (175). Les Dieux s’en vont, D’Annunzio reste was the name of a famous series of 

literary articles written by Filippo Tommasi Marinetti6 between 1903 and 1907, published 

as a collection in 1908, the same year of the publication of The Moncalvos. The gods that 

go away are the musician Giuseppe Verdi and the poet Giosuè Carducci, both heroes—or 

gods—of the Italian Risorgimento. After the solemn funerals of Verdi and Caducci, in a 

certain sense the inspiration for the funeral of Gabrio’s sister Clara, there is only space 

for new life, the futurism of Marinetti, embodied by Gabriele D’Annunzio—D’Annunzio 

                                                
6 Marinetti was the author of the Manifesto of Futurism, written in 1908 and published in 
1909. 
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reste—or the life free from the constraints of conjugal love for Gabrio.  

In the same dialogue quoted above, part of a private exchange between Gabrio 

and Giacomo in the house of his brother, Gabrio adopts another French word: ‘Even if 

the machine of your brain stops, the work that you have accomplished remains; if it stops 

mine, what a debâcle!’ “Se pur la macchina del tuo cervello s’arresta, l’opera che hai 

compita rimane; se s’arresta la mia, che debâcle! (176). In this case, the French word is 

instrumental in arguing for his weakness in the case of this debacle, which could be 

interpreted either as a real concern that pushes the banker to accumulate even more 

wealth, or as a clever ploy to justify his lust for wealth before his brother and even before 

his own conscience. 

As in the dialogue between Mariannina and her cousin, French helps denote a 

high class or noble social status. If English words are used by businessmen, French words 

are utilized by others to denote the businessmen. Indeed, at the funeral of his sister, 

‘Gabrio would have preferred to see around the coffin of his sister the gros bonnets 

[bigwigs, ed.] of finance’ “Gabrio aveva preferito di vedere intorno alla bara di sua 

sorella I gros bonnets della finanza” (158). French is also the only thing that joins the 

entrepreneurial Jewish banker with the conservative Catholic nobleman don Cesarino: 

Caressing, Mariannina asks:—And how many kilometers…?—The banker 
interrupts—Calm down. The chauffer has orders not to exceed the speed of fifty 
miles per hour… For today I’m in charge… I hope that your husband will not be 
offended .... Never mind! Don Cesarino thinks with heartfelt tenderness of the old 
family’s landau, the old coachman, the two old bay horses that used to take about 
twenty-five minutes to drive him from his home to St. Peter. Instinctively, he 
closed his eyes, troubled by the vision of the unbridled motor race waiting for 
him. 
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 “Carezzevole, la Mariannina domanda: – E quanti kilometri…? – Calma, calma, 
– interrompe il banchiere. – Lo chauffer ha l’ordine di non superar la velocità di 
cinquanta kilometri all’ora… Per oggi comando io… Spero che tuo marito non se 
ne offenderà. … Si figuri! Don Cesarino pensa con accorata tenerezza al vecchio 
landau di famiglia, al vecchio cocchiere, ai due vecchi cavalli bai che solevano 
impiegar circa venticinque minuti per portarlo da casa sua a San Pietro, e chiude 
istintivamente gli occhi, turbato dalla visione della sfrenata corsa automobilistica 
che lo aspetta. (189). 
 

In this scene, Gabrio proudly announces his wedding gift, using it as an opportunity to 

affirm his power over his daughter even after the wedding, now extended to his son-in-

law. Gabrio obliges his son-in-law to abandon the quiet coach rides for more daring rides. 

Only the common reference to French words, chauffer and landau, unites Gabrio and don 

Cesarino. 

Tradition, indeed, is valued by Gabrio, provided that it does not curb his plans. It 

is a sign of distinction, like the ability to embed Latin quotes in his arguments, 

reminiscent of his high school education. As a scholar, even if he is a mathematician, 

Giacomo is more acquainted with Latin than his busy brother: 

—You are philosophers,—resumed the commendadore, to mitigate the effect of 
the words pronounced earlier,—and it is a nice quality that I admire… in other 
people… Multa petentibus desunt multa [those who ask more, they miss more, 
ed.]… I have not entirely forgotten my Latin. Laughing, the professor completed 
the quote: 
—Bene est cui deus obtulit, parca, quod satis est, manu [Happy is he to whom 
god has given enough with sparing hand, ed.]. 
 
– Voi siete filosofi, – riprese il commendadore, per mitigar l’effetto delle parole 
pronunziate prima, – ed è una bella qualità ch’io ammiro… negli altri… Multa 
petentibus desunt multa… Non ho dimenticato interamente il mio latino. 
Il professore completò ridendo la citazione: 
– Bene est cui deus obtulit, parca, quod satis est, manu. (33). 
 

Giacomo laughs upon hearing this unexpected quote, a verse from Horace’s Carmina 
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(Book III, 16. 42), but he is able to reply in kind, completing the quote, offering, in this 

way, a different meaning to the whole reference. Giacomo argues that he and his family, 

including his wife Lisa, who had died years earlier and is described in the novel in a few 

lines early on, are happy and do not need to ask for help from the richest brother. In this 

way, he takes revenge on his brother and demonstrates that he is not only a 

mathematician, but a philosopher as well.  

Another time in the novel Gabrio uses his Latin reminiscences to argue with his 

brother: ‘If you were in my shoes! ... In high school they taught us that Fata trahunt [The 

fates lead, ed.]. We are slaves to our fate’ “Se tu fossi ne’ miei panni!... Fata trahunt, 

c’insegnavano in liceo. Siamo schiavi del nostro destino” (176). Gabrio employs this 

reference, which recurs several times in different Latin authors, to justify his actions, 

leaving his fate in the hands of destiny. 

Mons. de Luchi never speaks Latin in the novel, but the narrator uses a Latin 

expression embedded in an Italian sentence to describe him: ‘don Paolo understands that, 

for a time at least, the old patrician did not forgive the role he played in the marriage … 

But non est hic locus [this is not the (right) place, ed.], and to avoid the threatened 

discharge of electricity at an inopportune time, he cautiously retires’ “don Paolo capisce 

che, per un certo tempo almeno, la vecchia patrizia non gli perdonerà la parte da lui avuta 

in quel matrimonio … Ma non est hic locus, e per evitare in momento inopportuno la 

minacciata scarica d’elettricità, egli si ritira prudentemente” (186). A certain use of Latin 

and a degree of prudence are naturally connected with a Catholic prelate. The fact that it 

is not the priest but the narrator that uses Latin confers to those words the power to define 
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the character: in the third Rome, after the end of the second Rome, the Rome of Popes, a 

Catholic priest is familiar with the living rooms of well-off Catholic and Jewish families 

of the capital, such as the Orobonis and the Moncalvos. He is able to identify the right 

place and moment to act on and reach his goals. This means that even though the 

Catholic Church has changed strategies and language, it is still able to act according to 

the diplomatic legacy of ancient Rome. 

German also has a role in the novel, being the mother tongue of Frida and Dr. 

Löwe. Since the beginning, the sickly Frida enters the scene indirectly, different from 

Mariannina: 

He walked slowly. From the top of his Corinthian capital, the statue of Goethe 
looked down on Rome. At the base of the monument, Mignon, leaning into the 
harpist, seemed to be murmuring the song repeated so often by Frida: 

Kennst du das Land wo die Citronen blühn, 
Im dunkeln Laub die Gold-Orangen glühn…? 
[Do you know the land where the lemon trees bloom, 

 In the dark leaves the golden oranges glow...?, ed.] 
 
E s’avviò lentamente. Dall’alto del suo capitello corinzio la statua di Goethe 
guardava Roma; alla base del monumento, Mignon appoggiata all’arpista 
sembrava mormorare la canzone ripetuta così spesso da Frida: 

Kennst du das Land wo die Citronen blühn, 
Im dunkeln Laub die Gold-Orangen glühn…? (26) 
 

The beginning of the quoted poem, written by Goethe in 1795, evokes in the mind of the 

reader of the grand tour, ending in Italy, which Goethe also toke part in. A lifeless status 

is actually a prophetic sign of Frida’s only words, unspoken but written and designed to 

be read after her death: ‘Frida had written, and the writing seemed more uncertain, more 

shaky than usual: “Letzer Gruss.” Farewell! And certainly that greeting was for him, for 

Giorgio, and this short phrase was the last that the tired hand of Frida had traced’ “Frida 
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aveva scritto, e la scrittura pareva più incerta, più tremante del solito: ‘Letzer Gruss.’ 

Ultimo saluto! E certo quel saluto era per lui, per Giorgio, e la piccola frase era l’ultima 

che la mano stanca di Frida aveva vergata” (197). The language of Romanticism echoes 

in Giorgio’s memory, but it is not so compelling as to shape his life back in Rome. 

The other character that is associated with German is Dr. Löwe, the apostle of 

Zionism. While the faint voice of Frida is evoked by a statue and by a written farewell 

read after her death, the apostle of Zionism employs German to transmit the basic 

meaning of Zionism, which needs an explication in Italian to convey its native meaning: 

What is essential is to provide a stable home for those who have no country ... 
what we Germans say Heimstätte eine für die Heimatlosen [a home for the 
homeless, ed.]... And mind you. In using the word Heimstätte (venue, home) we 
put aside the political concept ... To that extent, there is no reason for these 
suspicions to exist, and our company cannot appear other than highly 
philanthropic and civil. 
 
L’essenziale è di procurare una sede stabile a quelli che non hanno patria… ciò 
che noi Tedeschi diciamo eine Heimstätte für die Heimatlosen… E badi. Usando 
il vocabolo Heimstätte (sede, dimora) noi mettiamo da parte il concetto politico… 
In questi limiti le diffidenze non hanno più ragion d’essere, e la nostra impresa 
non può on apparire altamente filantropica e civile. (53). 
 

What is striking here is that even Dr. Löwe does not use any Hebrew or Yiddish terms. 

While a translation of a Jewish or Yiddish word could have been provided in place of the 

German Heimstätte, either by a character or by the narrator, it was not. Instead, Hebrew 

or Yiddish are given no space in this novel, which uses an abundance of English, French, 

Latin, and German words and sentences to convey a plurality of meanings. This total 

absence of Hebrew and Yiddish in a novel written by a Jew and about a Jewish family, 

invites the reader to analyze two other topics: first, the role of Palestine, the Holy Land, 
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and Zionism; and second, the broader conception of religion, Judaism, and Catholicism in 

the novel. 

4.3 Jerusalem, Palestine, Zionism, and the Holy Land 

Despite the absence of Hebrew and Yiddish words, Jerusalem, Palestine, and the 

Holy Land are evoked more than once in the novel from different perspectives. Dr. Löwe 

envisions a Jewish Palestine in line with the Zionist perspective. Don Cesarino envisions 

his pilgrimage to the Holy Land that will be realized on his honeymoon, since 

Mariannina dreams of visiting the Holy Land, too. However, Mariannina imagines her 

worldly visit to the Holy Land as consisting of a wonderful stay in the grand Hotel of 

Jerusalem. The knight of Malta, Count Ugolini-Ruschi, provides don Cesarino with 

contacts and letters of recommendation for the Holy places. Apart from the worldly plan 

imagined by Mariannina, none of the Moncalvos are interested in Jerusalem or Palestine 

as either a place to discover their roots or as an ending point, for them or for other Jews. 

We already know that Dr. Löwe obtains only Gabrio’s financial support and not 

an open endorsement of the Zionist agenda. Dr. Löwe would like Gabrio to be the 

president of the Zionist Committee in Rome; he hopes at least that the prominent banker 

will appear as a member of the local committee (55). Gabrio refuses to be president and 

says that he will think about the possibility of being part of the committee, but of course 

he says this to be polite to a person esteemed by baron Rothschild. 

Dr. Löwe is not just a propagandist of Zionism: he is also a devout orthodox Jew. 

Unlike, Gabrio, he is strictly committed to Kashrut: 

—And where are you staying? 
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—The traveling salesman of Zionism named a very modest inn, in the old Rome, 
conducted by an Israelite. 
—I would like to have you one day as my table companion,—said Moncalvo, 
certain that the other would not accept the invitation.—Tomorrow? ... The day 
after tomorrow? 
—Thank you ... I take all my meals at the inn,—the doctor replied, bowing, as 
rigid orthodoxy did not allow him to sit at a table where the foods were not 
prepared according to Jewish prescriptions. 
 
– E dove alloggia?  
– Il commesso viaggiatore del Sionismo nominò una locanda assai modesta, nella 
vecchia Roma, condotta da un Israelita. 
– Io vorrei averla un giorno mio commensale, – disse Moncalvo, certo che l’altro 
non avrebbe accettato l’invito. – Domani?… Posdomani? 
– Grazie… Faccio tutti i miei pasti all’albergo, – rispose, inchinandosi, il dottore a 
cui la rigida ortodossia non permetteva di sedere a una tavola ove i cibi non 
fossero apparecchiati all’uso giudaico. (57) 
 

The vague reference to a very modest inn in the old city contrasts with the extravagance 

of Gabrio’s house, but it is also a sign of the marginal role of rigid orthodoxy in Rome—

at least from Castelnuovo’s point of view. 

The uncomfortable topic of Jewish practice is connected with an even more 

uncomfortable topic: the shame of being a Jew. This topic emerges a few lines earlier: 

Fixing his eyes on the face of Moncalvo, who had very marked Jewish features, 
the doctor hastily interrupted him, saying: —You do not have to doubt that the 
Jew always stands out. Anyway, Lord Baron [Rothschild, ed.] assured me that 
you are not one of those who are ashamed of their origins.—There is nothing to 
be ashamed of, said the commendatore, a bit annoyed. But this is something 
different; it is quite different to take an active part in the committees.’ 
 
– Non dubiti che l’Ebreo lo si distingue sempre, – interruppe vivamente il dottore 
fissando gli occhi in viso a Moncalvo che aveva il tipo semitico pronunziatissimo. 
– A ogni modo, il signor barone mi assicurava che lei non è di quelli che si 
vergognano delle proprie origini. – Non c’è nulla da vergognarsi, replicò il 
commendatore un po’ infastidito. Ma altr’è questo, altr’è prendere una parte attiva 
nei Comitati.” (56) 
 

Gabrio is in a situation in which his Jewish roots can be considered an undesirable 
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burden. However, Castelnuovo shows that he has no qualms about raising this issue. He 

does not provide a final conversion for the sake of Jewish pride, as will happen, for 

instance, in E.D. Colonna’s ישראל (Israele), a novel written in 1915.7 In that novel, 

Rachele, the female protagonist, will move from an initially devout youth to an 

intermediate assimilation, corrupting her life to the point of betraying her husband by 

flirting with a Catholic military official, to a final proud return to Jewish practice. In The 

Moncalvos, instead, Jewish rhetorical pride is replaced by a quite neutral depiction of 

events, at times accompanied by (Jewish) humor. For instance, humor appears in the 

description of the orthodox Jew Dr. Löwe: “[f]ixing his eyes on the face of Moncalvo, 

who had very marked Jewish features.” 

While, in principle, Castelnuovo has no intention of proposing a model of thought 

and conduct to be emulated, his character Dr. Löwe does. Dr. Löwe warns Gabrio about 

the precariousness of legal dispositions and attitudes towards the Jews in liberal Western 

European States. The Zionistic vision of a ‘home for the homeless’ “Heimstätte eine für 

die Heimatlosen” (53) is presented as the only solution to the problem of anti-Semitism: 

His testimony was short and clear. He was one of the leaders of the Zionist 
movement and was traveling around Europe to proselytize his idea and ensure the 
triumph with both material and moral aids. German by birth, he had lived a long 
time in Galicia, Russia, and Romania, he had seen with his own eyes the 
persecutions perpetrated against the Jews, and he had to persuade himself about 
the deep roots that anti-Semitism has had in those countries. Even if the 
legislation was changed and legal limitations against the Jewish race were 
abolished, and governments would become as favorable as they are now contrary, 
things would remain more or less the same as before… for the masses the sole 

                                                
7 Although the comparison between ישראל and The Moncalvos would be interesting, 
particularly for the Jewish representation of Catholic characters in the two novels, ראליש 
was written in a time period following the period examined by this study. 
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remedy would be abandonment of inhospitable lands and the formation of a 
Jewish State in places where the ruins of the temple are, the biblical traditions, 
memories of glory and the grief of the people … 
 
La sua deposizione fu breve e chiara. Egli era uno dei capi del movimento sionista 
e girava l’Europa per far proseliti alla sua idea e assicurarne il trionfo con aiuti 
materiali e morali. Tedesco di nascita, egli aveva vissuto a lungo in Galizia, in 
Russia, in Rumenia, aveva visto coi propri occhi le persecuzioni a cui gli Ebrei 
sono fatti segno, e s’era dovuto persuadere delle profonde radici che ha in quei 
paesi l’antisemitismo, onde, quand’anche la legislazione mutasse e fossero abolite 
le inabilità giuridiche che pesano sulla razza giudaica e i Governi le diventassero 
altrettanto favorevoli quanto le sono ora contrari, le cose resterebbero su per giù 
quelle di prima… Unico rimedio l’abbandono in massa delle terre inospitali e la 
formazione di uno Stato ebreo nei luoghi ove sono le rovine del tempio, le 
tradizioni bibliche, i ricordi delle glorie e dei lutti del popolo. (52) 
 

Dr. Löwe is, of course, a fictional character, but his missionary zeal and leadership—not 

his religious orthodoxy—is reminiscent of Theodor Herzl. The historic leader of Zionism 

visited Rome in 1903, trying to obtain not only the support of his fellow Jews, but 

perhaps even more importantly diplomatic support among non-Jews, including, even if 

unsuccessfully, Pius X. As it was shown in the novel, in reality, the tragic experience of 

Eastern Jews cannot be ignored by their Western brothers and by the world at large. 

Much like Herzl, Dr. Löwe, ‘with a warm and convincing inflection’ “con accento 

caloroso e convinto” (52), charged Jews with the responsibility of spreading the word of 

Zionism, which was often embarrassing for Italian Jews, who were committed to 

demonstrating their italianità: 

I know, I know… you, Jews of the West, do not realize the true state of affairs… 
You have conquered all civil rights, you can become judges, generals, ministers… 
But you shouldn’t deceive yourselves… 
Israel has not fulfilled its mission in the world…  
For the moment we are satisfied with what can be done… the resurrection of the 
kingdom of Israel is a beautiful dream that will come true in time… Now it is 
only to help the persecuted brothers, obtaining for them a piece of land where 
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they can live in peace and worship their God… If not a State, it will be a colony; 
if not in Palestine, it will be elsewhere… I do not belong to the hard-liners. We 
will study the proposals that will be made… including that of Uganda, which, 
from England, seems to be proposing a solution. 
 
Lo so, lo so… Loro Ebrei dell’Occidente non si rendono conto del vero stato delle 
cose… Hanno conquistato tutti i diritti, possono diventare magistrati, generali, 
ministri… Ma non s’illudano troppo… 
Israele non ha compiuto la sua missione nel mondo… 
pel momento accontentiamoci di quello che si può… La resurrezione del regno 
d’Israello è un bel sogno che si avvererà col tempo… Ora non si tratta che di 
soccorrere i fratelli perseguitati ottenendo per essi un lembo di terra ove possano 
vivere in pace e adorare il loro Iddio… Se non sarà uno Stato, sarà una colonia, se 
non sarà in Palestina, sarà altrove… Io non appartengo agli intransigenti. 
Studieremo le proposte che ci verranno fatte… compresa quella dell’Uganda, che 
sembra ci si voglia fare dall’Inghilterra. (52-53) 
 

The reference to the Uganda Proposal (or Uganda Scheme)—at that time Uganda was a 

protectorate of the British Empire—is also a reference to Herzl. At the Sixth Zionist 

Congress celebrated in Basel in 1903, Uganda was suggested as an option to replace 

Palestine, though one not favored by intransigent Zionists. Here, then, Castelnuovo not 

only demonstrates his knowledge of the internal complexity of the Zionist movement, but 

also his awareness of the uncertain European scenario opened up by the Dreyfus Affair, 

which is in the background of this passage, too. Herzl radically changed his perspective, 

becoming an undisputed leader of Zionism after reporting on the Dreyfus Affair as a 

correspondent for Neue Freie Press. Similar to Herzl, as a secular Jew and as a journalist, 

Castelnuovo must have been impressed by the Dreyfus Affair, and the expression “But 

don’t deceive yourself” followed by an ellipsis appears as a warning to integrated Jews, a 

foreshadowing of a certain displacement of Italian Jews of the Belle Époque. 

Cavaglion distances himself from Manacorda’s interpretation by rehabilitating Dr. 
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Löwe as a character who offers a connection with history: 

The surprising appearance of a spokesperson petitioning for national statehood for 
central European Judaism is one of the points where the historical narrative of 
Castelnuovo is particularly timely and effective: the sense of disorientation that 
affects Moncalvo in front of this novelty is probably authentic and perhaps 
autobiographical. 
 
[L]’apparizione sorprendente di un portavoce delle istanze nazionali 
dell’ebraismo centro-europeo è uno dei punti in cui la narrazione storica di 
Castelnuovo si fa particolarmente puntuale ed efficace: il senso di spaesamento 
che colpisce i Moncalvo davanti a tale novità è probabilmente autentico e, forse, 
autobiografico. (173) 
 

Distancing himself from Dr. Löwe’s standpoint, Gabrio quickly removes the sense of 

disorientation underlined by Cavaglion. He opens his wallet to get rid of the apostle of 

Zionism. In this way, he can continue his busy day without indirectly disappointing baron 

Rothschild. 

Don Cesarino, Mariannina, and Ugolini-Rushi evoke another Palestine: that of 

Christian pilgrimages to the Holy Land. As with Zionism, different perspectives are 

portrayed. For Zionism, these differences, such as religious vs. secular or Palestine vs. 

Uganda, were part of a single movement that subsequent history will consecrate as 

successful. For the Holy Land, different worldviews, only superficially related to each 

other, reveal different faces of the Land. It is possible to say that, even at that time, 

Jerusalem is one, none, and one hundred thousand— borrowing from Luigi Pirandello’s 

homonymous novel published in 1926. Moreover, Palestine is embedded in a holy past, a 

living but also touristic present, and an ambitious future. The few religious orthodox Jews 
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already present at that time8 fought for the reconstruction of the temple, Christian 

pilgrims were looking for the footsteps of Jesus of Nazareth and his first disciples, and 

modern Zionists envisioned their futuristic plans.9 

Count Ugolini-Ruschi represents an interest in Palestine that is comparable and 

opposite to Zionist’s interest in the Land. The young, dynamic, and bourgeois network of 

Zionism, a contemporary movement ideally connected with (secularized) biblical roots in 

many cases,10 is implicitly countered by the ancient, subdued, and noble network of 

orders of chivalry, a still living Medieval institution. Zionist Dr. Löwe uses letters of 

recommendation to be received by Gabrio, while count Ugolini-Ruschi uses letters of 

recommendation to open the doors of secluded places in the Holy Land. Castelnuovo 

portrays Palestine as a mysterious place with many faces, which arouses different and 

mostly incompatible expectations. 

Caught between a serious and comic style, the dialogue between Don Cesarino 

and Mariannina is a perfect example of how the same Land is viewed from completely 

different perspectives: 

Have You traveled a lot? 
—Very much ... since I was a little girl. 
Travel must be nice—sighed Don Cesarino.—I would like to go to the Holy Land. 

                                                
8 The novel is written between the “First Aliyah” that happened at the end of the 19th 
century, before political Zionism, and the “Second Aliyah,” mostly from Russia, that 
happened before WW1. 
9 Manacorda insists on the historiographical value of the novel in which a convinced 
Zionism emerges (11). 
10 Introducing a collection of Zionistic documents, Anita Saphira notes that “although its 
[Zionist, ed.] rhetoric adopted a secular stance, the motivation and emotions aroused were 
inherently religious” (Reinharz and Saphira 16). The question is probably more complex 
and certainly pursued in different ways by Zionist authors. 
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—Oh, that would be my dream—Mariannina said with an enthusiasm that seemed 
sincere. 
But the prince looked at her somewhat amazed. What appeal could have it to her, 
the reprobate, the descendant of those who crucified Christ? 
Also, rearranging with an effort of memory and intelligence his incomplete 
knowledge of sacred history, he thought that she, too, was linked to those places 
by the traditions of their ancestors, by the piety of her temple that had been 
destroyed, of her people that had been scattered. 
 
– Ha viaggiato molto? 
– Molto… da bambina in su. 
Dev’essere bello viaggiare, – sospirò don Cesarino. – Io vorrei andare in Terra 
Santa. 
– Oh, quello sarebbe il mio sogno, – esclamò la Mariannina con un entusiasmo 
che pareva sincero. 
Ma il principe la guardò alquanto meravigliato. Che fascino poteva avere su di lei, 
la reproba, la discendente dei crocifissori di Cristo? 
Pure, riordinando con uno sforzo di memoria e d’intelligenza le sue monche 
cognizioni di storia sacra, pensò che anch’ella era legata a quei luoghi dalle 
tradizioni degli avi, dalla pietà del suo tempio che era stato distrutto, del suo 
popolo che era stato disperso. (100) 
 

For don Cesarino, the Holy Land is an imagined Holy Land that one would visit in order 

to view Jesus’s traces. He is totally unaware of a truly Jewish perspective on the Land, 

and is thus astonished by Mariannina’s interest. It is only upon consideration, “with an 

effort of memory and intelligence” that he tries to find an answer, projecting onto her the 

classical replacement theology (supersessionism), the radicalization of Augustine’s 

answer to the existence of the Jews after the New Covenant. Mariannina, in this regard, is 

the reprobate and descendant of those who crucified Christ. Soon after, however, don 

Cesarino moves from the stereotypical Catholic understanding of Judaism to the equally 

traditional solution: conversion. Don Cesarino conceives of conversion as the only 

solution, as he is interested in the spiritual salvation of the young woman that he will then 

be able to marry. As he is an impoverished prince and she a wealthy heiress, they will get 
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married soon—an event orchestrated by those around them. Despite don Cesarino’s effort 

to adapt his conservative religious thought to get closer to Mariannina, he does not 

understand what is going on; Mariannina’s enthusiasm is not at all thinking in religious 

(Jewish) terms, but in wordily ones: 

In truth, don Cesarino attributed an absolutely fantastic meaning to the emphatic 
exclamation of the rich heiress. Neither the memories of the pavilions of Jacob, 
nor those of the temple of Solomon were part of her enthusiasm for Palestine. Her 
curiosity was moved by a worldly spoiled childhood, in search of ever new and 
different emotions. Certainly, in Jerusalem she would not have joined the ranks of 
some fanatics sobbing every Friday on the ruins of the Sanctuary. She would have 
not, like the modern Zionists, studied on site the building plan of the capital of a 
new Kingdom of Israel. Rather, sitting around the roundtable of the Grand Hôtel, 
studiously concealing her origins, she would have made arrangements for trips to 
Jericho, the Jordan, and the Dead Sea with the English Ladies coming from Cook. 
 
In verità, don Cesarino attribuiva all’esclamazione enfatica della ricca ereditiera 
un significato assolutamente fantastico. Nell’entusiasmo di lei per la Palestina non 
entravano né i ricordi dei padiglioni di Giacobbe, né quelli del tempio di 
Salomone. La sua era una curiosità tutta mondana di fanciullezza viziata, in cerca 
d’impressioni sempre nuove e diverse. A Gerusalemme ella non si sarebbe certo 
unita alla schiera di fanatici che singhiozzano ogni venerdì sulle rovine del 
Santuario, non avrebbe, come i moderni Sionisti, studiato sul posto il piano 
edilizio della capitale d’un nuovo Regno d’Israello, ma, seduta sulla tavola 
rotonda del Grand Hôtel, dissimulando studiosamente le sue origini, avrebbe, con 
le inglesi di Cook, preso gli accordi per le gite a Gerico, al Giordano, al Mar 
Morto. (100) 
 

This passage illustrates Castelnuovo’s sharp-witted psychological analysis. Jerusalem and 

Palestine appeal to these completely different groups for completely different reasons, 

and they are unable to understand each other. Therefore, don Cesarino’s inability to 

understand Mariannina’s enthusiasm probably refers not only to the incompatibility of 

worldviews between the future spouses, but also to the limitations of non-dialogic 

religious approaches. Don Cesarino’s apologetic “incomplete knowledge of sacred 
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history” as a complement for an unquestioned supersessionism is pared by an ironic, if 

not offensive, note regarding “some fanatics sobbing every Friday on the ruins of the 

Sanctuary.” Both descriptions are unappealing: for the Christian women at the Grand 

Hôtel and for the “modern Zionists, studying on site the building plan of the capital of a 

new Kingdom of Israel.” The narrator suggests that don Cesarino would make an effort to 

understand Mariannina, while she would make an effort to “studiously conceal her 

origins” when she joins “the English Ladies coming from Cook” in their touristic plans in 

the holy places. 

In this passage, and throughout the novel, Mariannina neither manifests any pride 

in her Jewishness, nor expresses any conflict of conscience about her conversion. 

Notwithstanding her personal behavior and self-understanding, she is a Jew, born into a 

Jewish family, despite the “wishy-washy” meaning of that belonging due to the family’s 

integration. Don Cesarino views her as a Jew, but the issue can be solved in a 

“traditional” manner: envisioning her conversion. This solution will respond to the 

material interests of both families—financial security for the Orobonis and an alleged full 

acceptance into high society and in clerical circles for one branch of the Moncalvos. 

4.4 Religion, Judaism, and Catholicism  

The Moncalvos puts its finger on mixed marriages and conversions motivated by 

material interests, a reality experienced by some wealthy Italian Jewish families, not 

unlike the situation in other European countries. However, more than once, the novel 

invites the reader to reflect on the impact of the French revolution and Italian unification 

on Judaism, Catholicism, and their complicated interactions. 
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The conversion of wealthy Italians from Judaism to Catholicism was not 

uncommon, and sometimes even Jewish journals reported on them. Two years before the 

publication of The Moncalvos, Il Corriere Israelitico reported on the baptism of 

Giuseppe Treves: 

The baptism of the son of Senator Baron Treves—The Tribuna of September 26 
reports of a telegram from Padua on 25 at 5:00 pm: in the Graces parish church in 
Este, officiating mons. Dal Mutto, the young Mr. Giuseppe Treves de’ Bonfili—
son of Baron comm. Alberto, Senator of the Kingdom—converted to Catholicism. 
A few relatives and friends of the noble family Treves were present. 
 
Il battesimo del figlio del Senatore Barone Treves. – La ‘Tribuna’ del 26 
Settembre reca in un telegramma da Padova, 25, ore 17: nella chiesa parrocchiale 
delle Grazie in Este, officiante mons. Dal Mutto, il giovane sig. Giuseppe Treves 
de’ Bonfili, figlio del barone comm. Alberto, Senatore del Regno, - si è convertito 
alla religione cattolica. Erano presenti pochi parenti e amici della nobile famiglia 
Treves. (“Notiziario – Italia – Battesimo”).11 
 

What is striking is the absence of any stance taken by the Jewish journal. Baptism was 

not an isolated phenomenon in Italy and in other European countries. Since the 

announcement was presented among other national news items, it is understandable that a 

comment is not provided. However, the decision to publish this announcement among the 

news items is not accidental. For this very prestigious family, comments are omitted, 

presumably to avoid a clear break with influential people who could continue to be aware 

                                                
11 Incidentally, this news item was denied in the following issue: ‘The son of Baron 
Treves was not baptized—They send us from Padua: ‘You can flatly deny the news you 
reported in the Tribuna of Rome, that the son of Baron Treves went to the Sefer in 
Venice on the day of Chippur’ “Il figlio del Barone Treves non si è battezzato – Ci 
mandano da Padova: ‘Potete smentire recisamente la notizia da voi riportata dalla 
Tribuna di Roma che il figlio del Barone Treves si è recato il giorno di Chippur a Sefer a 
Venezia” (“Notiziario – Italia, – Il figlio”). Notwithstanding, even in this case, the journal 
remains neutral without either trying to clarify what really happened—if Giuseppe Treves 
was baptized or not—or taking a position on the issue of conversion. 
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of the needs of the Jewish minority. Apparently, the phenomenon of Catholic conversions 

reveals a double standard in the Italian Jewish milieu. On the one hand, Jewish journals 

portrayed the ideal of the perfect Jew. The good Jew has to be integrated into the national 

culture, but still practices and is proud of his or her Jewishness, with no desire to convert 

to Catholicism. On the other hand, the (open) condemnation of a notable Jew is avoided, 

due to the implicit assumption that even notable Jews who have converted to Catholicism 

still remain a resource, being called upon to not forget their Jewish origins and blood ties.  

In The Moncalvos, the phenomenon of conversions is not just reported, such as in 

the news item published in Il Corriere Israelitico, but is examined more complexly. In a 

time when religious mixed marriages were not yet allowed, conversions were a 

requirement for a religious celebration, precisely as in Mariannina’s case. Indeed, Gabrio, 

in a dialogue with his wife about the upcoming marriage of Mariannina, uses the juridical 

expression ‘clause of conversion’ “clausola della conversione” (The Moncalvos 81). The 

discussion moves deeper, involving their possible conversion and the reasons that could 

affect this decision: 

Slowly, slowly! Her husband prudently said, doing with his hands the gesture of 
someone who wants to stop somebody.—I admit on this point you should settle 
for Mariannina … If for her baptism is a sine qua non for a great marriage, let her 
be baptized. But Mariannina is different from us, and we are different from 
Mariannina. Ms. Rachele twisted her mouth with the grimace of a person 
disgusted.—It’s the first time that I see you committed to your religion. Gabrio 
Moncalvo smiled pityingly.—I am committed neither to mine, nor to that 
[religion] of the others. Precisely for that [reason] I do not even feel the need to 
convert myself.—But I feel this need—Mrs. Rachele exclaimed impetuously.—I 
feel that I would bring to the new faith all the ardor of the neophyte. 
 
Adagio, adagio! Disse prudentemente il marito, facendo con le mani il gesto di 
chi vuol fermare qualcheduno. – Che su questo punto si debba transigere per la 
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Mariannina, lo ammetto… Se il battesimo è per lei condizione sine qua non di un 
grande matrimonio lasciamo pure che si battezzi. Ma altro è la Mariannina, altro 
siam noi. La signora Rachele storse la bocca con una smorfia di persona 
disgustata. – È la prima volta che ti vedo attaccato alla tua religione. Gabrio 
Moncalvo sorrise con aria di compatimento. – Io non sono attaccato né alla mia, 
né a quella degli altri, ma appunto per questo non sento neppure il bisogno di 
convertirmi. – Io invece questo bisogno lo sento – esclamò con impeto la signora 
Rachele. – Sento che porterei nella nuova fede tutto l’ardore del neofita. (81-82) 
 

Gabrio is moved not by ethical virtue, but by prudence as a balance of possible 

consequences in order to get the best deal. Rachele, instead, expresses an emotional 

desire. She is not claiming that Catholicism is better than Judaism, she is claiming that in 

a new religious community she could experience “the ardor of the neophyte,” by 

definition impossible in any kind of inherited religious experience. 

The previous passage is not the first one in which religion is the focus of 

discussion, and Rachele expresses a worldview in which religion still has still existential 

value. The second chapter of the novel presents a discussion after a lunch focused on 

religion, ethics, and Catholicism. Under the conciliatory presence of Clara, busy serving 

beverages and trying to reconcile, as ever, the two branches of the Moncalvos, Rachele 

attacks Giacomo: 

You have no religion—said Mrs. Rachele to her brother-in-law, with the air of 
someone who resumes an interrupted conversation. 
Commendatore Gabrio laughed. … 
Professor Giacomo looked up from a book he had been perusing. 
We would like to know what you meant by religion. 
—What a question!—Said Mrs. Rachele, more embarrassed than she wanted to 
appear.—As if no one knows what religion is! I mean a set of unshakable dogmas, 
as safe as your mathematical theorems, what one can rely on as a rule of life … 
—And you assume that there are these dogmas which compel us to treat our 
friends and enemies well, to refrain from any base and evil action, and govern 
your conduct accordingly. 
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—No, no, [solely] assuming is not enough. You must be sure that these precepts 
come from God, that obeying them guarantees us a prize, while transgressing 
them brings us a punishment. 
—The professor thought: The usual capital investment. But he avoided saying 
that. He only said:—And you believe what you want.—That’s how you are,—said 
Mrs. Rachel, angry.—I know very well that I can believe what I want, but I need 
to strengthen my faith with the faith of others, I need a cult, a set of practices in 
common … Gabrio is silent, but he shares my opinion …—Ah, you are not 
entirely wrong,—nodded her husband, giving off the smoke of the cigarette from 
his mouth. —The materialistic doctrines have had their day. 
 
Tu non hai religione, – disse la signora Rachele al cognato, con l’aria di chi 
ripiglia un discorso interrotto. 
Il commendator Gabrio si mise a ridere. …  
Il professore Giacomo alzò gli occhi da un libro che stava sfogliando.  
Converrebbe sapere che cosa tu intenda per religione. 
– Che domanda! – ribatté la signora Rachele, imbarazzata più di quello che non 
voleva parere. – Come se tutti non sapessero quello ch’è la religione! Intendo una 
serie di dogmi incrollabili, altrettanto sicuri quanto i vostri teoremi matematici, su 
cui si possa appoggiarsi come a una norma di vita … 
– E tu fa conto che questi dogmi ci siano, che c’impongano di operare il bene 
verso amici e nemici, da astenerci da ogni atto basso e malvagio, e regola di 
conformità la tua condotta. 
– No, no, non basta far conto. Occorre la certezza che questi precetti vengono da 
Dio, che l’obbedirvi ci assicura un premio, che il trasgredirli porta seco una pena.  
– La solita investita di capitali, – pensò il professore. Ma non lo disse. Disse 
soltanto: – E tu credi quello che vuoi.  
– Ecco come siete, – replicò la signora Rachele, arrabbiandosi. – Lo so benissimo 
che posso credere quello che voglio, ma io ho bisogno di rinforzar la mia fede con 
la fede degli altri, ho bisogno di un culto, di un complesso di pratiche in 
comune… Gabrio tace, ma è del mio parere… 
– Ah, non hai tutti i torti, – assentì il marito cacciando dalla bocca il fumo della 
sigaretta. – Le dottrine materialiste hanno fatto il loro tempo. (27-29). 
 

Rachele accuses her brother-in-law of having no religion, but the discussion opens up a 

variety of positions about religion, ethics, and skepticism. Giacomo embodies a 

standpoint typical of the Enlightenment, manifesting a certain degree of tolerance about 

religions and their dogmas, as they are instrumental in living according to ethical 

standards. Assuming that God exists would be a middle ground for a tolerant vision in 
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which society could live without religious wars and everyone would be free to think and 

believe whatever they want. This is an implicit reference to Voltaire, both in his Treatise 

on Tolerance (1763) and in his conception of a clockmaker who needed to justify the 

universe without entering a dangerous debate of dogmatic certainty expressed in Le 

Cables (1772). 

Rachele, who provoked Giacomo by accusing him of having no religion, is not 

able to understand Giacomo’s philosophical perspective on religion. The French 

Revolution and Enlightenment are not part of her cultural heritage. Instead, she points out 

her double need: metaphysical and communitarian. Her deontological ethic needs 

metaphysical certainty: “You must be sure that these precepts come from God, that 

obeying them guarantees us a prize, while transgressing them brings us a punishment.” 

Community is not involved in the hermeneutical process of discovering or constructing 

the historical way to live a faith-inspired life. Community, instead, is merely the group of 

people that practices a clearly defined religion: “I need to strengthen my faith with the 

faith of others. I need a cult, a set of practices in common.” Manacorda quotes the last 

sentence to argue for an ‘only partially credible conviction of faith’ “una solo in parte 

credibile convinzione di fede” (10-11). Certainly Rachele, inspired by mons. de Luchi 

and supported by the count Ugolini-Ruschi, arranges her daughter’s wedding that is not 

motivated by a decision of conscience and faith. Despite her opportunistic behavior, this 

passage, together with the previously analyzed passage on the ardor of the neophyte (82) 

offers a perspective on religion that is different from both Giacomo’s Enlightenment 

standpoint and Gabrio’s businessman mentality. 
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As is fitting for a businessman, even regarding religion Gabrio’s comments are 

neither philosophical nor emotional: they are prudent and straightforward. While in the 

passage above Gabrio observes “The materialistic doctrines have had their day,” in 

another passage Gabrio reacts to the dialogue between Giacomo and Rachele about the 

three generations of Jewish faith: 

[Our] Grandparents were strictly Orthodox, like yours, attached to certain 
antiquated, ridiculous forms... 
—Not without their poetry,—noted the professor. 
—Are you defending them, you? 
—No, I consider them dispassionately, like all rituals, as all the symbols in which 
humanity has put a part of its soul. 
—But how can the stories of three thousand, four thousand years ago interest us, 
narrated in a language that no one understands anymore? … Those patriarchs, that 
passage of the Red Sea, that Moses coming down from the mountain with horns 
in front! 
—Come on, they have also built on the mountains the structure of the new 
religion. 
—It’s another thing, it’s another thing,—protested the lady.—Anyway, to get 
back to us, the grandparents were furiously Orthodox; the generation coming after 
pretended to believe, but we did not believe; we, the third generation, could not 
have grown differently from how we grew. 
The professor nodded. 
—Sure, the old faith was dying. It was even more necessary for each of us to 
assimilate the permanent, indestructible aspects of religions to strengthen the 
moral law that has to govern our lives. 
—Here’s your mistake!—Said the Commendatore, jumping into the conversation 
… First of all, different religions implies different ethics… for example, the ethics 
of the Turks, which also has its appeal… So it is better to start by choosing the 
religion of which you want to squeeze the juice… then, are you quite sure that 
you want to store the juice after you threw away the fruit? 
 
I nonni erano strettamente ortodossi, come i vostri, attaccati a certe forme 
antiquate, ridicole… 
– Non senza la loro poesia, – notò il professore. 
– Le difendi, tu? 
– No, le considero spassionatamente, come tutti i riti, come tutti i simboli in cui 
l’umanità ha messo una parte della sua anima. 
– Ma come possono interessarci quelle storie di tremila, di quattromila anni sono, 
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dette in una lingua che nessuno capisce più?... Quei patriarchi, quel passaggio del 
Mar Rosso, quel Mosè che scende dalla montagna con le corna in fronte! 
– Eh via, ci hanno fabbricato su anche l’edifizio della religione nuova. 
– È un’altra cosa, è un’altra cosa, – protestò la signora. – A ogni modo, per 
tornare a noi, i nonni erano rabbiosamente ortodossi; la generazione venuta dopo 
faceva finta di credere, ma non credeva; noi della terza generazione non potevamo 
crescere che come siamo cresciuti. 
Il professore annuì. 
– Sicuro, la vecchia fede moriva. Tanto più era necessario che ciascuno di noi si 
assimilasse quello che vi è di permanente, d’indistruttibile nelle religioni per dar 
forza alla legge morale che deve governare la nostra vita. 
– Ecco il tuo torto! – Saltò a dire il commendatore … Prima di tutto a varie 
religioni corrisponde una varia morale… quella dei turchi, per esempio, che ha 
pure le sue attrattive… Dunque convien principiare con lo scegliere la religione di 
cui si vuol spremere il sugo… poi, questo sugo sei ben sicuro di conservarlo 
quando hai gettato via il frutto? (28-29) 
 

Once again, Gabrio’s thought aligns perfectly with a business mentality. Neither biblical 

stories—“Those patriarchs, that passage of the Red Sea, that Moses coming down from 

the mountain with horns in front!”—nor Jewish practice—“[Our] Grandparents were 

strictly Orthodox”—appeal to him. Instead, he is looking for stable assets related to 

religion, exemplified by a metaphor: religions have value insofar as it is possible to 

squeeze and store the juice. Thus, for the Moncalvo banker, religions are neither a 

heritage to be transmitted, as his ancestors thought, nor are they a belief tolerated to a 

certain extent by the masses, as Giacomo thought after Voltaire, nor are they the source 

of answers for the emotional, metaphysical, and communitarian needs of Rachele. 

Instead, religions are a possible capital investment. The first action to take is to choose 

the more lucrative one: “So it is better to start by choosing the religion of which you want 

to squeeze the juice… then, are you quite sure that you want to store the juice after you 

threw away the fruit?” Leveraging his previous experience of living in Muslim countries 
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for many years, Gabrio does not exclude Islam: “For example, the ethics of the Turks, 

which also has its appeal…,” showing in this sentence a certain fascination that he never 

manifests towards Judaism. Gabrio does not mention Christianity, but it is the object of 

an exchange of divergent opinions between Rachele and Giacomo. 

Rachele implicitly defends Christianity by the “demythization” of Jewish 

Patriarchs argued by Giacomo (and thus Castelnuovo), which also includes the religion 

built on Judaism: “—Come on, they have also built on them the edifice of the new 

religion.—It’s another thing, it’s another thing,—protested the lady.” Giacomo’s 

intellectual approach acknowledges that the Christian history of salvation is rooted in the 

Jewish covenant(s), but in doing so he considers Christianity equally outdated. 

Notwithstanding his not religious mentality, Giacomo acknowledges that religions have 

“their poetry,” considering them “dispassionately, like all rituals, as all the symbols in 

which humanity has put a part of its soul.” Adding a few Romantic notes to his basically 

Enlightenment perspective, he shows a sense of nostalgia for those rituals and narrations 

handed down from generation to generation, at least until emancipation and integration. 

Emancipation and integration challenge Judaism. The dialogue above begins 

precisely with Rachele observing: “[Our] Grandparents were strictly Orthodox, like 

yours, attached to certain antiquated, ridiculous forms....” After replying to Giacomo’s 

unexpected comment, Rachele resumes and develops her point: “Anyway, to get back to 

us, the grandparents were furiously Orthodox; the generation coming after pretended to 

believe, but it did not believe; we, the third generation, could not have grown differently 

from how we grew.” Rachele is pointing to a religious crisis, assuming that it is 
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unavoidable. She is unable to figure out a “modernist” but authentic way to practice 

Judaism, just as Giacomo is unable to figure out a similarly “modernist” way to be a 

philosopher without renouncing a living practice of his inherited faith. Rachele and 

Giacomo do not find a middle ground. Avoiding a rethinking of religion in modern terms, 

“the third generation could not have grown differently from how we grew,” while the 

fourth generation, particularly after the death of Aunt Clara, the only remaining 

practicing Jew among the Moncalvos, will move forward: Mariannina will formally 

abandon her inherited religion and her cousin Giorgio will follow his father’s steps, 

removing the residual nostalgia for the poetry of Biblical stories and ritual practices.  

None of the Moncalvos argue for a Reformed or Liberal form of Judaism, which 

is not surprising in a nation in which these forms of Judaism have had little or no success. 

The relevant exception was Felice Momigliano.12 According to Bruno Di Porto, he was 

‘the lone representative in Italy of a liberal trend of Judaism, secularly religious and 

religiously secular’ “solitario rappresentante in Italia di una tendenza liberale 

dell’ebraismo, laicamente religiosa e religiosamente laica” (“L’Ebraismo italiano nell’età 

giolittiana” 189).13 Momigliano’s Italian translation of Claude Montefiore’s Some 

Elements of the Religious Teaching of Jesus (1910) was published by the Jewish editor 

                                                
12 Cavaglion. Felice Momigliano (1866-1924). Una biografia, particularly chapter four, 
“Per un modernismo ebraico?” (135-64). 
13 Di Porto also notes that ‘among the turmoil of Modernism and biblical criticism, Jews 
were participating in training for religious culture and interfaith discussions in magazines 
such as Coenobium, Coscientia, La Nuova Parola, La Riforma Laica’ “Ebrei 
partecipavano a palestre di cultura religiosa e discussione interreligiosa su riviste quali 
‘Coenobium’, ‘Coscientia, ‘La Nuova Parola’, La Riforma Laica, tra i fermenti del 
modernismo e della critica biblica’ (189).  
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Angelo Fortunato Formiggini as recently as in 1913, but in any case it scarcely had any 

readers, and had even less of an impact on the reshaping of Italian Judaism in light of 

liberalism, as Momigliano desired. In the novel and in real life, there was no space for 

either a Reformed or Liberal Judaism, or a modernist form of Catholicism. 

4.5 Secularism and political alliances after National 
Unification  

Secular and religious perspectives remain irreconcilable in The Moncalvos, but 

the consequences of the mainly secular process of national unity for both Judaism and 

Catholicism are underlined in the novel. September 20th, 1870, the day of the Breach of 

Porta Pia, is evoked many times. As it was for Nathan, the difference between the Rome 

of the popes and the new Rome is emphasized. However, while Nathan harshly argues 

about the anachronism of the Pope and the ecclesiastic hierarchy gathered for the Vatican 

Council, Castelnuovo depicts how that event has been elaborated and transformed in the 

everyday behaviors of people living in Rome. These behaviors range from the attempt of 

the Roman nobility to ignore the end of the temporal power of the popes to the visceral 

anticlericalism embodied by the painter Brulati. 

The strident contrast between the nostalgia for the Rome of the popes and the 

third Rome is blatant in the only description of prince Ottavio Oroboni, grandfather of 

don Cesarino:  

[A]fter Sept. 20, 1870, in a sign of protest against the new order of things, he did 
not leave his house, except to go to the Vatican in a closed carriage. He had spent 
a great deal of money on the construction of a surrounding wall to better isolate 
himself from the wicked and corrupt world. 
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[D]opo il 20 settembre 1870, in segno di protesta contro il nuovo ordine di cose, 
non era più uscito di casa sua se non in carrozza chiusa per andare al Vaticano, e 
per isolarsi meglio dal mondo empio e corrotto aveva speso un’infinità di quattrini 
nella costruzione del muro di cinta. (44) 
 

The Breach of Porta Pia is the watershed from the Rome of the Popes to “the new order 

of things,” is a result of which the conservative noble is even more secluded, trying to 

continue to live an impossible life. The Vatican is not only still viewed as the center of 

Roman life and of the world, but it is also considered the only place worthy of a visit 

outside the Oroboni house that has been transformed into a castle. The only conceivable 

means of transportation to reach the Vatican is, of course, a closed carriage, since a car 

does not fit with the anachronistic revival of the Second Rome. 

The Breach of Porta Pia is also evoked in the description of another member of 

the Oroboni family, don Cesarino’s mother. In this case, it is Mariannina who, talking 

with her mother about the possibility of marrying a prince, figures out the eventuality of 

having Olimpia Oroboni as her mother-in-law: ‘for a moment she saw herself as the 

daughter-in-law of the woman who spent her day mumbling prayers and protesting 

against the breach of Porta Pia’ “per un istante si vide nuora di quella donna che passava 

la sua giornata a biascicare orazioni e protestare contro la breccia di Porta Pia” (48). For a 

member of a noble Roman family, Catholic identity is reduced to a contestation of 

change inaugurated by the Breach. Even praying is about the loss of a power that 

involved Roman nobility. 

While Mariannina’s imagination can link the Breach of Porta Pia with the 

recrimination of Roman nobility, she is not interested in investigating national history, as 
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appears in the fifth chapter titled ‘by car’ “in automobile.” Even the title is in clear 

contrast with Oroboni’s old-fashioned travel. The chapter and the trip start with a 

seemingly innocuous detail: The car was moving at a moderate speed through Piazza 

delle Terme [square of the spa, ed.] and via Venti Settembre [road September 20th, ed.]’ 

“L’automobile filava velocità moderata attraverso Piazza delle Terme e via Venti 

Settembre” (63). However, though seemingly unimportant, these place names have 

symbolic value. 

In Piazza delle Terme, there was a new aqueduct, inaugurated by Pius IX a few 

days before the Breach of Porta Pia. The aqueduct was called Acqua Pia Marcia, 

combining the name of the reigning pope with that of the pre-existent aqueduct Acqua 

Marcia constructed in 144-140 BCE and named after the praetor Quintus Marcius Rex. 

While the architectural and logistical renovation of the Second Rome was often in 

continuation with the First Rome, such as in this case, the Third Rome risks forgetting 

these traces of history. The speed of technology and new habits, particularly travel by car, 

may play a role in this dangerous forgetfulness. Piazza delle Terme and via Venti 

Settembre should be reminiscent of the transformation and continuity of the same capital 

city. However, they escape the attention of most people, especially the youngest 

generation, represented by the worldly Mariannina more than by the intellectual Giorgio. 

The purpose of the trip is to allow Mariannina to paint the Roman countryside 

together with Brulati, under the vigilant presence of Aunt Clara. Meeting them by chance, 

Giorgio joins the group. Since the first lines, two different worldviews emerge in the 

words and behaviors of the two cousins: ‘Good morning,—he said, greeting all, but 
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looking exclusively to Mariannina.—Are you on a trip? Artistic trip,—replied the girl. 

I’m going to Mentana to paint with Brulati’ “Buongiorno, – egli disse salutando tutti, ma 

non avendo occhi che per la Mariannina. – Siete in gita? Gita artistica, – replicò la 

ragazza. Vado fino a Mentana a dipingere con Brulati.” (64). In any case, this trip is an 

opportunity to evoke the events of the Risorgimento and to draw a contrast between those 

passionate about these events and the disinterested Mariannina: 

Mentana is over there,—announced Brulati. He pointed out a group of houses …  
—And the battle,—asked an anxious Giorgio Moncalvo,—where [people] fought? 
Though Roman, Brulati knew little about that… 
Since Giorgio insisted on his questions: 
—Oh, said Mariannina,—it is a story14 of forty years ago. Something else should 
be remembered! 
Aunt Clara shook her head and protested vigorously.—It is yesterday’s story, it is 
our history, and we must remember that. …—Who knows! Giorgio said with a 
sigh.—I always envy those who were born half a century before me … They at 
least had a chance to die as heroes. 
—Bah!—said Mariannina with a grimace.—As if it were enough to die in battle 
to be heroes … Even those who are escaping can get a bullet. 
 
– Ecco Mentana, – annunziò Brulati. E additò un gruppo di case …  
– E la battaglia, – domandò ansioso Giorgio Moncalvo, – dove la si è combattuta? 
Brulati, benché romano, ne sapeva pochino… 
E poiché Giorgio insisteva nelle sue domande: 
– Oh, disse la Mariannina, – è storia di quarant’anni fa. Ci vuol altro a ricordarsi! 
La zia Clara si scosse e protestò energicamente. – È storia di ieri, è storia nostra, e 
bisogna ricordarsene. … – Ma! Disse Giorgio con un sospiro. – Io invidio sempre 
quelli che son nati mezzo secolo prima di me… Avevano almeno la possibilità di 
morire da eroi. 
– Bah! – fece la Mariannina con una smorfia. – Come se bastasse morire in 
battaglia per essere eroi… Una palla può buscarsela anche uno che scappa. (71) 

 
Clara, in line with her Jewish education, insists on the need to remember: “it is our 

history, and we must remember that.” However, events to be remembered are not part of 

                                                
14 In Italian, “storia” means both story and history. The scene plays with the double 
meaning of the word.  
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sacred history, but of the secular history and rhetoric of the Third Rome. Nathan would 

have exulted in both Clara remarking “we must remember that” and Giorgio expressing 

his fascination by the battle of the Risorgimento, in which people died as heroes. 

However, an elderly woman and her intellectual nephew are not representative of the 

broader population. Mariannina, indeed, is clearly unmoved: “it is a history of forty years 

ago. Something else should be remembered!” Brulati takes a middle position. He has 

organized the trip not to commemorate the battle of Mentana, but to paint the Roman 

countryside. Moreover, [t]hough Roman, Brulati knew little about that….,” as studying 

history was not among his priorities. At the same time, Brulati appreciates the 

Risorgimento not for the rhetoric of martyrdom—as emphasized in Banti’s account—but 

for his anticlerical ideas, which emerges in another passage in a dialogue with Gabrio:  

I do not understand politics, but with the priests I’ve always had bad blood. The 
cannon shots of September 20, 1870 are among the happiest memories of my 
youth. 
—The temporal power would have fallen even without those cannon shots,—
added the conciliatory Moncalvo,—and now nobody thinks seriously of 
rebuilding it. As for the priests, there are good and bad … Monsignor de Luchi, 
for example, is a pearl… 
 
Io di politica non me ne intendo, ma coi preti non ho mai avuto buon sangue e le 
cannonate del 20 settembre 1870 sono tra i più bei ricordi della mia adolescenza. 
– Il poter temporale sarebbe caduto anche senza quelle cannonate, – soggiunse il 
conciliativo Moncalvo, – e ormai nessuno pensa sul serio a rimetterlo in piedi. In 
quanto ai preti, ce ne sono di buoni e di cattivi… Monsignor de Luchi, per 
esempio, è una perla… (112-13) 
 

Brulati expresses enjoyment for the liberation of Rome from the temporal power of the 

Church, as it is not intellectually or politically driven, but visceral. Moreover, Brulati’s 

confidence witnesses how cannon shots against Porta Pia are cemented in the popular 
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imagination as the key moment of liberation from the temporal power of the Church, 

perceived as obscurantist both through first-hand experience and through the reading of 

anticlerical publications that were widespread during the Risorgimento. The most famous 

of these publications was Giuseppe Garibaldi’s Clelia, in some editions subtitled Il 

governo dei preti – Romanzo politico storico (The government of the priest. Historical-

Political Novel), underling the strong anticlerical perspective.15 In the favorable historical 

conditions of the Risorgimento and then again during the Belle Époque, this kind of 

anticlericalism changed the popular approach to religion through its emotional appeal.  

The visceral anticlericalism of Brulati is countered by the prudent and in this case 

also “conciliatory”16 behavior of Gabrio. He argues that “[t]he temporal power would 

have fallen even without those cannon shots.” First the French Revolution and then the 

Risorgimento and the process of national unification, animated by charismatic leaders 

such as Garibaldi and institutional and diplomatic leaders such as Cavour, were a fatal 

blow for the temporal power of the Church. Gabrio notes that “now nobody thinks 

seriously of putting it back together,” probably including the Catholic Church, at least 

Roman priests such as mons. de Luchi. 

                                                
15 This novel is a harsh attack on the Rome of the popes, which presents prelates in a way 
comparable to anti-Semitic rhetoric. 
16 Historically, a conciliatory behavior will be adopted two decades after the novel to 
solve the Roman Question, precisely through a “conciliation” between the Italian State 
and the Catholic Church. Via della Conciliazione was built to remember this historical 
agreement. 
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At the reception following the baptism and double rite of marriage of Mariannina 

to don Cesarino, de Luchi proposes a toast to Pius X, but he indulges in imprudent 

judgments on the temporal power of the Church: 

—I propose, —he says,—a toast to our Supreme Pontiff Pius X. 
There is a moment of hesitation and baron Bernheim, waiting for a new Italian 
commenda, cannot withhold a meaningful: ‘Uh, uh!’ 
—My toast is addressed to the pastor of souls, not the sovereign,—explains the 
monsignor. Then all stand applauding; only the painter Brulati, with the excuse of 
picking up the napkin that has shifted from his knees, finds a way to free himself 
from the touching demonstration. Angry, he grumbles:—After the comedy, the 
farce. 
—I hope that the echo of this applause will arrive to His Holiness,—resumes Don 
Paolo when the clinking of glasses ends. 
And because the vapors of wine given to him go straight to his head, he blurts out 
two or three imprudent sentences. 
—Yes, this applause has great significance. It is one of the many symptoms of the 
recapture of Rome, the true one, which is the most desirable. ‘My kingdom is not 
of this world.’ Reign on souls, that’s what matters… and if souls come back to us, 
back to the Church, it will not be a great misfortune to have lost three feet of 
land… 
—Don Paolo Bravo!— the Commendatore says, jumping up with laughter. 
—You are renouncing temporal power… If they hear you! 
—I do not give up anything, says the monsignor, realizing that he went too far.—
The Church has its rights, and it will always protest the violence against itself… I 
speak as a private… And for me, yes, the main thing is that the Church regains the 
souls… Besides, I accept the friendly warning of our illustrious Commendatore. 
 
– Io propongo, – egli dice, – un brindisi al nostro Sommo Pontefice Pio X. 
C’è un momento di esitazione, e il barone Bernheim, che aspetta una nuova 
commenda italiana, non può trattenere un espressivo: “Uhm, uhm!”  
– Il mio brindisi è rivolto al Pastore delle anime e non al Sovrano, – spiega 
monsignore. E allora tutti si levano in piedi applaudendo; solo il pittore Brulati, 
con la scusa di raccattare il tovagliulo scivolatogli giù dalla ginocchia, trova il 
modo di esimersi dalla toccante dimostrazione, e brontola corrucciato: – Dopo la 
commedia, la farsa.  
– Io spero che l’eco di questi applausi giungerà fino a Sua Santità, – ripiglia don 
Paolo appena tace il tintinnio dei bicchieri. 
E poiché i vapori del vino gli dànno un poco alla testa, egli si lascia scappare due 
o tre frasi imprudenti.  
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– Sì, questi applausi hanno un grande significato. Essi sono uno dei tanti sintomi 
di quella riconquista di Roma ch’è la vera, ch’è la più desiderabile. “Il mio regno 
non è di questo mondo.” Regnar sulle anime, ecco ciò che interessa… e se le 
anime tornano a noi, tornano alla Chiesa non sarà una gran disgrazia aver perduto 
quattro palmi di terreno… 
– Bravo don Paolo! – salta su, ridendo, il commendatore.  
– Lei rinuncia al potere temporale… Se la sentono… 
– Io non rinuncio a nulla, ribatte monsignore accorgendosi di essere andato 
tropp’oltre. – La Chiesa ha i suoi diritti e protesterà sempre contro le violenze 
commesse a suo danno… Ma io parlo come privato… E per me, sì, l’essenziale è 
che la Chiesa riconquisti le anime… De resto accetto l’avvertimento amichevole 
del nostro illustre commendatore (188-89) 
 

At first the toast to Pius X is considered embarrassing, particularly by “baron Bernheim, 

waiting for a new Italian commenda” as supporting the pope usually meant contesting 

secular power. However, de Luchi makes a crucial distinction: the toast is for the pastor, 

not for the sovereign. While “all stand applauding,” only Brulati remains in his 

anticlerical stance: “After the comedy, the farce.” For him, the conversion and marriage 

were a comedy, now the general approval of de Luchi’s words by people who should not 

be supporters of the Catholic Church is a farce. 

De Luchi is usually prudent, but in vino veritas: “if souls come back to us, back to 

the Church, it will not be a great misfortune to have lost three feet of land.” Gabrio 

immediately clarifies this unexpected declaration: “You are renouncing temporal power.” 

De Luchi realizes he is in an embarrassing situation and pretends he was speaking as a 

private citizen, not in the name of the Catholic Church. In doing so, he underlines a 

pastoral, rather than juridical focus. He does not deny the Catholic Church’s right of 

recrimination against Italian secular power—“The Church has its rights, and it will 

always protest the violence against itself”—but he moves the focus to the need of a 
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pastoral turn, based on the evangelical expression taken by John 18:36: ‘My kingdom is 

not of this world’ (CBT). His viewpoint does not take on an ecumenical or interfaith 

approach, because he still has in mind a hegemonic vision of the Catholic Church. 

However, as he is basically foreseeing an adaptation of the Catholic Church to modern 

times, his approach can also be viewed as a step forward in overcoming the 

condemnation of modernity and secular society as such.  

As predicted by Gabrio—“If they hear you!”—since de Luchi’s declarations are 

not in line with official Catholic positions at that time, demonstrating an unwillingness to 

separate the pastoral role of the pope from his political one, he is punished by the church. 

The narrator recounts a discussion about Brulati, informed of the facts, and Giorgio, at 

home in despair after the wedding of his beloved cousin with a man that she does not 

love: 

It seems impossible, but monsignor de Luchi was, for the moment, out of favor 
with his superiors and had to [be immersed in spiritual] retreat for a couple of 
weeks in a Franciscan convent to do penance … [His superiors] do not forgive 
him the speech delivered at the wedding of Mariannina with an ambiguous phrase 
about temporal power... hell broke loose! … It didn’t take much to unleash the 
anger of the Curia ... and yes, that unctuous priest had proposed a toast to the 
Pope and predicted the recapture of Rome. And unfortunately, the painter added, 
unfortunately the prediction threatened to come true. 
 
Monsignor de Luchi, pare impossibile, era, pel momento, in disgrazia dei 
superiori e aveva dovuto ritirarsi per un paio di settimane in un convento di 
francescani a far penitenza… Non gli perdonavano il discorso pronunziato alle 
nozze di Mariannina con una frase ambigua sul potere temporale… Apriti cielo!... 
Non c’era voluto molto per scatenar le collere della Curia… E sì che l’untuoso 
sacerdote aveva proposto un brindisi al Papa e predetto la riconquista di Roma. E 
pur troppo, soggiungeva il pittore, pur troppo il pronostico minacciava 
d’avverarsi. 
 

The Vatican Curia punishes de Luchi because he is forward-looking. Times are not ready 
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for such kinds of declarations. However, the novel offers three predictions about a change 

in the Catholic Church’s stance on temporal power and its ability to regain part of the 

past power, particularly in Rome. Gabrio affirmed that “[t]he temporal power would have 

fallen even without those cannon shots” (112). According to de Luchi, “back to the 

Church, it will not be a great misfortune to have lost three feet of land” (189). Here the 

anticlerical Brulati admits: “And unfortunately, the painter added, unfortunately the 

prediction threatened to come true.”  

Giorgio, fascinated by a mythical third Rome of heroes—“I always envy those 

who were born half a century before me … They at least had a chance to die as heroes” 

(71)—is not able to escape a logic of contrapositions: 

I do not understand what points of contact may be between monsignor de Luchi 
and the daughter of the Commendatore Gabrio Moncalvo. Once ...— Mariannina 
vivaciously added—monsignor would have looked for ways to burn me alive. 
Now he comes to lunch with us ... Do not you think that is it better? 
—Secure that it is better ... But you not deny that your monsignor and those 
mummified Oroboni, for whom you go into raptures represent a world, represent 
an order of ideas quite different from our ideas and our world. 
 
Io non capisco che punti di contatto ci possano essere tra un monsignor de Luchi e 
la figlia del commendatore Gabrio Moncalvo. Una volta… – soggiunse 
vivacemente Mariannina, – monsignore avrebbe cercato il modo di bruciarmi 
viva. Ora viene a colazione da noi… Non ti pare che sia meglio? 
- Sicuro ch’è meglio… Ma non mi negherai che il tuo monsignore e quei 
mummificati Oroboni per i quali vai in sollucchero rappresentano un mondo, un 
ordine d’idee affatto diversi dalle nostre idee e dal nostro mondo. (67) 
 

For Giorgio, Judaism and Catholicism remain incompatible and “quite different.” For 

Mariannina, on the other hand, Catholics now invite Jews to dinners, and no longer at the 

stake: relations between the two faiths seem so much better in the present. Giorgio’s 

notion of the incompatibility between these words is also challenged by mons. de Luchi. 
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The Roman prelate, to be sure, is no apostle of interfaith dialogue—no Scaramuzza, so to 

speak, who sees Jews and Catholics as flowers of the same garlands. Yet de Luchi is able 

to negotiate and read the signs of the time. No longer a supporter of the temporal power 

of the Church (a lack of support for which he will later pay a high price), he knows well 

that the Breach has opened a common space in which even a monsignor must dialogue 

with others for the sake of civil conviviality. 

Admittedly, de Luchi suffers a slight punishment; the members of the Oroboni 

family close their eyes in front of modernity and try to live as if nothing had changed in 

Rome; and Mariannina is reluctant to learn about the history of national unity. However, 

the Urbs, Rome, is a place in which everything is possible, particularly every kind of co-

mixing, as testified by another scene of the novel. Gabrio met mons. de Luchi in his 

office soon after his meeting with Dr. Löwe and they discuss the meaning of these 

exchanges: 

He made him sit in the place where, just minutes before, was seated the apostle of 
Zionism. He explained in a few words who he was and what he wanted … There 
are contrasts that are not seen in the present day and are not seen in Rome … what 
a confusion of tongues, is it not true, monsignor? A priest of the Catholic Church, 
a Jew of the old school, and one that is neither fish nor fowl … 
—We are in the Urbs,—noticed the cleric. 
—But before the seventies certain contrasts were not possible. 
Why not? Why not?—the monsignor said. He had this habit of saying.—The 
Church is adamant in its principles, is uncompromising in appearances, but 
basically it has always been very tolerant. 
—Uhm, uh! 
—I’m serious. And the popes have never excluded anyone from their presence. 
—Maybe … What is certain is that You, monsignor, are a truly worldly man, a 
true modern man. 
—The Church is always ancient and always modern.—said the priest. It is 
contemporary to all centuries and understands all issues. 
—Even Zionism? 
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—Why not? 

E fattolo sedere al posto ov’era pur dianzi l’apostolo del Sionismo, gli spiegò in 
poche parole chi fosse e che volesse … Sono contrasti che non si vedono che ai 
nostri giorni e non si vedono che a Roma… che confusione di lingue, non è vero 
monsignore? Un sacerdote della Chiesa cattolica, un ebreo del vecchio stampo, e 
uno che non è né carne né pesce… 
– Siamo nell’Urbs, – notò l’ecclesiastico. 
– Però prima del Settanta certi contrasti non erano possibili.  
Perché no? Perché no? – rispose monsignore che aveva questo intercalare. – La 
Chiesa è inflessibile nei principii, è intransigente nelle apparenze, ma in fondo è 
sempre stata tollerantissima. 
– Uhm, uhm! 
– Parlo sul serio. E i pontefici non hanno mai escluso nessuno dalla loro presenza. 
– Sarà… Quello ch’è sicuro è che lei, monsignore, è un vero uomo di mondo, un 
vero uomo moderno. 
– La Chiesa e sempre antica e sempre moderna. – disse il prete. È contemporanea 
di tutti i secoli e intende tutte le questioni. 
– Anche il Sionismo? 
– Perché no? (58-59) 
 
According to de Luchi, the “Church is adamant in its principles, is 

uncompromising in appearances, but basically it’s always been really tolerant.” 

Moreover, the “Church is always ancient and always modern,” emphasizing the ability of 

the Catholic Church to adapt to new conditions, implicitly including the new environment 

created by the third Rome. Even Zionism could be on the table. In Rome, a “priest of the 

Catholic Church, a Jew of the old school [Orthodox, ed.], and one that is neither fish nor 

fowl” can meet together. Gabrio and the ecclesiastic agree that these exchanges could 

only happen in Rome. In his freedom from any form of orthodoxy (even if for the sake of 

convenience, not of an ethic or intellectual choice), Gabrio understands that before the 

Capture of Rome and its aftermath—“the Seventies”—these exchanges would not have 

been possible. In The Moncalvos, indeed, the starting point of the third Rome is also the 
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starting point for new exchanges among different people. The eternal city, in both the 

novel and real life, has a special power. 

While the Urbs offered new opportunities for dialogue, it had been a serious 

threat for community identity. Living in Rome could be considered a disgrace, as argued 

by Giacomo in the last pages of Castelnuovo’s novel when he tries to convince his son, 

who is depressed because Mariannina did not marry him, that the real issue is that the 

other branch of the Moncalvos established their residence in Rome: 

No, no, my boy, it was not a disgrace, it was not a mistake to have rejected the job 
at Khartoum. The real tragedy is that these people came to settle in Rome. The 
error is that you’re back from abroad. It is partly my fault, because I contributed 
to your return … The real disgrace is that these people are coming to settle in 
Rome. 
 
No, no, ragazzo mio, non fu una disgrazia, non fu un errore quello di non aver 
accettato il posto di Kartum; la tragedia vera è che quella gente sia venuta a 
stabilirsi a Roma, l’errore è che tu sia tornato dall’estero; ed è in parte errore mio, 
perché ho contribuito a farti tornare… La disgrazia vera è che quella gente sia 
venuta a stabilirsi a Roma. (118) 
 

While Giorgio is focused on his individual story, and his father asserts that the broader 

issue is the other branch of the Moncalvos, “The real disgrace is that the people are 

coming to settle in Rome.” Contextualized in the meditative spirit of the last chapter, this 

is a consideration that seems to be even more forward-looking: what effect did the third 

Rome have on the identity of Jewish individuals and families, if not on the Jewish 

community at large? As for Nathan, De Benedetti, Scaramuzza, and the Jewish journals, 

the Breach inaugurated unprecedented opportunities that required a continuous collective 

memory and a cultural and ethical response to construct an inclusive society. The 

challenge for religions has been to creatively combine this collective memory with 
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religious heritage. 
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Conclusion: Reshaping a Common Memory 
The comparative approach that has sustained this research has allowed for an 

analysis of Jewish emancipation, the end of the temporal power of the Catholic Church, 

and the beginning of a secular government in Rome, not merely as parallel but as 

interrelated events in the life of groups in need of reshaping their identities and inter-

connections. The pivotal event of the Breach of Porta Pia offered new opportunities for 

all of these groups, while also posing new civic and moral responsibilities that 

fundamentally reshaped the understanding of what it meant to be a Jew, a Catholic, and a 

citizen. 

Nathan’s speech emphasized the unique role of the third Rome and the 

responsibility that role imposed on its citizens for the sake of the Italian nation and 

humanity at large: 

That is the significance of the breach, oh citizens! No church without school! 
Enlightened consciousness for every faith: that is the meaning of Rome today. 
Why did I speak in this way? Because I have called the past into life by placing it 
in comparison with the present? Is it for a spirit of controversy, to answer silly 
accusations and insults addressed against us? 
No, actually. A much higher and worthy cause moves me: to place before your 
eyes and especially your hearts the moral responsibilities that weigh on us, 
because there may be no resting along the way; because Rome, in every single 
citizen in its community, is mindful of its duty before homeland, civilized society, 
and the future. I dwelt on the past to highlight the evils, such as obstacles derived 
by despotism and class, including the priestly one, in the name of religion. If this 
lesson is forgotten, and by the transfer of control to one, another, or several 
classes, you were to lose sight of the community, the entire populace, the nation, 
and the homeland, and suffer the influence of individual interests, then that breach 
would be opened to allow passage to the struggle of conflicting appetites, of 
conflicting class interests, not for the good of the homeland and humanity. 
 
Ecco il significato della breccia, o cittadini! Nessuna chiesa senza scuola! 
Illuminata coscienza per ogni fede, ecco il significato della Roma d’oggi. Perché 
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ho parlato così? Perché ho richiamato in vita il passato ponendolo in riscontro col 
presente? È per spirito di polemica, per rispondere alle sciocche accuse e 
contumelie a cui siamo fatti segno?  
No, in vero. Un senso assai più alto e degno mi muove: quello di porre innanzi 
agli occhi vostri e soprattutto ai cuori vostri, le responsabilità morali che pesano 
su noi, perché non vi sia arresto sul cammino da percorrere; perché Roma, in ogni 
singolo cittadino, nella sua collettività, sia conscio del proprio dovere dinanzi alla 
Patria, al consorzio civile, all’avvenire. Mi sono soffermato sul passato, per 
mettere in rilievo qual i siano i mali, quali gli inceppi figliati dal dispotismo, dal 
regno di una classe, sia pur quella sacerdotale, in nome della religione. Se 
l’insegnamento si dovesse dimenticare e, nel predominio di una, di altra o di 
parecchie classi, si dovesse perdere di vista la collettività, il popolo tutto, la 
nazione, la patria, subire l’ascendente dei singoli interessi, allora quella breccia 
sarebbe stata aperta per lasciare il varco alla lotta di appetiti contrastanti, di 
confliggenti interessi di classe, non al bene della Patria, dell'umanità (Nathan 9-
10). 
 

Through an anacoluthon—“Rome, in every single citizen in its community”—Nathan 

assigned to the capital city a unique role both for Italy and for the entire world. And if, 

even in the new Rome, corporative and egoistic interests still prevailed, it was the 

responsibility of Rome’s new citizens to abandon their localist perspective and embrace a 

new universality: “that breach would be opened to allow passage to the struggle of 

conflicting appetites, of conflicting class interests, not for the good of the homeland, but 

[for the good] of humanity.” Abandoning one’s particularity for the sake of universal 

citizenship meant, to begin, abandoning one’s religious particularity: “Enlightened 

consciousness to every faith: that is the meaning of Rome today.” 

De Benedetti and Scaramuzza offered two different ways to honor the ideal of an 

inclusive citizenship based primarily on civil dialogue among different faiths, and 

between these and the modern (and secular) nation-state. In analyzing biblical traces in 

Italian literature, De Benedetti combined biblical and national memory. He invited the 
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young generation to freely access and compare biblical and literary texts: ‘freely study 

the poetry of the Bible and particularly of the Old Testament. Meditate on these pages, 

without worry, raise your thoughts to that ideal, and compare it to classical art. We are 

certain that the cult of the ideal will be worth brightening the soul, to reinvigorate it, not 

only in relation to quarrels over art, but also in the storms of doubt and passions’ 

“studiate liberamente la poesia della Bibbia e in particolare dell’Antico Testamento. 

Meditate quelle pagine, senza preoccupazioni, levate il pensiero a quell’ideale, e a quello 

dell’arte classica comparatelo. Noi siamo certi che il culto di quell’ideale varrà a 

rasserenarvi l’animo, a rinvigorirlo, non solo rispetto alle quistioni dell’arte, ma anche 

nelle procelle dei dubbi e delle passioni” (38). The goal of the comparison was to 

integrate biblical (both Catholic and Jewish) and national heritage. 

Scaramuzza’s Catholic and patriotic faith moved away from a political theology, 

offering an inclusive metaphor for mutual understanding between religions and state. He 

presented the communion of Judaism and Catholicism through the metaphor of two 

greenhouses whose respective flowers can be joined in a delicate garland. Regarding the 

relation between Church and State, Scaramuzza insisted on the necessary end of the 

temporal power of the Catholic Church as the precondition to freely preach the gospel 

and allow, at the same time, the development of an Italian national awareness and 

responsibility. 

Journals conceived of their responsibility in shaping the role of Jews, Catholics, 

and citizens in the third Rome quite differently. Jewish journals tried to integrate Jewish 

heritage into national projects, but also to appreciate, at least in certain contexts and 
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cases, the dialogue with Catholic realities. While the Catholic press was less ready to 

support an inclusive and dialogic model, we were still able to glean, in at least a few 

articles and news items, the traces of a practical (even if at times implicit) appreciation of 

both secular power and Roman Judaism. These are traces that reveal the complexity of 

the Catholic Church, which was not quite the monolith we often assume it to be, but 

rather a variegated reality crossed by the tensions of renewal and modernization. As for 

the secular and anticlerical L’Asino, however, religion—be it Catholic or Judaic—was 

but an obstacle for secularization. 

The centrality of remembering the founding moment of the third Rome and its 

role in rethinking and reshaping both civil and religious behaviors is a central topic in 

The Moncalvos, a novel in which, the possible dialogue between Catholicism, Judaism 

and secularism runs the perpetual risk of turning into struggle and conflict. It clearly 

appears in Aunt Clara’s words: “—Oh, said Mariannina,—it is a story of forty years ago. 

Something else should be remembered! Aunt Clara shook and protested vigorously.—It 

is yesterday’s story, it is our history, and we must remember that” (71). As in the 

Passover Haggadah, the necessity of memory is lived differently by the new generation: 

the four kids in the liturgical narration, and Mariannina and Giorgio in Castelnuovo’s 

novel. While Mariannina placed herself outside of both Jewish and national memory, in 

the end, Giorgio is quite open to being a part of a story to be narrated from one 

generation to another. 

The third Rome, symbolically generated by a breach that sparkled light, opened a 

way from which an Italian model of modernity was possible. However, as noted by L. 
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Scott Lerner one hundred years after Nathan’s speech, the importance of the Breach of 

Porta Pia is no longer part of collective memory, even though, for half a century, it was 

central:  

Modern Italian identity is founded on a repressed collective memory. The 
historical event that, more than any other, gave birth to italianità and, however 
precariously at first but assuredly in retrospect, sealed the fate of Italy as a 
modern state—the once historic XX Settembre … has been forgotten. More than 
eighty years have passed since Italy last celebrated its own without irony. For 
more than half a century, from 1870 to 1927, no expense was spared in the 
nation’s determination to enshrine the narrative of its own birth, both on the 
cityscape of Roma capitale (Capital Rome) and on the calendar, the majordomo 
of national autobiography. (137) 
 

Rediscovering mutual exchanges among Italian Jews and Catholics in the Post-

Unification Italy will contribute to move beyond a “repressed collective memory,” 

reconstructing a common memory. 

This work, though not exhaustive, has been an attempt to reconstruct the cultural 

milieu of intellectuals joined by a common vision: a third Rome in which secular, Jewish, 

and Catholic worldviews can interact and influence each other, overcoming divisions and 

dogmatism, in light of a shared memory. Although it remained a marginal perspective in 

the Italy of the Belle Époque, when dialogue remained at odds with the particular 

interests of the nation state as well as of Catholic and Jewish hierarchies, this vision 

reached some achievements among the cultural elite and it also contributed to a juridical 

conception of secularism open to religious pluralism. This vision prepared the road for 

future interfaith dialogues, such as when the chief rabbi Elio Toaff and Pope John Paul II 

embraced at the entrance of the Great Rome Synagogue in 1986. In some ways, that 

embrace could represent the fulfillment of a long history of lesser known encounters 
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narrated in this dissertation. “As flowers from two greenhouses, from two gardens … 

joined together in a delicate garland” — to put it in Scaramuzza’s words— a Pope and a 

Chief Rabbi revealed only in 1986 the powerful light of modernity that had once entered 

Rome from a small hole — the Breach of Porta Pia. 
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